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Si tibi ipsi non imperasti,
quomondo ab aliss silentium speras?
        —Seneca (attributed), Proverbs 16

The practice of magic consists in making what is not
understood understandable in an incomprehensible manner.

—Carl Jung



Introduction

Many of us have had the experience of picking up a volume in the local
bookstore, reading the ¤rst few pages, and ¤nding ourselves utterly
mysti¤ed. Despite the title or the promotional blurbs on the cover, the
more one reads this book, the more the words seem to become resis-
tant in their recalcitrant materiality. Modern Occult Rhetoric: Mass
Media and the Drama of Secrecy in the Twentieth Century is about
this experience. It is also about the ways in which individuals use lan-
guage (and the ways in which language uses individuals) to harbor
secrets, creating groups of insiders and outsiders. Consider what some
readers may have experienced if, instead of this paragraph, Modern
Occult Rhetoric began with an epigraph from two celebrated French
thinkers and then proceeded to suggest, in tortuous jargon, that these
thinkers were secretly students of Freemasonry and the Jewish tradi-
tion of mysticism known as the Kabbalah . . . 





Desiring-machines are binary machines, obeying a binary law or
set of rules governing associations: one machine is always coupled
with another. . . . This is because there is always a ®ow-producing
machine, another machine connected to it that interrupts or
draws off part of this ®ow (the breast—the mouth). . . . Desire
causes the current to ®ow, itself ®ows in turn, and breaks the
®ows. . . . Amniotic ®uid spilling out of the sac and kidney
stones; ®owing hair, a ®ow of spittle, a ®ow of sperm, shit, or
urine that are produced by partial objects . . . 

—Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari1

Speaking in terms of the right-hand path, readers familiar with the
work of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari will immediately acknowl-
edge that the un-doing, schizo-phronesis of desiring production and
its rippling effects in the worldly, ever-widening, rhizomatic onto-
theology of thinking/being was originally mapped by Spinoza. To rec-
ognize the ®ows of desire enabling and disabling a litany of couplings
and splits and the many, enercological ®ows and dams between the
conatus and anima—indeed, the fecal gift and the undead eidola—is
to celebrate the in¤nite attributes of “The One.” Yet right-handed
readers may not immediately realize that the geometrico-mathematical
paradox of the syzygy (e.g., the rank-¤ve syzygy expressed as Σijkδlm −
Σjklδim + Σkliδjm − Σlδkm = 0)—at base the notion that reality repre-
sents itself in the illusion of a dualistic ¤nitude, which is fundamental
to most immanent ontologies and which is belied by the unrepresent-
ability of libidinal ®ows—derives from that ancient art of Jewish mys-
ticism, the Kabbalah.2

Speaking in terms of the left-hand path, readers familiar with the
goetic arts, the amite arts of Gematria, Notariqon, Temura, and the
dogma of the Thrice Great Hermes (Hermeticism)3 will be familiar
with the unfortunate philosophical inversion of the cogito (“Some-
thing thinks, therefore something exists to think thought”), the mac-
daddy syzygy of the in¤nite attribute of thought frequently laid at the
unwashed feet of Descartes, which is under attack by Deleuze and
Guattari. The liberatory possibilities of the Hebrew Kabbalah or the
Greek Qabalah can be understood precisely in terms of their dual-
aspect theory of divinity, namely, that the mental and physical are
distinct emanations of the Godhead. The monistic foundation of the
occult tradition, in this sense, can be located in the Hebrew Yod or the
Greek Tau, both marks of the eternal rendered in the English letter
“G”: When The One hailed Moses on the mount, He bellowed in



terrifying speech, “I am that I am,” which is the ¤rst axiom of occult
philosophy, “being is being.”4 Yet the student of the occult may not
immediately recognize that the schizoid-subject-as-desiring-machine
is actually cipher for each transitive node on the Tree of Life, each
coupling of ®ows a world or sphere revealed by Plato in the ninth
chapter of the Republic: Atziluth, Briah, Yetzirah, and Assiah.

Finally, both students of Continental and occult philosophy may
not recognize that the binary initially forged by Francis Bacon (prin-
cipally to keep his head intact), which forever led the scientist and the
magician to the independent, institutional pieties re®ected in the Doc-
trine of Twofold Truth (the language of Deity and the language of His
Creation),5 has well served the monis- and monastically minded intel-
lectual since the establishment of the Great Blue Lodge in the eigh-
teenth century. As is well known, the secrets of Freemasonry are trans-
mitted, as Deity to Moses, in the presencing ®ows of speech, the union
of the conatus and the animus, the threshold of Truth. The cherished
letter “G” central to the emblem of Freemasonry (usually centered
inside a square and compass) thus yokes the occultist and philoso-
pher of immanence under the noses of the unenlightened masses and
betokens a secret shared among only a select few: God is Geometry,
and one comes to increasingly deeper understandings of Being only in
and by degrees.

This book, then, is potentially earth shattering, or better, sphere map-
ping, when the reader fully understands my purpose: to reveal the secret
that “constitutes the fatal Science of Good and Evil,” as Eliphas Lévi
once put it, in successive degrees of allegorical correspondence.6 The
secret of all occult traditions is, in fact, that Lucifer is an emanation of
Deity, the “light bearer” that makes possible the rhizomatic ef®uence of
desire and knowledge only through worshipful adherence to a false
“Master,” a revelation perhaps most aptly disclosed by Nietzsche’s
Zarathustra in terms of the “transvaluation” of all values for the stu-
dent of philosophy,7 and by Aleister Crowley in terms of the power of
human sacri¤ce (typically a male baby) for the student of the occult.8 In
short, this book attempts to explain what it means to worship the Devil,
particularly in terms of linguistic practice, as well as chronicle the his-
tory of our servitude to Satan in the worldwide Order of Freemasonry.

The Secret of the Book

To begin again: if the patient reader has read the last four paragraphs
without throwing this book across the room, then he or she may be
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relieved to learn that the preceding prose was intentionally tortuous,
designed to demonstrate formally the primary object of scrutiny in
Modern Occult Rhetoric. As I hinted, this book is about the object of
strange, mysterious, or dif¤cult language, including the reasons or
forces behind its invention, the experience of reading, interpreting,
and reacting to it, and the ways in which it can get the better of us. It
is my hope that by the end of this book the reader can easily take apart
the preceding rumination on ontological dualism (the notion that
mental stuff, res cogitans, and bodily stuff, res extensa, are radically
distinct), particularly in terms of its rhetorical, or suasive, function:
this hodgepodge of esoteric terms and academic jargon is designed to
discriminate among those who can read it and those who cannot.
When writing the example ruse, I wanted the aesthetic form of the
prose to re®ect the content or argument: the dif¤cult language of phi-
losophy is akin to the dif¤cult language of the occult tradition; both
traditions simultaneously obscure the truths their vocabularies seek to
deploy, and both utilize dif¤cult language to create readerships. In
short, the content domains of philosophy and the occult share a com-
mon logic of discrimination. Their prose, like mine, is designed to
delight and to encourage the reader who is “in the know” and to an-
noy, discourage, or perhaps even intrigue the reader who is not.

Put in more familiar, biblical terms, Modern Occult Rhetoric con-
cerns the contemporary equivalent of the shibboleth, a term for the
famous speech-password in the book of Judges (12:1–15). Insofar as
the King James Bible is the principal source of spiritual secrets in U.S.
Freemasonry (a central “Landmark” of the Craft), then the story of
warring Semitic tribes certainly can be read as an occult allegory for
keeping and telling secrets: the Ephraimites and the Gileadites are
warring, and the latter defeats the former. The Gileadites fashion
a blockade to catch ®eeing Ephraimites and establish a password to
let their friends through. Each escapee is asked to pronounce the
word “shibboleth,” ancient Hebrew for “ear of corn.” In the dialect
of the Gileadites the word was pronounced with a “sh,” while the
Ephraimites pronounced it with a “s.” Apparently, thousands of folks
said the latter and got into some pretty deep “sit” yammering on
about corn on the cob.

The concept of the shibboleth underscores the ways in which ci-
pher links human expression to real bodies in space, with real conse-
quences. One literally and ¤guratively could lose one’s head when
not paying enough attention to form, the most important, relational
meaning of the secret. As a “speech act” or an utterance that does
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things to and for people,9 the shibboleth also helps to explain the re-
lationships among the four major concepts or categories of the present
study: rhetoric, religion and theological form, the occult, and the oc-
cultic.

The Shibboleth of Rhetoric

The performative aspect of the shibboleth underscores why “rhetoric”
appears in the title of this book for a number of reasons. The ¤rst is
that “rhetoric” is itself a dif¤cult term when one recognizes that there
is a distinction between “rhetoric” in the popular imaginary and
“rhetoric” in the academy. The Ephraimites, today’s mass-media spin
doctors and politicians, would have us believe that rhetoric is “empty
speech” or (dare I say it?) “bulls(h)it,” a kind of language use that is
purely formal and devoid of content. Yet the Gileadites, or academics
who study “rhetoric” and the “rhetorical tradition,” wish that the
popular media tribes would recognize the term in a very different
sense, namely, that rhetoric denotes the serious study of persuasive
speaking and writing, which began in ancient Greece in fourth- and
¤fth-century b.c.e.

10 Among rhetoricians, the way in which rheto-
ric gets de¤ned has changed dramatically since that time, yet most
of us would agree that when a political pundit accuses a public leader
of producing “mere rhetoric,” he or she does not know the proper
password.

The second reason why “rhetoric” appears in the title is because
this book is a rhetorical analysis and criticism, meaning that its pri-
mary task is to analyze the dif¤cult language of secrecy as a suasive
phenomenon. For my purposes I will de¤ne “rhetoric” as the study
of how representations (linguistic or otherwise) consciously and un-
consciously in®uence people to do or believe things they would not
otherwise ordinarily do or believe. This de¤nition means that repre-
sentation as such is the central, suasive dimension of human drama,
the song of the opera of social being.

In light of the example of the shibboleth, the kind of language-
doing or rhetoric I am concerned with here is strange or dif¤cult lan-
guage about secrets. The claims I make in Modern Occult Rhetoric,
however, go much further than that of providing a history and gram-
mar of the discourse of secrecy. First, I will demonstrate in a number
of case studies that dif¤cult language is used to divide and unite read-
ers and that it therefore participates in numerous circuits of power
(authorial, authoritative, and otherwise). This element of social dis-
crimination and authority is the core of the discourse of secrecy. Sec-
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ond, I suggest that people cannot help but play the game of secrecy,
even in our contemporary age of abject publicity—of webcams, work-
place monitoring, and “reality television”11—because language and
its use easily lend themselves to mystery. Below I discuss each element
in terms of “the occultic” and the “rhetoric of religion,” respectively.

The Rhetoric of Religion

In the widest sense, the present study can be understood as an exami-
nation of the rhetoric of religion, and principally in terms of what I
call “theological form.” Theological form refers to the recurrent cul-
tural patterns of transcendence that are locatable in human writing
and speaking. “Transcendence” is the idea of “moving across or
through” and is frequently opposed to “immanence,” which means
“inside” or “in the here and now.” Secular thought and its representa-
tion are often described as “immanent,” and religious thought and
rhetoric are described as “transcendent.”

The element that usually types a given discourse as transcendent is
the presence (or rather, the impossible absence) of ineffability. The
word “ineffability” is a shibboleth of sorts: by de¤nition, the ineffable
is that which “cannot be expressed or described in language.” It
also refers to that which is “too great for words,” that which “tran-
scends expression,” as well as the “unspeakable, unutterable, and
inexpressible.”12 Hence transcendent rhetoric often seeks to commu-
nicate something—a spiritual truth, for example—that is beyond rep-
resentation. For this reason, Kenneth Burke has argued that the rheto-
ric of religion is inherently paradoxical. In his last major book, The
Rhetoric of Religion, Burke notes that “the supernatural is by de¤ni-
tion the realm of the ‘ineffable.’ And language by de¤nition is not
suited to the expression of the ‘ineffable.’ So our words for the . . .
supernatural or ‘ineffable’ . . . are necessarily borrowed from our
words for the sorts of things we can talk about literally . . . (the world
of everyday experience).”13 Burke’s observations about the rhetoric of
religion implicate a central, productive ambivalence of theological
form: transcendent truths are ineffable, but people invest a lot of time
and energy into trying to represent ineffability. In the broadest sense,
then, religious rhetoric seems to embody a con®ict between represen-
tation and ineffability. “Theological form” is my shorthand for this
con®ict.

I part ways with Burke, however, by arguing that theological form
is not limited to supernaturalism. Rather, one of the minor claims I
forward in this study (most directly in chapter 2) is that our experi-
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ence of the world—what we see, hear, touch, smell, taste, and feel—is
fundamentally ineffable. This is a fairly noncontroversial claim in
philosophical circles, but it is one that rhetoricians sometimes tacitly
reject because we tend to be obsessed with rhetoric as an instrument
of discovery and social change.14 I take it as an axiom that our words
for things—not only spiritual truths but also simple, everyday en-
counters with, say, a dirty hairbrush, a pet’s accident on the new car-
pet, or a tasty, buttered ear of corn—always fail to communicate the
sensory manifold of human experience.

The key to understanding the link between dif¤cult language and
social discrimination is to recognize that, on some level, strange vo-
cabularies are created to better approximate the ineffability of both
mundane and spiritual experience. For Burke, the argument for study-
ing rhetoric that is widely recognized as religious—that which typi-
cally involves the theological form of transcendence about, toward, or
into some supernatural ineffability—is that it helps us to see better
how rhetoric works in a more general, “natural” sense. Making a
similar gambit, I turn to the more general, mundane category of “the
occultic” and to the body of supernaturalist discourse from which it
is derived, the occult.

The Occultic and the Occult

Modern Occult Rhetoric undertakes an exploration of secret dis-
course by focusing on what I term “the occultic,” a unique version of
theological form. The occultic is my “cool, new term” or neologis-
tic substitute for the shibboleth, which too narrowly connotes face-
to-face speech. The term “occultic” is derived from the Latin root
occultus, which means “secret,” and which is the past participle of
occulere, “to conceal.” I wish to distinguish the category of the “oc-
cultic” from that of the “occult” and “occultism” because the latter
no longer exist as terms for a coherent tradition.

The occult should be understood as the study of secrets and the
practice of mysticism and magic, comprising a centuries-long dialogue
between occultists and their detractors about metaphysical secrets,
the role of the imagination in apprehending such secrets, and who has
the authority to keep and reveal them. Most of the case studies in this
book examine texts that fall clearly within this de¤nition. By the
end of the book, however, I argue that the sense of the occult as com-
prising a “tradition” died at the end of the twentieth century; in post-
modernity, the age of surveillance and publicity, there can be no co-
herent tradition of secrecy.
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The decline of occultism as a coherent discourse is immediately
discernible when one thinks about its contemporary expression. At
the beginning of the twentieth century, occultism was clearly associ-
ated with the study of secret knowledge by elites. Today the contexts
in which the term “occult” is used are so varied that it is dif¤cult to
mention the term in any precise sense without ample quali¤cation.
The occult can refer to everything from comic books and horror ¤lms
to rock music motifs and vague “moods” or states of mind.15 Al-
though there is an occult tradition—a historical content obsessed
with books, spells, and secrets—this has been eclipsed by the form of
its rhetoric, which concerns a logic of secrecy, interpretation, and dis-
crimination. Unlike the occult discourse of the early twentieth cen-
tury, contemporary occult discourse is dominated by image and form.
Traditional horror ¤lms, for example, are not occult, but they always
seem to involve a secret (a hidden monster that suddenly appears, a
murderous alter ego, a hidden door or portal to another world, and
so on), the ability of the protagonist to uncover the secret or vanquish
it, and an array of highly evocative images (of darkness, of blood,
perhaps an extreme close-up shot of nice, pointy fangs). A horror ¤lm
as such is not concerned with the channeling of preternatural power
to effect change by means of spells (traditional occultism), but think-
ing about occultism generically, as the occultic, helps one to under-
stand why, for example, some individuals erroneously claim that all
horror movies are “occult.” One fundamentalist Christian commen-
tator, for instance, describes the “ghost story” of the 2000 ¤lm What
Lies Beneath in ways that extend the occult to a supersensory experi-
ence of dread: “Paramount in this story line [of the ¤lm] is Claire’s
interaction with demonic powers. The occult presence in this story
line is what causes the element of terror.”16 The commentator laments
that the imagined sense of an “occult presence . . . alas, is the the-
matic focus of most thrillers.”17 Clearly, as a social form the occult can
denote a multitude of objects that have nothing to do, necessarily,
with the secret knowledge and practice of magic and mysticism.

Although one of the goals of Modern Occult Rhetoric is to charac-
terize the occultic as a distinctive mode of rhetoric, readers expecting
a direct or de¤nitive de¤nition of the term are likely to be disap-
pointed. To understand something as “rhetorical” is to understand it
as negotiable, as a contingent and protean object that can only be
discerned partially and indirectly through case studies. Of course, de-
¤ning the occult at the turn of the twentieth century is a much easier
task than de¤ning the occultic today. In the midst of the now, I’m
arguing that what people term the “occult” is best described as the
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occultic, a form that articulates an inchoate system of beliefs, images,
attitudes, and texts together that, nevertheless, recon¤gures from in-
dividual to group; its meaning is wholly dependent on expert and
popular perceptions held in dialectical tension without resolution.
Conceptually, we can understand “the occult” as one end of a tempo-
ral continuum and “the occultic” as the other. As the category shifts
and changes over the course of the twentieth century, so do the num-
ber of occultic discourses continue to multiply.

Insofar as the occult has died and been resurrected as something
else, then, I’m suggesting that this something else is “the occultic,” a
brand of contemporary discourse that retains a number of elements of
the occult tradition. I have already discussed two of these elements:
¤rst, occultic discourse discriminates among groups or kinds of people
with strange or dif¤cult language; and second, its strange or dif¤cult
language is designed to better apprehend or understand something
that is, at base, incommunicable. As the book proceeds, I will con-
tinue to build on these two elements.

Although the occultic is a contemporary theological form, it is not
necessarily—as I suggested with the rhetoric of religion—supernaturalist.
For example, I began this introduction with reference to the philo-
sophical writings of Deleuze and Guattari. As many folks who have
tried to read Anti-Oedipus or A Thousand Plateaus would agree, the
authors’ principal technique of materialist psychiatry, “schizoanaly-
sis,” is anything but straightforward, designed as it is to upset and
subvert binary thinking and the philosophical categories of transcen-
dence. My intent here is not to ridicule their language but rather to
suggest that their philosophical rhetoric is occultic in terms of, ¤rst,
its having created a dedicated group of followers who have become
absorbed in the argot of “D & G,” and second, its explicit claim to a
better way of understanding the world—indeed, for understanding
the enterprise of philosophy itself. The irony of characterizing a phi-
losophy of immanence as “occultic” is that it shows how its vehicle
of expression, its rhetoric, is a transcendent phenomenon. Another
axiom I rely on throughout this book is that rhetoric as such is a tran-
scendent thing, regardless of the immanent ends to which it is put.18

Understanding the occultic in this general way begins to unravel the
tidy distinction between “real science” and the “occult” that was in-
troduced during the Enlightenment. This is not to say that there is no
distinction between science and the occult tradition but rather that
the rhetoric of each is often experienced by the “outsider” as occultic.
One of my favorite examples of the mysterious religiosity of a seem-
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ingly atheistic “science” is the rhetoric of psychoanalysis, especially
Freud’s. Psychoanalysis comprises an academic literature that requires
years of study to properly understand its fundamental axioms and
analytic techniques. Its “Master,” perhaps tired of the accusations of
his detractors, revised a number of lectures he originally delivered be-
tween 1915 and 1917 to include a discussion of “dreams and occult-
ism,” as well as the following apologetic remarks:

And here, Ladies and Gentlemen, I feel that I must make a pause
to take breath—which you too will welcome as a relief—and,
before I go on, to apologize to you. My intention is to give you
some addenda to the introductory lectures on psycho-analysis
which I began ¤fteen years ago, and I am obliged to behave as
though you as well as I had in the interval done nothing but
practice psycho-analysis. I know that assumption is out of place;
but I am helpless. I cannot do otherwise. This is no doubt related
to the fact that it is so hard to give anyone who is not himself a
psycho-analyst an insight into psycho-analysis. You can believe
me when I tell you that we do not enjoy giving an impression of
being members of a secret society and of practicing a mystical
science. Yet we have been obliged to recognize and express as our
conviction that no one has a right to join a discussion of psycho-
analysis who has not had particular experiences which can only
be obtained by being analysed oneself.19

The occultic logic of discrimination here is as obvious as Freud’s self-
denial. Clearly someone has the impression that psychoanalysis is oc-
cultic, and clearly someone takes pleasure in that impression!

The exemplar of psychoanalysis demonstrates that once we start
thinking more broadly about the occult in terms of the occultic, we
begin to see a discursive form that involves much more than heavy-
metal music, black-clad young adults sacri¤cing household pets, or
Ouija board communiqués from Uncle Earl. Although “dark” cul-
tural myths mark the most conspicuous ways in which people think
about the messy term “occult,” the form of its discourse is ubiquitous.
Nevertheless, to understand the many contemporary manifestations
of the occultic, as well as to better ®esh out the category, it important
and useful to examine the historical roots of the occultic in the occult
tradition. Only after examining how the traditional occult text was
invented, expressed, and interpreted do we begin to appreciate how
widespread the occultic has become as a contemporary rhetorical form.
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Focus of Analysis and Outline of Study

One way to understand the occultic is in terms of the variety of ways
in which the term “occult” is used. To explain this contemporary va-
riety, Modern Occult Rhetoric proceeds historically, beginning in the
late nineteenth century, when the term had a more de¤nite meaning
and discernible coherence, and ending with the late twentieth century,
when that meaning exploded and the coherence was lost. The focus of
analysis in each chapter is homologous to this trajectory: I begin by
analyzing discrete texts, move to an examination of the relations be-
tween multiple texts (“intertextuality”), and end with a kind of gene-
alogy of occult imagery. In short, Modern Occult Rhetoric moves
from the object of the occult toward the occultic. By approaching a
diffuse body of discourse in this way, I hope to provide a historical
account of a hitherto ignored body of discourse as well as an argu-
ment for its contemporary relevance.

Insofar as I proceed chronologically, what, then, is the story I tell
about the occult? Con¤ned to the historical tradition and focused par-
ticularly on modernity, I describe occultism as the ¤rst drama of reli-
gious secrecy in the twentieth century. Before there were alien abduc-
tions, crop circles, and secret governmental plots to forge a New
World Order,20 there were newspaper and tabloid articles claiming
that charismatic leaders, possibly in league with Satan, were mesmer-
izing the weak-willed and revealing powerful secrets to an elite cabal.
The ¤rst part of this book, titled “Esoterica” to refer to the inner,
textual, and historical dimensions of occultism, begins this story by
detailing the historical origin narrative of the occult tradition, ®eshing
out its static features in the late nineteenth century. In chapter 1, I
answer the dif¤cult question “What is the occult?” by ¤rst providing
a brief origin narrative of the occult tradition (what students of the
occult typically say about its history) and then by examining a number
of exemplars to describe the common, generic themes and features of
modern occult texts. In chapter 2 the generic features of occultism are
embellished with a theory of invention. I argue that modern occultism
is a theological form premised on a principled contradiction rooted in
the paradoxes of language. Although I term the mode of invention
particular to occultism an “occult poetics,” I also argue that such a
poetics is observable in contemporary occultic discourse that many
deem to be atheistic or agnostic, such as the disagreements over theo-
retical jargon in the academy.

After outlining the generic features of modern occultism and ex-
plaining its inventional poetics, I turn in chapter 3 to the ¤rst case
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study, the strange and dif¤cult writings of one of the most popular oc-
cultists in the United States, H. P. Blavatsky. By examining the dialec-
tical interplay of Blavatsky’s writings and the newspaper texts about
them, the relationships among secrecy, authority, and imagination
central to occult rhetoric are brought into relief. The analysis of the
invention of occult rhetoric is then complemented with an examina-
tion of occult modes of interpretation in chapter 4, “On Textual Oc-
cultism,” which examines Aleister Crowley’s The Book of the Law to
demonstrate how occultists forward a mode of immanent hermeneu-
tics that is mirrored in the criticism of the New Critics and similar
schools of close textual reading.

Having detailed occult rhetoric as a conceptual triad of historical
tradition, generic form, and modes of invention and interpretation, I
undertake in the second part of the book, “Exoterica,” a demonstra-
tion of the undoing and fragmentation of the occult tradition in the
twentieth century. Whereas at the turn of the twentieth century oc-
cultism seemed to cohere as a discrete cultural practice with a long
and rich historical legacy, at the end of that century the discourse was
reduced to an aesthetic form, the occultic. I demonstrate the begin-
ning of this unraveling with the second case study, an examination of
Crowley’s attempts to establish himself as an occult authority in
popular consciousness. Chapter 5 examines the many challenges that
religious ¤gures like Crowley face when attempting to establish au-
thority over ineffable secrets in an environment saturated with mass
media. Chapter 6 further develops this line of analysis by showing
how the cipher and ironic blinds in Crowley’s texts, when taken up in
the ¤eld of mass-media reportage, undermine authority and expose
the constructedness of subjectivity. Together, chapters 5 and 6 demon-
strate how a central element of the occult tradition, namely the impor-
tant role of an masterful keeper of secrets, was destroyed by modern
paradoxes of publicity, paradoxes that also help to expose the illusion
of autonomy.

The fall and eventual ridicule of Crowley in the popular press also
betokens a turning point in the history of occult rhetoric in relation to
class representation. Whereas occultism was initially the province of
a wealthy elite, in the mid-twentieth century the teachings of the oc-
cult tradition were democratized in ways that satis¤ed lower-class
curiosity and hatred about the wealthy, so much so that occultism
eventually became associated with the lower and middle classes. Chap-
ters 7 and 8 demonstrate how Satanism, which emerged with the re-
portage about Crowley and eventually crystallized into a coherent be-
lief system in the 1960s, can be read as a measure of the democratizing
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effects of the mass media. The demysti¤cation of occult secrets, how-
ever, did not dilute the power of occult form, particularly in terms of
the discriminating logic of inclusion and exclusion central to the oc-
cultic. The so-called Satanic panic of the late 1980s and early 1990s,
for example, is fueled by the excluded disempowered—both those
who claim to have supernatural powers (usually young white men)
and those who claim to suffer from such powers (usually young and
middle-aged white women).

Finally, chapter 7 is the hinge point of the book, capturing a mo-
ment when modernity begins to realize itself in the deconstructing
movement of ®oating signi¤ers or what I term “visual topoi.” In ad-
dition to providing a glimpse of U.S. class representations in the
1970s and 1980s, this chapter demonstrates how the commodi¤ca-
tion of occultism loosed traditional occult content from form, en-
abling its fragmentation into a multitude of objects, from generic
horror-¤lm plots to the black-clad fashions of “gothic” youth. Titled
“Prime-Time Satanism: Stock Footage and the Death of Modern Oc-
cultism,” chapter 7 describes the birth of the occultic by mapping a
number of visual tropes created by Anton LaVey, the father of the ¤rst
Satanic church and federally recognized Satanic “religion” in the
United States. This cartography provides an explanation for the trans-
formation of occult content from something concerning authority
and secrecy to something imaginative and aesthetic. In the concluding
chapter, “The Allegory of The Ninth Gate,” I observe that the process
begun with media portrayals of Satanism is complete. There I argue
that Roman Polanski’s ¤lm concerning Satanists ¤ghting over an im-
portant occult book should be read as an allegory for the demise of
modern occultism as such—and the persistence of the occultic in al-
ternate social institutions.

In sum, then, Modern Occult Rhetoric broadens the more tradi-
tional understanding of the centuries-long discourse of secrecy by
treating modern occultism as the historical origin of the contempo-
rary occultic, a rhetorical phenomenon or discourse inextricably tied
to language and symbol that is no longer con¤ned to a history of magi-
cal ritual and practice. Modern Occult Rhetoric provides a rhetorical
account of the occultic as a ubiquitous theological form, suggesting a
way for contending with a popular social phenomenon that is cur-
rently dif¤cult to capture and, consequently, rarely discussed in schol-
arly literature.21

Despite my claims about the widespread appearance of the occultic,
readers will recognize that most of the texts I analyze are situated
within the occult tradition. Because I am interested in introducing this
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tradition and detailing the reasons for its demise in the twentieth cen-
tury (particularly as a result of mass-media technologies), I have lim-
ited myself to traditional occult texts. Periodically, however, I will re-
mind the reader that I am also writing about what people like me do
for a living. Readers seeking a sustained commentary on the academic
enterprise will not have trouble ¤nding it here; however, I deliberately
withhold most of my explicit judgments about our particular lodge
until the very end. In keeping with the occult tradition, I have suc-
cumbed to the habit of allegory in order to appeal to, and perhaps to
exclude, a number of audiences.

Finally, I should mention that the exigency for broadening how we
think about the occult—and by extension its many obsessions, such
as cherished books, secret formulas, and authorial power—is, of
course, the radical way in which human communication was trans-
formed in the twentieth century. The decentering of speech and text
in our society of surveillance and publicity heralds the death of the
Great Magus as much as it does the Great Orator. I suggest that these
deaths are one and the same, representing a transformation from the
age of modern occultism to the postmodern occultic. What great ¤g-
ure, then, have the magus and orator been resurrected into? Read on,
and perhaps I will whisper her name.
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I
Esoterica





1
What Is the Occult?

Behind the veil of all the hieratic and mystical allegories of an-
cient doctrines, behind the darkness and strange ordeals of all
initiations, under the seal of all sacred writings, in the ruins of
Nineveh or Thebes, on the crumbling stones of old temples and
on the blackened visage of the Assyrian or Egyptian sphinx, in
the monstrous or marvelous paintings which interpret to the
faithful of India the inspired pages of the Vedas, in the cryptic
emblems of our old books on alchemy, in the ceremonies prac-
ticed at reception by all secret societies, there are found indica-
tions of a doctrine which is everywhere the same and everywhere
carefully concealed.

—Eliphas Lévi, Transcendental Magic1

Thus begins Magus Eliphas Lévi’s in®uential 1856 treatise on tran-
scendental magic, which recounts in evocative language the ubiqui-
tous precept of the whole of occultism: the occult concerns secrets.
Although the Frenchman claimed to be a devout Catholic (he even
studied for the priesthood in his youth under the not-so-secret name
Alphonse Louis Constant),2 his liberal views, his inability to maintain
a vow of chastity, and his interest in the secrets of magic eventually led
to his expulsion from seminary. After he left the Roman Catholic
Church, Lévi supported himself by writing books about secrets and by
soliciting a number of well-heeled secret-keepers, anxious to secure
his con¤dence—and livelihood.

In many ways Lévi’s writings on magic mark the beginning of
“modern occultism,” a moment in the occult tradition that is charac-
terized by a popular interest enabled by media technologies of mass
production, as well as a general withering of the in®uence of religious
prohibitions against the practice and study of magic. Many scholars
of the occult locate the nineteenth-century revival of popular interest
in magic and mysticism with the publication of Lévi’s occult books,
such as The Dogma and Ritual of High Magic, The History of Magic,
and The Key of Great Mysteries.3 What was signi¤cant about these
books, and what many a curious reader undoubtedly found attractive,
was Lévi’s vivid writing style. As Elizabeth Butler notes, Lévi’s books
“belong more truly to literature than to the science of the occult,” for
his poetic talents helped him to transform relatively dry books on the



subject “into something both radiant and sinister, satanic and sub-
lime,” converting descriptions of ritual into something akin to a “sen-
sational novel.”4 Whereas Lévi’s lesser-known predecessor Francis
Barrett describes the study of the Kabbalah as merely the opening of
“many and the chiefest mysteries and secrets of ceremonial magic,”5

Lévi describes the art of the Kabbalist as that which concerns the
most “astonishing formulae” in the service of “The Mother of God,”
within whom the Kabbalist realizes “all that is divine in the dreams
of innocence, all that is adorable in the sacred enthusiasm of every
maternal heart.”6 Whereas the father of Renaissance Hermeticism,
Henry Cornelius Agrippa of Nettesheim, describes astral travel as
a product of “vehement imagination, or speculation altogether ab-
stracted from the body,”7 Lévi describes the phenomenon as the de-
tachment of the “astral body by which our soul communicates with
our organs,” which is achieved dramatically by commanding “the ma-
terial body [to] ‘Sleep!’ and . . . the sidereal body [to] ‘Dream!’ There-
upon,” continues Lévi, “the aspect of the visible things changes, as in
hashish-visions.”8

Fig. 1. Eliphas Lévi (1810–
1875). Reprinted from The
Secret Tradition in Freemasonry,
by Eliphas Lévi, vol. 1 (London:
Rebman Limited, 1911), plate
facing p. 300.
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Given Lévi’s creative and literary talents, it is not surprising that the
imagination plays an important role in his descriptions of the conduct
of transcendental magic. The imagination, Lévi says, “is only the
soul’s inherent faculty of assimilating . . . images and re®ections con-
tained in the living light.” Yet it is an extremely important capacity
for the adept, whose imagination is “diaphanous, whilst that of the
crowd is opaque.” It is through the imagination that visionary magi-
cians “place themselves in communication with all worlds” or dimen-
sions of reality. The imagination is a place within which “demons and
spirits can be beheld really and in truth.”9 Like Barrett, from whom
Lévi took many ideas (and, by extension, Agrippa, whom Barrett pla-
giarized), Lévi emphasizes the importance of imagining magical sym-
bols in the creation and use of talismans and sigils (circles that contain
magical formulae), as well as the signi¤cant role mental images play
in divination and necromancy. Lévi was fond of sprinkling his books
with numerous illustrations and magically “charged” symbols. In
fact, the imagined deity Lévi created to reside over the magical arts,
the Sabbatic Goat, has long eclipsed Lévi’s fame as the magus who
invented it (see ¤g. 2).

Lévi’s ®orid style and imaginative embellishments are the bane of
many students of occultism, however, for it is commonly argued that
his style was a romantic handicap and contributed to distortions of
ritual and doctrine. A number of commentators argue that many of
the rituals that Lévi “revealed” in his writings contained new elements
not to be found in the ancient grimoires (spell books) on which he
claimed they were based. For example, Lévi’s English translator and
popularizer, Arthur Edward Waite, says that “as a philosophical sur-
vey” Lévi’s The History of Magic “is admirable” and an example of

Fig. 2. Lévi’s illustration of the “Sabbatic Goat.”
Reprinted from Transcendental Magic, trans.
A. E. Waite (London: Rider and Company,
1896), 186.
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“literary excellence . . . but it swarms with historical inaccuracies.”
Although it is an accomplished work, Waite insists, it was in no way
an “erudite performance, nor do I think that the writer ever concerned
himself with any real reading of the authority whom he cites.”10

Worse, Waite argues that many of Lévi’s rituals would offend one
of the most celebrated magicians in occult history, the mythic King
Solomon, who would “turn in his grave” if he read Lévi’s books!11

“Whilst keeping some of the more questionable paraphernalia to wit-
ness against the rituals,” writes Waite, Lévi “has added much more
gruesome ones, and inverted the solemn religious puri¤cations, both
spiritual and material, into diabolical parodies.”12 As is the case with
any artist, writer, or scholar who elevates cherished subcultural forms
to a space of widespread recognition—that is, as is the case with any
popularizer—charges of treachery, distortion, disloyalty, inauthen-
ticity, or inaccuracy are inevitable. “Levi’s books do not inspire con¤-
dence,” argues Colin Wilson, a novelist and student of occultism, “for
what he is claiming is, unfortunately a lie.” His genius consisted of a
“highly romantic imagination,” continues Wilson, “and little else.”13

Whether or not one agrees with Wilson’s assessment of Lévi’s genius,
his characterization of the writer as a imaginative romantic—and
therefore a dubious authority—re®ects a common tension in occult
works. The legitimacy of an occultist’s authority to proclaim super-
natural truths or to reveal centuries-old secrets is always questioned
by would-be occult-Luthers, staking out their own territory of magi-
cal expertise and making their own astral stakes. From this van-
tage the history of occult discourse is a centuries-long battle of self-
proclaimed magi over the best secrets.

The criticisms of Lévi’s writings have a lot to do with the suspicion
that he was trying to secure fame, perhaps even turn a buck, by sensa-
tionalizing occultism and thus distorting the “true” art. During the
time Lévi was writing, many of the practices that were considered
occult, such as fortune-telling, astrology, spiritualism, and demon-
ology, were sources of entertainment for the literate public. Today this
condition is most certainly the case, as scholarly or “learned” versions
of occultism are increasingly obscured by the entertaining and imagi-
nary aspects of the tradition. Lévi’s Sabbatic Goat, for example, makes
frequent appearances on book covers, ¤lm posters, record albums,
and news programs, while the book from which it is taken is far from
a best-seller.14 In just about every city in the United States one can ¤nd
an expert in palmistry by looking for that familiar large, outstretched
neon hand in a storefront window. While occultism during Lévi’s time
concerned fetishized books of secrets, today it denotes a large reser-
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voir of cultural imagery and language (often in Latinate form for
good effect) that is plumbed for horror movie ¤lm plots and television
dramas about benevolent soothsayers. Darker variations of contem-
porary occultism speak to the conjuring of demons at heavy-metal
concerts or devil-worshiping youth sacri¤cing small animals on tomb-
stones. Compared to occultism in the nineteenth century, contempo-
rary occultism seems to re®ect a collective imagination unbound: it
comprises countless images, texts, ¤lms, even sounds, moving about
in a swirling mass. What was once Lévi’s imaginary and entertaining
art of secret knowledge has become a diffuse body of representations
that mean different things to different people, depending on the me-
dium and the social or historical context.

So how, then, do we understand occultism as a whole? As I sug-
gested in the introduction, we can split occultism into two separate
categories. The larger, overarching category, the occultic, refers to a
theological form that underlies a larger reservoir of texts, images,
symbols, myths, and so on. The original expression of the occultic
was the occult, the smaller category, which is represented by Lévi’s
work. Brie®y, the conceptual hierarchy I set before the reader in the
introduction is as follows: the rhetoric of religion concerns the mis-
match between language and an ineffable referent. Any discourse that
features this mismatch betokens a “theological form.” One kind of
theological form is the occultic, which manifests itself in any dis-
course that, ¤rst, discriminates among groups of people on the basis
of dif¤cult or strange representation, and second, suggests that its rep-
resentational strategies are better routes to some incommunicable hu-
man experience or more primal reality. By understanding the occult as
one of many expressions of the more abstract category of the occultic,
we can stabilize the occultic as a social form that is composed of the
repetition of relatively stable features. To make the task of describing
the occultic easier, however, for most of this study I focus on one side
of the continuum, the occult side, since it is much easier to discern.
Once we are able to contend with the speci¤city of the historical oc-
cult, it will then be easier to see what elements are retained as the
category balloons into the occultic at the end of the twentieth century.

Below, I describe the speci¤city of the traditional occult in two
ways. First, we can characterize the occult as a historically contextu-
alized discourse inclusive of a story of its origin. Like the story of
Islam, the Wankel rotary engine, or the introduction of corn to the
early “American” diet, people have tended to discuss occultism as an
object of historical evolution. Whether or not the story is truthful or
fanciful is irrelevant, because I am concerned with the way scholars
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and occultists tend to describe the occult as something that distin-
guishes it from other discourses—that is, with its rhetoric, not its
truth.15 Second, occult rhetoric can be characterized as a genre, an
expression of form, which has a particular pattern that is repeated in
multiple occult texts (not the whole, but the bulk). So far I have iso-
lated dif¤cult language as a key “generic” feature of occult content,
but I have yet to describe how this content is organized or advanced
formally in texts. In order to establish a baseline understanding of the
historical occult that can been built on and problematized in succeed-
ing chapters, it is helpful at this point to characterize the speci¤city of
the occult in these two ways.

The Traditional Origin Narrative of the Occult

The “traditional origin narrative” of the occult refers to the common
story occult historians and practitioners tend to tell about its ori-
gins.16 I use the term “origin narrative” rather than “history” quite
deliberately for two reasons. First, the origin narrative often told by
occultists is fanciful and often inaccurate according to even the most
relative of documentary standards. Second, although the cursory nar-
rative I provide below is easily documented, the fact remains that
any history is shot through with contemporary schemes of coherence.
As Ludwig Wittgenstein observed of notions of progressive history,
when “we think of the world’s future, we always mean the destination
it will reach if it keeps going in the direction we can see it going
now; it does not occur to us that its path is not a straight line but a
curve, constantly changing direction.”17 In other words, history as it
is commonly conceived consists of an imposition of pattern only dis-
cernible in retrospect, and wed to a common, Hegelian notion of his-
torical progress, the pattern can too easily overwhelm contingency.
Acknowledging the contingency of historical narratives with “origin
narrative” emphasizes the rhetorically adaptive function of historiog-
raphy.18

However hypocritical the move, Waite’s attacks on Lévi’s history of
occultism testify to the general untrustworthiness of occult origin
narratives. In part, the inaccuracies and ¤ctions of the occult tradition
are a consequence of the marginalization of occult practice, which has
effectively shielded occult scholarship from academic proprieties and
standards of accuracy and ¤delity. What is important about a general
understanding of the history of occultism is not, then, its accuracy or
¤delity to past fact. Rather, the origin narrative told by scholars and
students of the occult is simply an important part of its speci¤city as
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a discourse. This origin narrative of occultism is a crucial part of the
meaning of occultism in particular because it provides an explanation
for the widespread characterization of the occult as being opposed to
science on the one hand and to religion on the other.

In general, the occult as the study of secrets and the practice of
magic and mysticism has moved through four periods of history,
breaking the surface of popular consciousness in times of general
prosperity and retreating from popular notice during times of hard-
ship or widespread misfortune: the medieval era, the Renaissance, the
Reformation and Enlightenment, and modernity. As a secret prac-
tice, occultism cohered as a distinct discourse during the decline of
the Holy Roman Empire, existing largely underground because its
practices were illegal. By the arrival of the Renaissance in Europe,
however, the occult emerged as natural science and was celebrated by
a number of respected humanist intellectuals. It was forced under-
ground again, however, during the Reformation and the ascent of me-
chanical, physicalist philosophy, which reached its peak in the En-
lightenment period. Finally, the occult resurfaced again in the mid- to
late nineteenth century, ¤rst in France and later in English-speaking
countries, as a mysterious and entertaining curiosity for the literate
public.19

The Medieval Era

Most occult origin narratives begin with a de¤nition of terms, often
from an authoritative and fetishized source like the Oxford English
Dictionary, which de¤nes the occult as that which is “hidden (from
sight)” or that which is concealed. Because of the Western tradition of
associating knowledge with light (e.g., as evinced in the term “en-
lightenment”), it makes sense that the older, ocular term was eventu-
ally used to describe medieval sciences that were thought to disclose
the hidden secrets of nature, namely, alchemy and astrology. But “oc-
cultism” can also be said to involve secrets in the sense that many of
the practices assembled under its name were forbidden by authorities
and had to take place “in secret.” The occult as the secret study of
secrets, then, did not exist until there was a need for secrecy. For this
reason many origin narratives found in encyclopedias and similar in-
troductory sources are misleading because they begin with the prac-
tice of magic in general, erroneously locating origins in practices like
shamanism.

Of course, the idea of magic as the use of supernatural forces to do
something secular has been around since antiquity, but magic did not
become occult, at least in the Western world, until the Romans adopted
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Christianity as the of¤cial religion and began persecuting those who
held alternative beliefs—including those who studied magic.20 In light
of this important quali¤cation, occultism did not emerge until the me-
dieval period—at the very earliest the fourth century of the common
era, when the practice of magic became a capital offense. During the
crumbling of the Roman Empire, Augustine’s screed against magic
and sorcery in his extremely in®uential tome City of God echoed the
tenor of popular sentiment:

Why should I not cite public opinion itself as a witness against
those magic arts in which certain most wretched and ungodly
men love to glory? For if they are the works of divine beings
worthy of worship, why are such arts so gravely punished by the
severity of the law? Was it the Christians, perhaps, who enacted
the laws by which magic arts are punished? With what other
meaning, then, save that these sorceries are beyond doubt perni-
cious to the human race, did that most illustrious of poets [Vir-
gil] say: “I swear, beloved sister, by the gods, by you, and by your
sweet head, that I have recourse to magic arts only against my
will?” . . . All the wonders of the sorcerers . . . are accomplished
by means of the teaching and works of demons.21

Despite what Augustine characterizes as a popular opinion against
magic as a demonic art, occultism thrived under the noses of those
who would condemn it, especially among priests who understood
their practices as that of medicine and what we would now call “natu-
ral science.”

The Renaissance

Occultism exploded on the popular scene, however, in the Renais-
sance. During this period, spanning roughly from the late fourteenth
to the early seventeenth centuries, magic emerged from the under-
ground and experienced a “revival” among the schooled elite.22 The
primary obsession of occultists during this period was Hermeticism,
which refers to the study and practice of alchemy, Kabbalism, and
related occult arts under the aegis of a mythic magus known as Hermes
Trismegistus. In 1463 the obsession began when a learned physician
and priest by the name of Marsilio Ficino published a translation of
the Corpus Hermeticum, one of the period’s most celebrated magical
textbooks.23 The Corpus was thought to be the work of an Egyptian
priest, rendered in Greek lore as Hermes Trismegistus (“Thrice Great
Hermes”), who was mistakenly thought to be a real person.24 The
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translation was soon followed by another attributed to Hermes Tris-
megistus titled the Asclepius, and both came to be known collectively
as the Hermetica.25 Although the Hermetica were probably written in
the third century of the common era, humanist magi believed that the
Greek texts predated the dialogues of Plato. Because Renaissance
humanists fetishized everything from antiquity, the writings were
quickly lauded as the fountain spring of all religion, and occultists
began to replicate the formulas and rituals described in the texts. The
texts became, like the Holy Bible for some Christians, the object used
to legitimate any number of occult practices and behaviors. Occultists
believed that the texts described an ancient Egyptian religion and con-
tained a number of magical workings in cipher. Thus Hermeticism
was born.

Of most interest to the Renaissance magus was the science of al-
chemy and the mystical art of the Kabbalah,26 both seemingly sup-
ported and thus legitimized by yet another text attributed to Hermes
Trismegistus, The Emerald Table. Its thirteen verses—said to speak in
the “language of the birds” (in allegorical code)—provide a helpful
summary of Renaissance magical beliefs and aims:27

1. It is true, without falsehood, and most certain.
2. What is below is like that which is above; and what is above is
like that which is below: to accomplish the miracle of one thing.
3. As all things were formed from one, by the thought of one, so
all things are born from this one thing, by choice.
4. Its father is the Sun, its mother the Moon, the Wind carries it
in its belly, its nurse is the Earth.
5. It is the author of all perfection throughout the World.
6. The power is strong when changed into Earth.
7. Separate the Earth from the Fire, the subtle from the gross,
gently with care.
8. Ascend from Earth to Heaven, and descend again to Earth, to
unite the power of higher and lower things; thus you will obtain
the glory of the whole World, and the shadows will leave you.
9. This has more strength than strength itself, for it overcomes
all subtle things and penetrates every solid.
10. Thus the world was framed.
11. Hence proceed wonders, which means are here.
12. Therefore I am Hermes Trismegistus, having the three parts
of world philosophy.
13. That which I had to say of the operation of the Sun is per-
fected.28
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Occultists read this “operation of the Sun” as an alchemic procedure.
Moreover, the second verse—perhaps one of the most famous expres-
sions of Kabbalistic method—was thought to validate the priority of
the human imagination over other faculties: by working through one’s
mental, representational, or mimetic capacities (the microcosm), one
can comprehend the whole of nature (the macrocosm) and thus know
its secrets. The same idea will ¤nd favor again in the philosophy, po-
etry, and literature of the romantic movement of the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries under the more familiar term “re®ection.”

During the Renaissance a number of prominent occultists became
widely known who are deserving of mention. Cornelius Agrippa is the
most famous and is celebrated as having written and published the
“foundation book of Western occultism,” Three Books of Occult
Philosophy. This work proved invaluable to a number of renowned
Renaissance magi, notably Paracelsus and Giordano Bruno, because it
brought together into one handy reference a number of occult arts—
astrology, herbology and medicine, witchcraft, goety and necromancy,
and alchemy. As a sweeping survey of Renaissance occultism, Occult
Philosophy quickly became a standard against which one measured
occult books as well as a mandatory starting point for beginning stu-
dents of magic. Its in®uence would stretch well into the Reformation
period. John Dee, a gifted mathematician, practicing magician, and
royal astrologer for Queen Elizabeth I, was an ardent student of
Agrippa’s writings and partially responsible for bringing Renaissance
occultism into the English-speaking world. A brief description of
Dee’s occult system helps to illustrate a radical transformation of oc-
cultism during the Reformation, which moved back into subcultural
obscurity in the sixteenth century at the dawn of the Enlightenment.

Reformation and the Enlightenment

John Dee is most known for having received, by dictation from his
magical accomplice Edward Kelley in a trance, a magic vocabulary
and a series of verses or “calls” that, when spoken properly, open up
different levels of reality—ultimately Heaven itself.29 The vocabulary,
which Dee termed “Enochian language,” soon became famous among
occultists and has since become the center of what is currently known
as Enochian Magic.30 Although one may agree with Donald C. La-
cock’s suggestion that “real angels would [probably] speak a more
euphonious and more consistent tongue than Enochian,”31 the lan-
guage is nevertheless an interesting example of occult cipher. The
third Enochian key or “call” for opening a higher level of reality is a
good example:
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Micma, goho Piad, zir comselh a zien biah os londoh. Norz chis
othil gigipah, undl chis ta puim, a q mospleh teloch, auinn toltorg
chisi chis ge, m ozien, ds t brgda od torzul. I li eol balzard, od
aala thiln os netaab, dluga vomsarg lonsa capmiali vors cla,
homil cocasb, fafen izizop od miinoag de g netaab, vaun nanaeel,
panpir malpirgi caosg pild. Noan unalah balt od vooan. Dooiap
Mad, goholor, gohus, amiran. Micma iehusoz cacacom, od dooain
noar micaolz aai om; Casarmg gohia; Zacar, uniglag, od im-
vamar pugo plapli ananael qaan.

The English translation is as follows:

Behold, says your God, I am a circle on whose hands stand
twelve kingdoms. Six are the seats of living breath, the rest are
as sharp sickles, or the horns of death, wherein the creatures of
the earth are and are not, except by my own hands, which also
sleep and shall rise. In the ¤rst I made you stewards, and placed
you in seats twelve of government, giving unto every one of you
power successively over 456, the true ages of time, to the intent
that, from the highest vessels and the corners of your govern-
ments, you might work my power, pouring down the ¤res of life
and increase on earth continually. Thus you are become the
skirts of justice and truth. In the name of the same, your God,
lift up, I say, yourselves. Behold His mercies ®ourish, and His
Name is become mighty amongst us; in Whom we say: Move,
descend, and apply yourselves unto us, as unto the partakers of
the secret wisdom of your Creation.32

The call cited at length here is signi¤cant because of the central place
it secures for the Christian God. Augustine’s condemnation of magic
as being inherently demonic is thus met here with verse that posits a
thoroughly Christian magic, one that Dee defended as entirely in
keeping with his Protestant faith. The signi¤cance of this move—a
common one in occult texts during this period—is that it re®ects
Dee’s growing fear of persecution. Although Dee was permitted to
practice his magic because of his social status, his royal quali¤cations,
and the company he kept (most especially Queen Elizabeth, who was
fascinated by magic), others were not so lucky.33 During this pe-
riod the Roman Catholic Church’s formal tribunal for crushing here-
sies, the Inquisition, could no longer control a number of local chap-
ters that were ¤nding “witches” and warlocks in every town and
city. Convinced by Augustine’s assertion that all occult practices in-
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volved demons, the Spanish Inquisition, as is well known, broke from
Rome at the end of the ¤fteenth century in order to continue its
unforgiving and ferocious execution of suspected witches. The Mal-
leus Male¤carum (The Witches’ Hammer), a professional manual for
witch-hunters written by Heinrich Kramer and James Sprenger some-
time in the late 1480s, was being studied and read throughout Eu-
rope, undergoing fourteen editions between “1487 and 1520, and at
least sixteen editions between 1574 and 1669.”34 Although the Inqui-
sition was never established in England or Scotland, general hard-
ship and unease among the masses fed into fears about magic and the
Devil across what would soon become Great Britain under the rule of
King James I. Dee’s angelic occultism anticipated a widespread, state-
sponsored war against all forms of magic and occultism.35

Unfortunately for Dee, the last six years of his life were spent in
fear, as he was still conscripted by the court in the service of James I
(also James VI of Scotland), who apparently mistreated him. Al-
though James I is most known for commissioning the Bible transla-
tion that bears his name, he should also be known for his ruthless
persecution of suspected witches and occultists. The zealot king wrote
and published his own English work on witchcraft, Daemonlogy, and
often joined in witch-hunts, sometimes directing trials.36 “Try, by the
mediciners’ oaths, if Barbara Napier be with bairn [child] or not,”
writes James about an accused witch and presumed consultant to his
political enemy, the Earl of Bothwell. “If ye ¤nd she be not, to the ¤re
with her presently and cause bowel [disembowel] her publicly. . . .
The rest of the inferior witches, off at the nail with them.”37 James’s
Augustinian hatred of magic as the work of demons represents yet
another turning of the tide for occultism, which became increasingly
unfashionable in the Elizabethan and Jacobian eras.

Joining in the religious condemnation were thinkers like Francis
Bacon, who vocally denounced the occult sciences as mere supersti-
tion and “condemned magic for its secretiveness and its exclusivity,”
thus forcing a dichotomy between the concepts of science and magic
that persists to this day.38 During this period, insisting on the divide
was crucial, for up to a point “the boundaries between ‘science,’ al-
chemy and astrology . . . [and] between the theories that underpinned
of¤cial medical practice and the charms of [occultists] were dif¤cult
to draw.”39 Bacon, and later Descartes, Kant, and a host of Enlighten-
ment thinkers, would insist on drawing these boundaries and making
the distinctions as sharp as possible. The divide was often based on
the Enlightenment precept that understanding nature requires one to
think of it in terms of matter in motion, a return to pre-Socratic
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atomism that secures no role for secret powers.40 William Eamon ar-
gues that occultism had a “profound impact on the scienti¤c revolu-
tion,” particularly in regard to “a new conception of the scienti¤c
enterprise . . . as a hunt for nature’s secrets.”41 Be that as it may, Ja-
cobean witch-hunts and religious zealotry on the one hand, and the
scienti¤c revolution and Enlightenment philosophy on the other, fash-
ioned both science and religion as the rivals of occultism. Understand-
ably, popular interest in the secret arts during the Enlightenment pe-
riod dwindled.

The Arrival of Modernity

The traditional origin narrative of occultism comes to an end in the
nineteenth century with the arrival of industrial capitalism. The initial
seeds were planted by the likes of Francis Barrett, whose largely pla-
giarized The Magus, or Celestial Intelligencer; Being a Complete Sys-
tem of Occult Philosophy, ¤rst published in 1801, seemed to satisfy a
growing Victorian interest in mysticism and magic. Like Agrippa’s
system, Barrett’s book claims to present the whole of “occult knowl-
edge [which] we have, at a vast labor and expense, both of time and
charges, collected whatsoever can be deemed curious and rare, in
regard to the subject of our speculations in Natural Magic—the
Cabala—Celestial and Ceremonial Magic—Alchemy—and Magne-
tism. . . . we have impartially examined the probability of the exis-
tence of Magic, both of the good and bad species, in a vast number of
rare experiments in the course of this Treatise.”42 Barrett’s description
of his system is important for the origin narrative of occultism for
three reasons. First, Barrett advances a distinction between “good
and bad species” of magic, which re®ects a division between “black
magic” and “white magic,” or the “left hand path” and the “right
hand path.” Black magic, of course, involves evil spirits and is often
engaged to harm people, while white magic is performed to do good.
Although this distinction seems to stretch back to the Roman Empire
(previous to Christianization, black magic was illegal but white magic
was not), Barrett’s book devotes a great deal of space to describing
black magic, something that, prior to the nineteenth century, would
have been very dangerous.

The second reason for the signi¤cance of Barrett’s system con-
cerns the way in which the black arts are discussed: The Magus con-
tains a section on what to do if one “accidentally” conjures an evil or
familiar spirit. Moreover, the tome contained four pages of color il-
lustrations of principal “Evil Damons,” from “fallen angels” to the
“Spirit of Antichrist,” so that, in the case of unexpected evocation, the
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magus could know exactly whom he or she was dealing with! Al-
though past magical books frequently dealt with the problem of evil
spirits and demons—most especially hunting and torture handbooks
like the Malleus Male¤carum and Francesco Guazzo’s Compendium
Male¤carum—Barrett’s treatment smacks of sensationalism. His gal-
vanic descriptions of black magic and demonology, in turn, lead to the
third reason why Barrett’s system of magic is important: The Magus
had a strong impact on an avid and devoted reader, Eliphas Lévi, who
would bring occultism out of the darkness and into the light of mass
readership in the middle of the nineteenth century, however ironically,
with dramatic descriptions of black magic and striking illustrations of
occult paraphernalia, symbol, and ritual.

The distinction between a Renaissance magic with medicinal and
quasi-scienti¤c aims and Barrett’s colorful pictures of demons thus
marks an economic shift in occult discourse, its having moved from
a pursuit of knowledge and an investigation of nature to the pursuit
of pro¤t through entertainment. It is likely the case that many occult-
ists during the nineteenth century sincerely believed in the arts they
wrote about and practiced; however, occult texts began to take on
the features of a commodity after they became pro¤table sources of
entertainment. The increasing perfection of the almighty printing
press enabled the mass manufacture of books during the Victorian
era.43 A London-based publishing company—Lackington, Allen and
Company—mass-produced The Magus as “the ¤rst readily accessible
English translation . . . of rare, long-out-of-print works.”44

The traditional origin narrative of occultism thus comes to an end
with its metamorphosing into a phenomenon of mass culture, a trans-
formation that begins with Barrett but reaches fruition in the “French
occult revival” spearheaded by Lévi. Indeed, with Lévi and his con-
temporaries one can locate the beginning of modern occultism as a
mass phenomenon, as both an object for serious study and a form of
entertainment and, signi¤cantly, also something that was no longer
burdened by Augustine’s famous and long-standing prohibition. The
present study will take up the origin narrative where Lévi leaves off,
beginning in chapter 3 with the popular literary successes of a bois-
terous and charismatic Russian immigrant, H. P. Blavatsky, whose
massive books Isis Unveiled and The Secret Doctrine were read by the
curious public as much as the private occultist.

The Occult as a Generic Form

The general way in which scholars and students of the occult describe
its origin narrative, the ¤rst element of the speci¤city of the occult,
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sheds light on the rationale behind the logic of discrimination that is
at the core of all occultic discourse: to avoid misunderstanding, per-
version, or, in some cases, persecution, dif¤cult language was used.
Unlike the shibboleth, which marked some for life and others for
death, the discriminatory logic of dif¤cult language began as a form
of self-protection. In later chapters I will describe how this logic of
discrimination was used to create in-groups and out-groups, yet for
the remainder of this chapter I would like to address the following
question: How was this dif¤cult language used by modern occultists?
The answer leads me to the rhetorical features of the occult, or the
generic norms that help to make up its speci¤city. By examining the
common features of modern occult texts, we will then be able to de-
termine which among them remain intact in contemporary occultic
discourse and which among them have been transformed or simply
disappeared.

A Note on “Genre”

I use the term “genre” with some trepidation, because in many disciplines
—particularly rhetorical studies, literary studies, and ¤lm studies—
genre criticism is unpopular and often criticized as being “formu-
laic.”45 To avoid misunderstanding, a brief discussion of the concept
is helpful.46

Genres are simply patterns that seem to emerge among texts or
social forms in a given cultural discourse. As observed patterns or
repetitions, genres are discerned entirely in retrospect by a critic and
are generally devoid of predictive value.47 Although some patterns are
restrictive and become loose rules and may be thus said to determine,
in limited manner, the formal arrangement of a text (e.g., as is the case
with eulogies, romance novels, and “boy band” pop ditties), genres
neither predetermine discourse nor are they ¤xed, as they change
and transform continuously over time. Karlyn Kohrs Campbell and
Kathleen Hall Jamieson have suggested that genres are akin to dy-
namic “constellations” of elements that, on the one hand, give an au-
thor a sense of what people expect of him or her, but, on the other
hand, also detail elements to be violated (such is the case of good
poetry or a good speech: “original” or “creative” rhetoric violates
expectations).48 Further, the metaphor of “constellation” is important
because it acknowledges that it is the observer of pattern that is re-
sponsible for the pattern, not the texts observed. In a manner similar
to the historiography of Hayden White, Campbell and Jamieson place
the recognition of genre in the mind of the reader or critic, not the text
or texts in question. In a “generic” mode of criticism, the “rhetorical
critic chooses a perspective that will discover and describe one or more
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patterns that inhere in symbolic action or more sets of rules that hu-
man beings in a culture or subculture have created to make symbolic
transactions intelligible and meaningful to each other. Inevitably, the
critic argues that the patterns of or the rules inherent in a rhetorical
act or body of rhetorical action re®ect and account for that act or body
of action as fully as possible” (my emphasis).49 Although I would dis-
agree that any text or discourse contains “inherent” features in the
sense that such features exist independent of the observer, I agree with
Campbell and Jamieson that genres, as much as origin narratives, are
offered by the critics as useful organizing schemes.50 In the discussion
of genre below, the patterns that I suggest are common among occult
texts are not offered as objective features but rather as items that I
have noticed tend to recur in my experience of reading occult texts,
items that help us to better contend with the diffuseness of occult
discourse in general. Only a complete and exhaustive account of all
occult texts could prove that such patterns are inherent to all occult
texts—an impossible task.

The Generic Features of Compositional Form:
Revelation, Neologism, and Irony

One of the many entertaining aspects of modern occult texts is the
title page, which, more often than not, is presented in the language of
revelation, the dialectical counterpart to secrecy. In the nineteenth
century, title pages often featured long titles and subtitles as an adver-
tisement, a function that extends to jacket covers and dust-®ap sum-
maries in regard to contemporary occult texts.51 Insofar as self-
identi¤ed occult writers understand the occult as the study of secrets,
it is not surprising that title pages tout a given book’s content as
a whispering: “Herein you will ¤nd the mysteries of the world re-
vealed.” Barrett’s lengthy title page to The Magus is a great example:

The Magus,
or

Celestial Intelligencer;
being

A Complete System of
Occult Philosophy.
In Three Books:

Containing the Ancient and Modern Practice of the
Cabalistic Art, Natural and Celestial Magic, &c.;

shewing the wonderful Effects that may be performed by
a Knowledge of the
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Celestial In®uences, the occult Properties of metals,
Herbs, and Stones,

and the
Application of Active to Passive Principles.

Exhibiting
The Sciences of Natural Magic;

Alcymy, or Hermetic Philosophy;
and

The Nature, Creation, and Fall of Man;
His natural and supernatural Gifts; the magical Power

inherent in the Soul, &c.; with a great Variety of
rare Experiments in Natural Magic;

The Constellatory Practice, or Talismanic Magic;
The nature of the Elements, Stars, Planets, Signs,

&c.; the Construction and Composition of all sorts of
Magic Seals, Images, Rings, Glasses, &c.;

The Virtue and Ef¤cacy of Numbers, Characters,
and Figures, of good and evil spirits.

Magnetism,
And Cabalistical or Ceremonial Magic;

In which the secret Mysteries of the Cabala are
explained; the Operations of good and evil Spirits;
all Kinds of Cabalistic Figures, Tables, Seals, and

Names, with the Use, &c.
The Times, Bonds, Of¤ces, and Conjuration of Spirits

To Which is Added
Biographia Antiqua, or the Lives of the most eminent

Philosophers, Magi, &c.
The Whole Illustrated with a great Variety of

Curious Engravings, Magical and Cabalistical Figures,
&c.

By Francis Barrett, F.R.C.
Professor of Chemistry, natural and occult Philosophy,

the Cabala, &c. &c.

Barrett’s title promises all but the moon (or, rather, promises the
moon but only in terms of its imaginative, astrological reality)! Later
in the nineteenth century the fashionability of long titles would dwindle,
but they nevertheless proceed in the same sensationalistic tone. Lévi’s
prized opus is titled The History of Magic, Including a Clear and Pre-
cise Exposition of Its Procedure, Its Rites and Its Mysteries, thus
promising a clarity and precision of revelation. Blavatsky’s Isis Un-
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veiled: A Master-Key to the Mysteries of Ancient and Modern Science
and Theology betokens a disclosure of the true face of occultism as
well as the ultimate “key” for decoding all “mysteries.” Contempo-
rary texts continue the tradition: the full title of Israel Regardie’s clas-
sic account of the Hermetic magic of the famous secret society, the
Golden Dawn, is The Golden Dawn: A Complete Course in Practical
and Ceremonial Magic, Four Volumes in One; The Original Account
of the Teachings, Rites and Ceremonies of the Hermetic Order of the
Golden Dawn (Stella Matutina) as Revealed by Israel Regardie; the
title uses revelation as a key term.

More contemporary, commercially successful, characteristically
occultic work, such as that of mystics like Gary Zukav and psychics
like Sylvia Browne, have more modest titles but preserve the rhetoric
of revelation on their dust jackets. The back cover of Browne’s New
York Times best-seller, Life on the Other Side: A Psychic’s Tour of the
Afterlife, reads:

Praise for Sylvia Browne: “Sylvia Browne is a master at convey-
ing the truth that exists in the fourth dimension,” Carolyn Myss,
bestselling author of Anatomy of the Spirit. “I’ve personally wit-
nessed Sylvia Browne bring closure to distraught families . . .
and open people’s hearts to see the good within themselves,”
Montel Williams [talk-show host]. From Life on the Other
Side[:] “I happen to be one of the most naturally skeptical people
you’ll ever meet, and I’m almost addicted to research. My faith
in God has always been unshakable, but until and unless I’ve
seen, tasted, smelled, felt and experience the details about how
this whole creation of reality works, I take nothing for granted.
. . . I would never waste your time with a book of pretty fanta-
sies and illusions about The Other Side. The Other Side is more
thrilling, comforting, loving, and empowering than any fairy
tale could ever be.”

I have cited the jacket copy at length because it highlights an ele-
ment that has persisted since the nineteenth century. The language of
revelation—that the given occultist will be telling secrets—is always
couched in terms of “the truth.” In addition, the jacket copy features
a concern with authority, particularly in terms of testimonials from
presumed experts (one, another psychic; the other, a television talk-
show host). Any non¤ction book necessarily claims authority; both
“author” and “authority” are derived from the Latin auctor, which
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means “creator.” In occult books, however, the authority claimed is
always in terms of something that previously has been concealed or
gravely misunderstood, and this something typically has to do with
powers that derive from alternate realities most immediately acces-
sible “within” one’s mind.

Browne’s book (published in 2000), however, also highlights a rhe-
torical move found in many historical occult works that bears men-
tion: prefatory piety. “My faith in God has always been unshakable,”
she suggests. As I noted in the origin narrative, after Augustine’s
in®uential condemnation of magic and occultism as having derived its
powers from demonic forces, occultism was thought to be evil by
many religious authorities. This belief waxed and waned throughout
history; the evidence of its strongest application is the thousands of
suspected witches who were burned alive and tortured during the hey-
day of the Spanish Inquisition. The consequence of this belief was the
inclusion of prefatory remarks in occult texts that serve as testaments
to Christian faith. Agrippa’s Occult Philosophy begins with an open
letter to the Chancellor of Italy that reads, “To the reverend father
in Christ, and most illustrious prince, Hermannus, . . . Agrippa . . .
sendeth greeting,” signaling his servitude and religious conviction.
Barrett’s The Magus is careful to describe magic and astrology as
God-given and in general “agreement” with the “Holy Scriptures.”52

Lévi introduces his The History of Magic by stressing that the “three
wise men” of the story of nativity were, in fact, magi, a move he re-
peats in Transcendental Magic: “Science, notwithstanding, is at the
basis of Magic, as at the root of Christianity there is love, and in
the Gospel symbols we ¤nd the Word Incarnate adored in His cradle
by Three Magi, led thither by a star—the triad and the sign of the
microcosm—and receiving their gifts of gold, frankincense and myrrh,
a second mysterious triplicity. . . . Christianity therefore owes no ha-
tred to Magic.”53 Similarly, Waite opens his self-described “canon of
criticism,” The Book of Ceremonial Magic, with a lengthy discussion
of “Christian Mystical Theology.” As is the case of all white magic,
Waite writes, the literature of Christian occultism “is full as to that
which it understands in respect to Divine life; it is grace which ¤lls the
heart; it is the Holy Spirit of God which makes holy the spirit of man;
it is life in God. There is no doubt that in its formulation it was pre-
sented to the mind of Christian Mysticism as the life which was hid-
den with Christ in God.”54 That contemporary occultists continue to
introduce their texts as compatible with a “faith in God,” even the
Christian God, is a compositional regularity in much occult literature.
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The device of prefatory piety in occult texts seems to suggest that
many occultists thought of themselves as traditionally religious indi-
viduals.

Or so it would seem. Unlike contemporary occultic texts that pro-
claim religious af¤nities with Christianity and other dominant reli-
gions, the prefatory piety in modern occult texts, beginning most
notably with Lévi, is a deliberate rhetorical blind. The primary, com-
positional contrivance of modern occult texts is an irony designed to
mislead the less discerning. Indeed, deliberately misleading language
and prose has been a common element in occult texts since the medie-
val era, when magi and occultists were forced to compose their texts
in an allegorical code, or “the language of birds.” For example, the
alchemic word VITRIOL found in a number of occult texts was
meaningless to non-alchemists. It refers to the Latin phrase Visita In-
teriora Terrae Recti¤candoque Invenies Occultum Lapidem, which
could be translated as “visit the interior of the earth, and by rectify-
ing, you will discover the hidden stone.”55 The hidden stone here is the
famous Philosopher’s Stone, a rock or gem that would presumably
turn baser metals into gold, provide eternal youth, heal illness—or
not. Given the ubiquity of cipher in occult texts, scholars are uncer-
tain as to whether the Philosopher’s Stone is the attainment of a state
of consciousness, a secret book, or perhaps a procedure itself.

Because occult practice has been, throughout its origin narrative, a
punishable offense, allegorical and ¤gurative language was common.
Neologisms and otherwise strange terms are rife in occult texts. For
example, Charles Walker suggests that members of a secret occult or-
der, the Rosicrucians, “were aware of these different levels of meaning
[in the use of strange occult terms] and could speak in their esoteric
language on a level which was beyond comprehension to the uniniti-
ated.”56 John Dee’s Enochian language could also be read as cipher, a
symbolic language with which to communicate with others about oc-
cult matters in ways that were unrecognizable to a public increasingly
suspicious of magic and the occult. Given this rationale, it is not sur-
prising that many occult texts are deliberately ironic in their use of
prefatory piety.

Lévi’s ironic turns in many of his books are a good example of
textual irony, which seems to be used instead of dif¤cult esoteric lan-
guage or jargon for the same end. Rather than alienate a curious read-
ing public, Lévi avoids the language of birds and instead uses a self-
referential and (if one is “in the know”) humorous brand of irony. In
The History of Magic, Lévi insists “to Christians that the author of
this book is Christian like yourselves. His faith is that of a [Catholic]
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strongly and deeply convinced.”57 While Lévi may have, in fact, be-
lieved this, his implication that the Devil is a ¤ctional “personi¤ca-
tion” of malevolent force is far from the Catholic doctrine of his
time.58 In Transcendental Magic there is a glaring rhetorical blind in-
tended to mislead the uninitiated. That something “sneaky” is hap-
pening in his text is cued immediately when one contrasts the contents
of the introduction of the book with the lengthy descriptions of black
magic at its end.

In the introduction to Transcendental Magic, Lévi goes to great
lengths to locate the roots of occultism in Christianity. Yet nearing the
end of the book, Lévi explains in painstaking detail—tongue un-
doubtedly ¤rmly implanted in his cheek—how to summon the Devil.
The following excerpt demonstrates the lengths to which Lévi would
go to secure the misunderstanding of the ignorant and the delight of
the initiated:

Evokers of the devil must before all things belong to a religion
that admits a creative devil, who is also rival of God. To invoke
a power, we must believe in it. Given such ¤rm faith in the reli-
gion of the devil, we must proceed as follows to enter into corre-
spondence with this pseudo-Deity:

MAGICAL AXIOM
Within the circle of its action, every world creates that which it
af¤rms.

DIRECT CONSEQUENCE
He who af¤rms the devil creates or makes the devil.

Conditions of Success in Infernal Evocations
(1) Invincible obstinacy; (2) a conscience at once hardened into
crime and most prone to remorse and fear; (3) affected or natu-
ral ignorance; (4) blind faith in all that is incredible; (5) an
utterly false idea of God. We must afterwards (1) profane the
ceremonies of the cults in which we believe; (2) offer a bloody
sacri¤ce; (3) procure the magic fork, which is a branch of a single
bough of hazel or almond, cut at one blow with the new knife
used for the sacri¤ce. It must terminate in a fork, which must
be armoured with iron or steel, made from the blade of the knife
before mentioned. A fast of ¤fteen days must be observed, taking
a single unsalted repast after sundown. It should consist of black
bread and blood, seasoned with unsalted spices or black beans
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and milky narcotic herbs. We must get drunk every ¤ve days af-
ter sundown on wine in which ¤ve heads of black poppies and
¤ve ounces of pounded hemp-seed have been steeped for ¤ve
hours, the infusion of being strained through a cloth woven by
a prostitute: strictly speaking, the ¤rst cloth which comes to
hand may be used, should it have been woven by a woman. The
evocation should be performed on the night between Monday
and Tuesday, or that between Friday and Saturday. A solitary and
forbidden spot must be chosen, such as a cemetery haunted by
evil spirits, a dreaded ruin in the country, the vaults of an aban-
doned convent, a place where some murder has been committed,
a druidic altar or an old temple of idols. A black seamless and
sleeveless robe must be provided; a leaden cap emblazoned with
the signs of the moon, Venus and Saturn; two candles of human
fat set in black wooden candlesticks, carved in the shape of a
crescent; two crowns of vervain; a magical sword with a black
handle; the magical fork; a copper vase containing the blood of
the victim; a censer holding perfumes, namely, incense, camphor,
aloes, ambergris and storax, mixed together with the blood of a
goat, a mole and a bat; four nails taken from the cof¤n of an
executed criminal; the head of a black cat which has been nour-
ished on human ®esh for ¤ve days; a bat drowned in blood; the
horns of a goat cum quo puella concuberit; and the skull of a
patricide. All these hideous objects—though scarcely possible to
obtain—having been collected, they must be arranged as fol-
lows: A perfect circle is traced by the sword, leaving, however, a
break, or point of issue, on one side; a triangle is drawn in the
circle, and the Pantacle thus formed is coloured with blood.59

The instructions continue for a considerable length. Nevertheless,
it should be clear at this point that the task Lévi sets for the neophyte
devil worshiper is tremendous! As if to dissuade readers of his English
translation from trying it out, Waite writes in a footnote that “readers
must be dissuaded from supposing that there is any authority in the
records for these diabolical evocations.” Lévi, he insists, “supplied
most of the pictorial effects by his own imaginative genius.”60 Else-
where Waite is not so charitable, claiming that Lévi has done nothing
short of blasphemy, inverting “the solemn religious puri¤cations” and
rites and rendering them into “diabolical parodies.”61 Waite’s own de-
scriptions of “the rituals of black magic” in his Book of Ceremonial
Magic, ¤rst published in 1911, however, provide some evidence to
support the claim that his protests were somewhat disingenuous, if
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not a continuation of the magical joke. As most occultists during this
period would argue, the forces of good and evil come from the same
supernatural force; thus, to distinguish between good and bad magic
was to misunderstand the “nature” of magic. Were Lévi’s remarks
meant to be taken seriously, then? Not by the ardent adept who would
recognize Lévi’s playfulness and look elsewhere for a more fundamen-
tal teaching. With Lévi’s ¤nger to his lips and with a wink of his left
eye, it is as if he is saying, “Shhhhh. Don’t tell, but this is not the real
deal. Read deeper.”

Concluding Remarks: Characterizing “Modern” Occultism

In the context of its origin narrative, in this chapter I have suggested
that the contemporary incoherence of occultism is best managed by
dividing the discourse into a larger and smaller category. The larger
category, the occultic, concerns the many ways in which “the occult”

Fig. 3. Lévi’s illustration of the “Goëtic Circle of Black Evoca-
tion and Pacts.” Reprinted from Transcendental Magic, trans.
A. E. Waite (London: Rider and Company, 1896), 318.
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is used in contemporary discourse. The smaller category, the occult, is
both an expression and the origin of the larger category. I then sug-
gested that we could learn more about the larger occultic by examin-
ing the historical occult. Finally, I suggested that the speci¤city of the
occult reduces to its origin narrative and its generic features.

In terms of the origin narrative, I argued that modern occult-
ism can be identi¤ed by its commodi¤cation, particularly in terms
of the wider dispersal of texts designed for audiences much larger
than a small cabal of true believers. To the traditional, expressed mo-
tive of the will to knowledge, then, in modern occultism we can add
an economic motive. Second, I suggested that modern occultism can
be described in terms of the relaxed prohibitions against its prac-
tice; although some religious authorities continued to think of all
occultism—good or bad, white or black—as demonic, it is clear that
practicing occultism no longer risked the consequence of social aliena-
tion or death. Widespread public interest among the literate elite is
testament enough that the stigma of occultism was not as bad as it had
been during the Enlightenment. In the next chapter I will describe
further the contextual forces that contributed to an explosion of
popular interest.

Finally, I have detailed a number of generic features typical of oc-
cult texts: the compositional forms of revelation, allegorical and ¤gu-
rative language, and the frequent use of misleading, ironic blinds. As
the occult transforms during the twentieth century, the ¤rst two of
these features will survive in the form of the occultic, but the ironic
blind becomes increasingly dif¤cult to control as society becomes in-
creasingly “public.”

To deepen our understanding of the occult in terms of dif¤cult and
¤gurative language, the next two chapters turn to an examination of
the processes of “invention,” or the ways in which occult rhetoric is
created (“occult poetics”). Once the reasons behind the generic ele-
ment of allegorical and ¤gurative language are explained, I then turn
in chapter 4 to the processes of interpretation, or how occult texts
were read and asked to be read. An examination of occult interpreta-
tion or hermeneutics will, ¤nally, lead us to the generic element of
irony, a distinctive part of occult rhetoric and an important reason for
its demise. In the wake of irony, the occultic emerges.
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On a chilly evening in mid-October 1999, my friend Erika and I at-
tended an informational meeting held by the Minneapolis chapter of
the Society for Ascension. The meeting was advertised in a pamphlet
I picked up one day while browsing in an occult bookstore near the
University of Minnesota campus. The pamphlet described the Society
for Ascension in vague and evocative terms, which were splashed
across the background image of a turbulent and cloudy sky. I suppose
the pamphlet caught my eye because it was oddly disturbing. The
color scheme is intense: a series of dark red and lighter orange shades
on the inner ®aps leads one’s eye to lightly painted webs of lightning.
It is as if the text on the front of the page is bursting out from a
cataclysmic sky, heralding the coming of something quite monumen-
tal (the fourth horseman of the Apocalypse, I thought, or perhaps
the Messiah himself). The text on the cover reads: “The Ishayas’
Ascension: Ancient Teachings brought fourth for the third millen-
nium. Woven throughout the tapestry of time . . . practiced and culti-
vated by the Masters for a millennia . . . preserved since the time of
Christ . . . the Teaching of Ascension is again being released into a
world ready for the fruits of enlightenment.” As someone trained to
ruminate on words, I was drawn to “tapestry.” For me the term reso-
nates with “fabric” and “woven,” two metaphors Erika and I would
hear time and time again during our experience with the group. This
trinity of terms suggests the exotic and antique, a cherished cloth, an
ancient veil. Coupled with the red-and-orange image of a foreboding
sky, the pamphlet reminded me of the Western romance of India, the
collective appropriation of Indian “exotica” in the pages of coffee-
table books and on the screens of televisions: the chalky reds speak
of images of poverty, closely associated with a dusty, orange earth;
brown bodies bathing in sacred polluted rivers; a meditation and
turning inward through the third eye which unites the external with
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the eternal; Ben Kingsley walking through dusty streets, trailed by
children, tanned and Gandhi-ed, demonstrating how class boundaries
become porous though self-denial and a highly theatrical version of
starvation. In the Western popular imaginary, it seems that the rigid
caste system of India is erased in this swirl of evocative, romantic
imagery.

In the popular imaginary of the United States, where Horatio Al-
ger’s Ragged Dick spits on a shoe, polishes, and sees re®ections of
inevitable future successes, the sovereign individual is key. The an-
tagonism of class that I see through the edges of these aesthetic im-
brications of Indian imagery—the Sanskrit transliterations, the wis-
domatic guru, the snake charmer, the hues of red—is elided in favor
of an individual ascension into classless spheres of reality: “Whether
you are looking for simple stress relief or the key to Full Human Con-
sciousness,” the pamphlet continues, like Coca-Cola, “the Ishayas’
Ascension is it.” The theme of effortlessly produced empowerment is
common in the group’s literature. For example, an undated newsletter
reads: “Any discussion of the Ishayas’ historical tradition should be-
gin with a reminder that the Ishayas’ teachings are centered around
personal experience and empowerment only, and require no belief
whatsoever. All religious traditions teach some form of inward con-
templation and prayer, and the Ishayas’ Ascension—being a very
powerful tool to achieve this inward movement—can exist within and
even without any system of belief.” There is no expenditure of labor.
There is no discernible class. Effortless enlightenment, along with that
much-needed stress relief, is guaranteed. Reading these materials, I
kept thinking about the tension between the individualist, consumer-
ist language of the pamphlet’s linguistic economy and the exotic im-
ages that its graphic design cued in my own imagination. It all seemed
much too American. I had to learn more.

After phoning the society’s “center” and getting directions, Erika
and I drove toward a destination in north Minneapolis. I was initially
uncomfortable after I hung up the phone because I learned that the
“center” was actually someone’s home. That it was an intimate as
opposed to a public space seemed odd. I thought about the phenome-
non of “love-bombing,” presumably a technique of indoctrination
and brainwashing that cult groups use to collect members. This invi-
tation to learn more about the Society for Ascension within an inti-
mate space, I ¤gured, was deliberate.

It was dark outside when we arrived, and the house in which the
meeting took place was dif¤cult to ¤nd because there were no street-
lights. We approached a house that seemed occupied and looked inside
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a screened porch, where we noticed a large pile of shoes outside the
front door. There was no street number, but I thought “this must
be it” because of the stereotypes I had about Eastern religious prac-
tice, which involved the removal of shoes. We were going to have to
remove our shoes. I didn’t like the idea because my feet get cold easily,
and I was wearing thin nylon socks. Worse, Erika whispered that in
the event something horrifying happened, we would not be able to
run away.

We entered the porch and knocked on the front door. Immediately
the door opened and we were greeted by a white (as opposed to In-
dian) woman who we later would learn was celebrating her thirty-
ninth birthday (a large arrangement of thirty-nine roses was promi-
nently displayed on a coffee table in the living room). She smiled and
was eating something. Her mouth still occupied, she said that we were
welcome and in the right place. She told us her name and asked us to
remove our shoes. As we did Erika and I introduced ourselves. The
woman was wearing a white sweater and white cotton pants and
had a number of brown, wooden-bead necklaces conspicuously hung
around her neck. She continued to block the doorway but not in a
threatening manner, stressing that we could not enter the home until
our shoes were removed. The seeming routineness of our visit was
comforting.

As we entered the home, I noted a white man with long, brown hair
in his mid- to late twenties putting food into Tupperware in a kitchen-
ette just beyond the foyer. To our left was a staircase to the upper part
of the house, and to our right was a living- and dining-room area
crowded with couches. The room was very comforting: the carpet was
white and the walls were painted with a soft rose color, also trimmed
in white. There was a large painting of wide pink swathes and green
splotches hanging on the dining-room wall. Scattered throughout
were smaller framed pictures of Chinese calligraphy, which we were
told were charming proverbs.

No one asked us to ¤nd a seat, so I (bravely, I thought) decided to
blaze a path to a couch on the far wall. I chose this seat so that I could
observe most of the room, especially the doorway. I knew this was a
self-protective move (Wild Bill Hickok never sat with his back to a
door). Erika sat beside me. To our right was a young woman; al-
though her legs were crossed, her arms were open in a gesture of
friendliness. She welcomed us and thanked us for coming. Like the
woman we met at the door, she was also wearing white. She had long,
curly hair, and around her neck was a large, conspicuous jeweled
cross. She began asking questions of Erika and did not seem interested
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in talking to me. As they conversed, more people entered the room.
The woman we met at the door entered with a man wearing red
clothes and sat on a couch facing us. After the man was seated, the
woman tucked her feet under him.

While Erika continued talking to the young woman, the man in red
stood up and extended his hand for a handshake. He told me his name
and identi¤ed himself as the person with whom I had spoken on the
phone. He was a young man in his mid-twenties with a goatee and a
short ponytail. He smiled a lot. The man in the kitchen entered the
room and sat in a chair (part of a dining-room set) to our right. Next
to the chair was a white “dry-erase” marker board balanced across
two dining-room chairs. On the board was written “The Ishayas’
Ascension.” Below this phrase were a number of Sanskrit words
(transliterated), which we later learned were the names of our four
hosts. The names were so unusual (to me, at least) that I had dif¤culty
remembering them.

There was a knock on the door, and the woman whom we ¤rst met
untucked her feet and got up to answer. A white woman in her forties
or ¤fties and a man of similar appearance and age entered the room
without their shoes. As they were greeted, the woman speaking to
Erika told us that their names were Bob and Karen (here, pseudo-
nyms). We were told that Karen was coming tonight for Bob’s bene¤t.
Karen was about to endure a seven-day “intensive” retreat and wanted
Bob to know a little more about why she was going and what the
group was all about. Karen and Bob entered the living room and in-
troduced themselves. Erika and I stood up and shook their hands. I
noticed that they both were dressed casually in ways that were not like
that of our hosts.

Once Karen and Bob found seats on the remaining, empty couch
(there were three), a formal presentation began. The young man from
the kitchen began to speak in a soft tone, as if he were a shy person.
As he talked his hands ¤ddled with his rings and he avoided eye con-
tact. He began by telling us that “the Ascension” was a set of “me-
chanical techniques,” absent a belief system, which one could use to
get in touch with “the In¤nite.” We learned that the Society for As-
cension is a group of like-minded adults dedicated to spreading a mes-
sage of universal brotherhood and peace. They believe this message is
best taught by mastering certain meditative techniques, variously
termed “attitudes,” that enable the individual to access the In¤nite.
The In¤nite is, paradoxically, individuated within each of us at the
center of our consciousness. The woman whom we met at the door cut
the man off and began explaining further. The young man looked
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relieved. She picked up a marker and drew a small circle, which she
called “the In¤nite,” and then drew the symbol for in¤nity in its
center.

I decided to tuck my feet underneath me on the couch. They were
getting cold. I decided this was a good gesture because it mirrored the
behavior of our hosts (all of whom were sitting on their feet in one
way or another). I brie®y thought of tucking my feet under Erika but
quickly decided that might be too much mirroring.

The woman then drew another circle around the smaller circle. She
said that this new circle represented a childhood experience of failure,
which in their literature they term a “limitation” or “groove.” This
“groove,” she said, made it more dif¤cult to access the In¤nite. The
woman sitting next to Erika interrupted the demonstration and asked
that the concept of “groove” be explained further. The woman at the
marker board then told us a story about her childhood. When she was
very young, she said, she wanted to wash the hair of one of her baby
dolls. When she did, all the hair fell out and she was very upset. She
said that this experience of “failure” created a groove in her con-
sciousness. She elaborated the point at some length and then moved
to tell another autobiographical anecdote about her teenage years (be-
ing told to stay in her bedroom as a punishment), which led to yet an-
other story, drawing more concentric circles as she chronicled her life.

Eventually, Ascending was described as “erasing” a path through
the groves to the In¤nite, the most divine part of self united with the
entire cosmos. The woman used a felt eraser and made a path of white
to the middle of the circles. The man in red then began to tell us how
much Ascending has helped his life. He said he was “now full of joy.”
He talked about a “void” that we all feel in our lives, and how this
“void” is our “true self” calling us to the In¤nite. He explained that
he read philosophy and tried a number of religions, that he experi-
mented with sex and heavy drugs, all in an effort to navigate this void.
The Ishayas’ Ascension, he testi¤ed, revealed to him that the void was
nothing more than spiritual distance from the In¤nite.

During this discussion I kept thinking of Freud and Lacan, and
how the discussion we were hearing closely resembled the notion of
“lack” that Lacan suggests marks one’s entry into self-consciousness.
I decided to ask a question. I asked why Ascending was superior to
psychoanalysis. The woman whom we met at the door made a un-
pleasant face and blurted out, “What?” in a startled and inquisitive
tone. I was surprised by this and didn’t know if she was mocking
or simply unsure about what I was asking. The man in red explained
to her that psychoanalysis concerns a talking cure, and the woman
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seemed satis¤ed. The man then addressed me and said that psycho-
analysis was, in fact, a “groove” itself and only addressed the prob-
lem of the void on a super¤cial level. Ascending went beyond “mere
psychobabble,” he said. In fact, “psychobabble is part of the problem”
because it creates a dif¤cult jargon that has to be learned, thus creat-
ing a “limitation” and therefore a groove. I was still struck by the
similarity between what I was being told and psychoanalytic theory,
so I asked a question about the Id, which I phrased in terms of sexual
desire. “What is the relationship between Ascending and sex?” I
asked. The man answered that sexual desires, which were natural
and important, were dirtied by accumulated limitations and groves.
Through the grooves sexual pleasure becomes an avenue for self-
con¤dence (or worse, self-hatred) or a means by which notions of
masculinity and femininity are reinforced, rather than an expression
of the true, unbridled, spiritual purpose of sex. He said that once he
began Ascending, he no longer needed sex as much as he had thought,
and that sex was also much more enjoyable. He then said: “You know,
I still love chocolate though. It’s not that this desire for chocolate-
eating is going to go away.”

Erika then asked a number of questions. “Is ascending meditation,
then? Is there a God-¤gure, or just the In¤nite?” Others around the
room joined in answering Erika’s questions. It was clear to me that
they were more interested in Erika and that my questions marked me
as a skeptic. Erika asked the hosts their lives were changed as a result
of Ascending. The man in red answered ¤rst. He said that he was once
an architectural student and then a student of homeopathic medicine.
He said that his mother was always on an endless quest for the next
“New Age thing” and that she always told him about her spiritual
discoveries. She stopped moving from New Age group to New Age
group when she found the Society for Ascension, and this made him
take notice. He said he read the literature written by MSI (an acro-
nym for the name of the founder of the society, Maharishi Sadashiva
Isham, formerly a practitioner of transcendental meditation from
Seattle, Washington) and had an “epiphany.” The other young man
(from the kitchen) said that he was also introduced to the group by
his mother. The woman at the marker board then related a long, com-
plicated story about being a successful photojournalist, but then one
day she had a sudden need to lock herself in a cabin in the mountains
for some days, presumably to think through a profound unhappiness.
Ascension helped her ¤nd a way to happiness and joy. Although she
didn’t explain how she discovered the society, she said that she was
convinced of the authenticity of MSI’s teachings because they are
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“woven into the fabric of reality itself.” One recognizes the Truth, she
said, when one experiences the In¤nite for the ¤rst time.

The meeting devolved into a series of questions and answers, as
well as a number of inside jabs and jokes between the hosts that Erika
and I did not understand. During these questions and answers some-
times Karen would jump in to explain a concept that she believed we
needed to have explained to us. The young woman at the marker
board announced that Karen had been Ascending as long as they have
but that Karen is still “working on herself.” What this meant was
never explained except in terms of the hosts’ having “taken the next
step by dedicating their lives to the Society and spreading its message
of joy.” True enlightenment, said the woman at the marker board, was
already “wired” into our bodies and minds and only needed to be
“teased out.”

We learned that the hosts made their living from donations and the
fees charged at weekend workshops, during which the secret tech-
niques were revealed.

Karen described herself as the ever-searching “soccer mom” look-
ing for spiritual truth. She spoke as if the Society for Ascension was
the place where her seeking had ¤nally led her. Bob (her second hus-
band, we were told) was not convinced. When one of the hosts asked
Bob what he thought, he said that he was the “Doubting Thomas”
and that he simply “doesn’t get it.” He said that he tolerated Karen’s
spiritualism, however, because it was helping her to cope with an is-
sue that we were not privy to. The most interesting thing that hap-
pened during the evening, however, was an outburst from Bob. When
it was nearing 9:00 p.m., nearly two hours after we had arrived, I was
asking a lot of questions about their claim that “no belief is neces-
sary,” which seemed contradictory to me. I also asked why our hosts
changed their birth names to Sanskrit names. The woman at the
marker board explained that although she harbors no resentment to-
ward her parents, her Sanskrit name resonates with “who I really
am.” She explained that Sanskrit is a special language because the
sound of each word vibrates at the same frequency as its referent. For
example, she explained, the spoken sound for tree actually vibrates at
the same frequency of the atoms that comprise a tree. She said that
this is analogous to speaking a word through a plastic cup in sand (I
wondered what the Sanskrit term for “unicorn” was). At this point
Bob blurted out a de¤ant “Hogwash!” His reply was very vehement
and turned into a screed. He said that he had taught German for
twenty-¤ve years and that Sanskrit was an Indo-European language.
He went on for three or four minutes about the “preposterous” claims
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of our hosts, and the atmosphere of the room became negatively
charged. The hosts were visibly uncomfortable. The man in red of-
fered to research the matter and get back to him. Erika began to
squirm during this exchange, indicating to me that it was time for
us to go.

Once the con®ict began to abate somewhat, I asked a few more ques-
tions to help reestablish a more comfortable environment. I learned
that progress in Ascending is marked by moving through various
teaching units or “spheres.” The ¤rst sphere involves the adoption of
“four attitudes,” which we could learn about at a center workshop
that weekend for $200 a person.

After a number of thank-you’s and well wishes, we stood up and
headed for the door. I made it a point to shake everyone’s hand. Erika
went to the porch and put on her shoes. Just as I was about to step
outside and join her, the man in red tapped me on the shoulder and
gave me an audiotape, which he said would give me a deeper under-
standing of their teachings. The tape was labeled “Introduction to the
Ishayas’ Ascension.” I never listened to the tape, convinced I knew
what I would hear.

As I detail more fully in chapter 2, what I would have heard on the
Ishayas’ Ascension tape is a contemporary “remix”—to riff in the
idiom of hip-hop—of Platonic teachings that are over two thousand
years old. Human language, precisely because it is human, is incapable
of “cutting through the grooves” to the Source, the One, the In¤nite,
or for Plato, the sphere of the Eternal Forms, all of which are synony-
mous in respect to ineffability. Rather, the best once can do is dialec-
tic, the method of using language against itself in order to transcend
it. But not just any dialectic—certainly not Plato’s—will do for mod-
ern occultists. Rather, the secrets that each occult or New Age group
reveals (at $200 a workshop, of course) concern their privileged vo-
cabularies, their better allegories, for that which cannot be expressed
in human representation. In short, the uniqueness of this or that oc-
cult or occultic group can be located in its particular version of “in-
vention,” of what I call an “occult poetics.”
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2
Toward an Occult Poetics

Yogibogeybox in Dawson chambers. Isis Unveiled. Their Pali
book we tried to pawn. Crosslegged under an ubrel umbershoot
he thrones an Aztec logos, functioning on astral levels, their over-
soul, mahamahatma. The faithful hermetists await the light, ripe
for chelaship, ringabout him. . . . Lotus ladies tend them i’the
eyes, their pineal glands aglow. Filled with his god, he thrones,
Buddh under plantain. Gulfer of souls, engulfer. Hesouls,
shesouls, shoals of souls. Engulfed with wailing creecries,
whirled, whirling, they bewail.

—James Joyce1

Every night before retiring, relax on the bed and watch the going
to sleep process. . . . As the body relaxes and the mind settles
down, and the change of viewpoint takes place which we call
sleep, maintain the attitude of awareness for the upper levels. . . .
Then you will come into the state of beingness which is charac-
terized by the clarity of mental vision. . . . [W]hile the body is
resting you awaken in the Atma Sarup (soul body) which is when
we ¤nd ourselves in eternity, the overcoming of death. This is the
freedom which is spoken so much about in ECKANKAR.

—Paul Twitchell2

In the ninth chapter of Joyce’s Ulysses, Stephen Dedalus, a witty
young aesthete and aspiring poet seeking atonement (and eventually
¤nding it in his intellectual father, Leopold Bloom), enters a room at
the National Library and encounters a number of boisterous scholars.
The scene is based on the mythic Ulysses’ navigation of a tumultuous
sea amid the Scylla, a nasty, multiheaded creature, and the Charybdis,
a treacherous whirlpool. The dangers for Stephen, however, are the
barbed remarks of the scholars, presently engaged in a discussion of
Goethe’s novel Wilhelm Meister. In other words, the danger of this
particular navigation is not physical but rhetorical.3

Determined to outwit them, Stephen attacks the arguments, obser-
vations, and platitudes of the talkative scholars with sharp remarks,
often at their personal expense. The mightiest Scylla is “A. E.,” or
George Russell, an avowed Neoplatonist and romantic who believes
that art reveals a hidden, spiritual world behind the world of appear-



ances.4 On the basis of textual clues, it seems that Russell has em-
braced an occult cosmology known as Theosophy, a “New Age” sys-
tem of beliefs revealed by a Russian spiritualist and psychic, H. P.
Blavatsky, in the late nineteenth century. Seeing Russell in the library,
Stephen is reminded of the dif¤cult, esoteric language of Theosophy.
“Yogobogeybox,” thinks Stephen in mockery of the Theosophist’s vo-
cabulary. “Isis Unveiled. Their Pali book we tried to pawn,” he con-
tinues thinking, signaling his distaste for Blavatsky’s famous New Age
book, which, incidentally, was popular among the learned elite during
Joyce’s lifetime. “Aztec logos, functioning on astral levels, their over-
soul, the mahamahatma,” muses Stephen, likening Theosophical lan-
guage to a “whirled” and “whirling” Charybdis, drowning true be-
lievers in “quintessential triviality.” As if suffering from the weight of
Stephen’s psychic disapproval, Russell retreats, “afraid [that he is] due
at the Homestead.”5

In the fall of 1998 I attended the ECKANKAR “World Wide Semi-
nar” at the Minneapolis Convention Center in Minnesota. ECKANKAR,
a religion based on “Soul Travel” and the “Ancient Science of Prophecy”
known as the Eck-Vidya, was founded by Kentuckian Paul Twitchell
in 1965.6 When I walked into the convention hall I was overwhelmed
by number of people there. The size of this contemporary religious
movement surprised me because it is premised on what other occult-
ists or “metaphysicians” would term astral projection—the notion
that one’s conscious soul or ego could leave the body and travel to
different geographic regions as well as multiple dimensions or “planes
of reality.” Given the rise and fall of the transcendental meditation
movement in the late 1960s and early 1970s, I had assumed astral
projection was unfashionable. I was wrong. There exists a vast, little-
seen, and little-known subcultural world of occult and New Age
groups who claim to travel mentally, projecting their astral bodies
through the imagination and into the many worlds beyond the here
and now.

Over the course of three days, in numerous workshops and semi-
nars, the ECKers (as they prefer to call themselves) discussed dreams
and soul travel, past-life regression and hypnosis, reincarnation and
karma, meditation, and other metaphysical fare. The highlight of
the conference was the keynote address, which was delivered by the
sole Living Spiritual Master, or Mahanta, appointed by the (presum-
ably superhuman) ECK Masters. In one large convention hall almost
thirty-¤ve hundred people from around the world convened to hear
Sri Harold Klemp, a mild-mannered, middle-aged man from Wiscon-
sin with a charming smile, wide-framed spectacles, and a suit that
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seemed just a tad too large for his small frame. He spoke in a monoto-
nous, hypnotic tone, and despite a dry sense of humor and a general
lack of dynamism, the audience was trans¤xed.

What was particularly interesting to me about Klemp’s talk was
not so much his CEO-style presentation as it was his conspicuous use
of specialized terms. Throughout the evening one heard of “karma,”
the spiritual and material “planes of existence” (“soul,” “etheric,”
“mental,” “causal,” and “astral”), the “Golden Heart,” the “ECK-
VIDYA,” the “SHARIYAT,” and most important, “HU” (pronounced
“hue”), the divine name of the “SUGMAD” (God). As with the more
familiar “OM,” at one point during the keynote address everyone
in the audience—excepting myself and my partner at the time—
chanted “HU” simultaneously. The effect was jarring, unsettling, and
strangely pleasing; the large, domed convention hall rumbled with a
continuous, harmonic drone that undoubtedly goose-pimpled many
participants. It certainly goose-pimpled me.

I did not think of these strange terms as composing a quintessential
triviality, as Stephen Dedalus puts it; the sheer number of chanting
ECKers was refutation enough of Stephen’s thesis.7 Rather, I think
that the specialized vocabulary of ECKers, as much as the “yogibogey-
boxes” and “mahamahatmas” of the imagined Theosophy of Ulysses,
comprises a particularly meaningful poetics for the true believer. Eso-
teric language allows the occultist to express or perhaps do things that
ordinary language does not seem to permit. For the occultist, esoteric
language reaches, with hope and promise, toward the ineffable.

I suggested in chapter 1 that the generic features of modern occult
texts included the compositional forms of neologism and irony. In this
chapter my investigation of occult rhetoric more fully explores the
neologism, including not only its discriminatory function but also its
revelatory function. Speci¤cally, I focus on the function of what I term
“esoteric language” in order to describe modern occult discourse as a
creative linguistic practice or poetics (by using the term “poetics” I
mean to evoke the dynamic, creative, and imaginative connotations
of the term that are based on its rooting in the Greek poiêtikos, “in-
ventive,” and poiein, “to make”).8 Considered sympathetically, I ar-
gue that occult discourse can be understood as the end result of a
dynamic, generative paradox or antinomy (a stark contradiction be-
tween two principles) that structures and in some sense determines
the invention of dif¤cult or strange language. The antinomy is com-
posed of a seemingly contradictory stance among occultists and mys-
tics that, on the one hand, regards spiritual truths as ineffable but, on
the other, assumes that there is much to say about ineffability. In order
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to describe this antinomy and how it contributes to a poetics particu-
lar to the occultic in general, this chapter is divided into two main
sections. First, I describe the relationship between modern occult-
ism and the concept of the ineffable. Contending with the concept of
ineffability in occult discourse gives one a better sense of how secrets
are understood and discussed by occultists. Then, I show how occult
notions of ineffability are, ironically, wed to what I term the Platonic
or “¤xed” view of language. With this background, I then move to the
second main section of the chapter, where I describe how the uneasy
¤t between ineffability and the ¤xed view of language creates a pro-
ductive paradox or contradiction that animates occult texts in ways
that are relatively independent of the intention or will of a given au-
thor. I conclude the chapter by comparing the esoteric language of
modern occultism to the theoretical jargon of academics.

Ineffability and the Occult

Central to the use or creation of strange vocabularies in occult texts is
what is sometimes referred to as “the problem of mystical speech.”9

The most famous articulation of the problem comes from Lao Tzu’s
Tao Te Ching: “The name that can be named is not the enduring and
unchanging name.”10 To name the Tao is to fail to know the Tao. Ex-
panded to the central problematic of all mystical speech, this notion
can be described in the following way: true wisdom and spiritual
knowledge cannot be expressed in human language, for it resides be-
yond or outside human signi¤cation. This common belief is premised
on the idea that language cannot characterize ultimate reality pre-
cisely because language is human, and humans are imperfect. Occult-
ists, as much as the traditionally religious, respond to this problem in
one of three ways. First, occultists deny ever having direct access to
ultimate reality and often prescribe meditation and silence as a bet-
ter tack. The silence strategy is often characterized as “mysticism”
and is a common route to spiritual enlightenment in Eastern religious
traditions. Insofar as silence can be characterized as the dialectical
counterpart of rhetoric, however, I will not concern myself with this
strategy except to acknowledge that it exists among occultists (as the
absence of speech, silence leaves the critic little to analyze). The sec-
ond and third strategies, however, are important and generate texts.
The second strategy concerns the attempt to gain access to ultimate
reality by transcending human language in some sort of imaginative
dialectic. The strategy here is to use language against itself in order to
ascend to higher states of awareness. I call this strategy “Platonic dia-
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lectic” for reasons that I will detail shortly. The third strategy con-
cerns an occultist’s claim to have discovered or been given a privileged,
divine vocabulary for accessing, by means of ritual, chant, and so
forth, spiritual realities. I characterize this third strategy as the articu-
lation of a “pure language.”

Platonism for the Masses

I opened this chapter with a passage from Joyce’s Ulysses because it
seemed to encapsulate the concerns of this chapter. It is not mere
happenstance that Stephen Dedalus engages the Neoplatonist “A. E.”
as the multiheaded Scylla, for the body of occult discourse is, indeed,
that of Plato—its heads but so many variations of a common poetics
or logic of invention. Because occult strategies for contending with
ineffability are rooted in the Platonic dialogues, a sketch of the Pla-
tonic views on language, ineffability, and ultimate reality provides a
useful foundation for analyzing occult discourse.

In the Republic, Plato has Socrates instruct readers that natural lan-
guage cannot disclose the Absolute, expressed to the enlightened
soul as knowledge of the immutable, abstract, and eternal Forms.
Plato’s Socrates urges the rigorous study of mathematics, geometry,
astronomy, and harmonics in order to condition the mind of the stu-
dent of Truth to think beyond natural language and free him from the
gross and illusory world of appearances to which natural language
necessarily refers.11 Only after one has mastered formal abstraction is
he ready to practice dialectics, which for Plato is the use of dialogic
speech as a means of mentally ascending toward ultimate reality and
harmonizing with the eternal Forms, and eventually apprehending the
ultimate Form of the Good.12 Training the mind to think in terms of
form as opposed to content (e.g., the meaning of particular words)
enables the philosopher to “intuit” ultimate reality.

Key to Platonic dialectic is the power of speech, which Plato sug-
gests is more immediate and “real” than writing. In the Phaedrus,
Plato explains that dialectic is necessarily premised on the present-
tense or “now” that is part of the spoken word. Once words are spo-
ken, they are lost forever and replaced by new words. Spoken words
survive only as “traces” in the memories of those in dialogue. The
®eeting quality of speech is important to Plato for two reasons. First,
the intangibility of speech better “mirrors” the materiality of ultimate
reality (which is abstract, not concrete). Second, speech is a presencing
phenomenon that features the quality of immediacy. Thus speech has
a power of adaptation that writing does not. The immediacy of speech
gives the individual the ability to use words that mean something par-
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ticular to the individual he is conversing with, often in ways that
can better address his inner being. Plato also argues that speech is bet-
ter than writing because it can attend to the contingencies of one’s
speaking situation (by clarifying misunderstandings between partici-
pants of a dialogue, and so on) and thus can more directly address the
“soul of the hearer.”13 Because of its presence or proximity to the
moment of utterance, active speech is able to communicate ideas im-
mediately, and further, it promises a window for transcending the ho-
rizon of utterance by inspiring a nonlinguistic intuition between par-
ticipants. Speech is preferred to writing because the latter undermines
the possibility of interpersonal inspiration or intuition. For Plato,
speech holds out the promise of silence, the moment when Truth is
intuited in its translinguistic immanence and glory.

Although the primary medium of occultism is the book, Plato’s
views on human language and the necessity of dialectic appear fre-
quently in occult texts: many occult texts assume the ability of special-
ized language to “presence” elements of ultimate reality better than
ordinary language. For example, writing about the early ECKANKAR
teachings of Paul Twitchell, the current Mahanta, Harold Klemp, sug-
gests that Twitchell struggled with the “petty, awkward words of the
human language.” Twitchell “did what he could to ¤nd the proper
words and metaphors that would strike an image in the reader’s mind.
Sometimes he used a world that wasn’t quite right; at other times he
would leave an extra word or two that appeared to cause a contradic-
tion. . . . [I]t’s foolishness to think that the words come out golden the
¤rst time; they don’t. The human language, at best, is only a poor
re®ection of the truth that comes from a higher level. What is known
as truth on each plane is but a poor re®ection of the truth on the next,
higher plane. This is life.”14 Like Plato’s Forms, the spiritual truths of
ECKANKAR teachings expose the limitations of human language.
Klemp stresses, however, that it “is important for [ECKers] to use the
ECK language among ourselves. Our terminology—words such as
SUGMAD, ECK, ECKANKAR, Arahata, and Shariyat-Ki-Sugmad—
has a special meaning for us; it is one of our bonds.”15 The ECKAN-
KAR vocabulary, stresses Klemp, is a better approximation of the di-
vine and helps to create a sense of community and belonging. “Our
terminology” thus signi¤es the ability of the ECKANKAR vocabu-
lary to address the soul of the reader or hearer better than ordinary
language, as well as the linguistic equivalent of a secret handshake.

In a similar, predictable manner, the spiritual truths revealed in The
Urantia Book, a 2,097-page cosmology presumably revealed by super-
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human “Counselors,” are described as being impossible to capture in
English:

It is exceedingly dif¤cult to present enlarged concepts and ad-
vanced truth, in our endeavor to expand cosmic consciousness
and enhance spiritual perception, when we are restricted to the
use of a circumscribed language of the realm [Urantia, or earth].
But our mandate admonishes us to make every effort to convey
our meanings by using the word symbols of the English tongue.
We have been instructed to introduce new terms only when the
concept to be portrayed ¤nds no terminology in English which
can be employed to convey such a new concept partially or even
with more or less distortion of meaning.16

An example of one of the hundreds of these “new terms” is “Solitarig-
ton,” which refers, confusingly, to “ ‘the bosom of the Father and the
Spirit’ and . . . the rendezvous of a magni¤cent host of unrevealed be-
ings of origin in the conjoint acts of the Universal Father and the
In¤nite Spirit, beings who partake of the traits of the Father in addi-
tion to their Spirit inheritance.”17 In the gradual comprehension of a
number of neologisms and new concepts, presumably the Urantian (or
“Reader,” as believers refer to themselves) is better able to intuit the
Truth.18

Finally, one of the best examples of the Platonism of occult texts is
G. I. Gurdjieff’s Beelzebub’s Tales to His Grandson. In this 1,238-page
“allegory,” Gurdjieff deploys his occult cosmology in a strange and
frequently incomprehensible story of extraterrestrial beings witnessing
the folly of humanity from on high. A humorous, exemplary passage
comes from the chapter titled “The Law of Heptaparaparshinokh”:

In order that you may approximately represent to yourself and
understand just how such exceptions may occur among [three-
headed beings of our great Megalocosmos], you must ¤rst of all
know that, in spite of the fact that from the time when all the
consequences of the properties of the organ Kundabuffer began
to be crystallized in them and it became proper to them to have
automatic-Reason during their responsible existence, yet, never-
theless, always and up to the present time, at the arising and the
beginning of the formation of each one of them, there is al-
ways in their presence the germs of all possibilities for the crys-
tallization, during their completing formation into responsible
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beings, of corresponding being-data, which later during respon-
sible existence could serve for the engendering and function of
objective-Reason, which should be the common presences of
three-brained beings of all natures and of all external forms, and
which, in itself, is nothing else but, so to say, the “representative-
of-the-Very-Essence-of-Divinity.”19

Followers claim that Gurdjieff’s neologisms and long, tortuous sen-
tences in Beelzebub’s Tales to His Grandson are deliberately designed
to “dismay automatic thinking” and expand consciousness to higher
levels of reality.20 Unlike the vocabulary of ECKANKAR, which is
deployed as a better, pragmatic approximation of Truth, or the neo-
logisms of The Urantia Book, which are advanced as being the closest
to the divine or pure language of God, Gurdjieff holds out the lan-
guage of his system as pure ¤ction. Just as Plato frequently resorted to
allegories to give the reader or hearer a catalyst for apprehending
something translinguistic, so too Gurdjieff clothes his teachings in de-
liberate obfuscations and misdirections.

Despite their unique differences, all three occult vocabularies I have
touched on here are premised on the idea that spiritual truths are
somehow ineffable and that one must cultivate a type of thinking,
memory, or cognition that is beyond language in order to access the
Truth. Each features a privileged vocabulary that is either built on a
pure language or invented from scratch to better approximate the di-
vine. Yet there is a discernible tension in these systems: if ultimate
reality is ineffable, then how does one know if one’s vocabulary or
language is, in fact, a better approximation? Unlike a traditional
priest, who would likely invoke the necessity of faith, the occultist
would typically answer with the con¤rmation of occult experience: if
a given esoteric vocabulary did, in fact, provide one with glimpses of
ultimate reality, if the language seems to work, then it must be true.
The problem with this answer, however, is that it is premised on a
paradox.

The Bases of Paradox: Presence and the Fixed View of Language

The Platonic views of the function of speech, language, and dialectic
are paradoxical because they are based on a ¤xed understanding of
language which maintains that signi¤cation presences the signi¤ed. In
more basic terms, the paradox concerns saying one thing and doing
another, aptly illustrated in the dialogues of Plato. While Plato con-
demns writing as evil, the dialogues are, in fact, written. While Plato
describes the Forms as ineffable, dialectical language enables their ap-
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prehension. Or in other terms, as William James observed of all mys-
tical and occult belief systems, true believers necessarily believe that
an experience of the Truth cannot be expressed in human language.21

Ironically, testimony about the ineffability of ultimate reality and
spiritual truths is expressed with human language. Is this contradic-
tion between belief and action a problem?

One answer to this question is the resounding and complex “yes”
located in the linguistic philosophy of Jacques Derrida. Derrida argues
that the dif¤culty Plato highlights in the Phaedrus concerns his ironic
preference for “speech” over that of “writing,” which Plato believes is
more immediate and closer to Truth. In his famous “deconstruction”
of the conclusion of the Phaedrus, Derrida asserts the primacy of writ-
ing over speech and uses this experimental inversion to illustrate how
Plato’s condemnations of writing presuppose a logic common to writ-
ing and speech: the “play” of absence. Although Derrida’s argument
is complex, a brief sketch is helpful for highlighting the bases of the
paradox or “problem” of mystical and occult discourse.

Derrida argues that Plato’s privileging of speech over writing is
premised on an erroneous commitment to what he calls the “the
metaphysics of presence,” a concept that speaks to the central onto-
logical commitment of occult discourse. The metaphysics of presence
simply refers to the assumption that something external to language
(a presence) guarantees the correctness or correspondence of language
to a reality. For Derrida, the metaphysics of presence is a common
mistake that everyone makes, but it is a mistake nonetheless and one
that we ought to avoid if possible. In reference to Plato’s celebration
of the immediacy of speech, Derrida argues that speech, like writing,
is a representation of something else, and hence is a “sign function”
or representational scheme of sounds and words that is premised on a
necessary absence of that which is represented, not a presence. Derrida
says that representation or signi¤cation is based on both a distance
from a signi¤ed and a difference among terms. He expresses the si-
multaneity of this kind of distance and difference with the term dif-
férence, which he describes as “neographism.”22 Notwithstanding
Derrida’s own brand of neologistic occultism, the term différence is
useful because its terminological strangeness underscores the idea that
meaning is fundamentally referential and intersubjective—that one
can only mean, and purportedly understand, in the interior of a lan-
guage and in the absence of a signi¤ed.23 Thus the notion of absence
is related to the concept of différence in two important ways. First,
words refer to objects that are not present. Second, words can only
mean in relation to other words that are, by virtue of the positivity of
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utterance, unspoken. The signi¤cation of “cat” on this page, for ex-
ample, is distant from an actual cat in a patently material way and is
meaningful only to the extent that I am aware of the absent differ-
ences implied by the term, such as “not dog,” “not parrot,” “not gold-
¤sh,” “not ear of corn,” and so on (e.g., the paradigmatic axis). In
rhetorical studies a similar notion has been expressed as the “dialectic
of rhetoric and silence”: “In speaking we remain silent,” observes
Robert L. Scott, “and in remaining silent, we speak.”24 Silence speaks
a positivity in the absence of language as much as speaking must in-
evitably refer to the unspoken or silent. Hence the possibility of pure
presence or immediacy which Plato argues that speech promises—a
metaphysics of presence—is a deceptive fantasy; not even silence is
“pure” of distance or difference.25

With the neographism of différence, then, Derrida deconstructs
Plato’s claims that speech discloses a “presence” or is the proper ave-
nue to Truth by analyzing the practice of writing. Derrida suggests
that despite the philosopher’s striving toward the apprehension of the
materiality of the Forms (which exist in an ideational, non-physical or
anti-physical realm), the Forms cannot be meaningfully ineffable be-
cause of the absence-logic of language itself: nothing means for hu-
man beings outside language, written or spoken. There is no outside
“guarantee” for language that language “presences” in writing or
speech. This implies that the ineffable as a discursive locality can be a
“silent” space only in the sense of a negative signi¤cation or absence.
As H. P. Blavatsky has expressed the idea, there is always a linguistic
positivity in any negative expression: it is the voice of Nada, “the
Voice of Silence,” the positivity (voice) of no-thing (silence).26 Hence
Plato is shown to be saying one thing and doing another in a much
deeper sense than it initially seems: the contradiction of word and
deed is not merely that of writing about the ineffable but is born of an
erroneous belief in the presencing power of speech. In other words,
Derrida’s argument against the metaphysics of presence suggests that
the ineffability of the spiritual truths with which occultists are con-
cerned is actually a result of the ineffability that inheres in language:
language as such necessarily fails to grasp or capture presences; it fails
to disclose différence itself.27 This is tantamount to saying that the
paradox of occult discourse speaks the occultist.

It is important to note that Plato’s belief that speech evokes the
positive presence of the signi¤ed is based on the idea that language is
“¤xed.” Indeed, the metaphysics of presence goes hand in hand with
a ¤xed understanding of language. Such an understanding of lan-
guage holds that meaning is anchored and guaranteed by something
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external to it (viz., a presence); in Plato this is the Forms, and dialectic
helps one to “re-member” the truths once directly apprehended by the
soul before it became en®eshed and fell to earth.28 In Plato’s dialogues,
as well as traditional religious texts, language is thus an imperfect
copy of something translinguistic. For the Christian this external
guarantee is God, hence the Gospel of John begins, “In the begin-
ning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was
God.”29 For the occultist the guarantee can be any number of super-
natural entities, such as the “astral light” of Eliphas Lévi or the “Di-
vine Principle” of H. P. Blavatsky. The ¤xed understanding of lan-
guage thus presumes a meaningful mind-independent reality that
language, however inaccurately, represents, a presumption that Der-
rida has famously dubbed “logocentrism.”30

In the humanities today the ®uid view of language has eclipsed the
¤xed view, and many scholars would concede that language is con-
tingent and never corresponds to the material world in a direct or
transparent way (a presence). After the publication of Wittgenstein’s
groundbreaking Philosophical Investigations (and to a lesser extent, a
renewed interest in Nietzsche’s theory of language), many philoso-
phers, rhetoricians, and other scholars of linguistic practices have
come to understand language in decidedly anti-Platonic terms. Instead
of corresponding to some mind-independent reality or divine pres-
ence, language is a self-contained, differential system that establishes
a horizon for what can be expressed and experienced as meaningful.
As social beings, humans are players in a particular “language game”
or vocabulary that enables us to do or think some things and prevents
us from doing or thinking others (particularly those things that can-
not be marked in language).31 As the pragmatic philosopher Richard
Rorty explains, language cannot be a “third thing intervening be-
tween self and reality” because language is constitutive of self and
reality. Rorty suggests, like Wittgenstein, that language is a tool or a
collection of “marks and noises” that enables us to cope with the
world. Although there is, undoubtedly, a material world that exists
independent of language, Rorty argues that this world is meaningless
to humans absent the coping technology of language or representation.

For Rorty, language is also prophetic in the sense that new meta-
phors can herald new ways of thinking. Vocabularies are a means “for
doing [or thinking] something which could not have been envisioned
prior to the development of a particular set of descriptions, those
which it itself helps to provide.”32 The ®uidity of language thus re-
fers to the possibility of expanding the horizons of expressibility
through the creation of new metaphors and the destruction of old,
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“dead” ones. With this perspective, Rorty suggests that “revolution-
ary achievements in the arts, in the sciences, and in moral and political
thought typically occur when somebody realizes that two or more of
our vocabularies are interfering with each other, and proceeds to in-
vent a new vocabulary to replace both. [Such new vocabularies] are
not discoveries of a reality behind the appearances. . . . To come up
with [a new] vocabulary is more like discarding the lever and the
chock because one has envisaged the pulley.”33 This characteristically
contingent understanding of language denies the occultist (or the
supernaturalist of any stripe, for that matter) any ultimate, divine re-
ality that can be signi¤ed in language. Instead, the ®uid view regards
the occultist from an exterior vantage and describes him or her as a
poet attempting to expand the limits of expressibility through the
creation of new vocabularies. Whether the occultist-poet is conscious
of his or her literary expansions is inconsequential.

These strivings to expand vocabulary and the range of expression
are premised on feelings that we all have about the inadequacy of lan-
guage, the ineffability of human experience signi¤ed by Derrida’s con-
cept of différence. As Barry Barnes has eloquently expressed the prob-
lem, for “all the complexity and richness of language, experience is
immeasurably more complex, and richer in information.”34 Or in
other terms, our attempts to expand vocabularies are born of an ex-
perience of absence (as opposed to the ineffability of presence pre-
sumed by the religious). Despite the limits of language, there remain
aspects of experience that elude our attempts at meaning-making. The
poet is an individual who can work within a language game to extend
and make previously inexpressible and meaningless elements of hu-
man experience expressible and meaningful.

The refutation of old vocabularies and the creation of new ones
is made possible by experiences that are not immediately expressible
in a given vocabulary. The possibility of creating language for new
meanings necessarily involves the occultist-poet in a political process
insofar as his or her vocabulary is to replace another. That there is
something political at stake in a poetics will be familiar to readers
of critical theory and Continental philosophy. Because works like
Heidegger’s Being and Time and Horkheimer and Adorno’s Dialectic
of Enlightenment are deliberately dif¤cult, readers are forced to work
exceedingly hard to understand them. Adorno and others argue that
intense intellectual labor is needed because it helps to denaturalize
a comfortable linguistic horizon and in turn point to new ways of
thinking about ourselves and the world that make change possible.35

Commenting on her own, dense writing, for example, Judith Butler
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argues that “some newness of the world [is] opened up through mess-
ing with grammar” and that her playful neologisms and dif¤cult
sentence structures help to locate spaces in which people can resist
oppressive cultural logics, such as heterosexual gender norms (or
“heteronormativity”): “Taking for granted one’s own linguistic hori-
zon as the ultimate linguistic horizon leads to an enormous parochial-
ism and keeps us from being open to radical difference and from under-
going the discomfort and the anxiety of realizing that the scheme of
intelligibility on which we rely fundamentally is not adequate, is not
common [or universal to all humans], and closes us off from the pos-
sibility of understanding others and ourselves in a more fundamen-
tally capacious way.”36 Hence the idea that language is ®uid refers
both to the notion that it is not guaranteed or ¤xed by something
external and to the notion that new forms of expression and meaning
are possible despite the obvious limitations of language at any given
moment in time.

The Speci¤city of Occult Poetics: The Rhetorical Antinomy

Read internally and sympathetically, I have suggested that occultists—
as well as the traditional religious supernaturalist—understand their
creation or use of strange, esoteric vocabularies as a Platonic quest to
apprehend translinguistic truths. Read externally, however, I have sug-
gested that esoteric language presumes a number of things. First, eso-
teric language is based on the assumption that its terms signify some-
thing external to human language, a metaphysics of presence. This
assumption of presence implies, in turn, the second presumption of
esoteric vocabularies, that language in general is “¤xed.” Finally, I
have suggested that esoteric language represents an occult poetics
striving toward an expansion of possible meanings within a given lan-
guage game, precisely because a translinguistic ineffability of presence
is impossible. It is to the speci¤city of this poetics that I now turn.

Placed in front of the historical backdrop of the encroachment of
scienti¤c discourse in the modern era, many brands of occultism—
from ECKANKAR to Gurdjieff—can be understood as confronting
the “rational” and scientistic vocabulary of modernity, a vocabulary
that Kenneth Burke warned reduced the ambiguity and fullness of
human experience, the “drama” and “action” of life, to mere “mo-
tion.”37 Yet as a particular brand of poetics, occult discourse must
have a unique “logic” to it that explains its strivings to expand or
transcend vocabularies in ways that are different from traditional re-
ligious discourse contending with scientism. An occult poetics must
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be, as Aristotle suggests of the making of tragedy and epic, a “produc-
tive science” in the sense that occultism is premised on a set of rules
or conditions (a logic) that help to generate a rhetoric distinct from
others.38 An occult poetics qua poetics must contain a logic of rhetori-
cal invention particular or speci¤c to itself.

Given the foregoing discussion of the limits of language, it would
seem that the esoteric language of occult discourse functions in ways
that are similar to that of traditional, supernaturalist religious rheto-
ric and discipline or trade-speci¤c jargon. What distinguishes occult
discourse from the traditionally religious is the role of secrecy and the
continuous impulse to create new vocabularies for some translinguis-
tic reality. Unlike the Word of God, which is as ¤nal as it is eternal,
any given occult text announces itself as a better approximation of
ultimate reality, novelty thus becoming a central characteristic. The
novelty of occult vocabularies, however, is always expressed in terms
of revelation and is not necessarily neologistic; hence a “new way” can
be introduced that heavily employs the ambiguities of older or “an-
cient” terms, like “karma.”39 Moreover, occult poetics can also be dis-
tinguished from traditional religious forms of invention because of the
stability of the rhetorical repertoire of the latter: while God is in fact
ineffable, there is a traditional way to go about representing God’s
truth in language that has gone relatively unchanged for centuries:
homiletics.

Although occult discourse is similar to the jargon of academic dis-
course in terms of its mobility or openness to new vocabularies, it
differs signi¤cantly in terms of its stake in a meaningful, translinguis-
tic reality. The Platonic assumption behind all occult discourse—that
there is something “out there” beyond language that esoteric terms
attempt to signify—denies the ®uidity of language that academics like
Butler draw upon to “open up” spaces of cultural resistance. For this
reason, I suggest that the central logic of occult poetics is based on
what one could term a “rhetorical antinomy,” which I de¤ne as the
illusion of a fundamental, ontological or metaphysical paradox.

When one speaks of a traditional antinomy, the profoundly in®uen-
tial work of Immanuel Kant on various “con®icts of assertions” is
often cued. The “Third Antinomy of Freedom and Natural Law,” for
example, is the con®ict between the assertion that there is a type of
“causality” called freedom and the assertion that the world operates
deterministically in accord with certain laws of nature that exclude
freedom as a cause.40 In philosophy, W. V. Quine has updated Kant’s
concept of the antinomy by asserting that it is a paradox of reasoning
that requires a repudiation of the concepts that allowed one to express
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the paradox in the ¤rst place.41 Quine’s understanding of the concept
of antinomy helps to explain why the quali¤cation of “rhetorical” is
apt, because antimonies are actually problems with our vocabularies
or language, not with the “real world.” The traditional “antinomy”
of Kant is about real-world conditions “out there”—what I am call-
ing ontological or metaphysical conditions. To understand an antinomy
as “rhetorical” is to recognize the contingency of truth and the social
construction of reality, and hence to read contradictions about the
“nature” of reality as epistemological or linguistic problems, not on-
tological or metaphysical ones. In other words, the rhetorical antinomy
represents a productive mistake.

In light of the examples of occult texts offered above, I submit that
occult discourse is the result of a rhetorical antinomy between a belief
(A) and an action (B). The belief is this: (A) spiritual knowledge is
translinguistic, or “ineffable.” The action is this: (B) one can write
and speak about spiritual knowledge. Again, here is the ghost of
Plato’s famous ironic reversals at the end of the Phaedrus: Although
writing is condemned at the end of the dialogue as being incapable of
communicating spiritual truths (A), it is nevertheless the technology
with which Plato attempts to impart spiritual truths (B).42 The rhe-
torical antinomy is thus aptly summarized by the following statement:
“The Truth is ineffable, but let me tell you about it anyway.” This
basic contradiction is at the heart of the so-called problem of mystic
speech.

What is unique about occult and mystical discourse, however, is
that the rhetorical antinomy is believed to be an ontological problem—
a problem with something “out there”—and that belief, in turn, gen-
erates the discourse (again, the antinomy is different from traditional,
religious forms of invention because God’s truth is describable, and
the model of describability is God’s authentic Word). A rhetorical
worldview, of course, stresses the ®uid view of language mentioned
previously—a sophistic understanding of meaning that Robert L.
Scott termed “epistemic” in the late 1960s.43 Regardless of one’s
stance on “the real,” the rhetorical view implies that nothing means
outside human modes of representation and that “truth” is merely the
product of sentences. The occultist, like Plato, believes in a transcen-
dent truth that cannot be completely understood in human language;
hence the problem of mystic or occult speech is erroneously viewed as
an ontological problem. In actuality, the moment an occultist ceases
to be silent about the matter of spiritual truth, the moment of the
audible voice or the contact of pen to paper, calls forth what Paul
de Man would term the “rhetoricity” of the antinomy: the notion of
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ineffability itself necessitates a rhetoric to express the negativity of
ineffability. In other words, the fundamental premise, that spiritual
truth is ineffable (A), requires the seemingly contradictory act of
speaking or writing (B). What we have in occult poetics, then, is basi-
cally a generative contradiction. The rhetorical antinomy is invention
by means of an illusory contradiction.

Concluding Remarks: The Magic of Esoteric Language

In this chapter I have further developed a generic feature of occult
discourse, the compositional form of neologism as it is expressed in
esoteric language. I ¤rst suggested that occult discourse is premised on
a Platonic commitment to a translinguistic, spiritual realm as well as
the idea that language is at best an imperfect copy of the truths of this
realm. I then moved to characterize these commitments as constitut-
ing a “metaphysics of presence,” to use Derrida’s phrase, which in turn
is based on the “¤xed” view of language. I argued that the ¤xed view
was a mistake and that this mistake is responsible for a resulting rhe-
torical antinomy, or a kind of generative mode of invention in which
the motivation for the location or creation of esoteric vocabularies is
based on the necessary contradictions that result from a belief in the
metaphysics of presence. Although the rationale behind the creation
of given occult vocabularies will differ from one occult group to the
next, all of them can be described, in general, as a consequence of a
paradox: “The Truth is ineffable, but let me tell you about it anyway.”

From an internal or sympathetic perspective, I mentioned that oc-
cultists, as well as the religious, typically employ one of two kinds of
strategies: the prescription of silence (the way of the mystic) or the
discovery or creation of a vocabulary or mode of expression that gets
closer to the ineffable than does ordinary language. In this chapter I
drew on examples that were somewhat pragmatic in tone: the Coun-
selors of The Urantia Book, Sri Harold Klemp, and G. I. Gurdjieff
seemed to admit that human language could never capture, in an
absolute or satisfactory way, supernatural truths. There remains an-
other substrategy as well, which consists of the advancement of a lan-
guage that is in and of itself the language of the divine. For example,
Islamic Su¤s believe that Arabic is the language of God, as do Jewish
mystics with Hebrew. In the next chapter I will suggest that in addi-
tion to making a number of pragmatic arguments for strange terms,
H. P. Blavatsky offers up Sanskrit as a pure language as well—a privi-
leged, iconic language that has direct access to spiritual presence if
properly understood.
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Before I bring this chapter to a close, however, I think it is impor-
tant to reconsider the descriptions of the differences between tradi-
tional religious (supernaturalist), occult, and (my personal, indulgent
favorite) academic discourse, for whatever their historical, tropologi-
cal, and logical differences, the effects of esoteric language might be
said to remain constant among all three. As I noted, religious dis-
course differs from the occult because of its attempts to invite exoteric
redemption, a movement against secrecy marked most notably in
Christian history, for example, by the Protestant Reformation: God
keeps no secrets. Religious discourse also differs from the occult in
terms of its repertoire of tropes: the Word of God comprises a very old
vocabulary, and there is nothing “new” or exotic in the great holy
books of Judaism, Islam, and Christianity. Religious discourse, how-
ever, can be characterized as occultic when there are pockets of secrecy
(the Vatican, Jewish Kabbalah, Su¤ orders, and so on) or when a new
language is deployed to establish the authority of one or more indi-
viduals (which is usually described in terms of the creation of a sect
or, in normative terminology, a “cult”).

Academic terminology (most especially theoretical vocabulary) is
also deployed in a manner that is said to invite esoteric understand-
ing, often for the purposes of demystifying human behavior or so-
cial reality. Yet despite the rampant secularism and agnostic party
line of the humanities, the view that the world in itself is “ineffable”
and that it makes sense to us only in representation is one that we
share, with a little modi¤cation, with the supernaturalists: the ineffa-
bility of “God” or the “Astral” realm is merely replaced with the in-
effability of human experience, différence, or Lacan’s “Real.” The key
difference orbits the notion that one should understand language as
“®uid” and rhetoric as an epistemic, reality-creating phenomenon.
Although theorists in the humanities have long dismissed the crite-
rion of correspondence (and therefore the “metaphysics of presence”),
theory should be understood as a proposed alternate vocabulary for
describing human reality. For example, Rorty has argued that the
dif¤cult vocabularies of Heidegger and Derrida represent a poetic or
“literary” attempt to “suggest new questions in new terms.”44 Insofar
as everything meaningful is within the domain or map of human rep-
resentation, new vocabularies help to expand meanings and, as Rorty
suggests, possibilities for change. The parallels between academic jar-
gon and esoteric language cannot be ignored, however, because as
much as the superhuman Counselors of The Urantia Book, Sri Harold
Klemp, and G. I. Gurdjieff are revered authorities of esoteric knowl-
edge, so too are Heidegger, Derrida, and Butler authorities in an eso-
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teric language game in which many are discouraged, on the basis of
its mystifying aura, from participating directly without the long and
sometimes sadistic rites of GEI (i.e., Graduate Education Initiation).
In short, current academic theory, particularly that which trucks in
neologism and allegory, is the contemporary equivalent to the modern
occult text, the postmodern exemplar of the occultic par excellence.

In a widely read essay by Martha Nussbaum in the New Republic,
for example, Judith Butler’s writing is castigated as “ponderous and
obscure.” Butler’s allusions to other thinkers are “never described
in enough detail to include the uninitiated,” who would simply be
“baf®ed by the thick soup of Butler’s prose.” In fact, Nussbaum says
that “mysti¤cation and hierarchy are the tools of [Butler’s] practice”
and that ultimately Butler has fallen prey to the view of the “philoso-
pher as a star who fascinates . . . frequently by obscurity.” Nussbaum
argues that Butler’s use of enigmatic prose is a deliberate strategy de-
signed to create dependency among her readers by becoming the
“originating authority” of an esoteric vocabulary.45 Although I am
sympathetic to Butler’s project and agree with the reasons for her call
for challenging prose, there is no mistaking the recognition of “truth”
(in the weak sense) in Nussbaum’s arguments: Butler, as much as Fou-
cault, Deleuze, and even Burke, is a modern-day Gurdjieff.

One problem with Nussbaum’s account, of course, is that she fails
to recognize that mystery and mysti¤cation are inevitable consequences
of the rhetorical invention spawned by the ubiquitous confrontation
with ineffability, consequences that are aptly and humorously carica-
tured in Kenneth Burke’s modern version of the Tower of Babel as the
cacophonous and mundane “human barnyard,” with each of its crit-
ters chattering and goading each other into hierarchies. Some of us
critters are even mysteriously beaming into UFOs.46

It is not surprising that Burke, the most priestly and patently mys-
tical of the philosophers of rhetoric, was led to the conclusion that
theological discourse was the paradigm of the machinations of rhe-
torical invention and the “dialectic” of suasive action.47 The dialectical
view, built on the inevitable production of alterity and the necessarily
differential structure of language, entails predictable consequences.
That language is ®uid and contingent necessarily poses the threat and
joy of worshipfulness insofar as our theoretical vocabularies are reve-
lations and insofar as they create sites of identi¤cation for the creation
of an inside and outside group. As the rhetorician Richard Weaver
would say, all talk about talk, all theory, is necessarily sermonic.48 Or
as I would have it, all theory is occultic.
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One of my earliest memories of the “occult” concerns a television
commercial for a series of coffee-table books by Time-Life titled
“Mysteries of the Unknown.” The series featured nine heavily illus-
trated volumes ranging from Cosmic Connections and Mysterious
Creatures to Psychic Voyages and Visions and Prophecies. I recall
wanting to order the books badly. My parents were not cooperative
(perhaps writing a book on the occult is a subtle form of payback?).

I can remember fearful sermons about the evil of Ouija boards and
role-playing games in church when I was about eight or nine.1 I also
remember that my father and I used to stay up quite late to watch old
horror movies on Ted Turner’s Superstation TBS, channel 17. In the
¤fth grade, Vincent Price was my favorite actor. Yet the most vivid
occult images in my mind are from the Time-Life commercial, which
aired continuously on UHF channels in the mid-1980s. Whether or
not my imagistic memories are actually of this commercial I do not
know with any certainty, as memory is reconstructive, choosy, and
often unfaithful to past experiences. Yet I can still hear the commer-
cial and visualize it in my mind’s eye.

I wanted to reacquaint myself with this commercial because it is a
good personal example of how the popular imaginary seems to work.
I tried to track it down by writing and e-mailing various media out¤ts
and individuals involved in its production. Although I was unable to
locate a copy of the commercial that aired in the 1980s, I discovered
that Time-Life had new commercials made in the mid-1990s that uti-
lized the same script.2 As I watched the newer version, stronger memo-
ries of the older one began to surface.

Both versions of the commercial are composed of two kinds of
shots: dramatizations of mini-narratives, and close-up montages of
the books and the pictures inside them. The new commercial, for ex-
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ample, begins with a series of images depicting a man in an airport.
The deep, masculine voice intones:

Chicago: A man is about to get on a routine ®ight. Suddenly he
pauses. He doesn’t know why, but he has got to walk away.
An hour later, the plane goes down in ®ames. It’s dismissed as
chance.

Britain: A woman has a sudden image of a black mountain that’s
moving with children trapped underneath it. Two hours later a
Welsh schoolhouse is buried by an avalanche of coal slag. It’s
dismissed as coincidence.

Northern Texas: An unidenti¤ed ®ying object is reported by at
least a dozen people. Although there were no storms in the area,
it’s dismissed as lightning.

Each “mysterious” incident is dramatized with actors adept at making
quizzical and terri¤ed faces. After the initial dramatizations, the com-
mercial then moves into a series of shots that feature the books’ cov-
ers, which then fades into a series of “mysterious” images: a picture of
the Sphinx of Egypt, a psychic reading tarot cards, a ritual setting
replete with a skull and candles, and so on. The voice-over encourages
viewers to “explore the most controversial phenomena of our time
in ‘Mysteries of the Unknown,’ a series that goes deeper into the un-
explained than ever before.” Eventually the commercial concludes
with a 1-800 number and bonus gift offers (a jigsaw puzzle of Stone-
henge).

The commercial is interesting to me for a number of reasons, but
the most signi¤cant reason is that watching it was fun. Seeing the
commercial again (or rather, seeing its newer rendition) was like be-
coming reacquainted with an old friend. During this memorial exer-
cise, however, I realized that the commercial was missing something
that I remember distinctly. During one of the montage sequences in
the original commercial, there was a close-up shot of the face of an old
woman that is not in the new version. I remember that in the old ver-
sion this face was framed by a scarf and that the woman’s counte-
nance was broad and jowly; she seemed to be frowning, but not in the
sense of sadness or scorn. Rather, her frown seemed like the inverse of
the Mona Lisa’s, a darker version of stoic mystery. I remember that the
eyes were most noticeable, piercing an assumed distance between sub-
ject and object. It was almost as if the woman was defying becoming
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an object of the camera. The image of the face then faded into another
depicting a number of dark, purple clouds with a streak of lightning,
jagged and tearing to the bottom of the screen. In the transition from
the face to the clouds, the lightning was initially seen as a faint,
crooked line beginning in the middle of the old woman’s forehead and
ending at a hand that was used by the woman to prop up her head.

The disappearance of the old woman’s face from the Time-Life
commercial is telling. When I began work on this book, I soon discov-
ered that the picture was of H. P. Blavatsky, the leader of the Theoso-
phy movement, whose international fame led to numerous newspaper
articles and encyclopedia entries by the turn of the nineteenth century
(see ¤g. 4). The picture itself is described by contemporary Theoso-
phists as the “Sphinx photograph.” That this image has been ex-
cluded in favor of others can be said to parallel the decline of her
in®uence—imagistic and otherwise—inside and outside occult circles.
Although she was, in fact, a household name in the late 1800s, today
she is only discussed by those familiar with the Western occult tradi-
tion. Regardless, her in®uence on occult discourse was monumental,
and it is to a resurrection of her teachings and rhetoric that I now turn.
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3
H. P. Blavatsky and the Magic of 
Esoteric Language

Hartford Daily Times: Glancing at a pile of letters which the servant
had just brought, we exclaimed, “What an immense correspon-
dence must be yours, madame! And in so many different lan-
guages! Tell us! What language do you think in?”

H.P.B.: “In a language of my own! which is neither Russian, French,
nor any you know.”1

Although “New Age” is a hotly contested term among occultists, it
originated in occult literature (most especially that of Freemasonry in
the United States) and in general referred to the time of the arrival of
a new level of human consciousness, the so-called Age of Aquarius, in
which people are harmoniously united as one. To this day, occultists
continue to debate when, how, and if this “age” will occur, often
couching their revelations in unique, esoteric vocabularies or secrets.

Whether one calls it “New Age” or “occultism” (“new” and “se-
cret” are two sides of the same proverbial coin), as I suggested in the
previous chapter, the study and revelation of secret knowledge at-
tempts to communicate ineffable, cosmic truths in a manner that can
be traced to the mystical discourse of the ancient Greeks. In the Craty-
lus, the Phaedrus, and the Republic, for example, Plato suggests that
literal language is inadequate to express universal truths and that the
best devices human beings have at their disposal are indirect allegory
(mythoi) and dialectical speech.2 The most popular proponents of oc-
cultism today, although less secretive about their secrets than medie-
val alchemists or nineteenth-century Freemasons, continue to deploy
spiritual truths with strange and vague terminology in ways that echo
Plato’s prescription of indirection.

In one of his sixteen appearances on the Oprah Winfrey Show in
1999 and 2000, for example, the best-selling author and mystic Gary
Zukav stressed the importance of intuiting the meaning of the dif¤-
cult concept of “karma,” which he said is often misunderstood to
mean a penalty for sin. In his March 21, 2000, discussion with Win-
frey and to a television audience of thousands, he explained that
karma is simply “a natural law of balance.” Zukav says that what
karma means precisely, however, can only be intuited in its many



earthly, and thus imperfect, “re®ections,” such as the “third law of
motion.”3 Similarly, Sylvia Browne, coauthor of the New York Times
best-seller Life on the Other Side, complains that “karma is a strange
word. No matter how many times I go on TV, no matter how many
times I talk about this issue, people are still convinced karma is some-
thing they’re working through with another person. No—you’re
working through your own karma, which means your own experi-
ence.”4 The struggle over the signi¤cation of “karma,” however, is an
old one in the United States. It was popularized in what is arguably
the ¤rst New Age tome, Helena Petrovna Blavatsky’s massive, two-
volume Isis Unveiled, ¤rst published in 1877. Indeed, because of her
status as one of the ¤rst people to popularize Eastern occult lore in the
West, much contemporary New Age and occult rhetoric can be said
to have its roots in the best-selling work of this exotic Ukrainian
émigré.5

In this chapter I examine the strange and sometimes incomprehen-
sible vocabulary of the ¤rst popular New Age guru in the West and,
in so doing, attempt to shed more light on the linguistic features of
contemporary occult texts as well. This chapter is offered as a case
study that builds on the ideas I introduced in the last chapter. In the
last chapter I argued that occult discourse, because much of it pre-
sumes a metaphysics of presence and a ¤xed view of language, is mo-
tivated by the mistaken belief that language is capable of signify-
ing external presences. The mistake results, I said, in a rhetorical
antinomy that is responsible for the invention of occult texts: the as-
sumption that spiritual truths are translinguistic paradoxically re-
quires a language for expressing ineffability. In this chapter I show
how these assumptions animate the rhetorical strategies located in the
complex occult texts of H. P. Blavatsky. Further, I illustrate the social
and epistemological functions of occult discourse.

I also, however, have a secondary, historiographical goal for this
chapter. Because occult discourse has been relatively unexplored by
rhetorical scholars, I also provide a brief history of the emergence of
modern occultism in the United States through the exemplar of The-
osophy, renewing the origin narrative that ended with popular occult
writings of Lévi, Barrett, and Waite from chapter 1.6 It is my hope that
this historical narrative can help to provide a foundation for future
studies of occult rhetoric. In the contextual section of the chapter,
then, I suggest that Blavatsky’s rhetoric emerged during a period in
U.S. cultural history that was, in many ways, ready for it. In a country
recovering from the Civil War and just learning about the threat that
scienti¤c discourse posed for religion, Blavatsky’s synthesis of scien-
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ti¤c concepts and mystical beliefs seemed to promise a middle way. A
brief description of the historical context reveals that occultism be-
came popular during social crises.

To these ends, I ¤rst contextualize Blavatsky’s rhetoric in the back-
drop of Darwinism and Spiritualism, two discourses that are and con-
tinue to remain crucial for understanding modern occultism as a
reactive discourse. Second, I move to a discussion of Blavatsky’s writ-
ings, focusing on those moments when she appears most conscious of
the uses and limitations of language. An analysis of Blavatsky’s lan-
guage, I argue, discloses an attempt to preserve ambiguity in spite of
the demands of a dominant language game that stresses logic, reason,
and accuracy. Then, I suggest that the function of her often bewilder-
ing ambiguities was both social and epistemological in scope. Socially,
esoteric language helped to establish Blavatsky’s authority as well as
create a community through a common argot. Epistemologically,
however, esoteric language, because of its ambiguity and terminologi-
cal strangeness, helped to confront the limits of linguistic representa-
tion and, in turn, create the possibility of an indubitable, cosmic, and
ineffable Truth. I conclude with a brief articulation of occult poetics
and contemporary New Age rhetoric, the most popular occultic dis-
course today.

The Emergence of Theosophy

In the popular imaginary, Blavatsky is known for her psychic displays
and for cofounding the Theosophical Society in 1875. She claimed to
have ®ed her Russian home at the age of eighteen because of an un-
happy marriage to a man more than twenty years her senior. During
her nomadic travels around the world she had little opportunity to
absorb the regionally disparate codes of Victorian propriety, and by
the time she settled in New York she had developed a voracious smok-
ing habit and a penchant for cursing in three languages that often
brought “angry and amazed stares” from the bourgeois circles she
attempted to penetrate.7 As a bold, outspoken woman with a fondness
for colorful and exotic clothing, Blavatsky never wanted for attention.
Indeed, her charismatic power and ®amboyant style helped her to at-
tract a number of people to one of the oldest “New Age” systems in
Western culture, Theosophy.

Blavatsky’s Theosophy is a spiritual movement that took its name
from the Greek theos, “god,” and sophia, “wisdom.” The movement
has a number of objectives: “to diffuse among men a knowledge of the
laws inherent in the universe; to promulgate the knowledge of the
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essential unity of all that is, and to demonstrate that this unity is fun-
damental in nature; to form an active brotherhood among men; to
study ancient and modern religion, science, and philosophy; [and]
to investigate the powers innate in man.”8 In general, Theosophists
claim a knowledge of ultimate reality more profound than that gained
from empirical or scienti¤c methods, and they believe that the key
to this knowledge lies in “an esoteric tradition of which the doctrines
of the various historical religions are held to be the only exoteric ex-
pression.”9

Blavatsky cofounded the society with Henry Steel Olcott, a Union
colonel who turned to newspaper reporting after the Civil War. The
two met at a “spook shop” (Olcott’s humorous term for a place where
ghosts make regular appearances) during his investigation of a family’s
supernatural claims at their Vermont home. Olcott was enchanted by

Fig. 5. Helena Petrovna Blavatsky (1831–1891).
This image was probably rendered in 1876,
around the time she was writing Isis Unveiled.
Courtesy of the Theosophical Society in America.
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Blavatsky’s “scarlet Giribaldian shirt” and her large, light-blue eyes.
Their meeting would eventually result in their renting apartments in
the same New York building years later.10

Blavatsky’s apartment, dubbed “The Lamasery,” soon became the
center of weekly discussions of the occult. Blavatsky claimed to have
sat at the feet of “Mahatmas” during her world travels before coming
to the United States and, hence, was privy to a secret knowledge of
ancient teachings. Word of her mediumistic performances (although
she denied being a “medium” herself) and strange powers began to
attract a number of the intellectual and artistic elite to the New York
apartment (it is rumored that these included such distinguished guests
as poet Ella Wheeler Wilcox and inventor Thomas Edison; however,
there is little evidence that either visited Blavatsky).11 What began as
a typical salon evolved, little by little, into a school for Blavatsky’s
teachings. Blavatsky convinced her audience that she was selected by
a secret group of supernatural beings—the Secret Masters—to spread
a message of universal brotherhood and peace to the West.

When Blavatsky began to channel the Secret Masters’ teachings
into a book, she (and her publisher) failed to anticipate its appeal to
the general public: Isis Unveiled, a mammoth, two-volume book of
more than 1,500 pages, sold out of its ¤rst 1877 printing of one
thousand copies in a week and a half.12 Despite its fame, the book is
unwieldy in its use of scienti¤c, anthropological, philosophical, and
occult terminology. For these reasons Isis Unveiled was dismissed
as “discarded rubbish” by the New York Sun and condemned as “a
large dish of hash” by the Spring¤eld (Mass.) Republican. Yet for the
same reasons the New York Herald hailed the tome as “one of the
most remarkable productions of the century.”13 The New York World
praised it as “an extremely readable and exhaustive essay upon the
paramount importance of re-establishing the Hermetic Philosophy.”
The New York Evening Post found Isis Unveiled a “mine of curious
information,” and the New York Daily Graphic said it was “a marvel-
ous book both in matter and manner of treatment.”14 As a result
of this and similar publicity in northeastern newspapers, the book
brought fame to Blavatsky and the Theosophical Society. Exposés of
Blavatsky and her books would continue to appear in U.S. newspapers
and magazines until well after her death in 1891, although she left the
country in 1878 for India.

Perhaps inspired by the popular success of Isis Unveiled, Blavatsky
would go on to write thousands of pages of “secrets,” the most signi¤-
cant of them appearing in two journals that she edited, The Theoso-
phist and later Lucifer, and in books like The Secret Doctrine (1888),
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The Voice of Silence (1889), and the Key to Theosophy (1889). None
of these works was as popular as Isis, and their sum was not as widely
read as the many “curiosity” pieces written about Blavatsky’s life and
teachings in newspapers and magazines.

Religious Tolerance and the Challenge of Darwin

The success of Blavatsky’s Isis Unveiled can be explained in reference
to a number of broader social transformations in the nineteenth cen-
tury, the most notable being religious crisis and the growing public
interest in the supernatural. Theosophy emerged in the United States
after the Civil War in the middle of a larger social con®ict between the
discourse of science and the discourse of religion.15 The uniqueness of
the U.S. religious response to this con®ict is frequently discussed in
literature about Evangelicalism, Fundamentalism, Seventh-day Ad-
ventism, and the like, which arose in opposition to the encroachment
of scientism, and in literature about movements such as Mary Baker
Eddy’s Christian Science, which strove toward “wedding the spiri-
tual and immaterial dimension of Christianity with scienti¤c empiri-
cism.”16 Broadly conceived, this con®ict can be traced to the squabbles
between the scholastics and the natural philosophers in the seven-
teenth century. Descartes’s famous compromise helped the parties
sparring over the authority of knowledge strike a deal: the natural
philosophers would study the natural scene, a passive, and hence safe,
panoply of substance in motion; religious scholars would help to ani-
mate this scene with divine action and agency.17

By the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the mystical
gnosis of orthodox Jewish and Christian doctrine was challenged by
the “development hypothesis.” At that time the tiny thread hold-
ing the natural world of motion and the divine world of action to-
gether was the argument from design, eloquently expressed by natu-
ral theologians such as William Paley: the world is so intricate in
design and movement, so complex in its order, that there must be a
God to establish and maintain it.18 By century’s end, however, the
public concessions of theologians inside and outside the academy had
so signi¤cantly weakened their authority that Darwin’s Origin of
Species was unquestionably devastating for popular perceptions of
American Protestantism. First, Darwin’s popularization of the devel-
opment hypothesis (as the theory of evolution) countered the lit-
eral reading of Genesis, now thoroughly entangled in the Protestant
imagination with Milton’s lively embellishments in Paradise Lost. Sec-
ond, Darwin’s suggestion that even the “most sophisticated organ-
ism” could develop without a divine blueprint was a formidable chal-
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lenge to the argument from design.19 As Barbara Warnick has noted,
Darwin’s theory of natural selection—not evolution per se—was
most troublesome because it “removed from nature the reassuring ele-
ment of divine guidance and made God a creator of an organic world
that seemed capricious, cruel, and arbitrary.”20

Aside from this devastating critique, Christianity was also under-
going an “intellectual assault” as new forms of biblical criticism and
the comparative study of religion spread across the U.S. academy.21 In
part, an intense interest in biblical history was inspired and revived by
the theories of evolution circulating before Darwin, Huxley, and
Spencer popularized them.22 Yet it was mostly the discoveries made by
classical archaeologists, particularly in India and Egypt, as well as the
growth of a new method of extrinsic biblical exegesis at Oxford, that
initiated a succession of biblical interpretations wed to reading the
Scriptures in light of “ecclesiastical antiquity.” The work of archae-
ologists, philologists, and linguists also sparked an interest in com-
parative religion and, for the “literate masses,” a new fascination with
memoir and travel literature.23

The Heyday of Spiritualism

In the United States, response to the growing religious tolerance among
the scholarly, hastened by academic innovations in interpretation and
archaeological discovery, as well as new communication technolo-
gies like the telegraph, helped to ease the growth of Spiritualism.
Spiritualism (or “modern Spiritualism”) refers to the late-nineteenth-
and early-twentieth-century movement which held that spirits of de-
ceased persons could communicate with the presently living.24 During
this period the “occult” became synonymous with supernatural com-
munication in the popular imaginary.

The story of American Spiritualism begins in the scene surrounding
the strange performances of two young women, Kate and Margaret
Fox. It was amid the Second Great Awakening that the Fox sisters
claimed to be able to communicate with the spirit of a man who died
in their Hydesville, New York, home. By the spring of 1848, the spirit
was producing “knocks” or “rappings” in answer to questions the
young women asked of it, and soon the sisters were holding what
came to be known as séances, with the curious traveling for miles to
witness the spectacle. The Fox sisters eventually traveled the North-
east on a lecture tour, claiming that the spirit they conjured began
demanding public performances. Partly as a result of the publicity of
these lectures and performances, mediums of all kinds began to sur-
face. By the 1860s, Spiritualism had become a full-blown movement,
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with mediums and psychics from all over the United States and Eu-
rope claiming they could communicate with, and in some cases mate-
rialize, the deceased.25

Part of the success of Spiritualist discourse can be attributed to the
ways in which new technologies of communication catalyzed the
long-standing fantasy of communication as the spiritual exchange of
thought.26 The telegraph in particular was a marvel when it arrived,
and the possibility of bridging distant locations with cable and, later,
broadcasting coincided with the explosion of the popular fascination
with spirits and ghosts. Laurence A. Rickels notes that with “the tele-
graph’s instantaneous, or ‘live,’ transmissions, the origin of new me-
dia technologies could be attained or retained. At the same time this
kind of ‘live’ broadcast that the telegraph introduced was the ¤rst
literalization or realization of telepathy; so it is no coincidence . . .
that once the telegraph was introduced, we ¤nd societywide preoccu-
pation with the occult.”27 John Durham Peters also points out that
Spiritualism “explicitly modeled itself on ability to receive remote
messages,” right down to the use of Morse code. The ghost commu-
nicating with the Fox sisters, after all, did so in knocks and raps. In-
deed, spirits would continue speaking in knocks until William Fuld
¤gured out a way to ease the taxing labor of counting: the Ouija
board.28

The success of Spiritualist discourse also had much to do with the
accessibility of its literature, which was written in a simple, pseudo-
scienti¤c style. Even though the attitude toward white literacy and
popular education was highly positive in the United States in the
late nineteenth century, most people were not scholarly and were ill-
prepared to read the popular philosophical works of the day (from
Kant and Darwin to Spencer, Dewey, and James).29 What could be
understood and read with relative ease were the pamphlets and books
written in less-academic prose. Spiritualist books, such as Andrew
Jackson Davis’s ¤ve-volume The Great Harmonia, published between
1850 and 1859, were easily digestible for a public familiar with the
tincture of scienti¤c terminology but unable to articulate its underly-
ing philosophical complexity. Davis’s prose was penned in a quasi-
religious and scienti¤c tone that his followers found appealing: “Far,
far away beyond countless constellations of suns and planets and
deep, deep in the fathomless bosom of the immeasurable Univer-
coelum, throbs the HEART of all life and animation. Its deep harmo-
nious pulsations ®ow through innumerable vessels to the unimagin-
able circumference of all planetary existence.”30 Like Davis’s writings,
many other Spiritualist texts donned the mantle of scientism, which
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was appealing to readers for two reasons. First, because the concept
of “science” had taken on the connotation of truth and authority by
the middle of the nineteenth century, it makes sense that those who
read about the spiritual life in ways that were compatible with the idea
of science would ¤nd pseudo-scienti¤c writing appealing (as readers
still do today). Such motives help to mark the success of contemporary
Protestant sects like Christian Science, which holds tightly to a radical
idealism (there is no matter, only mind; healing occurs by means of
mental correctness). Second, pseudo-scienti¤c writing was easier and
more entertaining to read. Although inspired in part by Kant’s rumi-
nations on the immanence of God, the literary movement known as
transcendentalism, which orbited works like Emerson’s Nature and
the writings of George Ripley, Bronson Alcott, and Margaret Fuller
in The Dial, paralleled the scienti¤c romanticism of Spiritualist writ-
ings. For a largely white, somewhat literate middle class, Emerson’s
likening himself to a transparent eyeball beholding the divinity of
creation was probably more accessible than Kant’s “transcendental”
apprehension of “synthetic a posteriori” principles. Likewise, Davis’s
“inexhaustible source of celestial essences” was probably more ap-
pealing than Darwin’s dry and plodding outline of the geographical
distribution of the species and the nature of horse breeding in the
Origin of Species.

During the 1850s a number of Spiritualist journals and newspapers
were launched that fed the popular desire for more “scienti¤c” yet
simple accounts of supernatural phenomena. In the shadow of scien-
ti¤c discourse, which regarded the supernatural with a high degree of
skepticism, Spiritualists were determined to amass evidence of the
supernatural—a determination that ¤nds modern analogues in the fa-
mous British Society for Psychical Research and the contemporary
scholarly ¤eld known as parapsychology. The ¤rst American Spiritu-
alist paper, Banner of Light, was published during Blavatsky’s time by
J. R. M. Squire, and it was soon followed by a more popular journal
called the Spiritual Scientist.

It was amid the heyday of Spiritualism that Blavatsky’s writings
emerged. Her rhetoric entered public discourse at a time when many
were grappling for some con¤rmation of divine purpose. Assailed
by science and new, more tolerant scholarly investigations of for-
eign cultures, Christianity ¤nally suffered its most devastating blow
from Darwin’s theory of natural selection. As the increasingly domi-
nant vocabulary of science made its way into newspapers, pamphlets,
and novels, the language of religion—of ambiguity, of magic, of
uncertainty—came increasingly under assault. Finally, technologies
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of telepresence like the telegraph were emerging, fueling the fantasy
of spiritual communication and increasing the desire to believe in
Spiritualism.

Theosophical Cosmology and Audience

Blavatsky’s response to the encroachment of scientism emphasized the
comparative study of sacred and occult texts, including the Bible.
Whereas Spiritualists tended to champion scientism and hence a clarity
of prose more typical of contemporary New Age literature in its
search for evidence of the paranormal, Blavatsky continually urged
the study of occult texts. The “true” science could not be empirical,
as empiricism was concerned with matter, not spirit. For her, it was
only though careful reading and the acquisition of a newer vocabu-
lary, cobbled together from various “ancient” texts, that one could
“lift aside the curtain, and, in the brightness of that Night made Day,
look with undazzled gaze upon the unveiled truth.”31

Theosophical Cosmology

Although a precise account of Blavatsky’s Theosophical system is im-
possible here (literally hundreds of thousands of pages detail every
aspect of reality), a summary of her cosmology is helpful.32 According
to Blavatsky, everything in the cosmos (the universe as a whole) has
metaphorically spun outward from an unknowable, ineffable, cen-
trifugal center, the “Divine Principle.” The manifested existence, or
thingness, of this mysterious source unfolded eons ago in undulations
of astral light, eventually succumbing to a “knowable” cosmos. This
creative act gave rise to our home universe as well as numerous others
(called “spheres”) that vary in their degree of advancement. Theoso-
phists believe that the cosmos is a conscious entity. The communica-
tion of the universe with itself is expressed to individual beings who
have fallen from its center as “law.”33 The most important law of the
cosmos—karma—is that every universe or sphere constantly strives
toward equilibrium (variously, “harmony” or “balance”), which is
hampered on earth by the essential polarities of matter and spirit.
For Blavatsky, earthly life is merely one step in a long pilgrimage back
to unity. She promises that the study of the “Secret Doctrine”—
the entire “body of mystical and sacred teachings” of multiple mys-
tics, philosophers, and occultists—will aid the soul on its cosmic jour-
ney.34 Blavatsky seems to present the universe in a way which suggests
that it is some grandiose brain and that people are its neurons. Fur-
ther, she argues that the priestly monopoly on divine knowledge has
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unfortunately led to the creation of unnatural hierarchies and mis-
guided spiritual teachings.35 Because of the twin evils of Christianity
and “materialism” (basically, what one would call “science” today),
Blavatsky believed that Western thinkers are forsaking the opportu-
nity to unite “all races” in the peaceful bonds of “universal brother-
hood.”

Esoteric Language and the Problem of Audience

The uniqueness of Blavatsky’s cosmology is that it is deployed in dif¤-
cult and obtuse language; for instance, in The Secret Doctrine Blavat-
sky’s alternative to Darwin’s theory of evolution and natural selection
is clothed in strange mix of scienti¤c and Hindu terminology:

The Tertiary Atlantean part-cycle, from the “apex of glory” of
that Race in the early Eocene to the greedy mid-Miocene cata-
clysm, would appear to have lasted some 32 to four million
years. If the duration of the Quaternary is not rather (as seems
likely) overestimated, the sinking of the Ruta and Daitya [both
are claimed to be submerged continents] would be post-Tertiary.36

Further,

leaving the classi¤cation of the geological periods to Western Sci-
ence, esoteric philosophy divides only the life-periods on the
globe. In the present Manvantra [a period between two manus,
or beginning times of manifestation] the actual period is sepa-
rated into seven Kalpas [a period of roughly four billion years]
and seven great human races.37

Blavatsky is discussing the evolution of the “seven root races” that
evolved independently from other animals. She explains that during
her time, people were members of the ¤fth “Aryan” root race.38 A
supporter of special creationism (in the sense that evolution could not
account for the development of the human mind), Blavatsky intended
The Secret Doctrine as a scienti¤cally veri¤able explanation of the way
these root races evolved to the present. Yet as these examples illus-
trate, many of Blavatsky’s explanations are more likely to confuse
readers. Also characteristic of Blavatsky’s rhetoric is a penchant for
Greek, Hindu, and Buddhist terminology, which was sprinkled liber-
ally in essays that range from ruminations on the psychic forces of
hair to the spiritual signi¤cance of hypnotism.39

Accounting for the size of the audience of this unfamiliar cos-
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mology is dif¤cult. The initial pressruns of Isis Unveiled suggest that
her ¤rst U.S. audience numbered in the lower thousands.40 If one ex-
pands the audience to those who might have read exposés of Blavatsky
or reviews of her books, the audience for Theosophical rhetoric num-
bered in the hundreds of thousands. By the turn of the century it
seems that for the reading public Blavatsky had become a household
name, representing the mysteries of occultism; she had enough of
a name to merit its inclusion the 1902 edition of Encyclopaedia Bri-
tannica. That she was a well-known person is further supported by
the numerous stories about her that begin by noting her fame. The
following excerpt from an 1889 edition of Cincinnati’s Commercial
Gazette is a good example:

Since the time, many years ago [1875–1880], when the daily pa-
pers told us of a mysterious and gifted woman in our midst who
was preparing a book of occult lore, such as had never before
been given to the readers of our western world, up to the present
time, when the author of “Isis Unveiled” is recognized in the
literary world as one of its indefatigable workers, in the reli-
gious world as an enemy to old beliefs, and in the social world as
incomprehensible as a sphinx—Madame Blavatsky is without
doubt the most remarkable woman of the age. Shrug your shoul-
ders, my friend, and utter the word infamous if you choose—but
you will ¤nd it no easy task to prove aught that will derogate
from her character or ability, and no one will venture to assert
that any other woman is known around the world like her.41

Similarly, the New York Daily Graphic describes the Lamasery as
“widely known,” and the Hartford Daily Times describes the Theo-
sophical Society in a way that suggests “wide discussion” among the
reading public.42 Blavatsky is also frequently described as famously
scandalous, since many—especially religious—authorities accused
her of plagiarism and fraud. A reporter from the Philadelphia In-
quirer observed that since “Blavatsky came to New York in the early
seventies . . . scandal and misrepresentation have made free with her
name.”43 An editorial in Horace Greeley’s New-York Daily Tribune
laments that “few women in our time have been more persistently
misrepresented, slandered and defamed than Madame Blavatsky.”44

Indeed, a story in the New York Sun begins by describing a fare-
well party for “the famous heathen of Eighth avenue, Madame H. P.
Blavatsky.”45

Just who, then, was reading Blavatsky? How does one characterize
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the “reading public” that deigned to digest her “Tertiary Atlantean
part-cycles” and dharmic, polysyllabic conceptions? Unfortunately,
there is no satisfactory answer.46 In newspaper stories, on the one
hand, we do have lists of people who visited Blavatsky. A reporter
from the New York World documented a lengthy list of names from
that “brilliant crowd of Bohemians” who were wont to gather for “an
evening to drink tea from Madame’s samovar and indulge in a feast of
reason and a ®ow of soul”:

Prof. Weiss, of the New York University; Thomas A. Edison,
A. L. Rawson, the painter; Prof. Wilder, the genial and lamented
Sam Ward, poet, philosopher, lobbyist and bon vivant; his chere
ami, William Henry Huribert, then editor of THE WORLD; the
Earl of Dunraven, whose father wrote a monumental book on
Spiritualism, and who is now Lord Salisbury’s Under-Secretary
for the Colonies; David A. Curtis, of the Herald; Edward P.
Mitchell, then, as now, exploiting his brilliant imagination in the
Sun’s columns; Albert Bierstadt, the artist; Charles Sotheran,
mystic and bibliophile; Linda and Eda Diez, the actresses . . . 47

The list continues at some length. If these individuals are any mea-
sure, then it was the well-educated, white, and wealthy elite who were
reading Blavatsky.48 Only those with the money and, therefore, leisure
could afford to spend time with Blavatsky’s dif¤cult books. On the
other hand, individuals of lesser social standing were reading her
work as well. These individuals are of most interest and signi¤cance
insofar as the popular imagination is concerned—individuals whom
historians sometimes referred to as the “English common reader” or
“common reader.”49

Esoteric Language as Authority Appeal

Rhetorically, accounting for the limited popularity of Blavatsky’s
writings is simply baf®ing. Her explanations and re¤nements of Theo-
sophical doctrine span thousands of pages, and many casual readers
likely found her books daunting. Worse, the complexity of her lan-
guage in her most popular works is often overwhelming. Yet if one
looks at Blavatsky’s esoteric language as a poetics, the common reader
begins to look like a patient individual for whom clarity or uncluttered
prose was relatively unimportant. In fact, clarity may have worked
against Blavatsky’s popularity insofar as the novelty of her rhetoric,
however dif¤cult, contributed to her mystery. In other words, esoteric
language and complex argumentation helped to imbue Blavatsky with
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authority. Her frequent use of comparative exegesis was a common
means by which she introduced strange terms and was one of her fa-
vorite ways of transferring the sacred authority of a fetishized text to
her textual persona:50

[The] doctrine, that man is trine—spirit, or Nous, soul and
body—was taught by the Apostle of the Gentiles [Paul] more
broadly and clearly than it has been by any of his Christian
successors (see I Thess., v, 23). . . . The Buddhists, who sepa-
rate the three entities in man . . . yet divide the soul into several
parts. . . . The old Greeks did likewise, holding that psyche was
bios, or physical vitality, the epithumia or concupiscible nature,
and the phren, mens, or mind.51

For a number of her readers, this strategy worked. Elizabeth L.
Saxon’s letter to New Orleans’s Daily Picayune in November 1877
suggests how Blavatsky’s deployment of esoteric language may have
been interpreted by the curious reader:

Her book [Isis Unveiled] reads like the wonders of the “Arabian
Nights” in some of its statements, but she assures me the “half
was not told,” and certainly testimony of this mystic power is
not wanting elsewhere. Her book comprises two large volumes
of over six hundred pages each. It is issued by Bouton, and is
bound to meet with large sales. I read the ¤rst volume, and
would advise others to read them: whether for or against her
opinions. Her long life in the East and her command of sources
of information gives her great power. She is a formidable antago-
nist from the fact that the languages of the East are perfectly
familiar to her and their literature has been at her command.52

The Boston Evening Transcript was just as charitable, for although
Blavatsky’s “work abounds in quotations from a dozen different lan-
guages,” it is “not for the purpose of vain display of erudition, but to
substantiate her peculiar views.”53 The New York Tribune said that
Isis Unveiled “amply con¤rms [Blavatsky’s] claims to the character of
an adept in secret science.”54

Although her esoteric language seemed to establish Blavatsky as an
expert for the true believer, it also provided ammunition for skeptical
blasts. For example, one of the most explicit public controversies
about Blavatsky’s use of language concerns a battle of pamphlets be-
tween Blavatsky and the editor of London’s The Freethinker, George W.
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Foote. Apparently, this battle of words was widely known among
the U.S. reading public.55 In 1889 Foote printed a pamphlet titled
Mrs. Besant’s Theosophy, which challenged Theosophical teaching
and Blavatsky’s intellectual heir, Annie Besant. Blavatsky responded
with The Thersites of Freethought. In turn, Foote replied to Blavatsky
with The New Cagliostro: “I am aware that you are extensively read
in useless literature. You have a prodigious knowledge of occult au-
thors. You have made a wonderful collection of the maggots of the
human brain. There is hardly a superstition which [is] not wholly or
partially sanctioned in your four portly volumes. Your heap of rubbish
is colossal.”56 As many critics in her time noted, Blavatsky’s later
Theosophical writings are derived largely from Eastern religious doc-
trines and employ their terminology indiscriminately. Max Müller, a
renowned anthropologist and scholar of ancient Eastern religious
texts during Blavatsky’s time, remarked that in The Secret Doctrine he
“could ¤nd nothing ‘that cannot be traced back to generally accessible
Brahmanic [Hindu] or Buddhistic sources, only [that] everything is
muddled or misunderstood.’”57 As my brief remarks on the authority-
establishing function of esoteric language might indicate, however,
these indelicate uses were deliberate. A quick glance at Blavatsky’s
explicit discussions of language discloses both an awareness of the
limits of language and a desire to develop an ambiguous and novel
vocabulary for moving readers toward the ineffable truth—an aware-
ness and a desire that is best characterized as an occult poetics.

The Occult Poetics of Theosophy

Blavatsky’s books and essays are rife with contradiction, ambiguity,
and tedious etymological explications that obscure, rather than clarify,
occult doctrine. Editors of her books were often forced to rewrite
them repeatedly, presumably to eliminate obfuscating vocabulary. In-
deed, even those within the Theosophical Society sometimes found
her writing incomprehensible.58 If Blavatsky’s writings were so dif¤-
cult to penetrate, why were they read at all? If Blavatsky persuaded
people to believe in her cosmology, how do we explain the deliberate
use of complex esoteric language? If she was claiming to reveal secrets,
why did she slow their uptake in dif¤cult terminology? The answers
to these and similar questions are not straightforward. First, lest one
commit what is sometimes described as the “intentional fallacy,” one
must admit that there is no way to posit what Blavatsky intended to
do with her dif¤cult language. This does not mean we are prevented
from reading the deployment of esoteric language sympathetically,
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however, which means that we can accept the occultists’ argument
that esoteric language is an attempt to help the reader or hearer escape
the constraints of language by means of language. In this internal
sense, esoteric language represents the use of language against itself in
a Platonic, dialectical fashion in order to transcend its limits. Because
ordinary language cannot capture the essence of transcendent and
universal truths, the occultist uses esoteric language as a better—
however inaccurate—descriptor of the divine. For the occultist, a bet-
ter brand of naming enables the true believer to leap intellectually
from the imperfect name to the essence of the named more easily.59

As I suggested in the previous chapter, however, a fruitful way to
answer these kinds of questions is to proceed symptomatically, ana-
lyzing Blavatsky’s rhetoric from an external or characteristically rhe-
torical perspective. From this vantage, one does not read Blavatsky’s
texts as re®ecting a world but rather as calling one into being. One can
understand the deployment of esoteric language commonsensically as
therapeutic rhetoric or as a rhetoric of reassurance: the world called
into being is one in which the supernatural persists, which eases
doubts of the true believer. An alternate symptomatic reading is one
that focuses on the logic or function of esoteric language, one that
can account for the creation and motility of the ambiguous term.
From this vantage I suggest that one can understand occult texts as a
reactive practice that confronts the limitations of language—occult
poetics.

As I detailed in the previous chapter, the central logic of occult
poetics is based on what one could term a rhetorical antinomy, which
I de¤ned as the illusion of a fundamental, ontological paradox or
contradiction between two observations about reality. In this re-
spect, occult discourse is the end result or consequence of a rhetorical
antinomy between a belief (A) and an action (B). The belief is this:
(A) spiritual knowledge is translinguistic, or “ineffable.” The act is
this: (B) one can write and speak about spiritual knowledge. The rhe-
torical antinomy is summarized by the statement, “The Truth is inef-
fable, but let me tell you about it anyway.” As I will illustrate below,
this statement is an apt characterization of the structure of many of
Blavatsky’s challenging occult texts.

Blavatsky and the Limits of Natural Language

Because I have argued that the esoteric language of the occult can be
understood as the somewhat inevitable result of a rhetorical antinomy,
Blavatsky’s use of esoteric language was demanded, to some extent, by
the assumption that the ineffable (for her the “Divine Principle”) is
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beyond representation and thus commands the use of the peculiar
term or unusual phrase to better approximate the divine. That is, re-
gardless of the occultist’s intentions, ambiguity is a better approxima-
tion of the ineffable than is accuracy or precision. Throughout her
own writing, and in particular in her defensive and re®exive essays
and pamphlets about her use of esoteric language and ®awed English,
Blavatsky is clear about the inability of natural language—and espe-
cially English—to convey supernatural meaning. She argues:

In our highly civilized West, . . . in the wake of ideas and thoughts
—as happened with every tongue—the more the latter become
materialized in the cold atmosphere of Western sel¤shness and its
incessant chase after the goods of this world, the less was there
any need felt for the production of new terms to express that
which was tacitly regarded as obsolete and exploded “supersti-
tion.” Such words could answer only to ideas which a cultured
man was scarcely supposed to harbor in his mind. “Magic,” a
synonym for jugglery; “Sorcery,” an equivalent for crass igno-
rance; and “Occultism,” the sorry relic of crack-brained, medie-
val Fire-Philosophers. . . . They are terms of contempt, and used
generally only in reference to the dross residues of the Dark
Ages. . . . Therefore we have no terms in the English tongue to
de¤ne and shade the difference between such abnormal pow-
ers, or the sciences that lead to the acquisition of them, with
the nicety possible in the Eastern languages—pre-eminently the
Sanskrit.60

In this passage Blavatsky explicitly acknowledges her discomfort with
the ¤xity of language. This ¤xity or rigidness of signi¤cation, she
says, is inherently entangled with materialist worldviews insofar as
the drive toward pure denotation is akin to the push toward reductive,
physicalist explanations of human reality and experience. Further, al-
though she notes a desire to get away from Western terms for magical
and mystical experiences because of their negative connotations, she
also seems concerned with nuance that she thinks is impossible in the
dominant vocabulary. In fact, she is eventually led to admit that all
languages, including Sanskrit, will fail to characterize the divine un-
less the user is divinely inspired. “There are no words to express the
lights and shadows,” she says, to “draw the demarcation between the
sublime and the true, the absurd and the ridiculous.”61 From a rhetori-
cal perspective that would characterize the problem as epistemic, this
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inability to draw a line is the impossibility of a metalangauge that
could help to adjudicate competing signi¤cations of the ineffable.

Blavatsky’s frustration with the impossibility of a metalangauge, as
well as with the constraints of the dominant vocabulary—reasoned
English—is echoed in her defense of Isis Unveiled, which was at-
tacked as plagiarized gibberish:

What I am determined to do is to give facts, undeniable and not
to be gainsaid, simply by stating the peculiar . . . circumstances
under which I wrote my ¤rst English work [Isis Unveiled]. I give
them seriatim.

1. When I came to America in 1873, I had not spoken English—
which I had learned in my childhood colloquially—for over
thirty years. I could understand [it] when I read it, but could
hardly speak the language.

2. I had never been at any college, and what I knew I taught
myself. . . . I then hardly read any scienti¤c European works,
knew little of Western philosophy and sciences. The little which
I had studied and learned of these, disgusted me with its materi-
alism, its limitations, its narrow cut-and-dried spirit of dogma-
tism, and its air of superiority over the philosophies of sciences
and antiquity. . . . I had not the least idea of literary rules.62

Blavatsky continues at some length. What is important to note in
these defensive remarks is an implicit, offensive linking of “Western
philosophy and sciences” with English grammar, a linking that impli-
cates a dissatisfaction with the dominant, Western language game.
William Covino has characterized attacks on an era’s “literary rules”
as a challenge to dominant systems of “articulate power,” which are
composed of the tacit rules of correct communication, inclusive of
grammar and social mores.63 Failure to conform to the dominant sys-
tem of articulation relegated one to a classed yet competing system of
the “inarticulate,” but this does not mean one was powerless. Blavat-
sky appears to counter the dominant vocabulary by challenging its
semiotics as materialist and by offering a competing system of termi-
nology that required a new logic of articulation—an understanding
of occult poetics.

It makes sense, then, that to deploy her “ancient wisdom” Blavat-
sky turned to Eastern vocabularies—vocabularies that would un-
doubtedly be prima facie connotative for the English common reader.
First, Sanskrit terms, like most words in an unfamiliar language, are
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initially ambiguous, and hence the possibility for multiple meanings
is open. Such terminological openness prolongs the indeterminacy
of meaning, and this is desirable because indeterminacy is closer to
ineffability—much, much closer—than accuracy or precision. Sec-
ond, Sanskrit marks the exotic Other, an Other that would appeal
to popular audiences that were reading, in ever increasing numbers,
travel literature. Third, Blavatsky could actively forge the rules of a
new language game based on unusual terms from another language,
and she was thus free to link strange, exotic terms to the philosophical
or cosmological precepts that she, magically, decreed. One observes
this rule-making time and time again in Blavatsky’s writings, usu-
ally signaled by a criticism of another’s discussion of a concept (like
“karma”) or in self-conscious attempts to avoid “misapprehensions.”
For example, in the clearest of her works, The Key to Theosophy,
Blavatsky endeavors to “remedy” a “confusion of ideas” about the
“Principles” (components or aspects) of the human constitution. One
is quick to note, however, that Blavatsky’s clari¤cations are still quite
vague:

To avoid henceforth such misapprehensions, I propose to trans-
late literally from the Occult Eastern terms their equivalents in
English, and offer these for future use.

THE HIGHER SELF is Atma the inseparable ray of the Univer-
sal and ONE SELF. It is the God above, more than within us.
Happy the man who succeeds in saturating his inner Ego with it!

THE SPIRITUAL divine EGO is the Spiritual soul or Buddhi,
in close union with the Manas, the mind-principle, without
which it is no EGO at all, but only the Atmic Vehicle.

THE INNER, or HIGHER “EGO” is Manas, the “Fifth” Prin-
ciple, so called, independently of Buddhi. The Mind-Principle is
only the Spiritual Ego when merged into one with Buddhi,—no
materialist being supposed to have in him such an Ego, however
great his intellectual capacities. It is the permanent Individuality
or the “Re-incarnating Ego.”64

The assignment of meaning here is the counterpart to the Indian mys-
tic’s “neti neti” method of de¤ning the ineffable negatively (it’s not
this, but it’s not that either): each weird term corresponds to another
weird term, neither of which has a clearly denotative meaning. The
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assignment of meaning becomes purely an analytics of de¤nition in
the sense that nothing new about reality is said (e.g., the famous ex-
ample of analytics, “a bachelor is an unmarried man”), and thus the
possibility of what “Buddhi” might mean to the reader is still open
despite its being bound by the network of terms set in relation to it.
Aside from the authority-establishing function of resisting precise de-
notation, such an openness of meaning also works to promote the
fourth function of esoteric language: the enthymematic function. The
reader can tailor the meaning of “Buddhi” or “Atma” to individual
experience or an individual need. Further, the terms’ deliberate vague-
ness leaves open the possibility that they do in fact implicate some-
thing true beyond a human’s capacity to signify it—an epistemological
function.65

Finally, Sanskrit functions as the original “pure language,” a fea-
ture common to many occult origin narratives. The pure language is
the universal mother tongue, a language whose signs and referents
line up in perfect iconicity. Only a few can use the pure language cor-
rectly, and it is that language from which all other natural languages
have fallen.66 In The Secret Doctrine, Blavatsky muses:

However incomplete and feeble as an exposition, it [the book
thus far] is, at any rate, an approximation—using the word in
the mathematical sense—to that which is the oldest basis for all
the subsequent Cosmogonies. The attempt to render in a Euro-
pean tongue the grand panorama of the ever periodically recur-
ring Law—impressed on the plastic minds of the ¤rst races en-
dowed with Consciousness by those who re®ected the same from
the Universal Mind—is daring, for no human language, save the
Sanskrit—which is that of the Gods—can do so with any degree
of adequacy. But the failures in this work must be forgiven for
the sake of the motive.67

This language of the gods is only truly intelligible to a few:

All the ancient records were written in a language which was
universal and known to all nations alike in days of old, but
which is now intelligible only to a few. . . . [A]ll the words of
that mystery language signi¤ed the same thing to each man
whatever nationality. . . . It is maintained that INDIA (not in its
present limits, but including its ancient boundaries) is the only
country in the world which still has among her sons adepts, who
have the knowledge of . . . the key to the entire system.68
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Blavatsky claims that Kabbalists, with their mathematical approach
to divine language, and occultists more familiar with the mathemati-
cal signi¤cance of the Bible and other sacred texts, are the most likely
to comprehend the “mystery of Being” by means of their access and
understanding of the pure language.

Of course, the concept of a pure language is not peculiar to modern
occult discourse, as its pursuit can also be located in the scienti¤c
quest for a transparent language in the work of countless thinkers,
such as Francis Bacon and the scientists associated with the Royal
Society. That occultists seem constantly to strive toward a pure lan-
guage (each occultist claims to have a better vocabulary), however,
highlights the rhetorical antinomy at the center of occult poetics: the
striving for the discovery of the pure language is motivated by one’s
encounter with the limits of language in the face of ineffability. In his
or her strivings to speak the astral, the occultist is led to believe that
there must have been an Adamite language in which the signi¤ed and
signi¤er were one in perfect iconicity. The contradiction of Blavatsky’s
rhetoric—and the very tension that keeps it moving in a hermeneutic
circle—is mapped by the rhetorical antinomy. Although there is no
language that can fully communicate astral truth, there is or once was
a pure language for which there are better and worse copies. Blavat-
sky, like every other occultist of her stature, claimed to have assembled
one of the best facsimiles of that divine signi¤cation.

Concluding Remarks: Same as It Ever Was

The Seat of the Soul is written for the largest, fastest-growing
market the world has ever seen or ever will see. That is because
the new species is being born inside us.

—jacket copy from Gary Zukav’s The Seat of the Soul

In this chapter I have examined the work of H. P. Blavatsky, continu-
ing the origin narrative of occult discourse that I began in chapter 1
and illustrating how esoteric language operates by applying the model
of occult poetics that I developed in chapter 2. Regarding the latter, I
have argued that one can understand Blavatsky’s rhetoric internally
and sympathetically as an attempt to reassure believers and, presum-
ably, to move them in a Platonic fashion toward glimpses of ultimate
reality. Externally, I have suggested that we can understand Blavat-
sky’s rhetoric, particularly her esoteric language, as re®ecting a pro-
cess of invention peculiar to occultism. As the most conspicuous part
of this rhetorical process—that is, occult poetics—esoteric language
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has a number of functions for the occultist or mystic that need to be
summarized. First and foremost, esoteric language has an epistemo-
logical function for the true believer. Because the terms in question are
odd or strange, their ambiguity helps to preserve the notion that what
they denote may actually be beyond signi¤cation, and thus assertions
about it are “true.” In this respect, esoteric language reassures readers
of their faith on the basis of possibility. Second, the vague or elusive
meanings of specialized terms can cater to true believers enthymemati-
cally, allowing them to work it into their own experience and perhaps
tailor the terms’ meaning to personal needs. Third, esoteric language
is used to remind aspirants of the limits of language and to thrust
them into higher states of awareness beyond language. Fourth, eso-
teric language is often deployed in order to establish one’s authority,
a strategy exempli¤ed expertly in the work of Blavatsky. Finally, I ar-
gued that from a external, rhetorical perspective, esoteric language is
the inevitable outworking of a contradictory confrontation with the
limits of language. I have suggested that the kind of confrontation
particular to occultism is aptly described as a rhetorical antinomy.

As the most conspicuous result of the rhetorical antinomy central
to occultism, however, esoteric language is easiest to notice and over-
shadows other, less conspicuous strategies, such as the deliberate para-
dox or contradiction, complex metaphor and analogy, and negative
dialectics. These other ways of navigating the rhetorical antinomy
are also common, and in recent years they may have come to over-
shadow the use of esoteric language as a rhetorical strategy. The most
popular occult books today—at the time of this writing, works by
psychic Sylvia Browne and mystic Gary Zukav—are written in a
much plainer, more straightforward style than the works of Blavatsky.
Despite their striving for clarity, however, these New Age systems con-
tinue to stress, perhaps unwittingly, the inadequacy of language and
preserve the function of esotericism by selectively choosing a handful
of strange terms and especially by stressing the novelty of their own
revelations. For example, Zukav’s The Seat of the Soul, which rose to
the number one slot on the New York Times best-seller list in the early
1990s and again more recently because of promotion by Oprah Win-
frey, opens with a forward about the need for a “new vocabulary”:

Humanity, the human species, is longing now to touch that force
[an emerging transhuman force], to shed that which interferes
with clear contact. Much of the dif¤culty in doing this lies in the
fact that the vocabulary with which to address this new force,
which is indeed the eternal force, is not yet born.
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In this moment and in this hour of human evolution this
proper vocabulary and means of addressing that which longs to
transcend religiosity and spirituality and assume the position of
authentic power is longing to be born. We need to give that
which . . . we are touching consciously for the ¤rst time a vo-
cabulary that is not clouded . . . not . . . seen . . . through the
veils of mystery or mysticism.69

The need for a new vocabulary signals the ¤rst element of any occult
poetics: the rhetorical antinomy that holds the truth to be ineffable yet
describable. The vocabulary Zukav offers is predictable. He speaks of
karma, the soul, and of the superior multisensory human and the in-
ferior and limited ¤ve-sensory human. He talks of a “Light” that is
intuitively known but not easily described: “The Light that ®ows
through your system is Universal energy. It is the Light of the Uni-
verse. You give that Light form. What you feel, what you think, how
you behave, what you value and how you live your life re®ect the way
that you are shaping the Light that is ®owing through you.”70 The
vagueness of “the Light” preserves the basic epistemological and en-
thymematic functions of esoteric language without terminological
strangeness. Or rather, one could argue that esoteric language is still
present in form, as Zukav’s writing continues to exhibit its ambiguity
despite his using the common yet wildly connotative term “light.”

Like Zukav, Sylvia Browne stresses the need for a new vocabulary
because humanity has reached a “new” stage of evolution (indeed, she
even refers to the teachings of the Theosophical Society as an impor-
tant part of her spiritual education).71 One can say the same of many
other occult and occultic texts, because most of them tend to stress the
novelty of their revelations and the necessity of new vocabularies,
from ECKANKAR’s Eck-Vidya to Scientology’s Dianetics. The most
obvious feature of New Age rhetoric, the most recognizable form of
the contemporary occultic, is its claim to novelty, its “newness,” fresh
esoteric terms (often ironically “discovered” in presumably “ancient”
texts) being the primary example. Yet as the Blavatsky of modernity
might say while channeling the singing spirit of the Talking Head that
was David Byrne, “same as it ever was.”72
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4
On Textual Occultism

All this secrecy is very silly. An indicible Arcanum is an arcanum
that cannot be revealed. It is simply bad faith to swear a man to
the most horrible penalties if he betray . . . , etc., and then take
him mysteriously apart and con¤de the Hebrew Alphabet to his
safe keeping. This is perhaps only ridiculous; but it is a wicked
imposture to pretend to have received [a magical alphabet] from
Rosicrucian manuscripts which are to be found in the British
Museum. To obtain money on these grounds, as has been done
by certain moderns, is clear (and I trust indictable) fraud.

—Aleister Crowley, from 7771

Thus the most infamous occultist of the twentieth century, the “wicked-
est man in the world,” introduces the magical alphabet known as
the Qabalah.2 For Aleister Crowley, the Qabalah is a “system of sym-
bolism . . . [as well as] an instrument for interpreting symbols” not
vouchsafed to the average person.3 His indictment of the secrecy sur-
rounding the Qabalah is a reference to the oaths taken by members of
the Order of the Golden Dawn, a secret organization whose leaders
bid initiates never to reveal their rituals or their teachings. The Qabal-
istic alphabet and its many tables of correspondence, published by
Crowley in 1907, were, in fact, the biggest “secret” taught by the elite
order. Crowley’s revelation of the Golden Dawn’s secrets would invite
many social and civil indictments in the years to come.

More important for the concerns of this chapter, however, is Crow-
ley’s critique of modern occultism as an organized, economic enterprise.
The occult can be understood as both an institutional arrangement of
people into hierarchies (leaders over followers) and as a cultural mo-
dality that advances a set of organizing principles for its key activity,
that intellectual labor more commonly recognized as the practice of
textual interpretation. After years of study, Crowley came to realize,
like the critic Kenneth Burke, that the occultist’s control of secrets
begets mystery, which in turn suggests a kind of readerly obedience for
those who wish to know the secrets—especially “insofar as the accep-
tance of a mystery involves a person in the abnegation of his own
personal judgment.”4 For Crowley, the social power inevitably pro-
duced by the mystery of occultism should only be used to form helpful
arrangements, such as that of teacher and student or author and



reader. Hoarding “secrets” for monetary gain is the most egregious
abuse of occult power because, fundamentally, occultism is about cos-
mic truths and the care of the soul. Indeed, at least in this respect
Crowley practiced what he preached, for despite the potential of his
many published essays and books to bring him a modest income, he
stuck to his oath never to “make money out of Magick.”5

Insofar as money is the paradigmatic condensation symbol of so-
cial power, Crowley’s complaints speak directly to the central concern
of this chapter: the power of interpretation, and the act of interpreta-
tion as an exercise of power. If one understands power as the ability
to get someone to do what he or she would not otherwise ordinarily
do, or to think what he or she would not otherwise ordinarily think—
in the most extreme sense as the ability to invite some degree of abne-
gation of personal judgment in others (e.g., readers or followers)—
then all critical interpretation is necessarily a practice of power. This
is not to say that every attempt to ferret meaning from a text is born
of some barbaric will to dominate others (“might makes right”), al-
though one could certainly say that there are multiple religious histo-
ries that would support this observation. Nor is this to say that criti-
cal practice results in monetary gain (were that but true!). Rather,
understanding critical interpretation as a form of power implies an
understanding of power as productive and born of a kind of “will to
knowledge.” By saying that interpretation is a practice of power, one
suggests that the simple activity of reading, of assigning meaning, is
always already caught up in a complex social network that helps one
to determine, often unconsciously, what a text should mean. This so-
cial network consists of a multiplicity of in®uences, the most basic
of which is the use of language itself. By knowing a language, one
understands the rules (grammar, syntax, and so on) necessary to as-
sign meaning to utterances, a mundane variety of interpretive power.
Michel Foucault also points to more specialized and diffuse domains
of interpretive power. In the psychologist’s attempt to describe human
consciousness, Foucault argues, the human being is de¤ned in ways
that come to affect seriously the lives of people in hospitals, clinics,
and asylums. For Foucault, power is exercised in the ability to as-
sign meaning in intellectual ways (“knowledge is power”), which may
or may not result in a related physical exercise of it (“might makes
right”).6

Because it attempts to ¤x and isolate meanings, the critical act of
textual interpretation is a special exercise of power, particularly be-
cause of the fundamental assumptions one makes when producing
interpretations. All interpretive claims necessarily begin with the as-
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sumption that the meaning or truth of a text under scrutiny is not
apparent and that the production of an interpretation is necessary to
bring it out. The necessity of interpretation places the interpreter in a
position superior to that of the text, and most certainly in a position
superior to those consulting the interpretation. As Wlad Godzich has
observed of scholarly criticism, interpretation creates an opposition
between the “primary” text and the interpretive or “secondary” text
that is necessarily caught in the gravitational pull of an authentic
meaning or “truth.” The act of interpretation “suggests that in the
primary text the truth remains somehow burdened by its mode of
representation, and it acts upon the belief that the truth can be at-
tained and that indeed it can be given a better representation.”7 Oc-
cult texts represent an extreme version of the burden of representation
insofar as they are built on the assumption that their truths cannot
accurately be represented in human language. This condition inevita-
bly produces hierarchical relationships between those who claim to
understand occult texts and those who struggle for understanding.

For Crowley, the burden of occult representation was the inherent
arbitrariness of language, for “one of the greatest dif¤culties experi-
enced by the student [of magick]—a dif¤culty that increases . . . with
his advance in knowledge—is this: he ¤nds it impossible to gain any
clear idea of the meanings of the terms he employs.”8 The act of inter-
preting occult texts, he claimed, was really about managing the am-
biguity of language central to the production of occult texts. For
Crowley, interpretation was about “establishing a necessary connec-
tion between the essence of forms, sounds, simple ideas (such as num-
ber) and their spiritual, moral, or intellectual equivalents.”9 In the
parlance of literary and rhetorical critics, this kind of interpretation
is an attempt to force a congruence between signs and their refer-
ents, signi¤ers and their signi¤eds, such that true meaning becomes
iconic.10 An understanding of interpretation in this manner presumes
what one can fruitfully call a “textual occultism”: interpretation is an
exercise of power that concerns the revelation of textual secrets and
occluded meanings that primary texts fail to disclose in themselves.

In this chapter I complement my previous focus on the composition
of occult texts with an examination of the rhetoric of their interpre-
tation and consumption. I have two primary goals. First, I offer a close
reading of a dif¤cult occult text, Crowley’s The Book of the Law, in
order to illustrate how occult discourse can be understood as a par-
ticular kind of reading or interpretive practice that forces the reader
to end a chaining of signi¤ers at the feet of an occult authority—
an end that is assuredly biographical and hence “outside” the text.
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Second, I redescribe a central mode of interpretation among many
disciplines in the humanities—“intrinsic criticism” or “close textual
criticism”—as an occult procedure, using The Book of the Law as a
point of comparison. I suggest that intrinsic criticism is continuous if
not identical with occult modes of interpretation, a practice whose
academic and historical trajectory can be traced to methods of the
New Critics.

To these ends, the chapter proceeds by offering a description of in-
trinsic criticism, noting its touted purposes and goals within a inter-
disciplinary framework. Then I move to an intrinsic analysis of the
exemplar text, The Book of the Law. In the third part of the chapter I
highlight the similarities between Crowley’s interpretive practice and
that of intrinsic critics, locating their common roots in a hermeneutic
of faith. Finally, I conclude with a discussion of the disciplinary effects
of textual occultism.

The Textual Erotics of Intrinsic Criticism

In the ¤elds of literary and rhetorical studies, “intrinsic criticism”
tends to refer to what Michael Leff has described as the most rigorous
and careful kind of “interpretive work.”11 He suggests that one might
characterize the practice as “the close reading and rereading of the
text, the analysis of the historical and biographical circumstances that
generate and frame its composition, the recognition of basic concep-
tions that establish the co-ordinates of the text, and an appreciation
of the way these conceptions interact within the text and help [to]
determine its temporal movement.”12 Although Leff is primarily con-
cerned with oratory, he observes that the kinds of texts which best
lend themselves to close textual analyses are those that are “well con-
structed” by “possessing a high degree of artistic integrity and den-
sity.”13 The texts best suited for intense, intrinsic analyses or close
readings are, hence, great, artistic masterpieces.

The origin narrative of intrinsic criticism can be traced back to the
early German romantics, led through the British romanticism move-
ment, and ¤nally seated in the New Criticism stateside. Many histo-
ries of romanticism are available elsewhere, so here I will focus on its
modern representative, New Criticism.14 Threatened by the encroach-
ment of scientism and its push for rigorous and thorough “methods”
of investigation, and dismayed by the general tendency of literary criti-
cism to generate biography and historical anecdote with little atten-
tion to the content of literature itself, the New Critics advanced a se-
ries of methods and analytical techniques that obsessed on the formal
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and structural features of textual content. Although the approaches
and goals of New Critics like I. A. Richards, Cleanth Brooks, and
René Wellek differed, the general consensus was that criticism should
deal with literary art on its own terms, without necessary reference to
historical, biographical, or even ideological context.15 As New Criti-
cism was becoming increasingly unfashionable among literary schol-
ars in the late 1950s, rhetoricians like W. Charles Redding began la-
menting the marginalization of the oratorical text in itself, which he
claimed was the result of a “heavy reliance upon historical data and
historical research techniques.”16 Dilip Gaonkar notes that the origin
narrative of “textualism” in rhetorical studies begins as a woeful tale
“usually told by stringing together a series of striking but disconcert-
ing phrases from leading authorities that depress the ¤eld to supple-
mentary status as hand-maiden to [the discipline of] history.”17 The
correction to the proverbial error, to what G. P. Mohrmann ironi-
cally described as “puerile biography and vacuous history,” was a re-
newed attention to the text as a valuable interstice, a discrete and
self-contained unity that suggested its own means of self-analysis.

The most programmatic statements about intrinsic criticism are
few in number, but they do tend to characterize the practice as a
whole. Like the New Critics, the approaches and goals of intrinsic
criticism differ from critic to critic; however, one can identify a loose
consensus about methodology—and I say “methodology” because
there is deliberately no formal “method” for interpretation. Indeed,
that there is no method is the ¤rst guideline for intrinsic criticism,
suitably dubbed by Karlyn Kohrs Campbell and Thomas R. Burken-
holder as an “organic approach.” Such an approach “asks critics to
consider a rhetorical act [or text] on its own terms” and “not to ap-
proach it with prejudgments and prior assumptions.”18 Elsewhere
Campbell describes the intrinsic critic’s approach to the text as a
paradisiacal encounter with unity, one that “must be unmediated by
a predetermined perspective, ideology, or formula, a form of interfer-
ence that renders the subsequent critical act fraudulent.”19

This seemingly virginal approach to the text is not the familiar
seduction of structural phenomenology, nor is it (necessarily) the de-
tached formalism of the New Criticism. The goal of intrinsic analysis
is a perceptual synthesis of text and critic. One must read the warn-
ings against “fraudulent” readings up against scientism, because any
contemporary obsession with methodology, just like that of the New
Critics, is born of a desire to render interpretive protocols that ensure
a respectable veri¤ability.20 But for close textual critics, such an insur-
ance seems to take a backseat to romancing the text, for romancing
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the text is the best way to know it. The intrinsic critical act is charac-
terized as an attempt to forge a “relationship between critic and ob-
ject” that is “synthetic and holistic” and enables the critic to compre-
hend, from within, the essence of its “unifying structure.”21 Thus the
second guideline of intrinsic criticism opposes the cold and detached
tincture of scientism with an erotics: in Leff’s terms, the critic should
attempt to “merge his or her consciousness into the text.” Although
this merging will remind the critic that interpretation is “inherently
circular” (try as one might, it is impossible to encounter a text absent
preconceptions), the cyclical or in-and-out movement from the critic’s
experience to that contained in the text is precisely what produces
critical insight: “The act of interpretation mediates between the expe-
rience of the critic and the forms of experience expressed in the text.
To perform this act successfully, critics must vibrate what they see in
the text against their own expectations and predilections. What critics
are trained to look for and what they see interact in creative tension;
the two elements blend and separate, progressively changing as altered
conceptions of the one reshape the con¤guration of the other.”22 The
power of interpretation is thus a tango, a sympathetic—and ulti-
mately synthetic—penetration or envelopment of textual space. Leff’s
description of textual erotics is strikingly similar to that of T. S. Eliot,
who described the tango as an ecstatic release and recovery: “You have
to give yourself up, and then recover yourself, and the third movement
is having something to say, before you have wholly forgotten both
surrender and recovery. Of course the self recovered is never the same
as the self before it was given.”23 Intrinsic criticism is an attempt to
explicate the conditions that invited surrender and the subsequent
transformation of self in scholarly pillow talk.

The reason that the critic endeavors to vibrate against or merge
with the text is because this helps to generate interpretive structures
that, in turn, illuminate artistry and demystify a text’s “rhetorical
power.”24 As Stephen E. Lucas has argued, such illumination deliber-
ately blurs the line between text and context, because intrinsic criti-
cism is built upon the precept that “a text creates its own internal
context as it unfolds in time and is processed by a listener or reader.”25

Lucas continues: “Meaning and effect are produced, not by the text as
a static entity, but by the progressive interaction of the audience with
the temporal ®ow of ideational, dispositional, stylistic, and syntactical
elements in the discourse. . . . The bene¤t of close textual analysis is
that it allows the critic to ‘slow down’ the action within the text so as
to keep its evolving internal context into sharp focus and to allow
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more precise explication of its rhetorical artistry.”26 This is not to say
that intrinsic criticism obviates the need for historical contextualiza-
tion; most critics would agree that social, political, and historical
contextualization are important for understanding any rhetorical act.
That the text suggests its own context or interpretive structures, how-
ever, does place a high emphasis on the aesthetic and, in turn, recasts
“rhetorical power” as the outcome of an art of tropes (incidentally, a
perspective ¤rst outlined by Nietzsche in his lectures on rhetoric).27 A
focus on style eclipses the traditional focus on invention and argu-
ment.28 Further, the focus on style indicates that intrinsic criticism is a
process that actively promotes the collapse of a traditional distinction
between form and content.29 Ultimately, the guideline that emerges
from the priority of internal structures and a focus on style is that the
critic should interpret texts to help them mean for themselves, to aid
them in their own self-construction as a unity.

Finally, the fourth guideline of intrinsic criticism is an extension of
the third: one should choose to interpret masterpieces, because the
texts best served by intrinsic criticism are artful, discrete, and dense.
While this is a very old hat among literary critics (ensconced, as it is,
in the debate over the “canon” and “canonizing”), it has only recently
emerged as prized grail among scholars of rhetoric and public ad-
dress in departments of Communication. This concern unquestion-
ably represents an anxiety about the relative lack of sustained analyses
of “great texts,” analyses that might congeal into something like a
disciplinary canon for public-address scholars in particular. Lucas has
lamented that rhetorical critics’ “persistent neglect of major texts in
the history of American oratory is nothing short of astonishing.”30

Similarly, critic Martin J. Medhurst has stated programmatically that
rhetorical scholars need to push “close textual analysis to the fore-
front of agenda” as an “intellectually respectable” practice, and that
the best way to do so is to build a canon. “It is time,” says Medhurst,
“for a nationwide project to produce one or more volumes of criti-
cism of universally recognized oratorical masterpieces.”31 Such aims,
however, are also symptomatic of anxiety over “theory” itself, since
theorizing about texts can sometimes force their disappearance or oc-
clusion in favor of generalization and abstraction, a phenomenon de-
scribed by Gaonkar as the “disappearance of the critical object.”32

Given the ostensive business of this study—an examination of oc-
cultism and the occultic as rhetorical phenomena—I would like to
read closely a single occult text in order to illustrate how it provides
its own interpretive structures. Doing so will help to uncover the
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important occult textual dynamics, which I will discuss in terms of
“internal” and “external” functions, that implicate a negotiation of
power among occult authors and their readers. Because the intrinsic
approach works best with artistic texts, texts that announce them-
selves to be “great” in some way, I have selected Aleister Crowley’s The
Book of the Law (included as an appendix in this volume). Although
one reason I selected this text is because it is the magnum opus of the
most important occultist of the twentieth century, the work also com-
plies with the fourth guideline of intrinsic criticism: it presents itself
as a divinely inspired, poetic rebus unparalleled by any other text in
human history. As will soon become apparent, intrinsic criticism is
precisely the kind of criticism called for by the text for penetrating the
depths of its revelations. Yet an intrinsic approach to this text soon
reveals that its origins are secular and undeniably “human.” Along
the way I will try to adhere to the three remaining guidelines of intrin-
sic criticism as well: ¤rst, I attempt to stay within the text and ap-
proach it on its own terms; second, I attempt to understand the text
sympathetically; and third, I attempt to allow textual structures to
emerge and, in turn, to let them suggest ways of interpretation.

A Close Reading of The Book of the Law

The Book of the Law is a short work of verse that Aleister Crowley
claimed was dictated to him in 1904 by a supernatural ambassador of
the Egyptian god Horus. Crowley misplaced the manuscript, but after
he relocated it in 1909, nothing received as much attention in his en-
tire corpus than the “law” of this presumably holy book.

The book collects the revelations of three distinct personae, as told
by a “praeterhuman intelligence” whom Crowley called “Aiwass” or
“Aiwaz.” In many writings after the book’s dictation, Crowley re-
ferred to Aiwass as a supernatural being, as a great white chief or one
of the “secret brothers,” as his “holy guardian angel,” and even as his
“subconscious self.” Yet for Crowley, “in any case, whatever ‘Aiwaz’
is, ‘Aiwaz’ is an Intelligence possessed of power and knowledge abso-
lutely beyond human experience.”33 This intelligence was summoned
by means of various invocations that took place in Egypt, beginning
on March 16, 1904. The “law” started rolling when, probably trying
to impress his new wife, Rose, Crowley successfully invoked Thoth—
and unintentionally, Horus—on the next day. All the rituals that the
couple performed during the months of March and April are referred
to as the “Cairo Working.” The uninvited Horus, speaking through
Rose on March 17, directed Crowley to a funerary stele in a nearby
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museum that depicted Horus among two other gods. The stele was
given the catalog number 666. Because Crowley associated himself
with that ominous number from the biblical Book of Revelation (“the
mark of the beast”), he found the stele’s two sides rife with magical
signi¤cance. On the obverse of the stele was a poem. The subject of
the poem is the three gods depicted on the front: Nuit (or Nut), Hadit
(Behdet, Horus the Behdetite), and Ra-Hoor-Khuit (Re-Horakhty).
Nuit is an Egyptian sky goddess. Horus’s Heliopolitan origins are
various, but he is most commonly recognized as the falcon-god and
the son of Isis. Crowley later tells us that Horus’s manifestation as
Hadit “is a mathematical expression rather than a God.”34 Ra-Hoor-
Khuit (or more commonly Re-Horakhty among Egyptologists) is a
“Heliopolitan composite of the sun god Re and Horus in his solar
aspect, and his compound name means Re-and-Horus-of-the-Two-
Horizons (or, in another form, Re-and-Horus-of-the-Horizon).”35

In studying the “Stele of Revealing,” Crowley claimed to have been
searching for new magical formulas for his work in a secret order that
he created in the wake of the demise of the Golden Dawn, the A:.A:.
(sometimes referred to by others as the Argentinum Astrum or “Sil-
ver Star,” although Crowley eventually denied these signi¤cations).
His new wife, however, channeling a god (presumably Horus again),
shooed him to another task. Hymenaeus Beta, Crowley’s intellectual
heir and the current head of another organization Crowley headed
called the Ordo Templi Orientis (O.T.O.), summarizes that the “cul-
mination of the Cairo Working came on April 8, 9, and 10 of 1904.
Following Rose’s instructions, Crowley entered the temple [crafted in
a hotel room] at noon each day and wrote down what he heard for an
hour. He received a direct dictation from an intelligence that de-
scribed himself as ‘the minister of Hoor-paar-kraat’ (Harpocrates)
named Aiwaz or Aiwass. This is The Book of the Law.”36 Crowley
claims that he initially hated the book and thought that many of its
“ethical” underpinnings were suspect, yet later he found himself mys-
teriously drawn to it, eventually declaring that his “entire previous life
was but a preparation for this event [the reception of The Book of the
Law], and my entire subsequent life . . . wrapped up in it.”37

An intrinsic approach to Crowley’s texts bids us to poke a bit be-
yond the wrapping of Crowley’s biography to locate what the text
announces as its own function. Determining what the text seems to
announce it is here to do for humankind can yield a number of in-
sights about it that we might not otherwise ordinarily see if read in the
shadow of Crowley’s many metacommentaries and interpretations.
Then a comparison of the functions Crowley himself afforded the
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book—external functions—can be fruitfully read against the internal
functions.

Internally, The Book of the Law invites the reader or hearer to per-
form orally, and thereby embody, the text. Internally it also invites a
comparison of its three chapters—an intrinsic reading that consists of
comparative exegesis. These two internal invitations betoken a third
mediating function, that of moving readers or hearers to ecstasy, a
function that Crowley reinforces externally. Below I suggest that the
text itself fails to follow through on its promise to transport readers
and hearers to ecstasy, but that it does ingeniously work to establish
Crowley’s authority and credibility via its very instability.

Humor Me, or, Internally Speaking

In general, The Book of the Law is most easily divided into three sec-
tions, each of which harbors different speakers and different im-
plied audiences. The three chapters are the messages of three different
personae speaking through Aiwass, who is supposedly speaking to
Crowley.38 For simplicity, I will designate the speakers according to
their remarks in the opening verses of chapters 1, 2, and 3:

Had! The manifestation of Nuit.
Nu! the hiding of Hadit.
Abrahadabra! the reward of Ra Hoor Khut.

The three personae announced here are, of course, Nuit, Hadit, and
Ra-Hoor-Khuit. Because the book was dictated to Crowley by Aiwass
on the behalf of Horus via these three entities, the question of pri-
mary authorship is ambiguous.39 Notably, each of the three begin-
ning verses mirrors the others, beginning with an exclamatory (here-
after “ecophonesis,” which denotes exclamations of strong emotion)
followed by a disclosure. The personae of chapters 1 and 2, of course,
link intercourse by removing syllables (acopoce) of their lover’s name
and rendering the names into commands or calls. This exchange re-
sults in a union that is Ra-Hoor-Khuit, whose ecophonectic entrance
is not only an exclamation—“Behold! I am here!”—but also, and sig-
ni¤cantly for Crowley, a gift or formula (ABRAHADABRA, whose
Qabalistic number is 418). The various parallelisms of the opening
lines of the three chapters announce themselves as interrelated syn-
chronically and paradigmatically on the vertical or associative axis of
semiosis: their meanings penetrate in nonlinear ways as well as cumu-
latively (building upon each other in time). The Book of the Law
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trumpets itself in chapters that are clearly meant to be progressive, not
only because of their ordering from front to back but also because
each chapter symbolically represents a sexual union and their product
in the son of chapter 3, Ra-Hoor-Khuit.

The textual interconnections of these introductory verses indicate
that the text need not be read linearly only (beginning to end), how-
ever, for it also invites comparative exegesis. Such a request is directly
addressed in verse 73 of chapter 3, where Ra-Hoor-Khuit commands
a backward reading: “Paste the sheets from right to left and from
top to bottom: then behold!” If heeded, such an invitation to com-
parative readings leads to the recognition of other correspondences
among the three chapters, as we ¤nd here in chapters 2 (verse 48) and
3 (verse 18):

48. Pity not the fallen! I never knew them. I am not for them.
I console not: I hate the consoled & the consoler.

18. Mercy let be off: damn them who pity! Kill and torture;
spare not; be upon them!

Similar repetitive movement at the level of the syllable (the mode
seems to be ¤ve) abides the surface meaning of these ethical com-
mandments, one from Hadit, the other from Ra-Hoor-Khuit (who
are, incidentally, different manifestations of Horus). Although it is
hard to imagine any sound-puns here, there is a kind of parallelism of
sound (paromoiosis) between the two lines.

The invitation to exegetical comparison indicated by the three
opening verses of The Book of the Law, however, is related to a second
internal function indicated by the syllabic repetitions and ecophonetic
addresses of “Had!” and “Nu!” and “Abrahadabra!”: the text should
be performed aloud. The most obvious feature of “Abrahadabra,” for
instance, is its syllabic repetitions, assonance and consonance, which
are particularly divulging of the text’s performative function. These
exclamatory remarks—perhaps classi¤able as apostrophe since they
seem to indicate a turning to the different personae of the books as
well as to the reader and Crowley—hint at an emotional orality more
typical of a poetic impulse and, hence, mark a moment when the
text seeks to request admission into the poetic.40 In general, strongly
euphonic and rhythmic texts tend to push silent readers to pronuncia-
tion (e.g., Dr. Seuss’s occult classic, Green Eggs and Ham), perhaps to
elide inferior patterns within the visual text, as I think is often the
case with The Book of the Law.41
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At the beginning of chapter 1, for example, The Book of the Law
invites spokenness in a sharp, serrated sequence of cluttered, concate-
nated consonance:

7. Behold! It is revealed by Aiwass the minister of Hoor-paar-
krat.

8. The Khabs is in the Khu, not the Khu in the Khabs.
9. Worship them the Khabs, and behold my light shed over

you!

These verses are typical of the rhythmic aspirations of the text, mov-
ing from one “K” sound to the next as the “K” sound helps to denote
moments of stress: “The Khabs is in the Khu, not the Khu in the
Khabs. Worship then the Khabs and behold my light shed over you!”
announces its most literal or surface meaning as sonorous (Crowley
says as much, stressing the “musical simplicity of form” in his com-
mentaries).42

The Book of the Law also utilizes rhythm to invite its performance.
In chapter 1, for example, when the chief topic of discussion is sex,
rhythm is frequently used for an iconic effect:

61. I love you! I yearn to you! Pale or purple, veiled or volup-
tuous, I who am all pleasure and purple, and drunkenness of the
innermost sense, desire you. Put on the wings, and arouse the
coiled splendor within you: come unto me!

62. At all my meetings with you shall the priestess say—and
her eyes shall burn with the desire as she stands bare and rejoic-
ing in my secret temple—To me! To me! calling forth the ®ame
of the hearts in her love-chant.

63. Sing the rapturous love-song unto me! Burn to me per-
fumes! Wear to me jewels! Drink to me, for I love you! I love you!

The orchestration of rhythm here is achieved through a combination
of repetitions and sound-imitations.43 “Me” and “you” come together
repeatedly in the author’s attempt to resemble sexual union, per-
haps with the reader and the text, as some attempt is made toward
consonance-as-copulation. Indeed, the sentence length becomes in-
creasingly shorter as it speeds toward a climax, like one’s breathing in
passionate sexual intercourse. Most signi¤cant, however, is the repe-
tition of “to me,” which has been read as the Greek “TO MH” (“toe
meh”) by Crowley and his followers, which means “the not.” The
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claim here is that the construction of “to me” strives toward iconicity
insofar as chapter 1 forwards a Taoist principle (to name the Tao is to
lose it; to experience the Tao is to know it).44 “To me” quickens as we
reach the end of the chapter, appearing closer and closer to each other
in verse until we reach it unclothed in 65: “To me! To me!” Thus, one
makes love to the book and embodies it by reading it aloud, a textual
erotics remarkably similar to the intrinsic critic’s “merging” with and
“vibrating” against the text.

Insofar as this passage is doubly seductive—“read me aloud” and
“merge with me”—it can also be argued that the book attempts to
close the pragmatic divide between form and content. Texts that as-
pire to the complete collapse of form and content by moving us to
speak them and study them—in essence, to embody them—strive to-
ward what Kenneth Burke has called “pure persuasion,” a moment of
identi¤cation so total that one has dif¤culty distinguishing between
self and text.45 Of course, no text, however great or moving, will ever
achieve pure persuasion, because its very existence as text presupposes
its discontinuity. Nevertheless, the point here is that texts that request
close analysis and performance—such as the Bible, the Koran, Ham-
let, and e.e. cummings’s “my specialty is living said”—always work
toward the collapse of form and content.

The oral/participatory and interpretative functions of the text,
however, do not exhaust the functions revealed with an attention to
other elements. Exclamation marks and apostrophe abound through-
out, signaling its grandiloquent tone in a kind of bombastic urgency
comparable to the ravings of Nietzsche’s Zarathustra or the spectacle
of wrestling. Further, its choice of archaic words (“thee,” “thy,” “ye,”
“availeth,” and so on) proclaims the text as sacred document, connot-
ing ancient religiosity and, by extension, divine authority. The text
clearly functions as a religious or holy book to be consulted for guid-
ance. Not surprisingly, this external function of The Book of the Law
mirrors the function and name of the holy book of all Masonic ritu-
als, “The Volume of the Sacred Law,” with which Crowley was most
certainly familiar.

The Impotence of Ecstasy, or, Externally Speaking

Although Crowley seemed to believe sincerely that The Book of the
Law was inspired by superhuman intelligences, its clichéd imagery,
overwrought style, and overdone ecophonetic displays are too similar
to Crowley’s other poetic writings to be the product of something
supernatural.46 Crowley claims, however, that “Shakespeare could not
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have written it [The Book of the Law]: still less could Keats, Shelly,
Swift, Sterne or even Wordsworth,” all of them of inferior skill.47

Crowley felt that it was the most important thing he ever penned:

No forger could have prepared so complex a set of numerical and
literal puzzles as to leave himself (a) devoted to the solution for
years after, (b) baf®ed by a simplicity which when disclosed
leaves one gasping at its profundity, (c) enlightened only by pro-
gressive initiation, or by “accidental” events apparently discon-
nected with the Book, which occurred long after its publication,
(d) hostile, bewildered, and careless even in the face of indepen-
dent testimony as to the power and clarity of the Book, and of
the fact that by Its light other men have attained the loftiest sum-
mits of initiation in the tithe of the time which history and ex-
perience would lead one to expect, and (e) angrily unwilling to
proceed with that part of the Work appointed for him which is
detailed in Chapter III [the command to bind the book in a cer-
tain way, and to write a commentary].48

Many of Crowley’s writings evince a strong desire to assert the divine
nature of The Book of the Law in a manner similar to this passage.
“I testify, as a Master of English, that I am utterly incapable, even
when most inspired, of such English as I ¤nd in that Book again and
again.”49 Clearly, The Book of the Law is Crowley’s bible. (Moreover,
although Crowley says he is “incapable” of writing The Book of the
Law, he is nevertheless in the position to judge its divinely inspired
perfections—a good indication that the arbitrariness of the authori-
tative power of interpretation is at issue.)

Crowley argued that The Book of the Law is superior to the great
literature of the West because of the way in which it operates symboli-
cally. He stressed that work’s genius resides not merely at the level of
the “vehicle,” I. A. Richard’s term for a metaphor’s signi¤er or sound-
image (e.g., the word or the level of the metaphorical substitution it-
self), to which literary and rhetorical critics often look for “artistry,”
but also in a symbolic and melodious phraseology just below the syl-
labic surface. This is the “tenor,” which is not like the substitution at
all, but rather a surrogate. In this way, for example, Crowley, rescues
the metaphorical banality of phrases like “burning desire” from the
abyss of pretentious and bad writing by stressing they are poetic and
numerical substitutions. To understand how the reader is urged to
read The Book of the Law in this highly symbolic manner (one that
cuts against the potentially dismissive reactions to the pretentious
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surface meaning), then, we have to address the external functions
Crowley afforded the text.

In addition to its function as a fetishized, holy book, another exter-
nal function of The Book of the Law is intimately tied to the internal
function of embodied performativity: The Book of the Law is in-
tended as an opiate, as a transportive device for magicians on their
ascent to higher planes of reality. This ascent marks the progress of
any magical aspirant in secret magical organizations. Achievement of
different levels of reality is called a “degree” or “grade.” A more con-
temporary example is found in the complex hierarchy of the O.T.O.,
which is premised on a two-tiered degree system (one for the lower
grades, one for the higher). The ¤rst seven grades concern learning
basic magic (currently, reading a good deal of Crowley’s writings).
Only in the next three grades is one permitted to learn and practice
sex magick techniques (reportedly Tantric, although the current au-
thor is unfortunately not in the position to know). Admission to the
ninth degree means that one can participate in the governance of the
O.T.O. It is the second tier of individual or subjective progress, how-
ever, that The Book of the Law ultimately aims to open for the aspi-
rant. Religious scholar J. Gordon Melton explains that in the O.T.O.,

while the degree system is related to speci¤c work accomplished
and the granting of access to even higher levels of secret teaching
material, there is a separate hierarchical system related to one’s
level of magical occult attainment. While one can be graded and
passed upon lessons and exercise which make up degree work,
the accomplishments of occult attainment can only be judged by
the self as they involve the acceptance of certain tasks, passing
through different experiences, and the development of various
elements of the self. Especially in the higher grades, the arrival
at a new grade is proclaimed not granted, though usually, after
a new level is reached, a magician will look to others for con¤r-
mation.50

Given the text’s internal aspirations, it is clear that The Book of the
Law is intended as catalyst for an experience of the sublime—an
aesthetic accomplishment—helping the aspirant toward the attain-
ment higher magical grades.51 The Book of the Law’s internal conso-
nances and invitations toward speech seem intended to motion to-
ward ecstasy externally (as are the text’s invitations to get “lost” in its
many correspondences through Qabalistic interpretation—a method
of reading that assigns numeric value to letters that I discuss in more
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depth in the next chapter).52 In relation to the internal dynamic of
collapsing form onto content, externally The Book of the Law at-
tempts to catch the reader or hearer in the binary of doing and being,
the internal and the external thus meeting at the interface of ecstatic
experience.

It is not by accident that Crowley often uses the term “sublime” to
characterize the way he believes The Book of the Law is designed to
work. A man schooled in literature at Cambridge, Crowley would
have been familiar with the literary discussions and debates that re-
volved around the “sublime,” a concept that ¤rst emerged in Euro-
pean literary circles in the sixteenth century after the “rediscovery” of
a ¤rst-century c.e. manuscript attributed to Longinus titled On the
Sublime. The treatise, written as a polemical response to a Sicilian
rhetorician whom Longinus disliked, details the ways and means by
which a writer and speaker can induce feelings of awe and wonder in
readers and audiences. By the nineteenth century, the concept of “sub-
limity” had been expanded by philosophers like Edmund Burke and
Immanuel Kant to signify an aesthetic or perceptive experience of awe
and speechlessness while in the presence of some indescribably awe-
some or fantastic object of nature or human design.53 For Burke such
an experience excites the “passions which belong to self-preservation,”
premised in turn on experiences of pain and danger. This experience,
while terrifying, is in some sense delightful but “not pleasure.”54 For
Kant the sublime is a “negative pleasure” in that there is no positive
boundary or limit to the sublime object that is perceived; the sublime
object, signifying “boundlessness” in every way conceivable, does
“violence to the imagination” and breaks the hold of reason, in turn
profoundly unsettling the “sovereignty” of the experienced and con-
scious self.55 In nature these sublime objects were things like the
ocean, large mountains or impossibly deep canyons, scenes made fa-
mous and inserted into the U.S. popular imaginary by the nineteenth-
century paintings of the American landscape and the “American sub-
lime” movement in poetry.56

In literary circles, the claim was made by some that truly great
poetry—and rarely prose—could also achieve sublime effect on the
hearer or reader.57 It is entirely ¤tting, then, that Crowley invokes the
trope of the “sublime” at numerous places in his commentaries on
The Book of the Law to signify moments of linguistic transport:

The style is simple and sublime; the imagery is gorgeous and
faultless; the rhythm is subtle and intoxicating; the theme is in-
terpreted in faultless symphony. There are no errors of grammar,
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no infelicities of phrase. Each Book is perfect in its kind. . . .
Terse, yet sublime, are these verses of this Book; subtle yet simple;
matchless for rhythm, direct as a ray of light. This imagery is
gorgeous without decadence. It deals primarily with ideas. It an-
nounces revolutions in philosophy, religion, ethics, yea, in the
whole nature of Man. For this it needs no more than to roll
sea-billows solemnly forth, eight words, as “Every man and
every woman is a star,” or it burst in a mountain torrent of
monosyllables as “Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the
Law.”58

Further, in an explanation of verses 17–25 in chapter 2, Crowley de-
scribes the embodiment of magical language (presumably through
chanting in ritual and ceremony) as a kind of sublime perfection: “We
therefore empty various magical means to increase the vigor of our
bodies and the energy of our minds, to fortify and sublime them.”59

Apparently, The Book of the Law is not only a sublime text but also
assists in the magician’s “subliming” of the body and mind—if there
is such a thing—into a perfect unity or magical perfection previously
unimaginable in the preceding Aeon of Osiris. In the new Age of
Horus, unspeakable perfections are possible. The uni¤cation of the
body and mind is not merely metaphorical, for it also indicates the
authentic movement of magick, which is the uni¤cation of one’s self
on multiple planes of existence, bringing them together, as if the ma-
gician is an erect phallus penetrating them all simultaneously (Crow-
ley understands this magickal brand of uni¤cation in a patently sexual
manner).60

As if to present a good role model or to provide a declamatory
exercise, sublime experience is modeled for the reader or hearer in
chapter 2, where the persona abruptly changes from that of Hadit to
Crowley himself, presumably in ecstatic release:

61. There is a light before thine eyes, o prophet, a light un-
desired, most desirable.

62. I am uplifted in thine heart; and the kisses of the stars rain
hard upon thy body.

63. Thou art exhaust in the voluptuous fullness of the inspi-
ration; the expiration is sweeter than death, more rapid and
laughterful than a caress of Hell’s own worm.

64. Oh! thou art overcome: we are upon thee; our delight is
all over thee: hail! hail: prophet of Nu! prophet of Had! prophet
of Ra-Hoor-Khu! Now rejoice! now come in our splendor & rap-
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ture! Come in our passionate peace, & write sweet words for the
Kings!

65. I am the Master: thou art the Holy Chosen One.
66. Write, & ¤nd ecstasy in writing! Work, & be our bed in

working! Thrill with the joy of life & death! Ah! thy death shall
be lovely: whoso seeth it shall be glad. Thy death shall be the seal
of the promise of our agelong love. Come! lift up thine heart &
rejoice! We are one; we are none.

67. Hold! Hold! Bear up in thy rapture; fall not in swoon of
the excellent kisses!

68. Harder! Hold up thyself! Lift thine head! breathe not so
deep—die!

69. Ah! Ah! What do I feel? Is the word exhausted?
70. There is help & hope in other spells. Wisdom says: be

strong! Then canst thou bear more joy. Be not animal; re¤ne thy
rapture! If thou drink, drink by the eight and ninety rules of art:
if thou love, exceed by delicacy; and if thou do aught joyous, let
there be subtlety therein!

The rhythmic exclamations are designed to approximate the experi-
ence called forth—sublimity, here as orgasmic release, and as in verses
67 and 68, where we locate the image of a thrusting erection and the
exhaustion that ensues, cheekily, in verse 69. Indeed, in 69 Crowley is
at a loss for words (or at least announces himself to be, and, of course,
in this particular sexual “position” everyone is speechless).61 Curi-
ously, the torrent of sharp consonant “t” sounds in verse 63 (“Thou
art exhaust in the voluptuous fullness of the inspiration; the expira-
tion is sweeter than death”) is grating—unmelodious at best—and
reminds the reader or hearer that the ecstasy here displayed is solely
that of Crowley. Although this passage may be descriptive of an ec-
static experience, the reader or hearer is certainly not going to be
moved similarly by reading or hearing about it in this passage.

Strange Bedfellows

Thus far I have argued that an intrinsic reading of The Book of the
Law uncovers three textual invitations: an invitation to speak it (sig-
ni¤ed by Nuit), an invitation to study it (signi¤ed by Hadit), and an in-
vitation to transcend it (signi¤ed by Ra-Hoor-Khuit). As Lucas urges,
by parsing the book at “the level of the sentence, phrase, word,” and
in some cases at the level of the syllable, one is better able to “shed
light on both its literary qualities and on its rhetorical power.”62 One
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discovers, for example, how syllabic repetitions in The Book of the
Law urge that the text be spoken and thereby embodied; one discov-
ers how the frequent use of exclamation and apostrophe parallels
the external functions of sublime transport afforded to the book by
Crowley; and one discovers that The Book of the Law is not artisti-
cally dense enough to keep us comfortably inside it. Despite these in-
sights, when held to the standard of “literary art” that the text and its
author invite, The Book of the Law fails miserably because of its over-
wrought metaphor and tired poetic devices. The Book of the Law is,
in fact, a very ugly text, and its rhetorical power cannot be derived
from its attempts at artistry alone.

One is only able to account for the success of the book among
Crowley’s followers by looking elsewhere, by widening the context of
the book beyond its pages to surrounding texts. I suggest that this
elsewhere can be described in terms of two kinds of rhetorical power.
First, because we cannot locate the rhetorical power of The Book of
the Law in its internal dynamics, we must locate it externally in the
textual persona of Crowley, particularly in his specter as it is embed-
ded within a whole constellation of texts that he left behind (this is
my concern in the following chapter). Second, and more pertinent to
the textual focus of this chapter, the rhetorical power of The Book of
the Law is a consequence of its fetishization as an object, the result of
the attribution of powers (e.g., artistry, magical transport, and so on)
that it does not really possess. The rhetorical power of a fetishized text
is an occult power, a suasive force that is not tied to the actual content
of a text but rather to its form and appearance. Textual occultism, as
the fetishization of a given text as a magical object to be revered, thus
entails at least two features by the reading subject: ¤rst, faith that the
text harbors a secret route to transcendence; and second, a blindness
to the fact that the text does not actually possess such a secret.

Crowley understood the power of fetishization and, as his meta-
commentaries demonstrate, worked hard to make sure his holy book
developed an aura. For the remainder of this chapter it is instructive
to compare Crowley’s occult modes of interpretation to close textual
criticism because of the lessons it teaches us about critical power. Both
are “occult” procedures obsessed with the disclosure of textual se-
crets; both work toward an alignment of representation and referent
or an iconicity of expression; both invite an erotics—a willed embodi-
ment or penetration of the text, a synthesis of textual and critical ex-
perience (Crowley’s text quite explicitly: “To me! To me!” it beck-
ons);63 and both strive toward something extratextual beyond the
particular uses of language in a discrete text—a presence, a tran-
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scendental signi¤ed, an ultimate stop, a trans-rhetorical “truth.” Be-
cause occult hermeneutics and close textual or intrinsic criticism court
fetishization, rhetorical scholars risk the establishment of their own
secret societies without continuous and re®exive attempts to mediate
text and context, content and form.

Intrinsic criticism’s quest for this truth in a text—often in terms
of its successful fusion of form and content by means of ingenious
artistry—represents a productive, critical blindness to what Hans-
Georg Gadamer terms an institutionalized “pre-understanding” or
“horizon” of interpretation. This pre-understanding implies that all
interpretation is historically and institutionally contingent. That the
intrinsic critic attempts to “merge” with the text in circular or cyclical
interplays of his or her consciousness with the experiences embedded
in the text is symptomatic of a re®exive attempt to overcome this
blindness and, in so doing, provide productive insights.64 In other
words, the quest for textual truths or structures with a recognition of
institutional constraints, or rather their dialectical interplay, is the
motor of critical invention. Gadamer explains that “the horizon of the
present is being continually formed, in that we have continually to test
our prejudices. An important part of this testing is the encounter with
the past and the understanding of the tradition from which we come.
Hence the horizon of the present cannot be formed without the past.
There is no more an isolated horizon of the present than there are
historical horizons. Understanding, rather, is always the fusion of
these horizons which we imagine to exist by themselves.”65 The illu-
sion of the autonomy of textual horizons is in fact the source of a
given text’s seduction, and the failure to recognize the institutionally
imposed, historically contingent interpretive frames of our time (“pre-
understanding”) is a blindness that can quickly fall into, as Godzich
puts it, “the isolation of thoughts and ideas and their conversion into
autonomous objects of knowledge independent of their productive
ground; in other words, their rei¤cation.”66 For Gadamer and, by ex-
tension, intrinsic criticism, the task of authentic interpretation “in-
volves the experience of the tension between the text and the present.
The hermeneutic task consists, not in covering up this tension by at-
tempting a naïve assimilation, but in consciously bringing it out.”67

Consciously bringing out this tension helps to avoid an ironic phe-
nomenon of rei¤cation, whereby the text becomes an entity unto it-
self, fetishized as an object, that may in turn come to govern critical
practice.

That the blindness of intrinsic interpretation threatens the fetishiza-
tion of discrete texts also underscores the religiosity of the critical
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quest for textual light. Paul Ricoeur would describe intrinsic criticism
as a “hermeneutics of faith,” one that strives toward the “recollection
of meaning” by playing off the horizon-structures that emerge from
reading a text against disciplined, interpretive structures in the con-
sciousness of the critic.68 If one understands religiosity as a strong
and faithful reverence for something (be it a fetish or a god, or rather
the fetishization of a god), then one might understand the intrinsic
critic’s quest for artistic structure as a faith in logos, the fetishization
of the masterpiece being a consequence of this faith. For Ricoeur, the
paradigm example of a hermeneutics of faith is Husserlian (transcen-
dental) phenomenology, the key feature of which is the governing
principle of the epochê, a concept that means “to suspend or step back
from our ordinary ways of looking, to set aside our usual assumptions
regarding things.”69 It is not coincidental that the epochê is almost
identical to the intrinsic critic’s initial, virginal, and reverent encoun-
ter of a text, “unmediated by a predetermined perspective, ideology,
or formula.” Indeed, in this sense intrinsic criticism and phenome-
nology must be read in the context of scienti¤c discourse, since for
both the critical quest is to discern apodictic structures or “invariant
factors.” The “faith” of intrinsic criticism is the con¤dence that lan-
guage itself will call forth such structures, since “the belief that lan-
guage, which bears symbols, is not so much spoken by men as spoken
to men, that men are born into language, into the light of the logos.”70

The “faith” in a hermeneutics of faith is not, then, a faith in the use
of language within a particular text, nor is it necessarily a faith in the
text’s ability to provide its own context. Rather, the faith cued here is
a faith in language writ large, in the capacity of language to signify,
in the ability, for example, of the strategic use of consonance to tell us
something about “oratorical art” during the re®exive fusion of past
and present horizons of understanding in the act of interpretation.
The faith is in criticism as a process of recollection, that what is just
beneath the surface can be brought out in some authentic way. Ironi-
cally, then, the faith of intrinsic criticism is in something external to
the particular utterance or text in question: logos, language in itself,
oratorical art, symbolic interaction, and so on. Like the Qabalist or
Hermeticist who seeks intimations of the universe in the particular
(“as above, so below”), like Crowley urging us to push beyond what
seems to be dead metaphor, the intrinsic critic’s microscopic parsing
aims for something bound by a text but also something that is well
beyond its particular linguistic horizon. Were this not so, there would
be no point in a close or deep reading.

What I am suggesting is that in order to avoid fetishizing and
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thereby occulting texts, the practice of intrinsic criticism should re-
semble a re¤tted, Gadamerian hermeneutics that strives toward an au-
thentic interpretation by recognizing and utilizing the pre-understanding
(historical contingencies, including modes of interpretation among
the scholarly community) to make sense of a text’s meaning in the
present. More recent explications of Gadamerian approaches to inter-
pretation, such as Steven Mailloux’s explication of “rhetorical her-
meneutics,” do seek to incorporate institutional histories (e.g., the in-
delible mark of New Criticism on interpretive practice) as a means to
articulate the many social forces that contribute to textual meaning,
past and present—all in hopes of producing a more “authentic” or
true reading. As Mailloux puts it, “rhetorical hermeneutics proposes
to set aside the problem of explanation interpretation in terms of the
characteristics of readers and the elements of texts and focus instead
on the rhetorical dynamics among interpreters within speci¤c cultural
settings. In such a hermeneutics, theory soon turns into rhetorical
history. . . . Thus rhetorical hermeneutics describes the ebb and ®ow
of the cultural conversation and rejects foundationalist attempts to
ground knowledge, interpretation, and reading outside of the rhetori-
cal context of history.”71 By setting aside “the elements of texts” Mail-
loux does not mean textual structures but rather the articulation of
textual structures as absolute and determined by textual limits (at its
most basic, the four sides of a page), since pre-understandings always
color the interpretation of those structures in a particular, material,
historical moment. One should also note, however, that rhetorical
hermeneutics locates an authentic reading in institutional histories—
controversy over interpretations—not in terms of watershed moments
in material history. It is also signi¤cant that Mailloux is concerned
with the interpretation of ¤ction.

Within U.S. rhetorical studies, however, intrinsic criticism has elided
the important ontological distinction between the “non¤ction” texts
of its domain and the ¤ctional status of literary texts. Unlike literary
criticism, much rhetorical criticism has staked its disciplinary claim
on the notion that rhetorical production, by de¤nition, is a practical
art that is embedded within a particular context, that is inclusive of
particular individuals, and that addresses some immediate exigency.
Literary texts, by contrast, announce their own ¤ctionality in their
necessarily symbolic or allegorical formulations, forgoing attempts to
represent reality in accord with some logic of coherence, correspon-
dence, or accuracy. For literary theorist Paul de Man, literature is a
superior cultural form because it recognizes the impossibility of rec-
onciling the recalcitrance and immutability of the natural world with
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human desire—in other words, literature rests comfortably within a
rhetorical understanding of the contingency of representation, in-
deed, of “truth.” That a synthesis is not possible, says de Man, is
premised on a nothingness or lack that literature is tirelessly and “per-
sistent[ly] naming.” “In the same manner that the poetic lyric origi-
nates in moments of tranquility, in the absence of actual emotions,
and then proceeds to invent ¤ctional emotions to create the illusion of
recollection, the work of ¤ction invents ¤ctional subjects to create the
illusion of the reality of others. But the ¤ction is not a myth, for it
knows and names itself as ¤ction.”72 Such a knowing acceptance of
the impossibility of unmediated truth is an acceptance of a fundamen-
tal negativity of experience (an inability to satiate desire) and an em-
brace of the ¤gural, which for de Man is an embrace and celebration
of the rhetorical.73 This notion is similar to an occult poetics, one that
is premised on the paradoxical notion of the describability of ineffabil-
ity. One could easily substitute the ineffable for the void that de Man
¤nds literature continually naming in therapeutic gestures. To wit:
just as literature ceaselessly continues to name the void, so also do
occultists tirelessly attempt to describe truths that are forever beyond
human comprehension in language. In its artistic failures, Crowley’s
The Book of the Law demonstrates the frustrations that result from
rejecting the contingency of the ¤gural while holding onto a transcen-
dent, translinguistic truth.

Crowley’s inability to let go of a translinguistic truth, to succumb
to a rhetorical view of language that sees language as constitutive of
reality, creates a considerable tension in all his writings. In light of de
Man’s understanding of “the void,” a Lacanian “lack” that literature
very consciously attempts to “name” in its many ¤ctions, one might
say that Crowley renders this negativity of de Man’s description into
a positivity, a transcendental signi¤ed that guarantees his writings in
the astral light. The intrinsic critic makes a very similar move in his or
her commingling of the materiality of a text’s historical context with
the ¤ction of artistry. The negativity or ineffability that literature con-
tinually attempts to name has become a positivity—a historical event,
a crisis, a controversy, a “rhetorical situation” that calls forth a re-
sponse, or on the other side, an artistic genius intentionally and con-
sciously crafting an essay or speech.

Indeed, the signi¤cance of the texts studied by intrinsic critics is
often established with a stress on the pressing, external recalcitrance
of historical moments or the importance of a particular individual
(textual pragmatics), but the goal is often an authentic reading of
texts in the service of illuminating “great art” (tropological artistry).
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Prima facie there does not appear to be a con®ict of interest here, and
as some have remarked, “the assumption that literary and practical
discourse are different in kind . . . is no longer accepted universally
and has come under increasingly sharp attack.”74 Yet the problem is
not that literary and practical discourse cannot be equally artful (or
that, in the end, these modes really are not ontologically distinct);
rather, the problem is one of internal and external justi¤cations and
the way they orient the critic, that the authentic reading of a text must
come to terms with historical materiality and artistic forms simulta-
neously, that one can move among multiple contextual rungs ®uidly.
Can one even guarantee a coherence among multiple contexts? On the
one hand texts are selected because of their extratextual, historical
importance, but on the other hand one is urged to let the text suggest
its own proper contextualization. The former tends to assume a sta-
bility of meaning internal to the text within a continuum of history,
while the latter assumes a stability of meaning ironically external to
the text—the guarantee of aesthetic form. The critical problematic of
intrinsic criticism, then, is precisely that of attempting to preserve the
integrity of the discrete text as “art” while uncovering contexts for its
interpretation.75 One observes, simultaneously, an impulse to take up
the materiality of discourse as well as an impulse to disclose a gen-
eral understanding of rhetorical artistry through the analysis of a dis-
crete text.

Outside of historical justi¤cation, intrinsic criticism has tended to
lean toward an ahistorical investigation of human creativity to resolve
the tension between the historical and textual context, between the
realist and idealist modes.76 This is not necessarily because, as some
have argued, intrinsic critics fear that extrinsic analysis too easily
lends itself to jargon-inspiring “theory,” or that intrinsic critics are
working toward a reterritorialization of rhetorical studies in the wake
of its colonization by the methodological pluralism of communication
theorists.77 To be sure, anxieties over theory do exist and often abide
programmatic statements about intrinsic criticism. Still, one would be
remiss not to admit that any intense examination of the particular
puts the critic “in contact with matters of theoretical interest,” pri-
marily because such encounters tend to cue historical and institutional
horizons, inclusive of theoretical assumptions.78 Rather, I think that
one can understand the preoccupation with the aesthetic autonomy of
the text as a contemporary weigh station on a mystical highway that
begins, ultimately, in the desire to know the autonomous self through
an interrogation of art. In other words, intrinsic criticism, as much as
New Criticism and Crowley’s interpretive practice, is an occultic mode
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of criticism. As de Man might say, it is intrinsic criticism’s relative
blindness to this important institutional precursor, to the conditions
of its own pre-understanding, that is responsible for its most brilliant
insights.

Concluding Remarks: Wielding Critical Power
without Wands

In this chapter I have done two things. First, I have offered an intrinsic
reading of Aleister Crowley’s The Book of the Law that explains, to
some extent, how the text attempts to move readers and hearers. But
more important from a theoretical standpoint, I have been using my
close reading of a modern occult text, The Book of the Law, as a plat-
form for arguing that intrinsic criticism tends toward an occultic
mode of interpretation very similar to that prescribed by Crowley. In-
trinsic criticism’s Qabalistic con®ation of method and object in its at-
tempt to render authentic readings of texts creates a number of critical
dif¤culties, the most conspicuous of which is an inability to move
among multiple contexts, especially between the historical or practi-
cal and the artistic or literary. The consequent tendency has been to
neglect the materiality of texts in favor of the art forms disclosed by
them—in favor, that is, of fetishization. In closing, I suggest that this
tendency risks perpetuating the establishment of secret communities—
af¤nities among scholars regarding fetishized texts, their transcen-
dent truths, and who has the authority to interpret them.

An intrinsic critic’s surgical approach to texts belies a general dis-
comfort with the contingency of the rhetorical worldview in its desire
to read through artful surfaces toward something (falsely) universal.
This general anxiety about the rhetoricity of texts, in turn, feeds into
a particularly “romantic aesthetic” or “pedagogy” that returns us,
once again, to the consideration of interpretation as the exercise of
power. Absent an explicit method and denied a context, intrinsic criti-
cism must inevitably rely on the genius model of criticism. Better or
worse interpretations of the texts cannot be measured in terms of a
scale of widely known values but instead in terms of the virtuoso per-
formance of the critic without restraint. Consequently, the intrinsic
critic falls under the spell of the fetishized text. As Foucault charged
of Derrida’s theory of text in one exchange, a romantic pedagogy
“teaches the pupil that there is nothing outside the text, but that in it,
in its gaps, its blanks, and its silences, there reigns the reserve of the
origin; that it is therefore unnecessary to search elsewhere, but that
here, not in the words, certainly, but in the words under erasure, in
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their grid, the ‘sense of being’ is said. A pedagogy which gives con-
versely to the master’s voice the limitless sovereignty which allow it to
restate the text inde¤nitely.”79 In light of its erotics, the romantic ten-
dencies underlying intrinsic criticism, of course, are obvious. What an
analysis of Crowley’s The Book of the Law and its metacommentaries
helps us to see, however, is that intrinsic criticism invites the kind of
textual fetishization that produces interpretive authorities. As Fou-
cault observed, for the textual occultist the master hermeneut is the
one who is invested with the authority to reveal the transcendent se-
crets of the text, and only he or she is allowed to “restate the text
inde¤nitely.” These tendencies help to explain why the intrinsic criti-
cism of U.S. rhetorical studies often appeals to mysterious criteria
for gauging good criticism: the standard of “rigor,” for example, is
erected by the expert critic, but what this means precisely is never re-
vealed.80 “Doing good work” is another common criterion of mysti¤-
cation particular to the virtuoso mode of criticism. Hence, for the
beginning student or adept, learning criticism is akin to fumbling
around in the dark, for its procedures are as mysterious as the inten-
tional processes of the master’s critical productions.81

Although I am concerned with pointing out the consequences of
textual occultism, I do not mean to condemn the practice. I think it is
inevitable; intrinsic criticism is a religious mode of study that satis-
¤es, at some level, a human need, and as I argued in chapter 2, this
need is catalyzed by the paradoxes of language use in general. In order
to resist the undemocratic occult pedagogy that any hermeneutic of
faith invites, however, the critic must become suspicious. At some mo-
ment in the critical act the critic must pull back from the text and
constellate it in and among others in search of a transtextual form, a
cultural logic, a social force, a movement of class formations and de-
formations. In other words, to avoid the perils of fetishization, intrin-
sic criticism must necessarily merge with extrinsic analyses in order to
escape from the occult mode of interpretation that would render itself
a variation of blind worship. Jameson characterizes this moving from
text to context as movement from content to form, a dialectical mode
of criticism. Form is not to be understood as merely a beginning “pat-
tern or mold, as that from which we start, but rather as that with
which we end up, as but the ¤nal articulation of the deeper logic of
the content itself.” Ultimately, for Jameson, “form is itself but the
working out of content in the realm of the superstructure” or culture.
In our pulling back from the text in pursuit of forms, the critic should
always regard as “the signs of some deeper corresponding social and
historical con¤guration.”82
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Lest I fall prey to my own critique, then, having meditated on the
occult texts of Lévi, Blavatsky, and Crowley, it would now behoove me
to articulate occult discourse in relationship to larger social or histori-
cal forms. Hence, in the next three chapters analysis moves to articu-
late occult discourse in relation to prophetic authority and the He-
braic rhetorical tradition, class structure and struggle, and the logics
of late capitalism to escape the gravitational pull of the discrete text.
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II
Exoterica





I ¤rst confronted Aleister Crowley’s face in church as a boy during a
revivalist’s slide show. The revivalist was a traveling Christian Evan-
gelical preacher spreading the word of the Devil’s doings in three-day
seminars for young Christians. I can remember his coming to town
every year since I was about six years old.1 Before I saw my ¤rst
“show” I was giddy; I had ¤nally turned nine and was therefore old
enough to see the preacher’s slides and movies, many of which were
“too graphic” and “too scary” for the younger folks.

I cannot remember with any precision what the revivalist did; I
recall that he would carefully weave his incendiary sermons with
slides of Satanic ritual chambers and movies about Anton LaVey, a
Satanic priest (whom I will discuss at some length in chapter 7). He
would play creepy music and sometimes would become so impas-
sioned that he would cry. He worked us into a big upset, and then he
would have the pianist play “Just as I Am” and make us weep and
invite us—young people between the ages of nine to fourteen (maybe
sixteen, but once cars were drivable young people tended to stop going
to church)—to the altar to kneel and pray for Jesus to come into our
hearts. Of course, after the big production, parents were encouraged
to donate money to the “ministry.”

One night the preacher’s talk was about how Lucifer was in con-
trol of the rock music industry. He played Led Zeppelin’s “Stairway
to Heaven” backwards and had us focus on the verse that signaled
Robert Plant’s “prayer to Satan”: in the lyric when Plant sings, “Yes
there are two paths you can go by, but in long run, there’s still time to
change the road you’re on,” one hears something that sounds like
“Satan, my sweet Satan” when the song is played in reverse. Then the
preacher obsessed over the “Satanic” aesthetic of one of Ozzy Os-
borne’s records, which Osborne deliberately courted to sell records.
He played an “Ozzy” song for us that he characterized as a “hymn”
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to Aleister Crowley, and pointed out that the “white horse” refer-
ence in the lyrics symbolized a penis, thus suggestive of Ozzy’s sinful
homosexuality.2 As he showed us Crowley’s mug on the cover of the
Beatles’ Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band album (he is next to
Mae West in the top left-hand row of faces), he told us Crowley was
a famous Satanist who advocated the killing of babies and saying
the Lord’s Prayer backwards. The preacher followed this revelation
with—I think, although I admit my memory here is dim—a story of
a young Satanist whom he interviewed. He claimed that the young
man confessed to sacri¤cing a baby at Satan’s urging.

I ¤nd this all quite unbelievable today, although I do not dismiss its
grave reality for a large number of people. This reality certainly is not
the one that a self-labeled Satanist or occultist would claim, although
there is something to be said about modern occultism’s anti-Christian
bent. Nevertheless, the revivalist’s presentations scared me a great deal
at that time, enough to help me remember them in some detail, at
least. I remember I was afraid of Ozzy Osborne’s music for years.

My personal introduction to Crowley (see ¤g. 6) re®ects how most
people are introduced to the occult today. We come to it through ur-
ban legends told around camp¤res or at church, we learn about it
through the stories people tell during card games, we get into its
meanings pondering the dark ambiguities of album covers or lyrics,
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and we make meaning of it watching movies and television. In this
everyday respect the occult represents the “unknown,” an arena of
discourse to which we are necessarily “outsiders.” Everyday tales that
claim to illuminate the darkness of its inner circle invite a kind of
pleasure—a pleasure akin to that of hearing a ¤ctional horror story
or watching a scary movie. The caveat, of course, is that these tales
announce themselves to be true.

I also wrote about my personal encounter with Crowley because the
stories I was told about him, most of which are the gleanings of a rich,
collective imagination, persist to this day. Although it is impossible to
verify because of the massive number of private and small publishing
houses that are involved in evangelizing a Christian hardline, I would
argue that most Christian “occult” guidebooks incorrectly charac-
terize Crowley as a “Satanist” who advocated ritual sacri¤ce. Among
the spate of these fear-inspired publications that appeared during the
so-called “Satanic panic” of the late 1980s and early 1990s, the evan-
gelical American Family Foundation’s Satanism and Occult-Related
Violence: What You Should Know provides a representative example
of Crowley’s reputation in fundamentalist discourse:

A well-educated mountaineer, poet, and author (including works
of pornography and sado-masochism), Crowley found his real
home in the study of occultism. . . . While living in Cairo in
1904, allegedly under the guidance of his “Holy Guardian An-
gel,” [he] produced a short, ecstatic occultist tirade entitled The
Book of the Law, which includes such admonitions as “stamp
down the wretched and the weak,” “the slaves shall serve,” “rea-
son is a lie,” “these vices are my service; ye do well, and I will
reward you,” “kill and torture; spare not.” . . . In 1916 he as-
sumed the grade of Magus (a high-level title in occultism) during
a ceremony in which he cruci¤ed a frog and declared his triumph
over Jesus Christ. After World War I, Crowley established the
“abbey” of Thelema in Sicily, where he indulged in two of his
favorite pastimes: ritual sex magic and drug abuse. There were
rumors of child sacri¤ce at the abbey, from which Crowley and
his followers were expelled in 1922. . . . [H]is in®uence on prac-
titioners of “black magic” and Satanism has been enormous.3

Although this 1990 guide to “occult-related” violence is rife with in-
nuendo, nothing claimed as factual is, strictly speaking, undocu-
mented. Bob and Gretchen Passantino’s less sensational When the
Devil Dares Your Kids characterizes Crowley similarly and is careful
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to underscore that possession of Crowley’s books is a sign of “your
child’s” occultist aspirations (the last chapter of the book has a step-
by-step guide on how to “rescue your child from Satan”).4

These charismatic Christian sources are not the best indicators of
the wider status of Crowley in the popular imaginary, but they do
much to illustrate how cultural logics of representation work through
exaggeration. Although more subdued, the innuendo of contempo-
rary mainstream newspaper representations parrots a similar logic,
from Crowley’s mention in the “Arts and Leisure” section of news-
papers as a subcultural touchstone of darkness (“Aleister Crowley, the
Satanist, is plotting to overthrow God,” says Don Shirley in a Los
Angeles Times review of a Jeffrey Dorchen play),5 to his association
with the dark rock of Jimmy Page and Ozzy Osborne (“Oh, Crowley
would have delighted at Osborne’s devilish antics over the years,”
snickers Howard Cohen of the Buffalo News),6 to his books’ mention
as important tokens of evil. In the “Zodiac gunman” murder case in
the early 1990s, the New York Times reported that “detectives seeking
the so-called Zodiac gunman have obtained a subpoena for library
records and are interviewing people who have recently requested
books by an early 20th century Scottish poet who practiced black
magic. . . . Investigators sought the subpoena because, they said, . . .
the gunman may be inspired by the mystic, Aleister Crowley, a drug
addict who practiced black magic and wrote books on the occult.”7

The same kinds of associations persist in Europe as well. A Sunday
Times (U.K.) article bemoans the growing German interest in Satan-
ism, which is “believed to be particularly strong in the northwest-
ern Ruhr region, the country’s industrial powerhouse.” The reporter
suggests that the interest in Satanism is born of socioeconomic de-
pression, the “lack of work” thus causing them to turn to “devil wor-
shiping.” The exhumed corpses and dead chickens discovered lying
around area cemeteries are indicative of a cult, and, the police say,
such cults “claim Aleister Crowley, an Englishman, as their master.
Crowley called himself ‘The Beast.’ His books are readily available in
Germany displayed in specialized shops alongside daggers, chalices
and cof¤ns. A self-confessed German disciple of The Beast, charged
with spreading Crowley’s message, is serving six years for rape.”8 In a
highly publicized murder trial, “a mother fascinated by the occult and
black magic,” the twenty-eight-year-old Ruth Neave, “strangled her
six-year-old son and then left him laid out like a sacri¤cial victim” in
Peterborough, Cambridgeshire. Glasgow’s The Herald reported that
“Police found Magick, the book written by warlock Mr. Aleister
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Crowley, in Mrs. Neave’s home.”9 The Telegraph gave a more detailed
account of the signi¤cance of Crowley’s book. James Hunt, the prose-
cuting attorney, speculated in the courtroom that

“There must have been a reason for the killer to leave the body
in that particular way. It must have meant something to the kil-
ler. Is it far-fetched to suggest that, from the positioning which
it is laid out, it may seem at ¤rst almost as though that body was
being offered up as a sacri¤ce?” He said that Neave had a fasci-
nation with the occult and black magic, and performed tarot
card readings for neighbors. She owned a book entitled Magic
[sic] by the mystic Aleister Crowley, which gave details of sacri-
¤ce. The book states that “for the highest spiritual working, one
must choose a victim such as a male child of perfect innocence
and high intelligence. That is the most satisfactory victim.”10

Regardless of the truth or falsity of Crowley’s being a “black ma-
gician,” the fact remains that in the Western popular imagination
Crowley is legendary, and his ¤gure is an apt condensation symbol for
“evil” occultism. Although we expect this kind of mythologizing by
newspaper reporters today, the most alarmist outworking of Crow-
ley’s mythic status in the popular imaginary comes from presumably
more careful scholars in the academy. Valerie Sinason, a respected
psychotherapist who compromised her career by claiming that Sa-
tanic ritual abuse is widespread and real, characterizes Crowley as the
source of much abuse and torture:

After eight months in which the patient described events that we
found unbearable to hear, a picture was painted for us of one
aspect of contemporary Satanism. Men and women, dedicated
to Aleister Crowley’s guiding principle, “Do what thou wilt shall
be the whole of the Law,” worship Satan as their god in private
houses or in churchyards and forests. In so doing they literally
turn upside down any moral concept that comes with Chris-
tianity. They practice every sexual perversion that exists with
animals, children and both sexes. They drink blood and urine
and eat faeces and insects. They are involved in pornographic
¤lms and drug-dealing as a means of raising money. They are
highly organized, successful in their secrecy and have a belief
that through this pain and abuse they are getting closer to their
god.11
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Sinason is, in point of fact, wrong about Crowley’s followers (Thele-
mites), and her description of Thelema (Crowley’s magickal system)
reveals that she has never read anything that the magus wrote. Her
observation that Crowley’s teachings are an inversion of Christian
doctrine, however, is apt.

These contemporary characterizations of Crowley are important
for two reasons. First, they help to summarize the relative autonomy
of modern occult rhetoric from its author. As I will argue in the chap-
ters that follow, a little bit of mischievous irony on Crowley’s part has
gone quite a long way—far beyond his ability to control it. Although
Crowley’s biographies and autobiographies are suggestive of many
loathsome activities, what Sinason does not realize is that her rhetoric
is structured by a much larger discourse of metaphor and symbol that
Crowley understood and went out of his way to exploit. In fact, most
Americans and Europeans could probably articulate a similar horrible
story of Satanic goings-on, precisely because the narrative elements
are so ubiquitous in popular memory. With the ¤gure of Crowley we
witness a transformation of the occult to the occultic: what was once
the study of secret knowledge increasingly is a reservoir for mythmak-
ing, a source for entertainment, and a general means for establishing
inside and outside groups. Further, after the rise of what is known as
the “Deliverance” movement in the Christian community, a move-
ment characterized by the exorcism of demons and the laying on of
hands, the occult becomes an instrumental, political rhetoric as well.12

Second, these contemporary uses of Crowley as a symbol represent
a marked shift in the history of occult discourse in the popular imagi-
nary: the mystery and lure of occultism for the reading public, as it
was for the illiterate masses during the days of the Spanish Inquisi-
tion, has become metonymic for evil yet again. One of the reasons for
the association of evil and occultism today is unquestioningly eco-
nomic: sensationalist stories sell tabloids and newspapers now as
much as they did in the 1920s. The religious historian Bradford Verter
notes that Crowley

became prominent at a time when a populist critique of occult-
ism as a sign of the moral degeneration of the cultural elite was
rapidly emerging. Crowley’s penchant for blague [public pranks]
made him one of the most prominent symbols of this critique.
Esoteric mysticism, once regarded by the media as safe and gen-
teel, now appeared dangerous and immoral. Religious groups
once portrayed as eccentric at worst were now rede¤ned as “sex
cults.” And spiritual leaders such as Aleister Crowley who might
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in an earlier age have been labeled an obscurantist and a charla-
tan was now labeled, as one headline had it, “the wickedest man
in the world.”13

What the ¤gure of Crowley represents, then, is neither his actual per-
son nor his occult practices and teachings but rather a popular con-
struction or ¤ction, a new signi¤er for reviving old stories and ancient
myths.

How did these narrative elements—the bloody ritual sacri¤ces, the
urine-drinking, the baby-eating, and the black masses—come to be so
ubiquitous in popular accounts of modern occultism? Is the neophyte
occultist drawn to magick because these elements seem exciting? How
does the occultist negotiate these dark narratives? How does the
“public” or the popular audience respond to these narratives? Com-
ing to terms with Crowley’s occult rhetoric as the dialectical interplay
among his own writings and writings about him enables us to under-
stand the history of occultism in the modern era as a discourse (a
whole constellation of texts) enabled and constrained by the mass me-
dia. By analyzing texts about Crowley and, later, LaVey, one notices a
remarkable shift in popular perceptions about occultism since Blavat-
sky’s time, one that I will suggest maps the democratizing effects
of the mass media as well as its ability to amplify class anxieties.
Crowley’s attempts, as a ¤gure of the ruling class, to establish himself
as an occult authority by hoarding secrets only fueled the desire of the
middle- and lower-class reading public to know his secrets. In the ¤nal
analysis, what a study of the rhetoric of and about Crowley, and later
the avowed Satanist LaVey, reveals is the autonomy of the occult as a
social form once it is released into the multiple, productive, and con-
sumptive circuits of the contemporary mass media. Contending with
this autonomy allows us to comprehend the working of larger, extrin-
sic social forms as a rhetorical process.
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5
Aleister Crowley and the Hermeneutic 
of Authority

The most famous magus of the early twentieth century enjoyed pub-
lishing the cherished occult secrets of rival magi. Concerning one con-
troversial revelation, Aleister Crowley carped that “all this secrecy is
very silly” and “it is a wicked imposture to pretend to have received [a
secret alphabet] from Rosicrucian manuscripts which are to be found
in the British Museum.”1 These remarks probably refer to Crowley’s
former teacher and magical mentor, Samuel Liddell Macgregor Math-
ers, a striking, charismatic man with long, ®owing gray locks, re-
nowned among students of the occult for his masterful translations of
two legendary manuals of ritual magic, The Key of Solomon the King
(Clavicula Salomonis) and The Book of the Sacred Magic of Abramelin
the Mage. At the height of his power, Mathers claimed to have been in
the possession of a secret, magical alphabet (the Hebrew Qabalah),
which he con¤ded to members of his secret society, the Order of the
Golden Dawn. Crowley was a member of the order and was favored
by Mathers as his eventual successor. In the end, however, Crowley
was expelled by fellow members who found his ethical conduct and
public reputation troublesome.2

Because of in¤ghting and various skirmishes over Crowley’s legiti-
mate authority within the Golden Dawn, the order eventually dis-
banded. After a resulting break with Mathers, Crowley decided that
the secret rituals and teachings of the Golden Dawn should be made
public in his occult journal, The Equinox.3 In response to this bold
move, Mathers sued Crowley in 1910 for having violated a “super-
natural copyright.”4 The elder magus initially won a temporary injunc-
tion preventing Crowley from publishing more issues of The Equinox
until both men could settle the matter in the courtroom.

The transcript of the court proceedings is an interesting study of
occult authority and authorship. A popular belief in the illegitimacy
of occult authority, for example, is re®ected in the remarks of the Brit-
ish justices who decided the case:

Lord Justice Moulton: Anyone who knows anything about these
[secret] societies knows that the ritual of most of them has
been published.



Vaughan Williams: I have not observed any indication that you
are, either of you [Mathers and Crowley], Masons. (Laughter)

Frederick Lawrence [for the plaintiff]: I don’t propose to give
your Lordship any, either. The society is in no way a Masonic
society . . . the defendant is publishing the article as an act of
revenge for having been expelled.

Vaughan Williams: I see the plaintiff [Mathers] says he is the
“earthly chief” of the order, and subject to the guidance of the
“Spiritual Order”?

Lawrence: I cannot go into it, my lord. It is clear that [the] spiri-
tual head would not be answerable for costs. (Laughter)5

The courtroom melee between Mathers and Crowley is demonstrative
of the agonism of the modern occult tradition and illustrates the way
in which authority within that tradition is typically achieved: through
verbal disagreement and struggle. The courtroom proceedings, which
were reported in number of newspapers in the United Kingdom, also
help to highlight how the emergence of the “mass public” and the
attendant explosion of publicity transformed modern occultism into
a star system. Insofar as occult texts became fetishized commodities,
so did their authorities become cultural personalities in the early
twentieth century. The fetishism of the text was merely “transferred”
to mystify the occultist.6 At least in the popular imaginary, knowing
the (spiritual) truth may not be as important as tapping into the mass-
mediated cult of personality.

The levity with which the justices discussed the issue of Mathers’s
supernatural copyright certainly involves the recognition of how the
star system works. Yet when considered in contemporary academic
terms, the dynamic of authority represented in the battles of magi
may not be so funny. On one level, the struggle over authority high-
lights a general religious problem that occultism helps us to appre-
hend: If supernatural truths are, in fact, supernatural, then how does
one become a legitimate authority of such truths? What are the crite-
ria for legitimate authority? Who or what determines legitimacy?
The answers to these kinds of questions are not just important for
the supernaturalist, for on another level the modern magi’s struggle
for authority and recognition re®ects the current star system of the
academy. We academics in the humanities are currently mired in a
genius-virtuoso, superstar model of intellectual authority that has
emerged in the wake of “Truth” and the abandonment of absolutes.7

Understanding the relevance of the authority of the modern magus
only requires one to replace the role of supernatural truth with this or
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that notion of post-truth ineffability that is so central to the project of
the posts (e.g., poststructuralism, postmodernism, and so on).

In this chapter I examine the establishment of occult authority in
respect to the ways in which a magus instructs followers to interpret
occult texts. My argument is that the charismatic, rhetorical strategies
used by occultists to establish authority disclose a dialectic of control,
or a movement between the autonomy and dependency of a believer,
that always threatens to undermine the legitimacy of authority be-
cause the status or certainty of spiritual truths is not guaranteed.8 To
these ends the chapter is divided into two main sections. The ¤rst
section, “The Rhetoric of Religious Authority,” more fully explains
the rhetorical construction of religious authority in general and lo-
cates occultism within a prophetic mode of charismatic authority-
creation in particular. In the second section, “Occultism and the Her-
meneutic of Authority,” I describe the ways in which occult modes of
interpretation work to justify the authority of occult leaders, using the
example of Crowley’s Qabalistic brand of interpretation. Finally, I
conclude the chapter by arguing that an analysis of occult rhetoric
suggests that all occultic rhetorics of authority, such as that of Jacques
Lacan, are fundamentally charismatic and highly precarious.

The Rhetoric of Religious Authority

Christianity teaches that everything essentially Christian depends
solely upon faith; therefore it wants to be precisely a Socratic,
God-fearing ignorance, which by means of ignorance guards faith
against speculation.

—Søren Kierkegaard as Anti-Climacus9

Writing under the deliberately ironic pseudonym of Anti-Climacus in
The Sickness unto Death, Kierkegaard argues that the basic human
condition is one of despair, a psychological illness of fragmentation
and self-division. The most unfortunate kind of despair is not know-
ing that one is despairing, not knowing that one is essentially divided
against oneself. The cure for this sickness unto death, he suggests, is
faith in God. Yet for Kierkegaard faith is not merely belief but a willed
synthesis of the “psychical” and “physical” in spirit, which can only
be achieved through a total surrender of one’s will to the requests and
demands of God or God’s messengers.10

Kierkegaard’s description of faith is an ingenious attempt to resolve
the central problematic of religious authority. Unlike the authority of
elected public of¤cials, schoolteachers, parents, or professors, reli-
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gious authority is ultimately rooted in something manifestly absent—
a transcendental signi¤ed, an astral light, or most commonly, God.
Consequently, the most common type of evidence offered by religious
authorities is simple tautology, a strategy that scholars of rhetoric
term “self-evidence.” “It is impossible to adduce evidence for God’s
law,” says James Darsey, “for it contains its own evidence; it is self-
evidence, clear upon viewing.”11 Hence the key challenge faced by pas-
tors and preachers, psychics and shamans, is overcoming the feeling,
harbored by believers and potential converts, that the self-evidence of
divine knowledge or law is not enough. In terms of the challenge that
ancient religious prophets faced, James Crenshaw locates doubt and
suspicion as the Achilles’ heel of radical religious discourse. “The
prophet was particularly vulnerable” to attack, suggests Crenshaw,
“since he claimed to speak what another had communicated to him,
yet when challenged as to the source of his word, he could only
af¤rm that God had indeed summoned him, sent the vision, spoken
the word.”12 In addition to self-evidence, Kierkegaard highlights the
strategy of convincing believers that their suspicion and doubt are
symptoms of a much deeper, spiritual illness, that suspicion and doubt
are in fact tokens of a profound despair that will abide with them to
the grave. This self-sealing argument is perhaps one of the oldest
rhetorical moves in the Hebraic and Christian religious traditions,
whether one describes this illness—or better lack—as “sin,” “de-
spair,” “anxiety,” or even “depression.”

Thus a religious brand of authority urges subjects to surrender to
the mystery or ambiguity of the divine, offering up self-evidence and
self-sealing arguments when necessary in order to secure a capitula-
tion that we commonly term “faith.” The faith of the true believer is
never solely in the existence of God or the supernatural, however, but
also in the notion that representatives of God or the supernatural are
in a better position to know what we need (a philosopher, a priest, a
psychic, and so on). As Theodor W. Adorno observed of astrology, a
spiritual authority “attempts to satisfy the longings of people who are
thoroughly convinced that others (or some unknown agency) ought
to know more about themselves and what they should do than they
can decide for themselves.”13 Similarly, in his last major work, The
Rhetoric of Religion: Studies in Logology, Kenneth Burke argues that
religious surrender should be understood as the basis of social hierar-
chy and order in general: “Once a believer is brought to accept mys-
teries, he will be better minded to take orders without question from
those persons whom he considers authoritative. In brief, mysteries are
a good grounding for obedience, insofar as the acceptance of a mys-
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tery involves a person in the abnegation of his own personal judgment.
. . . So, if a man, in accepting a ‘mystery,’ accepts someone else’s judg-
ment in place of his own, by that same token he becomes subject
willingly. That is, subjection is implicit in his act of belief.”14 Faith
necessarily entails subjection, and subjection begets hierarchy. As a
hierarchical dynamic, religious authority entails the possession of le-
gitimacy (as the ability to have others recognize one’s power) and
power over others (as the ability of someone to induce others to do or
think something). In Burke’s broader scheme, even going to a medical
doctor can be described as a religious surrender insofar as one faith-
fully believes in the doctor’s ability to correctly diagnose illness. Yet
unlike a medical doctor, whose authority is justi¤ed legally (via ex-
amination and licensing) and institutionally (via schooling and a
framed sheep skin hanging on an of¤ce wall), the achievement of le-
gitimate religious authority is more thorny. The apparent success of
self-evidence and the self-sealing argument is not enough, in and of
itself, to secure the subjection of individuals, especially given the
inscrutability of the spiritual source or divine essence that secures
truth.15 How, then, does religious authority effectively engender sub-
jection? How does religious authority become legitimate to believers?
The most obvious answer to these and related questions is simple:
force. The more rhetorical answer, however, is that one can secure
authority in reference to traditions and institutions (and by extension,
ideology) or legitimize authority by means of individual character and
personality.

Although de¤nitions of “authority” are numerous, for this chapter
I will refer to the concept as it is often discussed in ordinary terms:
authority refers to the ability or power of an individual to do some-
thing, or the power of an individual to request or demand something
of others.16 Since the early nineteenth century, discussions about this
basic, ordinary understanding of authority have been in®uenced by
the work of Max Weber. In The Theory of Social and Economic Or-
ganization, Weber argues that in any system of order one will typi-
cally ¤nd three types of authority (which are not mutually exclusive):
rational-legal, traditional, and charismatic. Rational-legal authority is
established only on the basis of an “impersonal order” to which rele-
vant parities willingly subject themselves. Rational-legal authorities
are thus legitimate only because of a widely held “belief in the legality
of patterns of normative rules.”17 The most obvious of rational-legal
authorities are, of course, our elected of¤cials, the police, and so on.
Rational-legal authority, however, can also include the kinds of au-
thority created in philosophical discussions in which all parties agree
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to the rules of symbolic logic, linear exposition, and so on. Agreement
in this sense, either tacit or explicit, is the paradigm logic of the social
contract. Second, Weber suggests that authority can be termed “tradi-
tional . . . if legitimacy is claimed for it and believed in on the basis of
the sanctity of the order and the attendant powers of control as they
have been handed down from the past.”18 A typical example of this
kind of authority is the court judge, whose power is legitimized by a
judicial institution and who resolves disputes on the basis of prece-
dent. Finally, for Weber the third kind of authority is that which is
created on charismatic grounds. Charisma refers to “a certain quality
of an individual personality by virtue of which he is set apart from
ordinary men and treated as endowed with supernatural, superhuman,
or at least speci¤cally exceptional powers or qualities.”19 Authorities
who achieve their legitimacy on the basis of personal charm, perceived
trustworthiness, goodwill, and wisdom or expertise are charismatic
authorities.

In Weber’s scheme, the legitimacy of religious authority is typically
established with appeals to tradition and to the stability of social in-
stitutions.20 Weber argues that the Catholic priest, for example, “lays
claim to authority by virtue of his service in a sacred tradition.”21

Although religious authority is usually and initially (i.e., historically)
conferred on the basis of the individual magnetism of a prophet (e.g.,
Buddha, Muhammad, Jesus Christ, even David Koresh), organized re-
ligion tends to justify authority in terms of a preexisting order or in-
stitutional tradition, encouraging subjection or loyalty on the basis of
its continued persistence. For this reason, Martin Luther’s challenge
to the legitimacy of the authority of the Catholic Church concerned
its patrimony.22 Luther famously attacked that from which the church
derived its authority: sacred custom and tradition, the persistence of
the church as an institution that has “always been” such and such a
way (presumably because of God’s keep). Instead, Luther argued for
the legitimate authority of every Christian believer to interpret the
Scriptures without the aid of an institutionally authorized intercessor.
Absent an institutional justi¤cation, Luther’s religious authority can
be characterized as charismatic because it is rooted in others’ percep-
tions of his character and personality, or rather his ethos. It was
Luther’s exceptional skills as a persuasive writer and speaker, his
ability to convince others that his proclamations were divinely in-
spired, that are the rhetorical foundation of Protestantism, not a
rejection of Catholic doctrine or the content of his proclamations
per se.23

From a supernaturalist vantage, such a personality-centered ap-
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proach to authority partakes in the prophetic tradition. The prophetic
tradition refers to the legacy of prophets who claimed to have had a
direct experience of the divine, from Socrates’ guardian angel or
daimon, to Moses’ encounter with the burning bush, to Deborah’s
divinely inspired war strategies against the Canaanites, to Muham-
mad’s reception of the Koran, to Mary Eddy Baker’s “discovery” of
Christian Science.24 In his thoughtful study The Prophetic Tradition
and Radical Rhetoric in America, James Darsey argues that unlike the
secular, Hellenic rhetorical tradition that is rooted in the deliberative
practice of the ancient Greeks, the prophetic tradition is molded in a
Hebraic ethic that makes no room for reason or argumentative appeal
(even those such as Pascal’s wager or Kierkegaard’s self-sealing argu-
ment). Rather, the Hebraic origins of prophetic rhetoric require any
aspiring authority to present God’s will dogmatically, without room
for discussion or negotiation, for God’s demands are to be regarded as
indubitable, sacred truths.25 Because prophets or religious leaders are
presented as mere vessels of divine truths, the manner of their telling
and the exemplar of their person are the most important means of
establishing authority. Put simply, to achieve religious authority in a
prophetic mode, those who claim to speak divine truths have to look
and sound like they are speaking divine truths. Charisma is all one has
to work with.

I suggest that modern occult authority is an accelerated or hyper-
bolic instance of prophetic authority. Indeed, as I have suggested
since chapter 1, the history of occultism can be characterized as the
chronicle of magi battling over secrets and the best way to communi-
cate them—a discourse of reformation built upon continual pro-
test.26 Just as Luther protested Catholic tradition, so each occultist an-
nounces his or her insights as unique and unprecedented. Just as
Luther claimed that each believer is a legitimate authority of biblical
truth, so too each occultist announces his or her system as uniquely
empowering to the individual aspirant. And just as Luther’s authority
was grounded in ethos, so does the success of occultists depend on
their personality, character, and charm.

Because occultism, like new or emerging Protestant faiths, is a mar-
ginal or countercultural discourse, modern occult authority is neces-
sarily limited to charismatic strategies. Whereas any number of main-
stream Protestant authorities may appeal to an established tradition
(e.g., Lutherans, Baptists, and Mormons all have an institutional basis
of legitimizing religious authority), the “secrecy” and mystery that is
characteristic of occult knowledge resigns authorial claims to charac-
ter. Even if a given occultist attempts to claim authority in reference
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to some occult tradition or institution, such as a “secret” order like
the Rosicrucians, for example, such an order tends to remain mysteri-
ous, abstract, and out of reach. This is because acceptance of the mys-
tery of the order necessarily entails a hierarchy which reveals that in-
stitutional claims are merely the ruse of charismatic authority: An
aspirant asks, “How do you know the Great White Brotherhood truly
exists?” The occultist responds, “Because I have visited their lodge.”
The aspirant replies, “Why should I believe you?” and the occultist
retorts, “Because I would not lie to you.” Successful occult authorities
rarely justify their power in relation to traditions or institutions, be-
cause the secrets they harbor could be revealed to an unwanted public
or, worse, because the traditions or institutions could be exposed as
¤ctions. As Mathers’s case against Crowley demonstrates, occult se-
crets are always at risk of being told. Once the secret teachings, rituals,
or languages are exposed to a larger public, mystery evaporates and
the occult leader is challenged to prove his or her authority in ways
that do not hinge on the stability of institutions.

The two main rhetorical traditions—the Hellenistic, represented
by the ancient Greeks, and the Hebraic, represented by the Old Testa-
ment prophets—differ most signi¤cantly in terms of how each con-
tends with the uncertainty, mystery, and ambiguity in a given rhetori-
cal encounter. In the Hellenistic tradition, doubt is ideally addressed
with rational argument, deliberation, and consensus building. Aris-
totle, for example, suggests that the doubt a given audience has about
a rhetor can be remedied within a speech by demonstrating practical
wisdom, virtuous character, expertise in his or her ¤eld, and goodwill
toward others.27 Creating an impression of these three traits of char-
acter presumes an audience will respond to character in relatively pre-
dictable ways and thus suggests that charisma is not so much inherent
as it is cultivated.

In the Hebraic tradition, however, different epistemological as-
sumptions are at play, for there is a willed “Socratic ignorance,” as
Kierkegaard says, which holds that the divine word and prophetic
logos is self-evident and beyond discussion.28 For Aristotle, one care-
fully constructed a persuasive speech by inventing its many elements,
arranging them in logical order and making sure that the reasoning
was sound, and selecting language that was stylistically in keeping
with the topic and goals of the speech. Yet for the religious prophet,
the divine message comes fully formed and cannot be altered “with-
out violating [God’s] sacred trust.”29 In rhetoric that has its roots
in the Hebraic tradition, there is no room for Aristotle’s call for a
demonstration of “practical wisdom” (phronesis) because there is no
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argument; prophetic rhetoric “has no power of invention,” claims
Darsey, because “it can only reveal that which was already there, the
sempiternal; it is always the rhetoric of the messenger.”30

Because of its stress on charismatic authority and its concern with
an absent guarantee, at its most fundamental basis the rhetoric of oc-
cult authority has one foot within the Hebraic rhetorical tradition.
Like all religious authority, occultists issue a call for subjection and
suspension of doubt. Like the supernaturalist, they proclaim to have
better routes to the divine or better understandings of occult truths.
Like the prophet, their claims to authority are built solely on charis-
matic strategies. Yet, unlike these religious authorities, the modern
occultist is distinctive in regard to the ways he or she creates charis-
matic authority in a patently Hellenic or argumentative manner. With
the other foot in the Hellenic rhetorical tradition, unlike a traditional
prophet who has been burdened by God and who is merely a mouth-
piece,31 the occultist has no dif¤culty extolling his or her own skills or
genius as a model. The modern occultist, in other words, participates
in the Hellenic rhetorical tradition because of his or her explicit desire
to make arguments about the supernatural. Some modern occultists,
like Blavatsky and Crowley, for example, even claim that the occult is
a “science.” For them, self-evidence is not enough to convince the
aspirant.

In light of the differences between traditional prophetic and occult
authority, the latter is distinctive in its attempt to utilize a Hellenistic
means to a Hebraic end. In the pages that follow, I provide a few ex-
amples of how occultists go about establishing their authority in
modes that are more typically Hellenic or argumentative than He-
braic, particularly in relation to how they ask others to interpret spiri-
tual truths. I will conclude by suggesting that contemporary occultic
discourse in general, and the high theory of the academy in particular,
similarly features a Hellenistic means to the Hebraic end of securing
faith in an authority.

Occultism and the Hermeneutic of Authority

Although occultists resort to the self-evidence and self-sealing argu-
ments of traditional prophecy, their creation of authority is less
dogmatic and admits of a number of strategies.32 The ¤rst and most
recognized strategy is the demonstration of magical powers or the
performance of miracles. This strategy is squarely within the pro-
phetic tradition but is not popular among occultists because it risks
the possible exposure of a given occultist as a fraud. Many of those
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who have pursued public demonstrations of occult power in the past
have, in fact, been exposed as frauds (e.g., Uri Geller’s amazing spoon-
bending powers).33 Although the psychics and Spiritualists of the mid-
nineteenth century were greeted with enthusiasm and interest by a
general public anxious to believe in the supernatural, modern and
contemporary displays of magical powers were and are met with a
high degree of suspicion.

Because of the risks of performance, the more common and safe
charismatic strategy, at least in modern occult discourse, has been the
writing of occult books. In light of the present discussion of authority,
one can redescribe the ¤rst section of the present study (“Esoterica”)
as an analysis of the creation of authority through novel vocabularies
and a stress on allegorical and ¤gurative language. In the absence of a
stable institution or tradition for grounding, for example, Blavatsky
was able to justify her authority by advancing a complex esoteric vo-
cabulary for which only she had a complete understanding. Like the
Pentecostal preacher who interprets a follower’s speaking in tongues
as a revelation of divine truth, the occultist invents charismatic au-
thority by claiming to be the ¤rst to understand a strange language or
secret scripture.

For the remainder of this chapter, I address the third way occult-
ists often establish authority, which I term the “hermeneutic of au-
thority.” Insofar as occultists are concerned with creating secret texts
and texts about secrets, then they also must have theories concerning
how to read and understand occult texts, or a hermeneutics. Because
the exigency for the creation of an occult book is typically a claim to
have found a better route to the divine or spiritual, one way in which
an occultist can establish authority is by urging followers or poten-
tial followers to use an interpretive scheme, especially a scheme that
reinforces the authority of the occultist.

In a broader religious context, the most famous hermeneutic of
authority is that of scholasticism, a mode of scriptural interpretation
that was popular during the Middle Ages and advanced by religious
thinkers such as John Duns Scotus, William Ockham, Aquinas, and
Augustine. As Augustine described it, scholastic hermeneutics com-
prised three interpretive principles: ¤rst, the scholar must always at-
tempt to understand Scripture in relationship to the time during
which it was written; second, the reader must always account for a
given passage in relationship to the Scriptures in their entirety; and
¤nally, when a literal reading of a passage is patently absurd, the
reader should contend with it as ¤gurative or allegorical. Armed with
these three principles and the conviction that God is not a deceiver,
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Augustine suggested that the spiritual truths of Scripture could be
known.34 The caveat here, of course, is that only priests had the au-
thority to interpret the Scriptures. For centuries the Bible was cloaked
in the secret languages of Greek and Latin (secret at least to the com-
mon person who could not read), thus effectively rendering the Bible
an occult document.

Augustine’s description of scholastic hermeneutics is similar to
occult and Platonic modes of interpretation insofar as both are pri-
marily concerned with the restoration or recollection of divine mean-
ing, which could be described as a hermeneutic of faith insofar as an
ultimate, metaphysical truth is assumed to exist and is recovered or
restored through proper (and inspired) interpretation. In the Platonic
dialogues, the ®ux and turmoil of the manifold world of appearances
is stilled in the recollection of a spiritual life and the eternal Forms
that the individual has since forgotten.35 In the Hebraic tradition,
scriptural study works toward a recovery of the state of sinlessness
before the fall of Adam. Kierkegaard suggested that these hermeneu-
tic modes of remembrance have “the great advantage that begins
with loss; the reason it is safe and secure is that it has nothing to
lose”—and eternal life to gain.36 A hermeneutic of recollection and
faith is therefore appealing because of its simplicity: the reader or in-
terpreter only has to work toward re-gaining and re-collecting some
indubitable thing that is merely lost or forgotten. Thus, the recovery
of metaphysical truth or a transcendental signi¤ed typical of the her-
meneutic of faith could be described as a mode of nostalgia.37

An analysis of Crowley’s nostalgic, recollective hermeneutic helps
illustrate how charismatic authority is established in the absence
of institutional or legal sanction. In particular, Crowley’s discourse
shows that a primary feature of modern occult rhetoric is an invita-
tion to consult a whole system of works, each single text urging the
consultation of another. It is the creation of an insular system of texts
that works to establish authority on the basis of their common crea-
tor. The signi¤cance of self-reference is that it functions as a rhetorical
surrogate for the tradition and/or institution that is absent, marking
the formative stages of an emerging dogma that can later become a
tradition or institution. Because the occult hermeneutic of authority
is self-referential, it is a higher-order form of self-evidence that mir-
rors the primary tautology of all religious rhetoric.

Crowley’s Nostalgia: Qabalistic Hermeneutics

Although Crowley did a number of things to secure his authority (not
the least being the presumably automatic dictation of The Book of the
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Law), one of the most obvious and interesting elements of his rhetoric
of authority is the way in which he urged others to read occult texts,
especially his own. Over the course of his long occult career, Crowley
speci¤ed, often in monotonous detail, how occultists should read oc-
cult texts and understand occult symbolism.

Key to Crowley’s brand of hermeneutics is a continual, self-referencing
invitation to readers to consult a whole system of books and essays
that he ceaselessly continued to correct and embellish throughout his
life. In a letter to a neophyte occultist, for example, Crowley stresses
that his understanding of esoteric language—the Qabalah—is needed
to grasp magickal truths. The utility of the Qabalah is

justi¤ed by experience, by the empirical success in communicat-
ing thought which has attended, and continues to attend, our
endeavors. [A brief lesson in basic semiotics ensues, then] . . . as
so often pointed out, all we do is “record the behavior of our
instruments.” . . . Except in the case of onomatopoeic words
and a few others, there is no logical connection between a thing
and the sound of our name for it. . . . And then folk wonder how
it is that there should be error and misunderstanding in the
transmission of thought from one person to another! Rather re-
gard it as a miraculous intervention of Providence when even one
of the even simplest ideas “gets across.” Now then, even this
being so, it is evidently good sense to construct one’s own alpha-
bet, with one’s own very precise de¤nitions, in order to handle
an abstruse and technical subject like Magick. The “ordinary”
words such as God, self, soul, spirit and the rest have been used
so many thousand times in so many thousand ways, usually by
writers who knew not for the necessity of de¤nition that to use
them to-day in any scienti¤c essay is almost ludicrous. That is
all, just now, sister; no more of your cavilling, please; sit down
quietly with your 777, and get it by heart!38

Here Crowley urges the aspirant to study Liber 777, his manual of
Qabalistic “correspondences,” which he ¤rst published in 1909.39

This kind of self-promotion is ubiquitous in Crowley’s work.
So what, then, is the Qabalah? The answer to this question is not

easy to provide, for it differs among occultists—even those within the
Ordo Templi Orientis, the secret order that currently teaches Crow-
ley’s version of the practice. Nevertheless, in general one can charac-
terize the Qabalah is a kind of symbolic, mathematical vocabulary
and technique of reading which is employed for reasons that vary
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from one occultist to another (while derived from the Hebraic Kab-
balistic tradition, the Qabalah is signi¤cantly different in its use of
English and Greek characters, among other reasons). For some the
Qabalah can provide a direct route to ultimate reality. For others it is
a helpful method of magickal exegesis.

Crowley used the Qabalah principally as a hermeneutics. In various
essays and books he describes the Qabalah as comprising a number
of techniques that can be imaginatively projected onto the “Tree of
Life,” a geometric diagram that represents the “planes” or “spheres”
of ultimate reality. Crowley urged all magicians to memorize this dia-
gram and what it represents—which is, incidentally, a great number
of things—“by heart; you must know it backwards, forwards, side-
ways, and upside down.”40 Crowley insisted that only with repeated
practice do the multifarious connections of everything with every-
thing become apparent. This brand of mental training is exceedingly
complex and, properly described, would entail a chapter of its own.
Nevertheless, given its prominence in Crowley’s writings, and given
the ways in which Crowley used it to legitimize his authority as an
occult leader, a brief examination of Crowley’s rhetoric of interpreta-
tion is useful.

Crowley initially learned the Qabalah from Mathers and others as
a member of the Golden Dawn. During the demise of that secret order,
he began to amend the Golden Dawn’s articulation of the practice into
something many occultists describe as distinctly original and crea-
tive. He published his version in the manual titled 777. In this book,
Crowley describes his Qabalistic project in quasi-scienti¤c terms:

The book 777 has for its primary object the construction of a
magical alphabet. One of the greatest dif¤culties experienced by
the student—a dif¤culty which increases rather than diminishes
with his advance in knowledge—is this: he ¤nds it impossible to
gain any clear idea of the meanings of the terms which he em-
ploys. . . . In view of this . . . misunderstanding it is clearly nec-
essary to establish a fundamental language. . . . We can easily
discard the dogmatic interpretation of the Rabbins. We can refer
everything in the Universe to the system of pure number whose
symbols will be intelligible to all rational minds in an identical
sense. And the relations between these symbols are ¤xed by na-
ture.41

Galileo’s insistence that mathematics is the language of the universe is
echoed in Crowley’s attempts to stabilize Qabalistic correspondences
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on the intendments of the “rational mind.”42 Given the role of reason
(or rather, symbolic logic) that Crowley suggests is crucial to the prac-
tice, one could characterize his Qabalah as a kind of “mental yoga”
or numerical exercise, whereby “the Work is to reduce all other Con-
ceptions to these of Number, because this thus will lay bare the very
Structure of thy Mind, whose rule is Necessity rather than Preju-
dice.”43

This more scientistically and pragmatically directed Qabalah at-
tempts to reveal “mental structures” by utilizing “a number of tech-
niques, including the employment of a divine numerology, known as
Gematria, a shorthand system known as Notariqon, and the crypto-
graphic exercises of Temura.”44 Gematria refers to the numerical rela-
tionships between Hebrew letters, whose addition, subtraction, mul-
tiplication, and division by the Qabalist discloses “an endless chain of
self-referential correspondences.” For example, an English-speaking
westerner might ¤nd the word “Adam” signi¤cant, and convert the
word into Hebrew (adm) or ADM (Aleph-Daleth-Mem), which has
the numerical value of 1 + 4 + 40, or 45. The number 45 is intriguing
for the Qabalist because it is the source of all numbers (45 = 0 + 1 + 2
+ 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9). Notariqon refers to a kind of Gematrian
dabbling with an emphasis on the acronymic reduction of sentences.
Temura refers to a process of substituting some words and letters
for others.45 For followers of Crowley’s teachings, Qabalistic mental
training is extremely signi¤cant, as Crowley insisted on its impor-
tance for decoding the cosmic puzzle that is The Book of the Law.

The Serious Foolishness of the Qabalah

Crowley uses the Qabalah as a hermeneutic of authority in two ways.
First, the Qabalah is used to excuse the poetic shortcomings of The
Book of the Law, as I demonstrated in the previous chapter. Second,
Crowley exploits the arbitrary and interminable logic of the Qabalah
to assign himself the role of the ultimate signifying authority. An ex-
amination of the term “fool” as it appears in The Book of the Law
will quickly illustrate both uses.

Crowley argues that key among The Book of the Law’s features are
“double entendre” and, more interestingly, “paranomasia [sic].”46

Paronomasia is a literary term that refers to punning on the basis of
sound, and it is consistent with Crowley’s emphasis that The Book of
the Law was orally dictated to him by a supernatural being. Crowley
argued that many of these double meanings and “numerical-literal”
puzzles can be understood only with Qabalistic modes of interpreta-
tion. Because Crowley sometimes described himself as a “serious
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fool,” an analysis of the word and symbolism of “fool” is a good il-
lustration of how he prescribed Qabalistic interpretation.

In The Book of the Law, the word “fool” appears nine times. A
traditional reading of the word in the context of the sentence or chap-
ter would have dif¤culty interpreting the term “fool” in a way that
does not suggest its common, literal usage: one who is de¤cient in
judgment, sense, or understanding. The examples are from chapters 1
(verses 11, 31, 48, 57), 2 (verses 7, 15, 59), and 3 (verses 57, 63):

11. These are fools that men adore; both their Gods & their
men are fools.

31. For these fools of men and their woes care not thou at all!
They feel little; what is, is balanced by weak joys; but ye are my
chosen ones.

48. My prophet is a fool with his one, one, one; are not they
the Ox, and none by the Book?

57. Invoke me under my stars! Love is the law, love under will.
Nor let the fools mistake love; for there are love and love. There
is the dove, and there is the serpent.

7. I am the Magician and the Exorcist. I am the axle of the
wheel, and the cube in the circle. “Come unto me” is a foolish
word: for it is I that go.

15. For I am perfect, being Not; and my number is nine by the
fools; but with the just I am eight, and one in eight: Which is
vital, for I am none indeed. The Empress and the King are not of
me; for there is a further secret.

59. Beware therefore! Love all, lest perchance is a King con-
cealed! Say you so? Fool! If he be a King, thou canst not hurt
him.

57. Despise also all cowards; professional soldiers who dare
not ¤ght, but play; all fools despise!

63. The fool readeth this Book of the Law, and its comment;
& he understandeth it not.

In each case but one, “fool” seems to be used in a straightforward
sense, as denoting a misguided or ill-judging person (the sole excep-
tion is when “foolish” is used to describe a word or phrase). The im-
mediate context of the term’s use—the sentence “frame”—seems to
invite a common reading on the basis of the codes they invoke, not the
least of which is the basic subject-verb logic. Yet operating Qabalisti-
cally, there is potentially no end to the symbolic signi¤cance of “fool.”
Crowley tells us:
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“The fool readeth this Book—and he understandeth it not.”
This has a secret reverse-sense, meaning: The fool (Parzival =
Fra.O.I.V.V.I.O.) understandeth it (being a Magister Templi, the
Grade attributed to Understanding) not (i.e. to be ‘not’).

Here the reader must realize that “Fra.” is an abbreviation for Frater,
or brother; this is a grade in Crowley’s secret order, the “Silver Star.”
Also, in medieval European mythology, Parzifal is a wise fool. When
“Parzifal” is phonetically translated into Hebrew (O.I.V.V.I.O.) and is
numerically added up, one gets 418—which for Crowley is rife with
signi¤cance. Crowley continues:

This Parzival, adding to 418, is (in the legend of the Graal)
the son of Kamuret, adding to 666, being the son of me The
Beast [Crowley calls himself “The Beast,” and his number is
666, which he took from the Book of Revelation] by the Scar-
let Woman Hilarion [Crowley’s wife, Rose Edith Crowley, or
“Ouarda”]. This was a Name chosen by her when half drunk, as
a theft from Theosophical legend, but containing many of our
letter-number Keys to the Mysteries; the number of the petals in
the most sacred lotus. It adds to 1001, which also is Seven times
Eleven times Thirteen, a series of factors which may be read as
The Scarlet Woman’s Love by Magick producing Unity, in He-
brew Achad. For 7 is the number of Venus, and the sweet seven-
lettered Name of my concubine B A B A L O N is written with
Seven Sevens, thus:

77 + 7 + 7 + 77 = 156, the number of BABALON.
7              

418 is the number of the Word of the Magical Formula of this
Aeon [elsewhere and in many places, including in Liber AL, we
are told that this formula is ABRAHADABRA].47

The only link between “fool” and Parzival is their Hebrew Qabalistic
number, 418, yet Crowley ¤nds “fool” here rife with signi¤cance.
Intertextual meanings are afforded the concept, which, unfortunately,
is easily missed by the neophyte occultist unfamiliar with the myth of
Parzival.48

Importantly, readers with some background in Crowley’s other
writings would know that Crowley has also associated himself with
“The Fool” in the tarot, a series of cards used for divination. In his
own The Book of Thoth (Egyptian tarot), written toward the end of
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his magical career, Crowley explains the card of “The Fool” in more
depth: “This card is attributed to the letter Aleph [a], which means an
Ox, but by its shape the Hebrew letter (so it is said) represents a
ploughshare; thus the signi¤cance is primarily Phallic. It is the ¤rst of
the three Mother letters, Aleph, Mem, and Shin, which correspond in
various interwoven fashions with all the triads that occur in those
cards, notably, Fire, Water, Air; Father . . . [and on and on].”49 The
Ox reference explains its mention in verse 48 of the ¤rst chapter of
The Book of the Law, although in both old and new commentar-
ies Crowley neglects to explain this Hebrew reference. Nevertheless,
Crowley’s many, many ruminations on the “fool” in his commentary
on The Book of the Law and elsewhere are indicative of an inability
to stop with the chaining of symbolic reference, which can, of course,
continue endlessly.

Of course, Crowley suggests that when The Book of the Law reads
like bad poetry, there must be a secret meaning that is only appre-
hended with numerical techniques. In prescribing the Qabalah, how-
ever, Crowley opens interpretation to a multitude of possible meanings.
Such an opening leads to two interpretive possibilities for Crowley
and his readers. First, in liberating words from a mundane ¤xed
signi¤cation, Crowley is able re-signify them as he wishes, laying
claim to critical power and thus giving him a way to assert his au-
thority (if not to rescue his ugly text from the waste bin of “bad art”).
This ¤rst possibility, incidentally, is yet another version of occult po-
etics, ironically, through the use of mundane terms. The second pos-
sibility, however, urges others to read The Book of the Law Qabalisti-
cally as well, which potentially empowers them to re-signify words in
ways that Crowley cannot control. As a hermeneutic, the Qabalah is
both a way to secure authority and a way to undermine it; it harbors
a dialectic of control. For example, whereas Blavatsky used weird
terms and hence had the sole power to signify, Crowley’s hermeneutic
is more democratic in that Qabalistic techniques can be learned by
anyone who so chooses (777 was eventually available to the public).
Hence Crowley had to do something, rhetorically, to forestall the
polysemic re-signi¤cations of followers.

Crowley was aware of the problem of intertextuality and the chal-
lenge to his authority that urging ¤gurative readings posed. Presum-
ing that The Book of the Law is a secular text created by Crowley, I
suggest that he embedded within it a rhetorical inoculation, which he
later used to close down polysemic readings (many Thelemites will
strongly disagree with this suggestion, however). Speaking directly to
Crowley, the supernatural persona that Crowley claims to have dic-
tated The Book of the Law says in chapter 2:
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54. Nor shall they who cry aloud their folly that thou meanest
nought avail; thou shall reveal it: thou availest: they are the
slaves of because: They are not of me. The stops as thou wilt; the
letters? change them not in style or value!

55. Thou shalt obtain the order & value of the English Alpha-
bet; thou shalt ¤nd new symbols to attribute them unto.

Crowley is commanded to disregard and ignore the “slaves of be-
cause,” those who would impose linear analytics on the text and focus
on meanings Crowley does not like, especially those who would insist
on demonstration and evidence. “Because” could mean a number of
things here: causality, legitimacy, justi¤cation, rationale, communica-
tion, or perhaps even “argument” itself. Instead of any of these more
rational possibilities, the supernatural author urges a more symbolic
reading, not only of The Book of the Law but of the English language
as well, by claiming to relate new “symbols” to the given order and
value (grammar, syntax, and so on) of English. Signi¤cantly—and
here is the inoculating device—the supernatural being suggests that
“the stops as thou wilt.” In the context of the hermeneutic of au-
thority, these “stops” refer to symbolic limits, the point at which sym-
bols cease to chain out into relevant texts in a ¤eld of occult discourse,
the intertextual realm of the imaginary, and thus the end of Qabalistic
calculations. In light of his characteristically prophetic insistence that
he is “the sole authority competent to decide disputed points with
regard to the Book of the Law,”50 Crowley is thus imbued with the
power of magical decree by the text: “All meaning stops with me.”
Further, since the symbolism of The Book of the Law can (theoreti-
cally) reach out in in¤nite directions without any “stop” (especially if
we render it numerically with Qabalistic formulae), the “slaves of be-
cause” can be read as those who actively look for a justi¤cation for
“stopping” at one meaning as opposed to another. Read in light of
Ra-Hoor-Khuit’s bravado, what “the stops as thou wilt” means be-
comes even clearer in chapter 3:

42. The ordeals thou [Crowley] shalt oversee thyself, save only
the blind ones. Refuse none, but thou shalt know & destroy the
traitors. I am Ra-Hoor-Khuit; and I am powerful to protect my
servant. Success is thy proof: argue not; convert not; talk not
overmuch!

The “slaves of because” are those who would persuade audiences with
good arguments. Here, Crowley is told that the book’s authenticity is
found in its linguistic and Qabalistic perfections as well as in its pre-
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dictive truths, in effect undermining one of the most important di-
mensions of argumentation: the provision of “good reasons.”51

Although Crowley’s hermeneutic of authority concerns a particular
kind of occultism (viz., ceremonial magick), the formal ways in which
it operates, inclusive of the navigation of the dialectic of control, are
common to many of the arts (or “sciences”) that are commonly
termed “occult.” The art of divination, for example, operates simi-
larly: an adept reader of tarot cards spends months, perhaps even
years, learning the symbolic correspondences of the major and minor
arcana. In the contingent moments of divination, the tarot card reader
must decide which particular meanings are appropriate to assign to
the cards as they are dealt, for the possible meaningful correspon-
dences are too numerous to be helpful. Likewise, astrologers have
similar “wiggle room” in deciding which meanings to assign to zo-
diac signs, primarily by means of numerical calculation and psychic
intuition (otherwise known as “cold reading”).52 From sorcery and
witchcraft to alchemy and demonology, occult practices harbor a her-
meneutic scheme that Crowley’s Qabalism typi¤es: symbolism is char-
acteristically ambiguous, and such ambiguity is the resource occultists
consult to fashion charismatic authority; yet it is also a resource that
can just as easily undermine authority—a reservoir or space in which
language gets the better of us. In a sense, this occult hermeneutic un-
wittingly happened upon the signi¤cance of the meaningful regress
of open semiotic theory, long before Derrida could introduce différ-
ence or Lacan could deploy the concept of the chaîne signi¤ante (“sig-
nifying chain”). “The stops as thou wilt,” suggests Crowley’s Holy
Guardian Angel; the occult hermeneutic is metonymic for the produc-
tion of linguistic meaning in general, a continuous movement from
one signi¤er to the next until one authority or another—a magus or
a priest or a police of¤cer or a rhetorician—prophetically exclaims:
“STOP!”

Concluding Remarks: Authority and the Split Subject

In this chapter I have argued that modern occult discourse is best de-
scribed as being rooted in a Hebraic rhetorical tradition because of its
fundamental reliance on appeals to character and because of its calls
for faith in the supernatural. Before modernity, occult authority was
established by the demonstration of supernatural powers or by ad-
vancing complex, esoteric vocabularies. Paradoxically, I have also sug-
gested that modern occult rhetoric has tended to pursue the Hebraic
end of prophecy with argumentative appeals that are more in keeping
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with the Hellenic deliberative tradition. By arguing for a particular
method of interpretation that is self-referential, the hermeneutic of
authority, I suggested that occultists have utilized a Hellenic strategy.
Modern occultism pursues Hebraic ends by Hellenic means. Focusing
on this third strategy, I have suggested that the hermeneutic of au-
thority typical of occultism is a nostalgic one that requires the willing
subjection of followers to an occult leader whose authority, in turn, is
maintained tautologically.

The possibility of an endless chaining of the meaning of occult
symbol and metaphor underscores how authority—indeed, autono-
mous subjectivity itself—is potentially undermined by the logics of
language and symbol. Crowley’s Qabalistic hermeneutic ampli¤es
problems of ¤guration in the most exaggerated terms: one can, in-
deed, go crazy with symbolic reference within a Qabalistic system.
Crowley’s rhetoric of interpretation illustrates how symbolism can
move readers far beyond the text to places where a religious authority
would forbid them to go. Thus the mystery and ambiguity of religious
discourse in general is re®ected in the relationship between tenor and
vehicle in particular—in, as Burke aptly states, language itself:

When we hold that there is a hierarchic incentive (with its “mys-
tery”) embedded in the very nature of language, when we insist
that one would deceive himself who derived “mystery” purely
from institutional sources, we are not arguing for or against any
particular set of institutions. . . . [T]o say that hierarchy is inevi-
table is not to argue categorically against a new order. . . . It is to
merely say that, in any order, there will be the mysteries of hier-
archy, since such a principle is grounded in the very nature of
language and [reinforced] by the resultant diversity of occupa-
tional classes. That claim is an important thing, as regards the
ultimate reaches of rhetoric. The intensities, morbidities, or par-
ticularities of mystery come from institutional sources, but the
aptitude comes from the nature of man, generically, as a symbol
using animal.53

The claim that the mysteries in hierarchy are ultimately rooted in the
ambiguity of symbol use is also important, in respect to the ulti-
mate reaches of rhetoric, because it implies that authority is never
the project of an autonomous subject but rather the effect of a rela-
tion among individuals. The mystery of order and the ambiguity of
symbol use force order and hierarchy on us, as a coping mechanism.
Although some authority is achieved by force and violence, in the
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end no legitimate authority can exist without the consent of the com-
munity.

Rhetorical theory, of course, has long recognized the problem of
autonomy and ultimately the internal contradictions of the concept of
authority. On the one hand, authority implies an egoistic connotation
of control and autonomy; charismatic authority in particular is the
ultimate expression of an independent, sovereign subjectivity. On the
other hand, authority is basically relational (as is any hierarchic sub-
ject position) and unavoidably other-focused. Authority thus encapsu-
lates a struggle of divided subjectivity, or the logic of what Hegel
termed the “master and slave” dialectic,54 and underscores the reason
why Plato condemned the rhetorical construction of democratic au-
thority. In Gorgias, for example, Plato has Socrates condemn rhetoric
because it strives to establish a favorable ethos on the basis of direct
appeals to the audience:

What I call oratory is a part of some business that isn’t admi-
rable at all. . . . I think there’s a practice that’s not craftlike, but
one that a mind given to making hunches takes to, a mind that’s
bold and naturally clever at dealing with people. I call it ®attery,
basically. I think that this practice has many other parts as well,
and pastry baking, too, is one of them. . . . [Flattery] takes no
thought at all of whatever is best [for the audience]; with the lure
of what’s most pleasant at the moment, it sniffs out folly and
hoodwinks it, so that it gives the impression of being most de-
serving.55

Distrustful of divided subjectivity and most desiring of a transcendent
order, Plato called for the ultimate authority and dictatorship of the
philosopher-king (a “Master”), whose legitimacy was guaranteed by
a knowledge of the true Forms and who, like the Hebraic prophet,
adopted the “in®exible posture of righteousness.”56 The “true art of
persuasion” consisted of an elite authority who knows how to better
address the soul of the hearer than the hearer him- or herself.

In contrast, defenders of the rhetorical worldview understood what
Plato termed the “®attery” of audience appeals as a necessary check
or limit on authority. For the tradition rooted in Aristotle, Isocrates,
and Cicero, the only legitimate way for a rhetor to secure the subjec-
tion of the audience was reasoned argument, common emotion or
sympathy, and character. For Cicero, in fact, good rhetoric was that
which was in some way beholden to the audience as a condition of a
free citizenship. In On Oratory, through the character of Crassus,
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Cicero argued that there is no “more noble [thing] than to be able to
¤x the attention of assemblies of men by speaking, to fascinate their
minds, to direct their passions to whatever object the orator pleases,
and to dissuade them from whatsoever he desires. This particular art
has constantly ®ourished above all others in every free state, and espe-
cially in those which have enjoyed peace and tranquility.”57 Doing
“whatsoever” the rhetor decides or wishes is not, however, entirely
arbitrary or self-serving, precisely because of the need to secure the
goodwill of the audience. Speeches, in fact, were in part determined
by the common beliefs, attitudes, and values of a given community,
and to fail to appeal to these commonplaces was to fail at persuading.
That the art of rhetoric, traditionally understood, ®ourished in free
and democratic states means that the legitimacy of authority was es-
tablished primarily in charismatic ways. The priority of charisma in a
democratic tradition, however, does not insist on self-evidence and
faith but rather on demonstration and appeal. Cicero recognized the
rhetor’s duty was always to the Other.

What distinguishes a rhetorical view of authority from other views
is its emphasis on its construction in contingent moments. In light of
its embrace of the necessary appeals to the audience, the need to ¤nd
“common ground” or the striving toward sites of identi¤cation, one
might also argue that a rhetorical perspective on authority is unique
in its consequent embrace, however implicit, of the ¤ction of subjec-
tivity that is implied (though not meant) by Aristotle’s suggestion that
ethos is constructed. Of course, the ancient Greek and Roman rhetori-
cal theorists did not think about subjectivity in these terms, for the
concept of the subject itself is a relatively recent invention. Even so, it
is signi¤cant to note that the Aristotelian and Ciceronian notions of
ethos form an important parallel to Lacanian notions of subjectivity,
and that the ultimate reaches of rhetoric concern the ways in which
symbol use forges and negotiates identity. As Lacan’s theory of subjec-
tivity suggests, at base each individual is a ¤ctional unity that is nec-
essarily divided, as the idealized self or imago is a representation
molded by the Other.58 The rhetorical construction of authority in
discourse is merely a replication of this process, the imago thus be-
coming the doxa of the community. Authority is the rhetorical process
of establishing an unstable relation between self and Other, and par-
ticularly one that elides or obscures the way in which the signi¤er has
more control over us than we would like to admit.
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Edgar Allen Poe’s intriguing short story “The Purloined Letter” is
built around the circulation of a royal secret. The reader is never privy
to what the secret is. All we are told by the narrator is that a letter sent
to the queen contains something nasty about the king, which incrimi-
nates the queen and which can lead to her death, and the queen knows
it. The intrigue begins when the queen spies a royal minister stealing
the letter and replacing it with a harmless surrogate, but she is power-
less to stop him because the king is in the room. The queen is black-
mailed by the minister for months until a witty detective plays the
switcheroo game on the original thief, purloining the letter yet again,
and thereby reaping a hefty reward from the police. The story closes
with the detective fantasizing about the minister continuing to black-
mail the queen, not knowing that he is no longer in possession of the
now doubly purloined letter, and thus unwittingly bringing about his
own punishment.

Poe’s story is particularly intriguing to Jacques Lacan, who argues
that it helps to explain the role of the signi¤er in repetition compul-
sion. The letter is the main character of the story, suggests Lacan, and
represents the authority of the signi¤er over the subject: “The tale of
The Purloined Letter signi¤es that there’s nothing in destiny, or cau-
sality, which can be de¤ned as a function of existence. One can say
that, when the characters get a hold of this letter, something gets a
hold of them and carries them along and this something clearly has
dominion over their individual idiosyncrasies.”2 Indeed, the letter
represents the unrepresentable (the unconscious) and the interference
the signi¤er runs between the subject and that which makes the sub-
ject singularly singular: his or her inevitable death, the only thing that
cannot be gifted.3 Insofar as Lacan maintains that the signi¤er is an
absence (it “stands in,” like the harmless surrogate letters in Poe’s
story), then it always can get the better of us. The minister believed his

�
Interlude
On Stolen Letters and Lettered Secrets

You can’t help the play of symbols, and that is why you must be
very careful what you say. But the letter, for its part, that goes
away. It wanders all by itself.

—Jacques Lacan, “The Purloined Letter”1



authority was vouchsafed by the purloined letter, but in the end he
was holding a meaningless surrogate. The letter is its own agent, and
the meaning of each character is determined on the basis of his or her
relation to the letter.

One of the many ironies of contemporary academese is that the
project of the posts, including Lacan’s complex understanding of how
authority is established (e.g., in terms of the “subject supposed to
know”), can be described as both the antithesis of Crowley’s herme-
neutic of authority as well as its contemporary, occultic manifesta-
tion. For example, Lacan’s rhetoric, like that of a number of other
twentieth-century French intellectuals, has been routinely attacked
for its dif¤culty, and his many followers are quick to acknowledge
that reading Lacan’s prose is anything but easy. One might say Lacan’s
letters seem to take on a life of their own, as if they held an authority
over the reader.

In what is perhaps his most celebrated essay, “The Subversion of the
Subject and the Dialectic of Desire in the Freudian Unconscious,” La-
can deploys the notoriously complex “graph of desire” and a number
of special, algebraic equations that have invited the frustration of
many scholars.4 As Jason Glynos and Yannis Stavrakakis note, “No
one likes to feel stupid. A very rare person indeed is she who, having
struggled to make sense of Lacan’s Écrits, has not entertained such
thoughts of vulnerability. This vulnerability is only exacerbated if a
Lacanian seminar or essay has been recommended as reading material
by a friend or professor whom we respect. It is a vulnerability that can
very quickly turn to frustration, intimidation, or even anger.”5 Or in
respect to the judges of the Mathers and Crowley trial, the occultic
can even be subject to ridicule and laughter. Indeed, laughter and ridi-
cule are often a product of misunderstanding, a frequent recourse of
those who are not “in the know” or who do not understand. The
detective in Poe’s short story, for example, is not interested in the con-
tents of the purloined letter, and even seems amused by the whole
affair. But he is not exempt from its authority, insofar as his life par-
ticipates in its circulation.

Ridicule is precisely what Alan Sokal and Jean Bricmont deploy in
their book-length demysti¤cation project Fashionable Nonsense: Post-
modern Intellectuals’ Abuse of Science (1998). In their book, which,
in general, lambastes the scientistic jargon of academic scholarship in
the humanities, Sokal and Bricmont claim to defend the progress and
truth-seeking enterprise of “science” against the centerless relativism
of the project of the posts. In other words, the authors seek to reestab-
lish the Enlightenment distinction between science and the occult.
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Just like the courtroom battle between Mathers and Crowley, we
should understand the melee between Sokal, Bricmont, and the post-
modernists as a struggle over authority and “secret” meaning. Sokal
and Bricmont seem particularly interested in Lacan and psychoanalytic
prose, but for reasons of which they are not consciously aware: like
the translinguistic truths of Crowley and Mathers, the bedrock of
psychoanalysis is that its truth is beyond representation—it is (the)
unconscious. Psychoanalysis is a contemporary occultic discourse pre-
cisely because of the pride of place it secures for the ineffable, yet
unlike the occult tradition, this ineffable is impossible to know and,
consequently, commands a certain degree of humility. In his discus-
sion of “The Purloined Letter,” Lacan questions the very notion that
one can distinguish “the understanding of the idiot from that of the
intelligent man.” Insofar as the detective is able to locate the letter,
when the police cannot, by not looking too hard, “the intelligent thing
to do, in this case, is to play the idiot.”6 Although in Sokal and Bric-
mont’s scienti¤c idiom there is a direct route to the real, in psycho-
analysis, letters always already get in the way.

Because Sokal and Bricmont lack any understanding of rhetoric,
their failure to acknowledge the psychoanalytic processes of invention
and interpretation in respect to ineffability (occult poetics) makes
them the unwitting victims of their own lettered thefts. For example,
the authors poke fun at Lacan’s de¤nition of the phallus as the signi-
¤er, understood in terms of the square root of negative one. They ¤nd
it “distressing to see our erectile organ equated” to the square root of
negative one, they say, which reminds them “of Woody Allen, who, in
Sleeper, objects to the reprogramming of his brain: ‘You can’t touch
my second-favorite organ!’”7 As Bruce Fink points out, the problem
here is that for Lacan the phallus is not the biological penis,8 just as
the Wand, the Sacred Lance, and even the biological penis are sym-
bolic for the “Spiritual Phallus” in Crowley’s rituals.9 Sokal and Bric-
mont’s dick joke, however, “exempli¤es the way in which one always
says more than one intends to say . . . an aspect of language that Sokal
and Bricmont would rather not have to take into account when it
comes to understanding ‘serious writing.’”10 Mindful of the uncon-
scious, Fink jokes that perhaps Sokal and Bricmont ¤nd their aca-
demic “performance lacking.”

More seriously, contrary to the outsider who would condemn La-
can’s dif¤cult prose as intentionally designed to establish an academic
or clinical hierarchy with himself at the top, those who study his work
recognize that Lacan’s dif¤cult style was designed to achieve the op-
posite effect. During an explanation of the necessity of the presence of
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a bar in one of his many algebraic equations, Lacan remarked that
“the bar, like everything involving what is written, is based only on
the following—what is written is not to be understood. That is why
you are not obliged to understand my writings. If you don’t under-
stand them, so much the better—that will give you an opportunity to
explain them.” Fink explains that Lacan’s writing is deliberately de-
signed to “jolt” readers out of “conceptual ruts.”11 One of those ruts
is the tendency to put faith in an authoritative expert—Lacan as a
magus—instead of in our own ability to think though ideas or pursue
“the truth.” In other words, unlike Crowley’s, Lacan’s hermeneutic is
one of anti- or un-authority to prevent the subjection and hierarchy of
an occultic star system.

By characterizing psychoanalysis as the contemporary antithesis of
Crowley’s Qabalah, however, I do not mean to devalue the theory, nor
do I exempt it from the occultic enterprise. Sokal and Bricmont fail to
recognize that Lacan’s language, considered as a contemporary occul-
tic discourse, is designed to combat the very problems they diagnose;
they have succumbed to the fetish of esoteric language, which Lacan,
like a good occultist, employs to exclude people just like Sokal and
Bricmont (if not to invite similar reactions to help demonstrate the
point). Nevertheless, insofar as Lacan always urged a close reading of
his texts “to the letter,” and insofar as he is recognized as the “Abso-
lute Master” or the great “Gongora” or “Grand Dragon” of psycho-
analysis,12 that is, insofar as Lacan is a magus in his own right despite
protests, we are led to confront the dif¤culty of academic authority in
postmodernity: as a consequence of media technologies, one is always
potentially speaking to audiences that he or she has never considered,
audiences who will inevitably misunderstand, who may fetishize you
or your discourse, or who may use your letters against you. In our
contemporary age of publicity, the contexts into which our rhetoric
can be taken “out of context” seem in¤nite.

Lacan’s many dif¤cult seminars were intended for clinicians, and
thus his current status as a theoretical rock star in the humanities
implicates an occultic system more in control of academic discourse
than academics. It is consequently too easy to dismiss in laughter a
given academic disagreement over theory as mere “dick-wagging” in
pursuit of stature or authoritative power. By paying attention to the
rhetorical function of language in the context of authority, we soon
discover that every academic debate, at some level, concerns accessi-
bility, concerns who is included and who is not, concerns who gets to
speak and who is silenced. Academic debates are certainly about con-
tent, about ideas, but they are also about relations and relationships.
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Those who refuse to acknowledge the relational and discriminating
functions of discourse risk much more than misunderstanding or the
loss of a good idea or fruitful insight. As I show in the next chapter,
in the age of postmodern publicity, overestimating one’s intellectual
prowess and mastery of language or the fetishized signi¤er (the phal-
lus) is a mistake. For example, the arrogance of making intellectual
jokes at the expense of the Other can lead to castration. You never
quite know who is reading your mail.
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6
The Death of the Modern Magus
“The Masses” and Irony’s Other

In the courtroom battle regarding Crowley’s publication of Mathers’s
secret rituals, the justices had some dif¤culty ¤nding for Mathers. Not
only had the elder magus waited too long to sue (Crowley had pub-
lished all but a few of the rituals so cherished by Mathers),1 but the
published rituals seemed remarkably similar to those of other secret
groups. “Anyone who knows anything about these societies,” said
Lord Justice Moulton, “knows that the ritual of most of them has
been published.”2 By the turn of the twentieth century, for example,
the rituals of the largest secret fraternity, the Freemasons, were widely
available.3

That the secrets of many secret societies were available in print by
1910 marked the beginning of the end of modern occultism. Their
availability is a direct consequence of the declining cost of publication
and innovations in the forces of mass production and reproduction—
most especially the improvements of the printing press that gave rise
to the inexpensive daily newspaper and tabloid magazine. For this
reason many of the books penned by wealthy, aristocratic occultists
like Crowley and Mathers were deliberately costly and hence not
widely available to the general public. Crowley’s carefully crafted and
elaborately illustrated editions of The Book of the Law, for example,
were simply priced too high to be available to the English common
reader; one United States edition of The Book of the Law published in
the late 1920s was a whopping $418.4 Yet by the late nineteenth cen-
tury the general reading public was consuming a healthy diet of occult
literature, from non¤ction articles in the Atlantic Monthly and the
Nation to gothic novels, esoteric poetry, and “dime” publications on
the topics of black magic, dreams, and fortune-telling.5 The latter
were typically of the how-to variety, which reduced the complexity
of occult practice to simple steps. Bradford Verter notes that “al-
though one publisher of cheap paperbacks—‘book-a-day’ John W.
Lovell[—]did inaugurate an Occult Series that issued Theosophical
¤ction and esoteric works in both paper (50 cents) and cloth ($1.00)[,]
most of these booklets emphasized the practical rather than the mys-
tical aspects of esoteric lore. As popular guides to ostensibly secret
knowledge, they promised to demonstrate the techniques that would



enable the reader to divine the future or penetrate the truth of some-
one’s character; some offered spells culled from Agrippa and Albertus
Magnus.”6 The pragmatic and expositive style of popular occult lit-
erature contrasts starkly with the texts of occultists like Lévi, Blavat-
sky, and Crowley. In early chapters I suggested that the challenging
style of occult prose was used not only to discriminate but also as a
dialectical means to transcend human expression to apprehend the
truth. In the previous chapter I argued that another reason for stylistic
dif¤culty is that strange language helps to establish an occultist’s
authority over others; if occult texts are too easy to comprehend, then
there is no need to consult the expert. In this chapter I revisit the dis-
criminating function of the rhetorical blind and show how such sty-
listic habits began to back¤re and undermine the authority they were
believed to help establish.

In light of the occult exposés that were becoming increasingly com-
mon in the popular press, then, there was not only a battle among
occultists as to who had the right to tell secrets but also a battle over
the rhetorical style and language of occult literature (in the end, the
more simple, direct prose of the popular press would win).7 This
struggle over rhetorical style re®ects a concern about the emergence of
something new at the turn of the century: the mass audience. The
concept of the mass audience speaks to both an emerging “public”
constituted or brought into being by various mediated networks of
circulation as well as a catch-all category that referred to the great
unwashed. In other words, the mass audience is both an empirical and
a rhetorical notion.

Empirically, the mass audience denotes the rather large number of
people brought into common consciousness by a given media object,
such as a newspaper. The wider the circulation of a newspaper, the
larger its public or audience became. With the late-nineteenth-century
emergence of the popular novel, the dime booklet, the tabloid maga-
zine, and the newspaper a new reading public emerged, and this pub-
lic seemed very curious about and interested in the occult. Hence
Crowley lived during a time of rapid technological transformation,
and his writings re®ect the challenge of the mass audience that those
of the occult aristocracy faced: the secrets of the occult tradition must
be protected from the ignorant, misunderstanding rabble. As the se-
cret rituals of the occult elite became increasingly public, so did a
number of occult texts become increasingly playful and ironic, de-
signed to appeal to two audiences: the ¤rst was the “mass” audience
seeking entertainment, and the second was those individuals presum-
ably seeking spiritual enlightenment. Crowley’s work provides a num-
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ber of excellent examples of a conspicuously ironic brand of occultism
designed to mislead an inexpert public. The intertextual relationships
between Crowley’s work and reactions to it, however, also help to ar-
ticulate why the occult begins to unravel as a coherent tradition: in an
age of ever-increasing publicity, keeping secrets is tough! Moreover,
when the potential audience of one’s work expands exponentially, the
likelihood of misinterpretation increases, as does the likelihood that
one’s rhetoric will take on a life of its own.

Below I examine Crowley’s use of irony in order to advance three
related claims. The ¤rst and most important claim is that, despite the
resistance of Crowley and other occultists, the coherence of the tradi-
tion began to unravel in the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
tury as the result of a popular press and the publics it brought into
being. Second, by analyzing one of Crowley’s most famous rhetorical
blinds, I illustrate how a rhetoric of religious authority that employs
irony as a legitimating strategy is likely to fail in a media-saturated
environment. Finally, building on my remarks at the end of the pre-
vious chapter, I suggest that the precariousness of occult modes of
authority at the end of modernity is demonstrative of the autonomy
of social forms. Since the mass audience and the popular imaginary
emerged as a result of the explosion and dominance of media tech-
nologies, the power of social forms and textual fragments to circulate
and generate meaning in spite of the intentions of a concrete indi-
vidual is tremendous.

To these ends this chapter is divided into three parts. First, because
the remaining chapters assume an understanding of the split subject,
I begin with a discussion of intentionality and agency that the emer-
gence of the mass audience helps to bring into focus. Then, with an
understanding of the intending yet nevertheless socially constructed
subject, I move to examine Crowley’s misleading call for the sacri¤ce
of children in his magnum opus, Magick: Book IV, showing how its
intended function as an ironic misdirection is compromised by the
logic of publicity. Finally, in the concluding section I examine a num-
ber of writings about Crowley that seem to mirror his disdain for
the masses: whereas for Crowley the “mass audience” functioned rhe-
torically as a category for the ignorant rabble, for the press, Crowley
came to represent the evils of the wealthy and cultural elite.

The Mass Audience, Irony, and the Arrival of the Occultic

The emergence of a new kind of mediated public or “imagined com-
munity” as the result of mass-media technologies is empirically veri-
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¤able.8 Yet as this new kind of “media” public arose, so too did its
name become a rhetorical object. In academic circles, the “mass pub-
lic” or “mass audience” often functioned as a category of derision
and as an entity that was to be resisted. Indeed, in 1867 and 1868,
Matthew Arnold published a series of articles in which he argued that
“culture,” understood as the best of a given society, needed to be pro-
tected from the homogenizing effects of mass communication and the
debased culture it created. Arnold argued for the cultivation of an
elite culture that pursues “sweetness” (beauty) and “light” (wisdom)
to prevent the anarchy of the masses. This anarchy was an inevitable
consequence of “our bondage to machinery” and our “proneness to
value machinery as an end in itself.”9 Such views were further pro-
moted (and ironically popularized) in the United Kingdom in the
1930s and 1940s by F. R. Leavis and Q. D. Leavis, who argued that
along with the appearance of the mass audience, a tasteless, homoge-
neous “mass culture” was also appearing. Mass audiences, argued
the Leavises, were manipulated into participating in mass culture
because commercial interests were appealing to base, primitive im-
pulses.10 The entertainment industry was particularly naughty, and
the Leavises worried about the ability of media producers to engender
a kind of “hypnotic receptivity.”11 Stateside, similar fears fueled re-
search on propaganda and the effect of media violence on children.12

The thinkers associated with the Frankfurt School of Social Re-

Fig. 7. Aleister Crowley
(ca. 1910) in the headdress
of Horus. His hands are mak-
ing the sign of Pan, which sig-
ni¤es creative energy. Courtesy
of the Ordo Templi Orientis.
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search, originally located in Germany but later centered in the United
States after its members ®ed the Nazis, helped to focus and frame the
terms of what is often referred to as the “mass culture debate”: Are
the “masses” stupid and subject to ideological determination, or is it
possible for individuals to resist oppression and escape the increas-
ingly homogeneous “mass culture” that was developing?13 More often
than not, scholars engaged in research on “mass audiences” and
“mass culture” in the early to mid-twentieth century were not opti-
mistic about their subjects’ capacity for independent thought.

Today our understanding of audiences is much more complex, and
for the most part, scholars agree that media consumers are much
more savvy, complicated, and resistant than earlier researchers sup-
posed.14 I have mentioned the mass culture debate, however, because
of the rhetorical function of the term “mass audience”: as Raymond
Williams has pointed out, “the masses” is simply a term for the new,
mass-media “mob.” “I do not think of my relatives, friends, neigh-
bors, colleagues, acquaintances, as masses; we [sic] none of us can or
do. The masses are always the others, whom we don’t know, and can’t
know. Yet now, in our kind of society, we see these others regularly, in
their myriad variations; stand, physically, beside them. They are here,
and we are here with them. And that we are with them is of course
the whole point. To other people, we are also the masses. Masses are
other people.”15 For the cultured elite in the early twentieth cen-
tury, the masses were always those “other people” who are prone to
misunderstanding or “not getting it right”; the masses, in this re-
spect, function as the Other who threatens to undermine agency and
control.

I think we can also read the rhetorical function of “the masses” as
an important double of individual anxiety. Fear, hatred, or anxiety
about the ability of the masses to misunderstand and destroy one’s
work is also a tacit suspicion that one may not be in control of one’s
rhetoric. As I mentioned in the previous interlude, in a media-saturated
environment it is easy to have one’s rhetoric decontextualized and re-
cast as something that one did not intend (e.g., Crowley’s or Lacan’s
“phallus” is mistakenly read as a penis). What I am suggesting, then,
is that the empirically veri¤able existence of new, mass-media publics
led to the notion of “the masses,” which in turn became a surrogate
for the Other who threatens individual autonomy.

Insofar as the arrival of the mass audience in both the empirical
and rhetorical senses poses a challenge to notions of individual au-
tonomy and intention, at this juncture it is important to take a brief
detour to discuss an underlying assumption of this book: there is no
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such thing as the autonomous, fully conscious, absolutely intending
individual.

Some Remarks on Agency and Intention

Some readers may have noticed a tension between my remarks con-
cerning the autonomy of social forms and my focus on the rhetori-
cal acts of discrete individuals such as H. P. Blavatsky and Aleister
Crowley. The former view implies a notion of subjectivity that yields
“no anteriority or priority over its discourse,” what is sometimes de-
scribed as a “posthumanist” position,16 while my focus on the acts of
certain concrete individuals affords at least some meaningful priority
in respect to intent. If it is the case that Crowley’s hermeneutic of
authority establishes his legitimacy, then it is implied that Crowley
intended it to do so. If, however, I maintain that subjectivity is the
project of ideology or discourse, then I must also admit that intention-
ality is born of false consciousness. After all, as Foucault argues,
the autonomy of social forms—including language itself—urges the
abandonment of “any attempt . . . to see discourse as a phenomenon
of expression.” In a posthumanist paradigm, Foucault continues,
“discourse is not the majestically unfolding manifestation of a think-
ing, knowing, speaking subject, but, on the contrary, a totality . . . in
which the dispersion of the subject and his discontinuity with himself
may be determined.”17

The dichotomy between intentional and non-intentional expres-
sion is, of course, false, and the tension I have just outlined is deliber-
ately misleading. I have constructed this argument of straw to draw
attention to the fact that dissimulation implies an intent to dissimu-
late. As Linda Hutcheon has noted, barring the most ironic of theo-
retical positions (e.g., that of Jean Baudrillard),18 few theories that
assume the critique of humanism and the constructedness of subjec-
tivity “deny that intentions exist” or that “each of us at some time or
another has intended,” for example, “to be ironic.”19 That I have
painted a false dichotomy is proof enough that intentionality is an
inevitable and necessary concept for understanding the rhetorical act
as such.

In the ¤eld of rhetorical criticism, intentionality has been or could
be addressed in one of three ways. The ¤rst has been to regard the in-
tention of a given speaker or author as irrelevant or even impossible to
determine, a position that originated in a 1946 article titled “The In-
tentional Fallacy” by the New Critics W. K. Wimsatt and Monroe
Beardsley. As René Wellek and Austin Warren explain, the “whole
idea that the ‘intention’ of the author is the proper subject of literary
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history seems . . . quite mistaken. The meaning of a work of art is not
exhausted by, or even equivalent to, its intention.”20 Originally the
intentional fallacy concerned grounding the aesthetic value of a text
in authorial intent and the textual result, although today it also refers
to the impossibility of locating intention within a text. Some critics
understand avoiding the intentional fallacy to mean that one should
not make psychological claims, a characteristically “black box,” be-
haviorist tendency in some of the criticism of U.S. rhetorical studies.21

From a practical standpoint, however, the weakness of this position
is the fact that it is dif¤cult to avoid making assumptions about au-
thorial intent, however fragmented or “dead” one assumes the author
to be. Further, most texts contain traces of extrinsic social and histori-
cal contexts that inevitably become part of textual interpretation.

A second way to address intentionality is deterministic.22 Despite
the variety of deterministic viewpoints, all are characterized by the
idea that intentionality is, at least in part, an illusion, for individual
action is the effect of a larger, extrinsic, determining cause such as
biology or ideology. This response is rarely advanced in any strong
sense, although it is sometimes cast as an ominous foe in rhetorical
theory scholarship. Among rhetoricians and literary critics, weaker
deterministic responses can be located in scholarship that draws on
orthodox Marxism, psychoanalysis, and the early theory of Foucault.
For example, in his landmark essay on “critical rhetoric,” Raymie
McKerrow draws on Foucauldian theory to argue for a reversal of
“public address” to “discourse which addresses publics,” which he
argues can better demystify the discursive sources of oppression and
domination. Such a reversal would focus on how symbolism and dis-
course “address” or constitute individuals and publics. Without such
a reversal, McKerrow argues, there is “the danger that a ‘public ad-
dress’ vision of popular culture would be constrained to think in
terms of ‘agent,’ rather than symbol as the focus of attention. There
also is the danger that such extension of traditional forms of analy-
sis would simply perpetuate the modernist clichés in constructing,
through the myopic lenses of a prede¤ned vision of the media as
a ‘cultural wasteland,’ elitist standards of excellence.”23 Although
McKerrow does not argue that intention is irrelevant or that individu-
als are not agents,24 he has been received as a strong determinist by
some for promoting an overly idealist conception of the domination
of the symbolic that overlooks the materiality of “real people engaged
in struggle.”25

Finally, a third approach to intentionality, and the one that I ad-
vance here, is the proverbial middle road. Although it is dif¤cult to
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discern the mental states of a given rhetor or author on the basis of a
given text, intention and agency nevertheless exist. The distinction
that needs to be made is that while individuals intend to do things
(and intention is always implied by action, rhetorical or otherwise),26

the motives structuring intent may be unknown to the individual. In
other words, intent may be scripted by ideological forces or uncon-
scious motives and desires. That I tried my hand at dissimulation at
the beginning of this book does not mean I did not intend to do so but
rather that my intention may be born of a quest for intellectual supe-
riority inspired by an unconscious inferiority (a psychoanalytic ra-
tionale), or a desire to move from a lower to a higher social class in
writing through the mastery of verbal play, an arrogance which is in
turn determined by the economic arrangement of society (a material-
ist rationale). In short, this third position involves the mindful sepa-
ration of the concept of intention from the concept of the autonomous
and uni¤ed subject, even though scholars have habitually assumed
their interrelationship. Just as a school of ¤sh can move and act as one
in water, so does the divided subject make choices and intend action
in the totality of discourse.

It is important to note, however, that divided or split subjectivity is
the condition for determination and ideological structuring. When
Foucault describes subjectivity as “discontinuous” in The Archaeology
of Knowledge, it is because of the condition of discontinuity that the
subject “may be determined.” Even at the most deterministic theo-
retical stage of his intellectual career, Foucault says that the subject
“may” be determined, not that the subject “is” determined. This is
because maintaining a strong deterministic position denies that con-
crete individuals’ intentional acts—most especially their rhetoric—do
things in the social world that change or alter it, despite the con-
straints of ideology. To take a strong deterministic position is to deny
the empirically observable progress of freedom ¤ghters in the United
States civil rights movement in the 1960s, or the strides for legal and
social equality that women have made since the nineteenth century.
That individuals are merely “bundles” of selves, divided subjectivi-
ties, or discontinuous selves is a precondition for determinism, not its
absolute guarantee.

The questions a posthumanist understanding of subjectivity raises
about agency, intention, and action are vexing, particularly for the
rhetorician who stresses that the contingency of language, self, and
community is the condition for the possibility of social change. That
I can intend to mean or act opens up a world of possibility in which
social change may occur. Yet that my intentional acts are ideologically
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determined (in the weaker sense of constraint) seems to commit me to
at least a loose version of fate. As Wittgenstein observed, when we
think about the possibility of human progress within the embrace of
a progressive history, we tend to think in terms of a straight line. From
a rhetorical standpoint, especially a historically mindful perspective
that seeks to recapture moments of contingency (and thus moments at
which the intentional, rhetorical acts of someone made a difference),
the trajectory of human progress must be “a curve, constantly chang-
ing direction.”27 As Walter Benjamin observed in his philosophy of
criticism, the distinction to be made here is one of retrospection: in the
sweep of past social history, we see straight lines and patterns because
this is how the determinism of ideology appears—a representation of
the success of the constraints ideology places on human action.28 But
the successful observation of these constraints is neither condemning
nor guaranteed: from the perspective of the present, one should say
harmful and oppressive, ideologically structured consequences will
occur unless this or that impedes them.

If the third way of intentionality concerns holding both of these
views in dialectical tension, then one comes to the inevitable question:
Where does one locate the point at or space in which the intentional
acts of individuals are futile and the determination of social forces
dominates? I think it is an impossible and ultimately unhelpful task
to embark on cartographic quest for an answer. One simply must
assume that both deterministic forces and intentional agency exist
within the totality of discourse and then work from either end toward
some critical goal. The rationale for seeking out moments of historical
contingency, as much as for locating instances of structural determi-
nation, is a political one, not a metaphysical or ontological one.

The conceptual shift from understanding individual agency as
autonomous to understanding it as a dialectical relation between con-
scious intent and unconscious determinants is a product of social
transformation, of the social totality. Only after mass-media tech-
nologies led to the expansion of circulatory networks did it become
possible to re®ect on the many ways in which technology in®uences
and undermines human expression. This realization is re®ected in the
occult’s transition, as a discourse, from a coherent tradition to the
repertoire of fragments that are held together by the form of the oc-
cultic. The emergence of the “mass audience” as a zombi¤ed and
mindless rhetorical entity is a re®ection of an unconscious or precon-
scious awareness that we are not as in control of our rhetoric as we
like to believe. The term “occultic,” consequently, is meant to re®ect
the autonomy of social forms (e.g., theological form) from occultists,
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the decentering or death of the Great Magus that is so central to the
modern occult tradition. In this sense, modern occult discourse is
the discourse of absolute, individual autonomy par excellence, and
the occultic is consequently post-occultism.

Below I argue that an analysis of Crowley’s attempts to distinguish
between the true believers and “the masses” reveals an inability to
recognize the limits of agency that were becoming increasingly promi-
nent in the twentieth century. Crowley’s inability to control how his
work was read re®ects the death of the Great Magus in the twentieth
century. I suggest that the best way to witness this death is by exam-
ining the use of irony, because the principal function of the trope is to
distinguish among those who “get it” and those who do not.

Irony, Dialectic, Anxiety

Irony is a ¤gure of speech or trope that demonstrates, with consider-
able clarity, the logic of intertextuality and the power of language to
undermine agency and intent. This is because the rhetorical power of
irony concerns its ability to provoke a sense of belonging or exclusion.
Because the social logic of inclusion/exclusion—and by extension,
self and Other—is most appropriate to irony, its analysis reveals the
¤ssures and cracks of subjectivity. Irony has the power to bring us
together as groups and to undo us as subjects.

The concept of irony is rooted in the Greek eirpn, which means
“dissembler,” or one who disguises and conceals. Since Plato’s attack
on rhetoric as the art of ®attery and deception, there has been a long-
standing association of rhetoric with irony.29 Defenders of the tradi-
tion, however, have tended to describe irony as one of a number of
rhetorical devices that can be used to good effect. Cicero, who dis-
cussed irony in terms of the Latin equivalent, dissimulare, or “to dis-
simulate,” de¤nes irony as “the humor of saying one thing and signi-
fying another.” He notes that using irony is especially pleasing if one
manages it well but that it can also have disastrous consequences.30

In her exemplary study of the trope, Linda Hutcheon locates the
“unbearable slipperiness of irony” in the fact that some audiences fail
to recognize when a rhetor or author intends to be ironic, and further,
that the “pleasing effect” lauded by Cicero is derived precisely from
that risk—“irony’s edge.” Using irony as a verbal strategy is only suc-
cessful if it is “stable,” which Wayne Booth de¤nes as an ability to be
“reconstructed” by readers or an audience in a way that does not in-
vite them to impute unintended meanings.31 The ironist’s challenge is
to make sure one supplies enough reconstructive cues to the desired
audience such that they will not be encouraged to fabricate a meaning
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that is not intended. Given the risk, obviously there are also unstable
and unintended ironies, situations when someone attributes humor or
dissimulation when it is not intended, thereby undermining the con-
trol of the ironist. Chaïm Perelman and L. Olbrechts-Tyteca describe
this “unbearable slipperiness” as a formal paradox: “Irony always
presupposes supplementary information on facts, or norms. . . . Thus
irony cannot be used if there is uncertainty about the speaker’s opin-
ions. This gives irony a paradoxical character: using it implies that
argumentation is necessary; but in order to be able to use it, a mini-
mum agreement is required. . . . Irony is all the more effective when it
is directed to a well-de¤ned group. Only by having some idea of the
beliefs held within certain social environments can we guess whether
or not a given text is ironical.”32 Uncertainty or simply a lack of
knowledge about the rhetor or author will likely guarantee the failure
of an ironic strategy.

One can understand why those occultists concerned with keeping
their secrets secret might ¤nd irony an appealing rhetorical strategy:
irony can be used to discriminate audiences and to speak in a double
voice. In the Middle Ages, occultists spoke to each other in code or
the “the language of birds” to avoid religious persecution, an irony in
the most basic sense of “saying one thing but meaning another.”33 In
modern occult discourse, however, there is no longer a fear of institu-
tional or state-sponsored persecution. Thus irony is resigned to its
discriminating function, the creation of in-groups and out-groups.
Kierkegaard suggests that verbal irony contains an implicit hierarchi-
cal arrangement that mirrors social order. He says that an “ironic ¤g-
ure of speech has [a] property that characterizes all irony, a certain
superiority deriving from its not wanting to be understood immedi-
ately, even though it wants to be understood, with the result that this
¤gure looks down, as it were, on plain and simple talk that everyone
can promptly understand; it travels around, so to speak, in an exclu-
sive incognito and looks down pityingly from this high position on
ordinary, prosaic talk.”34 At issue in the deployment of irony is power,
especially that which would maintain or create social order. Just “as
kings and princes speak French, the higher circles . . . speak ironically
so that lay people will not be able to understand them.”35 Hutcheon
refers to this classed dynamic as the “politics of irony,” the social,
structuring work of irony. This politics is particularly dangerous be-
cause, unlike “metaphor or allegory, which demand similar supple-
menting of meaning, irony has an evaluative edge and manages to
provoke emotional response in those who ‘get it’ and those who don’t,
as well as in its targets and in what some people call its ‘victims.’”36
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The psychic pleasure of “getting it” is inversely proportional to the
displeasure of exclusion. For these reasons, Kenneth Burke associates
irony with “drama” and observes that from a retrospective, historical
gaze, irony can be used as a prophetic formula among the “charac-
ters” in any given social order. “There is a level of generalization at
which predictions about ‘inevitable’ developments in history are quite
justi¤ed,” says Burke.

We may state with con¤dence, for instance, that what arose in
time must fall in time (hence, that any given structure in society
must “inevitably” perish). We may make such prophecy more
precise, with the help of irony, in saying that the developments
that led to the rise will, by the further course of their develop-
ment, “inevitably” lead to the fall (true irony always, we hold,
thus involving an “internal fatality,” a principle operating from
with, though its logic may also be grounded in the nature of the
extrinsic scene, whose properties contribute to the same develop-
ment).37

Irony derives its power from its risks—potential mis¤res and un-
intended victims—and thus entails a degree self-destructive potential.
Coupled with the highly emotional response individuals have toward
irony, it makes sense that the anxiety of individuals who do not “get
it” would be more noticeable in reactive texts than with other ¤g-
ures of speech. Because a cartography of discourse is most successful
when it successfully locates points of conspicuousness, an analysis of
the reactions to verbal irony seems a likely place for traces of anxiety
between different publics (e.g., class anxiety).

Given its “prophetic” element, it is not surprising that for Burke
another god-term for irony is “dialectic.” The signi¤cance of the
association of dialectic with irony cannot be overemphasized. The re-
lationship between irony and dialectic is twofold. First, although
communication itself is a dialogic phenomenon, verbal irony is an ex-
aggerated dialogic trope in the sense that its discriminating function
not only excludes others but also needs “the fool,” as Burke puts it.
Insofar as irony is used to establish charismatic authority among an
elite group, for example, ironic authority needs disbelievers and the
misunderstanding rabble. In this respect, the irony of modern occult-
ism implies that the occult as such needs its detractors and enemies as
much as it needs acolytes and converts. The occult, as such, requires a
number of individuals who are not in the know.

Second, “only through an internal and external experiencing of
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folly could we possess,” argues Burke, “suf¤cient ‘characters’ for
some measure of development beyond folly”—namely, “getting it.”38

Hence the association of dialectic with irony also refers to the power
of its symbolic thrust, the ability of irony to push the reconstructing
audience to other places, other sites of meaning, other texts, particu-
larly past experiences of not getting it or being played the fool, all of
which are other realities or texts not in the here and now. We can term
the symbolic thrust of irony its intertextual invitation or quality.

In an important parallel sense, the intertextual invitation of irony
can be used to describe the dialectical element of textual criticism,
the Gademerian “merging” of the pre-understanding and contextual
horizon of the interpreter and the contextual horizons of discourse
that was discussed in chapter 4: in the interrogation of texts and
“the Other,” one ends up interrogating the self. “What goes forth as
A,” Burke professes, “returns as non-A.” Characterizing “dialectical
thought,” Jameson argues similarly that “the essential movement of
all dialectical criticism . . . is to reconcile the inner and the outer, the
intrinsic and the extrinsic, the existential and the historical,” which
allows “us to feel our way with a single determinate form or moment
of history at the same time that we stand outside of it.”39

Thus my methodological concern with moving into the intertextual
order and textual strategy are wed at the site of an ironic knot; the
relationship between the content of texts and their collective meaning
in discourse is formal. As Jameson puts it, “Form is itself but the
working out of content in the realm of the superstructure.”40 Irony is
not merely a trope but a formal, social dynamic of discrimination.
That the ironic content of a discrete text re®ects the formal structure
of social discrimination will become increasingly apparent with an
analysis of Crowley’s texts. Crowley’s use of irony not only betokens
an enormous ego absolutely convinced of his supreme autonomy and
individuality but also underscores an association of the “masses”
with the “lower classes” that would come to haunt him.

The Problem with Rhetorical Blinds

The Book of the Law: Worship me with ¤re & blood; worship
me with swords & with spears. Let the woman be girt with a
sword before me; let blood ®ow in my name. Trample down the
Heathen; be upon them, o warrior, I will give you of their ®esh to
eat! Sacri¤ce cattle, little and big: after a child.41

Crowley: Those Magicians who object to the use of blood have
endeavored to replace it with incense. For such a purpose the in-
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cense of Abramelin may be burnt in large quantities. . . . But the
bloody sacri¤ce, though more dangerous, is more ef¤cacious; and
for nearly all purposes human sacri¤ce is the best. The truly great
Magician will be able to use his own blood, or possibly that of a
disciple, and without sacri¤cing the physical life irrevocably.42

As was noted in the discussion of the generic features of occult texts
in chapter 1, occultists frequently utilize ¤gurative language to speak
directly to the initiated and to confuse or discourage the outsider.
Like the strategy of self-reference, deceptive rhetorical gestures serve
to further justify the authority of a given occultist, since only he or
she can claim to know the “true” meaning behind a rhetorical blind.
Crowley’s scandalous call for the sacri¤ce of children in occult rituals
is one such blind.

One of the most famous of Crowley’s writings is chapter 12 of his
Magick in Theory and Practice, one of the four books of the massive
tome Magick. Titled “Of the Bloody Sacri¤ce, and of Matters Cog-
nate,” the chapter details how all living beings are but “storehouses
of energy, varying in quantity according to the size and health of the
animal.”43 Killing the animal to release its energy during rituals,
Crowley explains, is perhaps the most important act for the most
powerful kinds of magick: “For the highest spiritual working one
must accordingly choose that victim which contains the greatest and
purest force.”44 Naturally, this is a “male child of perfect innocence
and high intelligence.”45 Crowley’s explanation of the role of sacri¤ce
in ritual magic here, ¤rst published privately by the Ordo Templi Ori-
entis in 1913, sheds some light on Hadit’s command from The Book
of the Law to worship him in ¤re and blood (see epigraph). The hier-
archy established by the life forces of animals is mirrored in verse:
incense may represent ritual sacri¤ce in ¤re, but in the end it is the
shedding of blood that is required; livestock will do, but nothing is
more potent than a male child.

Crowley’s suggestion to sacri¤ce children was a rhetorical blind de-
signed to mislead a curious public and to encourage the true adept to
read more deeply. The reconstructive clue is located in a footnote:
“There is a traditional saying that whenever an Adept seems to have
made a straightforward, comprehensible statement, then is it most
certain that He means something entirely different. The Truth is
nevertheless clearly set forth in His Words; it is His simplicity that
baf®es the unworthy. I have chosen the expressions in this chapter in
such a way that it is likely to mislead those Magicians who allow
sel¤sh interests to cloud their intelligence, but to give useful hints to
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such as are bound by the proper oaths to devote their powers to legiti-
mate ends.”46 The command to sacri¤ce children contained in The
Book of the Law, as well as Crowley’s elaboration of the blood sacri-
¤ce in Magick, constitute a deliberate misdirection that is not only
verbal but also in some sense “magickal,” a technique designed to
liberate the magician from language in a unique version of what is
known as existential or philosophical irony.

The First Function of Occult Irony: Magickal Irony

Pretending to advocate the sacri¤ce of children is fun, and this plea-
sure implicates a state of being in the world—an existentialism—that
is “ironic.” Throughout his life, Crowley’s fondness for staging public
spectacles, from pranks (like that of publicly declaring the indepen-
dence of the Irish Republic in New York Harbor, ripping up his British
passport, and declaring war on Britain)47 to public rituals, never left
him. These pranks and public spectacles can be read as Crowley’s at-
tempt to become a public ironist through and through. Although it is
certainly a means to authority, there is some indication in Crowley’s
writings that his willed dissimulations were in some sense magically
motivated in his attempts to completely depart from the material, hu-
man world. In a letter to a follower concerning the “apparent frivolity
of some of my remarks,” Crowley writes:

(“How can you expect people to take your Magick seriously!” I
hear from every quarter, “when you write so gleefully about it,
with your tongue always in your cheek?”) The curate’s twang,
the solemnity of self-importance, all manners that do not dis-
close the real man, are abominations. . . . I know that I too am
at times obscure; I lament the fact. The reason is twofold: (a) my
ineradicable belief that readers know [more] about the subject
matter better than I do myself . . . (b) I am carried away by the
exultant exaltation of my theme; I boil over with rapture—not
the crystal-clear, the cool solution that I aimed at. On the Path
of the Wise there is probably no danger more deadly, no poi-
son more pernicious, no seduction more subtle than Spiritual
Pride . . . so that its victim runs the peril of straying into a Black
Lodge.48

The irony of existential irony could be described as the paradoxical
achievement of humility via an attitude of superiority: by being above
the world in leaving it, one is humbled without pride. As it is the goal
of the practicing Buddhist to still the mind and leave behind material
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existence in the quiet transcendence of meditation, a charitable under-
standing of Crowley’s ironies might ¤gure them as part of an existen-
tial praxis. Socrates’ god-fearing ignorance and his continual, ironic
reversals in Plato’s dialogues or Nietzsche’s tortuous ironies in Thus
Spake Zarathustra are more familiar examples of the philosophical
ironist. Kierkegaard paints the existential ironist as an individual who
seeks liberation from the responsibility inevitably entailed by the use
of language: “When I am aware as I speak that what I am saying is
what I mean and that what I have said adequately expresses my mean-
ing, and I assume that the person to whom I am talking grasps my
meaning completely, then I am bound by what has been said. . . . I am
also bound with respect to myself and cannot free myself any time I
wish. If, however, what I said is not my meaning or the opposite of my
meaning, then I am free in relation to others and to myself.”49 That
public pranks and ironic spectacles work for this kind of liberation is
consistent with the point of magickal ritual and Crowley’s own beliefs
about magical attainment. For instance, the attainment of the grade
of Ipsissimus, the highest grade of spiritual progress, is imagined as
the extremely dif¤cult crossing of the “Abyss” on the Qabalist’s “tree
of life.” Crossing the abyss requires a destruction of the ego and all
that maintains it, which is what, Crowley claimed, he was invited to
do during magickal working in Algiers: “I understood that every dis-
turbance [movement of body or thought alike] (which makes manifes-
tation possible) implies deviation from perfection. It is for this rea-
son that my individuality (which distinguishes me from all other
beings) involves the idea of injustice. Therefore, to penetrate beyond
the Abyss, where iniquity cannot exist, my personal self-hood must be
annihilated.”50 Crowley did not achieve the grade during the working,
but it was his pursuit for years to come. He noted the dif¤culty of
attaining the grade in his diary on December 26, 1919: “Attainment
is Insanity. The whole point is to make it perfect in balance. Then it
radiates light in every direction, while the Ipsissimus is utterly indif-
ferent to it.”51 Kierkegaard characterizes this “insanity” of indiffer-
ence as an ironist’s “radical disassociation from one’s society and
one’s social self,”52 a break with the “immediacy” of one’s physical
existence in the “real world.”

Kierkegaard’s ideal ironist, Socrates, exempli¤ed this break by heed-
ing the Delphic oracle’s command “know thyself” through a radical
implosion of subjectivity: “Now it is certainly true that the phrase
[know thyself] can designate subjectivity in its fullness, inwardness in
its utterly in¤nite wealth, but for Socrates self-knowledge was not so
copious; it actually contained nothing more than the separating, the
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singling out, of what later become the object of knowledge. The
phrase ‘know yourself’ means: separate yourself from the other.”53

This separation is ironic insofar as the ironist achieves a state of in-
difference toward the Other and toward his or her social self. While
such a disassociation never really seemed to happen with Crowley be-
cause, clearly, he took much pleasure in his notoriety, one can under-
stand how his pranks and ironic misdirections could be thought to
have some magickal or religious purpose. In short, Crowley’s ironies
and pranks were not merely “fun and games,” nor were they com-
pletely motivated by a desire to keep esoteric secrets. At the very basic
level of language, one can argue that the occultist must be an ironist
insofar as he or she must believe that human language is inadequate
for expressing and communicating the transcendent truth. The notion
that language gets in the way of truth could necessitate the embrace
of existential irony as a route to divine knowledge.

The Second Function of Occult Irony: Social Discrimination

Despite the possibility that Crowley could have intended his irony to
serve this ¤rst, magickal function, an analysis of his texts reveals that
his ironies were also meant to discriminate. The ironic command to
sacri¤ce innocent children creates a “secret space” of acknowledg-
ment and, in the words of Cicero, a “pleasing effect” among the initi-
ated who are keen enough to understand the joke. As Crowley says,
his rhetorical blind is deliberately advanced to beguile the outsider
and “mislead those Magicians who allow sel¤sh interests to cloud
their intelligence.” Andrew Cross suggests that being a party to the
inner circle becomes something akin to “the pleasure lovers some-
times have when speaking to each other in their private code, even
when they are by themselves.”54 The deployment of verbal irony does
not always require the initiated for it to function as a technology of
social discrimination, however. Cross suggests that even in an instance
when no hearer catches a ironist’s ironic displays, the hearer’s relative
inability to understand only increases the ironist’s “sense of sophisti-
cation.”55 In fact, “the more superior [the ironist feels him- or herself]
to be, the less need [he or she has] of other’s recognition” of his or her
authority.56

In light of the conceptual discussion of the dialectic of irony, one
can begin to sense a socially scripted motive behind Crowley’s ironies.
We locate extrinsic traces in places that do not announce themselves
as ironic—places in which Crowley is either addressing true believers
attempting to make sense of the verbal puzzles in The Book of the
Law, or in places like personal letters, where he addresses the dedi-
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cated adept. It is in the texts addressed solely to the initiate that one
locates a concern about social position or “class” as motivating the
verbal ironies of those texts more likely to be read by a general public.

When we examine Crowley’s entire published corpus, his Dar-
winian and classist views are easy to ¤nd. In his second commen-
tary on The Book of the Law, Crowley remarks that the “nature of
magickal power is quite incomprehensible to the vulgar.”57 Invoking
Nietzsche as an important “prophet,” Crowley was consistent and
unyielding in his stressing the naturalness of social hierarchy: “Na-
ture’s way is to weed out the weak. This is the most merciful way, too.
At present all the strong are being damaged, and their progress hin-
dered by the dead weight of the weak limbs and the missing limbs, the
diseased limbs and the atrophied limbs. The Christians to the Lions!
Our humanitarianism, which is the syphilis of the mind, acts on the
basis of the lie that the King must die.”58 The masses are a “canting,
whining, servile breed of whipped dogs which refuses to admit of its
deity” or inner sense of the divine.59 Classed order is natural and nec-
essary, yet Crowley says (disingenuously) that this order need not be
based on material wealth; it is spiritual wealth that naturally pits “the
slave mob against us,” the “aristocrats of Freedom.”60 Armed with the
spiritual message of The Book of the Law, he calls for a new spiritual
hierarchy:

We should give every opportunity to the ambitious, and thereby
establish a class of morally and intellectually superior men and
women. . . . We do not insist on trying to train sheep to hunt
foxes or lecture on history; we look after their physical well be-
ing, and enjoy their wool and mutton. In this way we shall have
a contented class of slave who will accept the conditions of ex-
istence as they really are, and enjoy life with the quiet wisdom of
cattle. It is our duty to see to it that this class of people lack for
nothing. The patriarchal system is better for all classes than for
any other; the objections to it come from the abuses of it.61

The commentary on the necessity of class (and the reasons why Crow-
ley and his followers are on top) does not end here, however: “Reason
is rubbish; race-instinct is the true guide.”62 Crowley’s “race-instinct”
does not refer to the all-inclusive “human” race of Blavatsky’s rhetoric
of racial cataclysm in The Secret Doctrine. Rather, “race” here very
clearly refers to that of the white European. The United States, per-
ceived by Crowley as a heathen “melting pot” of imperialist humani-
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tarianism, is rotten with people who “are desperately anxious to make
the Singhalese wear furs, and the Tibetans vote, and the whole world
chew gum, utterly dense to the fact that most other nations, espe-
cially the French and British, regard ‘American Institutions’ as the
lowest savagery.”63 Echoing the sentiments of a follower in a letter,
Crowley speaks of the “ ‘inferior’ races, like the Veddah, Hottentot
and the Australian Blackfellow.”64 Further, the rotten democratic
experiment of the United States threatens “the submergence of the
individual in his class,” which for Crowley “means the end of all
true human relations between men.” Crowley argues that “socialism
means war,” for when “class moves as a class, there can be no excep-
tions.”65 Class consciousness among the proletariat—and even among
the bourgeoisie!—is to be avoided at all costs. Only the true aristocrat
of freedom, the enlightened, Thelemic soul, understands class: “How
right the politicians are to look upon their constituents as cattle! Any-
one who has any experience of dealing with any class as such knows
the futility of appealing to intelligence, indeed to any other qualities
than those of brutes.”66

In light of these remarks, the ideal, magickally revealed social order
is one that looks remarkably similar to that which Crowley experi-
enced every day: women and people of color were thought of as infe-
rior, less-intelligent beings who were naturally beneath him. In the
British Victorian world into which Crowley was born, class distinc-
tions were stark, even for white individuals of the middle class. One
¤nds evidence of the profoundness of this rigidity in ®esh and bone:
one historian observes that “in the 1870s eleven- to twelve-year-
old boys from the upper-class schools were on average ¤ve inches
taller than boys from industrial schools, and at all teen-agers three
inches taller than the sons of artisans.”67 Those with the intelligence
and standing enough to be “at the top”—aside from Christians, of
course—should be at the top, as it is nature’s way. That Crowley him-
self barely worked a day in his life, spending a life of leisure living in
many exotic locations and traveling the world, is not inconsequential.
Crowley’s father left him an inheritance of forty thousand pounds
to draw upon, when he was not living off the wealth of his many
spouses.68 In respect to the social order that Crowley’s private discus-
sions seemed to suggest, the irony of the discriminating function of
his many verbal ironies is that the secret order of magick is no differ-
ent from the rigid class structure of Victorian England. As we shall
see, the anxieties that emerge in response this particular secret are the
source of Crowley’s undoing.
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The Instability of Occult Irony

The undoing of Crowley’s legitimacy as an occult authority has every-
thing to do with how he was portrayed in the popular press, which
came as a direct result of his verbal ironies. An understanding of the
instability of Crowley’s ironies is an apt illustration of Burke’s rendi-
tion of irony as prophetic formula: what goes forth as A returns as
non-A. He who came forth as the prophet of a “new Aeon” returned,
by the end of his life, a sad and lonely man, language itself having
played him a fool. Because of the uncertainty of audiences both inside
and outside the occult subculture, Crowley’s rhetoric took on a life of
its own that not only undermined his legitimacy as an occult authority
but also forever cast him as a bloodthirsty Satanist in the collective
memory of the West.

From the vantage of the initiated, blood sacri¤ce is for the sel¤sh
magician (e.g., the one who would not recognize Crowley as the One
True Voice of the New Aeon) and the wide-eyed layperson. Its true
meaning is only for the most intelligent and devoted of Thelemites.
The question arises: So what is an authentic reading of Crowley’s
seeming advocacy of ritual sacri¤ce? How are those who “get it” get-
ting it? The answer is more complex than it would seem, even know-
ing the rules of ironic play and having a healthy dose of reconstructive
clues. In a footnote to the chapter on blood sacri¤ces, we are told that
these relatively straightforward accounts of the sacri¤ce of children
signify ejaculate. Lon Milo DuQuette explains that “the preposterous
statement written in the above mentioned chapter, in which it appears
he confesses to the sacri¤ce of over 120 male children in one year, was
nothing more than an outrageous literary blind. It is obvious to any-
one who carefully reads the chapter and its footnotes that the only
thing he was confessing to was his practice of a simple technique of
sexual magick whereby he ejaculated 120 times that year without
making his partner pregnant.”69 DuQuette is at best generous with
this reading, for even if we know that Crowley intends irony, no clues
are provided to help unravel this intended meaning. In other words,
while there is some sense of pleasure in knowing that Crowley is not
really advocating murder, the text lacks the clues that might help the
reader determine how to signify. Its ironical effect is not “stable” to
either the outsider or the initiate if one con¤nes oneself to the context
provided by the book. Certainly the same can be said of The Book of
the Law, which seems to specify human sacri¤ce twice in chapter 3
without the helpful winks and nods of footnotes.
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Irony, then, can pose problems for the knowing initiate if he or she
has not been provided the rules for decoding. Presumably, stable irony
is discernible on the basis of “four marks”: ¤rst, the ironical effect is
intended by the author; second, the irony is covert (which distin-
guishes irony from mere metaphor); third, the ironical effect does
not initiate a chain reaction of textual deconstruction; and fourth,
the irony is “¤nite.” Wayne Booth urges that all ironic constructions
“depend on an appeal to assumptions, often unstated, that ironists
share,” which implies that stable irony is a reconstructive transaction.
Hence, for Booth “the act of reconstruction and all that it entails
about the author and his picture of the reader become an inseparable
part of what is said, and thus that act cannot really be said, it must be
performed.”70 The performativity of irony on part of the ironist and
the reader is precisely that which is pleasurable, an interplay of power
that promises the reward of knowledge for the initiate and an air of
superiority for the ironist.

Crowley’s apparent ironical blood sacri¤ce, however, is a dance
only those who personally knew him could join, for only they could
understand that the ironical mappings here are not stable in the sense
that a whole system of correspondences chains out symmetrically.
Shared knowledge in the symbolic reference of “blood” and “child”
are necessary; DuQuette suggests that they signify “male ejaculate,”
insofar as spilling one’s seed on the ®oor instead of in one’s ritual part-
ner “sacri¤ces” what could have been a child. Contrary to DuQuette’s
suggestion, however, there is yet another meaning for blood beyond
ejaculate that implicates a movement away from verbal irony into
its existential form. DuQuette, a respected Thelemite, purposefully
elides the fact that Crowley also prescribed the use of menstrual blood
in the creation of “Cakes of Light,” honey-soaked delicacies that are
used as wafers in his original ritual Mass of Phoenix.71 The recipe is
found in chapter 3 of The Book of the Law, per the directions of
Ra-Hoor-Khuit:

23. For perfume mix meal & honey and thick leavings of red
wine: then oil of Abramelin and olive oil, and afterward soften
& smooth down with rich fresh blood.

24. The best blood is of the moon, monthly: then the fresh
blood of a child, or dropping from the host of heaven: then of
enemies; then of the priest or of the worshipers: last of some
beast, no matter what.

25. This burn: of this make cakes & eat unto me.
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Crowley’s commentary on these verses is conspicuously brief, and
DuQuette and other Thelemites warn that “uninitiated interpretation
of Liber Legis [The Book of the Law] III: 24 involves grave magical
danger. He is deliberately vague as to the meaning of the passage, but
it should be stressed that a literal interpretation involving the taking
of human life is not Crowley’s intended meaning.”72

Even so, the literal and ¤gurative ground here is uneven because
there is no intertextual indication of where the realignments of sig-
ni¤cation are to stop: If blood is not real blood, then does honey sig-
nify something else as well? What of the Abramelin oil, an oil only
known to Golden Dawn initiates as particularly magical? There is
uncertainty about Crowley’s irony that cannot be resolved, even in
recourse to his whole universe of texts.73 That “blood” appears in
ways that simultaneously mean in literal and ¤gurative senses indi-
cates a different kind of irony is at work that is asymmetrical. This
unstable textual irony, on the one hand, cues readers to unravel the
text and recode its meaning, but one is uncertain as to where covert
meaning ends and the overt begins. This uncertainly, in turn, moves
the close reader to a more abstract, meaningful intertextual space that
beckons in¤nite regress. In other words, unstable irony at the level of
text forces readers into a chain of questioning about how far to extend
ironic meaning, such that uncertainty becomes the product of an end-
less chain of questioning. In the end, through thousands upon thou-
sands of pages of writing by Crowley, we ¤nd Crowley at the terminus
of the inferential and ¤gurative chaining.

The uncertainty as to the regress of Crowley’s ironies and ambigu-
ous symbolism is as much a part of the success of the occult herme-
neutic of authority as it is its greatest weakness. Occult texts typically
announce themselves as approximations, since any signi¤cation of the
truth about ultimate reality is beyond the faculty of language. This
implies, then, that occult texts are deliberately, at base, unstable iro-
nies in themselves, texts written to capitalize on the uneasy ¤t be-
tween signs and their (presumably) supernatural, transhuman refer-
ents, with the goal of an in¤nite regress of interpretation (such as that
urged by Quabalistic readings), a notion ¤rst made popular by early
German romantics in terms of the “in¤nity of re®ection.” As much as
Crowley would construct his persona as the ultimate stop, the fact
remains that it is also the enthymematic function of textual ambigui-
ties that invites initiates as well, and the invitation to signify for one-
self works to erase Crowley’s persona as much as celebrate it. Irony, as
much as jargon, leads readers and hearers to contextualize meaning in
reference to their lives, most especially so when the instability of the
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irony is signaled by the relative absence of what Booth refers to as
reconstructive cues.

Given the double-edged sword of irony and the reversals it threat-
ens, it would seem that maintaining authority among a group of ini-
tiates commits the ironic occultist to perpetual re-signi¤cations and
ironies in his or her attempts continuously to circumscribe the sym-
bolic maps that are constitutive of the life experiences of initiates. In
other words, precisely because of the commitment to extratextual,
transcendent truths that form the primary philosophical basis of oc-
cult belief systems, any attempt to establish authority and maintain
an inner circle by means of a rhetorical blind sets in motion a chaining
of signi¤cation. In part, this logic of ¤gurative regress helps to explain
why Crowley was so proli¤c, for he had to keep moving the target of
the signi¤ed to maintain control, so to speak, a continuous widening
of the textual circle to manage ¤gurative instability.74 Language, in
this respect, is beyond control.

Occultism Is to Class . . . 

The problematic dynamic of intertextual reference that challenges
Crowley can be redescribed in terms of “the paradox of authority.”
According to a number of analytical philosophers and argumentation
scholars, the paradox of authority is found in any belief system that
encourages and rei¤es the sovereignty of the individual, such as the
democratic state: “Authority is the de¤ning mark of the state in that
it is the state which has the right to rule. Autonomy is the primary
obligation of man insofar as he may regard himself as the author of
his own decisions and hence morally responsible. But if man has a
continuing obligation to achieve the highest degree of autonomy there
seems to be no way to establish the moral force of the legitimacy of
submission to the commands of the state.”75 Magickal systems are
very good examples of this paradox. On the one hand, occult authori-
ties urge the absolute autonomy of followers (Crowley insists, e.g.,
that his “reader knows all about the subject better than I do myself,
and may like to hear it tackled from a novel angle”).76 Yet on the other
hand, occult authorities are adamant about their authority in pro-
phetic terms (“the Secret Masters chose me!”). The continual creation
of text after text rife with ironic blinds and terminological ambiguity
could be described as an attempt, unconscious or not, to navigate this
paradox.

The textual occurrence of the paradox of authority is connected to
the social realm of discourse formally in terms of the relationships
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that are implied between the author or rhetor and his or her audi-
ences. This connection, the ironic knot between textual content and
social form, is the place where Burke’s dialectic of irony helps to ex-
tract us from the fetishistic pull of a discrete text. One way to charac-
terize an understanding of this formal movement is in terms of the
movement between the “text” and “context.” Whereas the instability
of occult irony threatens the legitimate authority of the occult rhetor
or author among the seekers of esoteric wisdom (text), the discrimi-
nating functions of occult authority risk resentment from those ex-
cluded in the larger community (context). Crowley’s exclusions led to
a radical re-signi¤cation of his persona in the popular imaginary in
ways that formally mirror the instability of his textual ironies. The
reason one is able to observe this interesting relationship is, as I have
suggested, the mass media. Mass-media portrayals of Crowley accel-
erated, in a hyperbolic manner, the politics of irony on a larger, social
scale, so much so that Crowley has become the “wickedest man in the
word,” the patron saint of all that is evil, and the appointed messenger
of Satan on earth—hence the ironic sacri¤ce of babies metamor-
phosed into a reality of “unspeakable” evils in the projected “life” of
Crowley. A brief description of his portrayal in tabloid magazines and
newspapers highlights Crowley’s inability to maintain control of his
intended meaning.

Crowley’s penchant for dissimulation, coupled with his observable
public behavior, gradually intensi¤ed his sensational portrayal in pa-
pers like American Weekly, John Bull (England), and the San Francisco
Call. The European papers, for example, were particularly unkind.
After having performed a ritual in London to which many report-
ers were invited, Crowley’s cadre of followers was described as a
“blasphemous sect whose proceedings conceivably led themselves to
immorality of the most revolting character.”77 Years later, after Crow-
ley had taken refuge in an abandoned abbey in Cefalu, Sicily, ru-
mors exploded about evil goings-on. As the “organiser for pagan or-
gies,” Crowley undoubtedly advocated “free sexual intercourse.”78

His “sexual debauches and drug orgies” at the abbey comprised a
“maelstrom of ¤lth and obscenity” inside its walls. Indeed, “the facts
are too unutterably ¤lthy to be detailed in a newspaper, for they have
to do with sexual orgies that touch the lowest depths of depravity.” In
fact, “children under ten, whom the Beast keeps in his ‘Abbey,’ are
made to witness horribly sexual debauches unbelievably revolting.”79

This “devil incarnate” seduced young men and women for his black
magic, often bewitching them so that they are “powerless to resist his
invitation to visit him.”80 In this “cesspool of vice” Crowley made
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three “unhappy children” observe the “violation of a naked woman
in front of the ‘altar,’ and her subsequent slaying and sacri¤ce of a
goat, which is made to play a principal part in [the] disgusting . . .
rites” that take place there.81

Popular books such as Dion Fortune’s Winged Bull and Nina Ham-
nett’s memoir Laughing Torso furthered Crowley’s evil reputation
in the popular imaginary. Although Crowley seems to have enjoyed
the initial “evil” portrayals, he undoubtedly became increasingly
troubled by them.82 Angry about his unfavorable portrayal in Laugh-
ing Torso, Crowley sued Hamnett for libel on two counts: that she
wrote he practiced black magic and that she suggested that a baby had
disappeared from the abbey (presumably, it is implied, for ritual sac-
ri¤ce).83

Ravenous for sensational stories, John Bull painted Crowley as a
cannibal: “Possessed at one time with ample private means, he pene-
trated into the recesses of Egypt, Algiers, Morocco, India . . . even
into the ‘Forbidden Country’ of Thibet. Concerning these travels and
his various hunting expeditions some amazing stories are told. . . .
One solitary mountain-climbing expedition it is actually af¤rmed that
running short of provisions, he killed two of his native carriers and
cut them up for food! This incredible piece of cannibalism is cynically
authenticated by ‘The Beast’ himself.”84 The stories eventually caught
up with Crowley and hindered his life. Because of the John Bull and
Sunday Express stories, Mussolini kicked Crowley out of Italy, and his
subsequent arrival in Paris, and later London, was widely reported in
the United States and abroad.85

Crowley made a name for himself in the United States in the early
1910s, mostly as a result of his various public pranks and rituals. Yet
by the 1920s, long after his departure for more hospitable environ-
ments, his public persona had changed dramatically, undoubtedly as
a result of the sensationalist write-ups in the British press. The Ameri-
can Weekly, a supplement to the New York American, printed a full-
page exposé on Crowley that detailed the “trail of wrecked homes,
scandals and troubles which have naturally followed from the preach-
ing of that evil doctrine” that is the Law of the New Aeon, “Do What
Thou Wilt.”86 The New York American reported that in rituals Crow-
ley sacri¤ced cats.87 More important for the popular imaginary, how-
ever, is that the U.S. stories frequently provided illustrations or pho-
tographs. The New York American story about the sacri¤ce of cats
depicted a large illustration, with an grotesquely obese Crowley sit-
ting on a throne amid incense, commanding a young man in ceremo-
nial garb holding up cat in his right hand and a “Sacred Sword of
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Sacri¤ce” in his left. An awestruck “Young English Woman” stands
off in the distance nearer the reader, horri¤ed at what is taking place.88

Thus the ¤gurative instability and discriminating logic of Crow-
ley’s rhetorical blinds explain his legendary fame: irony catapulted his
persona into the popular imaginary. Although the generation of self-
referential texts helps to curtail the tendency of the insider to sig-
nify for him- or herself, Crowley is powerless to control the signi¤ca-
tions of the excluded outsider who is free to signify the sacri¤ce of
babies as he or she damn well pleases. Thus we ¤nd ourselves con-
fronting irony as the mechanism through which the occult is spring-
boarded into the popular imaginary and undone thereby: Crowley is
“a thoroughly bad man, a Satanist or devil-worshipper steeped in
black magic, the high priest of Beelzebub,”89 an orgy conductor, a
drug dispenser, a cannibal, a debauch, and a killer of cats and babies.
Occultism, especially of the sort that orbits secret societies, depends
on the mystery these kinds of popular myths help to sustain, mystery
that is attractive to the curious aspirant who suspects they are not
true. But these myths, the ¤xing of occult’s many ambiguities onto
social evils—murder, sexual debauchery, bestiality—also effectively
undermine the authority of occult leaders who are no longer able to
provide the symbolic maps for proper contextualization. Insofar as he
or she courts irony and ambiguity, the occultist is necessarily doomed
to misunderstanding in a media-rich environment.

In the popular imaginary, the ironic form of the occult is most im-
mediately recognized in terms of who is and is not included as a mem-
ber of an occult group, who is party to secret knowledge and who is
not. In a story about a public performance of Crowley’s “Rites of
Eleusis,” the reporter was careful to note the incomprehensibility of
its language, which reveals to some extent an incredulousness: “a per-
son in a red cloak . . . commenced to read some gibberish, to which
the attendants made responses at intervals.”90 Worse, when one could
catch glimpses of the audience in the darkness, there were “ladies and
gentlemen in evening dress, sitting most uncomfortably on very low
bamboo stools.”91 The undertone of these reports is one of insult, that
one would be subject to the verbal ironies of an inner circle, forced to
sit uncomfortably close to a de¤ling ®oor. This discussion of the pol-
luting effects of Crowley’s ritual betrays class consciousness: “evening
dress” is code for class, as is sitting on “low bamboo stools” a viola-
tion of Victorian decorum (one does not sit on the ®oor, especially in
evening dress!).

Occult rhetoric cues sensitivities to social rankings and class be-
cause it reminds outsiders that they are not insiders. The consequence
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of this sensitivity is twofold: ¤rst, occultists are read as social climbers
or as social elitists (not terribly far from the popular image of the
college professor, in a way); and second, occultists threaten to erode
the social status of the curious. One reporter was aghast that “young
girls and married women should be allowed to attend such perfor-
mances under the guise of a cult of a new religion.”92 Reporters often
described the practice of magick as degrading, and one ¤nds numer-
ous stories detailing a otherwise respectable, high-class person falling
from grace: “This woman, until her departure from America to join
Crowley, enjoyed a high social as well as professional reputation in
Los Angeles, and seems an absolutely sincere but devoted dupe of this
man, under whose hypnotic in®uence she has, however, become ad-
dicted to heroin and other noxious drugs.”93 Crowley’s “devilries”
included “luring” a number of unsuspecting students from the so-
cially respectable, high-class schools of Oxford and Cambridge.94 In
story after story one locates a peculiar obsession with the social rank
of Crowley as an aristocrat, and the subsequent declassing of his many
hapless victims. In the end, the classist basis of Crowley’s rhetoric is
dialectically mirrored in the rhetoric about Crowley.

Concluding Remarks: . . . as the Occultic Is to Mass

In this chapter I have suggested that the coherence of occultism as the
study of secrets began to unravel in modernity, largely for three, inter-
related reasons. First, the emergence of large networks of circulation
that innovations in mass-media technology helped to create subjected
the secrets of the occult tradition to popularization. The centuries-old
textual strategies of dissimulation used by occultists, precisely be-
cause they fed a popular curiosity about the mysteries of occultism,
eventually back¤red. By analyzing Crowley’s misleading rhetoric I
showed how the logic behind the ironic instability of his rhetoric,
which was intended to maintain his authority among insiders, even-
tually led to his own demonization by outsiders. Like the “death of
the subject,” the Great Magus suffered death by publicity.

Given the anxiety that “secrets” inspire in those who do not know
them, it is not surprising that contemporary stories about Crowley
re®ect an anxiety about the mindless “masses,” and usually terms of
“class.” Yet what distinguishes the exposés of Crowley’s time from
those of our own is that there has been a shift or inversion of the social
hierarchy. Whereas Crowley was cast as an exemplar of the wicked-
ness of the elite and the wealthy, contemporary occultic discourse
characterizes the occult as the province of the masses, the rabble, the
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unwashed lower class. To wit, occultism is the category of the Great
Magus, whereas the occultic is the category of the classed Other,
“whom we don’t know, and can’t know.”

A Sunday Times article on Satanism, for instance, attributes a rise
in occult-related crime in Germany to a general “lack of work” among
the lower and middle classes—a fall from a previously prosperous so-
cial status, indicating implicitly that Satanism is somehow a means of
recapturing socioeconomic power.95 This logic echoes the social senti-
ment that those drawn to occultism are social climbers seeking a
magickal means to prosperity. Newspaper stories in the United States
often describe interest in the occult as a middle- to lower-middle-class
pursuit as well. A New York Times story on witches, for example,
begins by describing a ritual: “An hour before sundown, 40 adults
have formed a circle in a small backyard, the limbs of a barren tree
overhead. Most are dressed in black, many in capes. But the occasion,
a gathering of local witches’ covens, is expectant, not somber.” The
location of the ritual is conspicuously mentioned a number of times.
The caption to the photographs framing the story reads: “Len La-
framboise, during a Wiccan ceremony in Rehoboth, Mass. . . . a gath-
ering of local covens held a sundown ceremony . . . in a backyard.”
Later, the reporter explains that “season rituals like the backyard
gathering . . . connect [witches] with the cycles of nature.” Clearly,
the backyard is symbolic of a lower socioeconomic status. The im-
plicit logic here is that the more space one has, the higher up on the
socioeconomic ladder one is. Further, it is implied that legitimate ac-
tivities occur in bigger spaces. As descriptions of space become smaller
and more cluttered, one can track a rhetoric of classed discrimination.
As the article continues, there is a description of a potluck dinner in
a witch’s apartment, which is “stacked with volumes on witchcraft
and other pagan paths.” That these spatial descriptions are designed
to class participants is corroborated by the biographical detail the re-
porter provides about interviewees: the witches are normalized as
“computer programmers, graphic artists, store managers and others.”
The author continues that one witch, “Audry Jackson, 23, credit ana-
lyst, began studying witchcraft on her own in high school.” “Ms.
Sulmya-Mass” is 39 and a veterinary technician, and “Josh White,
31,” is a ¤re¤ghter.96

The mass-media logic of othering the occultist as a social climber
is further emphasized in exposés of occult practices in other countries
—especially lesser-developed ones. One glaring example is a story
from the Los Angeles Times about the rise of exorcism in Mexico:
“Mexico is full of people who believe they are possessed. Although it
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is an overwhelmingly Roman Catholic nation, Christianity here is
interwoven with centuries of pre-Hispanic rites of witchcraft, black
magic, and faith healing. ‘Fortunetelling, consulting the dead, the
spirits, astrology—all of these are the terrain of evil,’ Juarez said.
‘Magic is a breeding ground for the work of Satan.’”97 The enthyme-
matic message here, of course, is that Mexico is an emblem of socio-
economic depression and that socioeconomic status is inevitably tied
to belief in the occult. Hence one ¤nds that Marcel Mauss’s key con-
jecture in A General Theory of Magic, that a “disproportionate num-
ber of magical practitioners come from the ranks of those occupying
a marginal social status,” is re®ected in the reportage of the occult.98

Signi¤cantly, however, in Crowley’s time marginality consisted of
wealth and education. The elite were those drawn to occultism, and
as I have implied, this attraction may have been unconsciously moti-
vated by a need to maintain one’s elite status or, as is perhaps the case
with Crowley, by a fear that one would lose one’s social standing.
That individuals of lower economic status could become involved in
occultism suggests that the secrets of the tradition were becoming in-
creasingly known—and this was because occult discourse was be-
coming increasingly common in the popular press. This democratiza-
tion of occult knowledge, enabled by the mass media, has led to an
inversion of the social standing of the typical occultist. Whereas the
typical occultist in modernity was a ¤gure like Crowley or Blavatsky,
today he or she is more likely to be of a lower socioeconomic status.
It is not surprising, for example, that those who are most attracted to
“the occult” in the United States are those who are most socially and
economically disempowered: youth.
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7
Prime-Time Satanism
Stock Footage and the Death of Modern Occultism

This conspiracy must be radically rooted out and execrated. They
recognize each other by secret marks and signs [on their bodies]
and fall in love before they scarcely know each other . . . they con-
secrate and worship the head of an ass. . . . Others tell that they
reverence even the genital organs of their bishop and priest. . . .
And, now, the stories told about the initiation of their novices:
they are as detestable as they are notorious. An infant covered
with dough crust to deceive the unsuspecting is placed beside the
person to be initiated into their secret rites. This infant is killed at
the hands of the novice. . . . The infant’s blood—oh horrible—
they sip up eagerly; its limbs they tear to pieces, trying to outdo
each other; by this victim they are leagued together. . . . These
sacred rites are more shocking than any sacrilege.

—Minucius Felix summarizes rumors about
early Christianity, in Octavius1

In 1977 a troubled Michelle Smith told her psychiatrist, Lawrence
Pazder, some troubling stories. She said that at the age of ¤ve she was
given to the Devil by her mother. Systematically abused and tortured,
she was made to witness the sacri¤ce of countless animals and babies.
To terrify her into silence, she said, she was put into a dark pit with
snakes, spiders, aborted fetuses, and rotting corpses. After a car acci-
dent, she was given over to a cadre of Satanic nurses who pulled out
her teeth. Toward the end of her two-year ordeal, near the age of
seven, she claimed, she saw Satan himself.2

Despite the outrageousness of Smith’s stories, Pazder believed them
and was moved to publish them.3 The result of his zeal was the 1980
international best-seller Michelle Remembers, which soon became the
most notable survival story of a growing body of popular literature
devoted to exposing a vast, conspiratorial underground of devil wor-
ship, ritual abuse, and child pornography.4 Another successful mass
paperback, Lauren Stratford’s Satan’s Underground, describes ritu-
als and details instances of childhood torture that are almost inter-
changeable with those offered by Smith; for example, Stratford also
claimed that she was locked away in a small space with four dead



babies until she agreed to participate in a ritual sacri¤ce.5 By the late
1980s, Pazder, Stratford, and numerous others were frequently ap-
pearing as “experts” on television programs that claimed to “expose”
a clandestine Satanic underground. These high-pro¤le shows, from
the Oprah Winfrey Show to 20/20 news specials, helped to propel
these conspiratorial claims into the popular imagination.

After the media panic abated in the mid-1990s, however, Smith
and Stratford were exposed as frauds, and many of the hypnotic re-
gression techniques used to elicit horrible childhood memories were
roundly criticized by scholars within the psychological community.6

The present consensus of scholars, law enforcement of¤cials, and
journalists is that these sensational media events were just that—
sensational media events—largely the product of imaginations run
wild, fueled by a popular sense of crisis and anomie.7 Indeed, in the
academy these media events have been described as constituting a “ru-
mor panic,” a phenomenon in which various folk legends build mo-
mentum and metamorphose into realities in the popular media, often
because of larger, political struggles (e.g., the rise of the Christian
Right) or in response to social crisis and anomie (e.g., economic
downturns, a perception of national “moral decline,” and so on).8

What is particularly interesting from an argumentative perspective
is the primary, albeit fallacious, claim offered in support of the vic-
tims’ stories: those who allegedly have been forced to eat feces and
sacri¤ce babies tell the same story. As a number of self-proclaimed
experts on Satanic crime have argued, because the stories are so simi-
lar in detail, there must be something horri¤cally Satanic taking place.
Valerie Sinason, a renowned psychologist and champion of “survi-
vors” of Satanic ritual abuse, even argues that the “issue of belief and
disbelief . . . is, in the end, ‘unhelpful.’”9 Padzer agrees. Years af-
ter the widespread criticism of hypnotic regression, the coauthor of
Michelle Remembers remarked that “we are all eager to prove or
disprove what happened, but in the end it doesn’t matter” (my em-
phasis).10

The primary reason why the truth or falsity of the survivors’ claims
about Satanism does not matter to these experts is that many of these
survivors were, in fact, abused.11 My concern in this chapter, however,
is that these experts ignore the possibility that Satanism is invoked by
abuse survivors because it is the best narrative approximation, the
best vocabulary, for describing the abject terror of traumatic experi-
ence. Such a perspective implies that Satanism comprises a familiar
repertoire of imagery and, hence, suggests the possibility that many
Satanic ritual abuse survivors are victims of their own imaginations,
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drawing on symbols and myths that reside in collective memory and
internalizing them as if they were constitutive of a lived past. The
relative absence of documented cases of Satanic ritual abuse prior
to 1980, and their subsequent appearance after the publication of
Michelle Remembers and related television programs, marks the Sa-
tanic aspect of ritual abuse as a recent embellishment.

In hindsight, the most glaring sin of those who believe in a Satanic
underground is their facile dismissal of the ¤ctions of cinema and tele-
vision as possible source material for “recovered memories” of Satanic
crime. For example, in regard to the well-covered McMartin pre-
school case, in which the preschool owners were falsely accused of
running a Satanic child-prostitution ring, police “expert” Sandi Gal-
lant argued categorically that the children’s’ stories were too consis-
tent and horri¤c to be fantasies inspired by the cinema.12 Further,
Sinason argues that her “child and adult patients do not ¤nd horror
¤lms horrifying,” because they “are a pale shadow of the reality of
their experience.” Satanic ritual abuse survivors, she argues, could not
possibly “develop ideas or fantasies as a result of watching ¤lms.”13

What is striking about these dismissals is that they are a blatant
repudiation of the power of the imagination and, hence, the power of
the rhetorical: the ability of discourse to frame and mediate our rela-
tionship to the past and render our experience of reality as something
meaningful. Indeed, with an eye toward the persistence of Western
legends of the past, one discovers that the sacri¤ce and eating of babies
is not a new narrative. These kinds of stories can be traced back to the
second century of the common era, when Minucius Felix reported
that many pagans believed that Christians were promiscuous, baby-
eating mule worshipers (see epigraph).14

The uniqueness of depictions of Satanism in the popular media is
located in the imagery that is used to abbreviate these long-standing
myths: ¤gures chanting in dark robes or hooded garments, altars sur-
rounded by inverted pentagrams, inverted crosses, and blatant images
of death (such as skulls) are ubiquitous in Satanic ritual abuse survi-
vor stories as well as televisual and ¤lmic portrayals of Satanism.
The imagery is also relatively recent, only appearing with signi¤cant
frequency in the popular media after the infamous Satanic priest,
Anton Szandor LaVey, opened his Church of Satan in San Francisco in
1966.15 LaVey’s imagistic representations of Satanism were and re-
main profoundly in®uential in the popular media.

In this chapter I make two arguments about Satanism that help to
characterize the rhetoric of occultism at the end of the modern era.
First, I suggest that as a discourse, Satanism is largely an imagistic
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phenomenon devoid of any “secrets” or substantive content. This is
because Satanism represents the “fetishization” of the occult into a
commodity, or the rendering of occultism into a transactable form.
That Satanism transforms the occult into an imagistic, social form
marks its rhetoric as the last or ¤nal expression of a logic that began
with the popular representations of occultism of the mid-nineteenth
century: as the occult became increasingly visible in the mass media,
its meaning as the elite study of secrets receded behind the aesthetic
value of its imagery. Thus the occultic was born.

Second, I argue that the ironic publicity stunts of LaVey and his
church are to a large measure responsible for providing the imagery
of Satanism to the mass media and, in turn, helped to fashion the
visual abbreviations of Satanism that are now ubiquitous in the popu-
lar media. By tracing the imagery created by LaVey in the mass media,
I provide a map of the dissemination of Satanic, imagistic topoi that
helps to explain how Satanism becomes available to people as a col-
lection of visual signs that can be used as touchstones or starting
points for the invention of personalized occult narratives. Once avail-
able, regardless of their original, ironic context, these visual signs can
be re-signi¤ed as abbreviations of long-standing cultural myths in a
more concrete and memorable way.

To these ends, I redescribe occultism in relation to the commodity
form and explain how adopting a political-economic perspective re-
quires one to think about occult discourse as a collection of symbols
and images that circulate in patterns typical of the media logics of late
capitalism. Then, with the example of LaVey’s brand of Satanism, I
illustrate how the rhetoric of Satanism comprises the exchange of
visual tropes or iconic abbreviations in a number of high-pro¤le tele-
vision programs. I conclude by suggesting that understanding occult-
ism as a commodity helps one to survey the rhetorical machinations
of rumor panics, which is the extreme consequence or result of any
occultic discourse today.

Commodity Occultism

In order to understand how the transactability of occult form gives
rise to predictable patterns in rumor panic discourse, it is necessary to
explain the relationship of the discourse to commodity form. By com-
ing to terms with the logic of the commodity in relationship to “text”
in a general sense, one can also better understand how Satanism be-
came so ubiquitous in the popular news media during this time pe-
riod. As I will explain, the apparently spontaneous mobility of Satan-
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ism as a collection of visual abbreviations in the popular imagination
is intimately related to its commodi¤cation.

The Commodity Form and Late Capitalism

In the ¤rst volume of his widely read and profoundly in®uential study
of economics, Capital, Karl Marx begins with a discussion of the “ele-
mentary form” or fundamental unit of any monied society: the com-
modity. Simply put, a commodity is something that (a) satis¤es a hu-
man need of any kind and (b) can be exchanged. Marx held that every
society must produce its own material conditions of existence, and
that when a society organizes this production in terms of a system of
exchange (from bartering to buying and selling), the product is called
a commodity.16 The ways in which these commodities are exchanged
and used by individuals determine a society’s fundamental “mode of
production.” In the feudal mode of production, for example, the com-
modity of food was produced by farmers for their own sustenance,
and any surplus went toward the rent of the land they tilled, which
was usually run by a feudal lord. Analogously, in the capitalistic mode
of production, commodities are produced in ways that generate a
“surplus value” by extracting more labor from a worker than is com-
pensated for, a value that typically is liquidated into pro¤t by those
who own the means of production.17

As I noted previously, the primary mode of production in the
United States is often referred to as “late capitalism,” a reference both
to a moment in the historical trajectory of Western economic develop-
ment and to an economic system whose quest for surplus value has
radically transformed the material features of the commodity and the
ways in which it is exchanged.18 These newer transformations in the
logic of capital are discernible in the many synonyms that are used for
late capitalism, such as “multinational capitalism,” “spectacle or im-
age society,” “media capitalism,” and “postmodernism.” Central to
all of these labels is the notion of a global market of exchange and,
more important for this chapter, the incorporation of media images
and symbolic codes as commodities themselves. The French sociolo-
gist Jean Baudrillard has insisted that in late capitalism or postmod-
ernism the primary commodity is the image, a sign that, unlike con-
crete objects of exchange, has the capacity to “murder” the referent
or the reality that it purportedly re-presents.19 That the West has en-
tered an “economy of information” signals our entrance into an
economy of the image: internet web pages, television, movies, and
other image-based media have come to dominate the world of com-
modity exchange. Baudrillard is wary of the economy of image be-
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cause it extends the commodity form into the popular imaginary and,
by extension, the human imagination.

The proximity of the image to cultural forms troubles a number
of scholars, since many believe that our cultural world is de¤ned
and maintained by the images, or representations, that we exchange
among ourselves. Film, for example, is a representation of Western
culture that both generates and re®ects our ideological landscape.
Television programs, especially news programs, help to provide and
delimit what is meaningful to a given community with their ideologi-
cal work. In short, the form of the image, in all its manifestations, is
a vehicle of culture and has come to take on an economic value that
it did not have previously. Fredric Jameson suggests that the com-
modi¤cation of image is symptomatic of a moment in U.S. economic
history when the global economic system collapsed onto cultural
systems—a moment when culture itself, inclusive of artifacts, institu-
tions, and ideologies, became commodi¤ed and pushed into the cir-
cuit of capital.20 Consequently, because cultural forms like televisual
or ¤lmic images have become part of an economic system of ex-
change, their analysis will necessarily evince the underlying logics of
capitalism.

In the United States, the exchange of commodities, now inclusive
of cultural forms and the image, is fruitfully characterized as an un-
easy con®ation of two kinds of systems of exchange, or economies:
economies of prestige and economies of sustenance. In the latter sys-
tem, commodities are created to meet basic human needs (e.g., food);
in the former system, commodities take on a symbolic dimension. In
economies of prestige, commodities are used to “¤x” social meaning,
often in relation to social hierarchies or class (Baudrillard has de-
scribed the capacity of a commodity or good to establish prestige and
foreground hierarchy as its “sign-value”).21 In more primitive socie-
ties, these economies are often distinct. The economy of sustenance
concerns goods that are readily available (e.g., common foods), while
the goods in the economy of prestige are scarce. The possession of
scarce goods is used to achieve social power and to generate groups of
insiders and outsiders. These scarce goods, while potentially useful,
are valuable because of their cultural meaning and hence function in
ways that are similar to the anthropological concept of the totem:
the value of an object of prestige is not its potential utility but rather
that it is obtainable by only a few. As a result, the scarce object takes
on a mystical quality. In less-developed societies the totem is an ani-
mistic object—a plant, a carved image, and so forth. In industrial so-
cieties the totem is something like a diamond or a luxury car, both of
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which are used to signify social status and power. The diamond and
the luxury car represent a sign-value that has exceeded notions of
utility.

According to the Marxist critic Sut Jhally, modern capitalistic so-
cieties have “ ‘collapsed’ the separate spheres of [these two] traditional
economies into one of general consumption.”22 For Jhally, this one
general economy in the contemporary United States—late capitalism—
has advanced advertising as the principal means by which a diffuse yet
predictable “culture industry” frames or circumscribes social mean-
ing, primarily if not exclusively by confusing needs and wants, suste-
nance and prestige. Baudrillard suggests that this collapse, or “im-
plosion,” has led to an focus on controlling the communicative or
symbolic function of goods over controlling the means of their pro-
duction. In other words, “control over demand and symbolism”—
manufacturing a social need for consumption—“becomes the vital fo-
cus of advanced capitalism,” a modal transformation or evolution
that Marx did not foresee.23 The focus on manipulating the symbolic
meanings of goods is the force behind confusing human want and
need in the attempt to determine or construct a given commodity’s
use-value. For Baudrillard, late capitalism confuses want and need
with a kind of sleight of (the invisible) hand whereby a commodity’s
sign-value masquerades as use-value. Hence in late capitalism there is
a tendency toward the exchange of an object’s image or representation
instead of the materiality or concreteness of the object itself.

This tendency to con®ate the sign-values and transaction-values of
objects of exchange works toward the eclipse of use-value altogether.
In Marxian political economy, use-value refers to the material, practi-
cal utility of a commodity (inclusive of the labor that was expended
to produce it)—what one does with it. As the primary value of a com-
modity, use-value is opposed to transaction-value or exchange-value,
which is the value assigned to an object as something that can be ex-
changed.24 The meaning of a commodity or cultural object is always
caught in a tension between its material, concrete use and its being an
object of exchange, a basic ontological tension. In late capitalism, ob-
jects of culture and commodities proper tend to become more valuable
by virtue of their reproducibility and transactability as objects. For
example, the political economist Jacques Attali has argued that mu-
sic, a material and ritualistic phenomenon created by human beings,
underwent a profound transformation as it moved into the circuit of
capital. Once it become commodi¤ed as a tangible object that could
be “owned” (¤rst with the advent of musical notation, then with the
wax cylinder recording device of Edison, then with the advent of
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the phonograph, and today as a compact disc), the use-value of music,
the enjoyment of listing to and creating song, threatens to be over-
whelmed by exchange-value. The music or book collector, someone
(such as the present author!) who owns more music albums or books
than he or she can possibly use or enjoy, is an apt illustration of the
transaction-value of music or books overwhelming their use-value.
Insofar as the ownership of a high quantity of objects also confers
prestige, one can argue that exchange-value and sign-value have be-
come intertwined.

The phenomenon of collecting also illustrates a key concept that
is necessary for understanding the logic of the commodity in late
capitalism: fetishism. In anthropological literature at the end of the
nineteenth century, a fetish was an object that was afforded “secret
powers.” In non-industrial societies a typical fetish is described as ani-
mism. In contemporary society, a traditional fetish would be akin to
a colored rabbit’s foot as token of the powers of “good luck.” Freud
appropriated the term from anthropological literature and recast the
meaning of a fetish in a way that seems to be more common today: the
affording of patently non-human, non-sexual objects with sexual
power. Largely de¤ned as a male phenomenon in psychoanalytic lit-
erature, the proverbial and ubiquitous fetish in the popular imagina-
tion is the woman’s shoe.

In Marxian political economy, however, fetishism is used in a related
but different sense: it is the phenomenon of attributing to commodi-
ties social, non-human power that they do not actually possess absent
humans (e.g., the mystique of diamonds, the magical personi¤cation
of cars). Human beings give commodities their meaning and, hence,
their power, but the commodity form works to erase or obscure the
role of humans in assigning that meaning and power. As Sut Jhally
puts it, “Fetishism consists in seeing the meaning of things as an in-
herent part of their physical existence when in fact that meaning is
created by their integration into a system of meaning,” a system that
is created and maintained by human beings. So, for example, in the
object of the musical compact disc, what is obscured or hidden is the
labor that went into that disc—the work of musicians, producers, and
executives—their late-night disagreements and their studio triumphs;
the designing and packaging of the music; the underpaid workers who
fashioned the jewel case in sti®ing factories; and so on. Instead of
knowing these things, which are a part of the compact disc’s meaning,
they are obscured by the value of the compact disc as a transactable
good and are replaced with symbolic or imaginary meanings that do
not exist in the disc itself.
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Form and the Occult Commodity

The logic of late capitalism relates directly to occult discourse insofar
as the occult comprises a number of objects, especially books, ¤lms,
and television programs, that are sold to make money. If it is the case
that any one cultural form will re®ect, however indirectly, its condi-
tions of production as well as the ideological forces that framed it,
then one should be able to explain the proliferation of occult dis-
course in the 1980s and 1990s in terms of the logic of late capitalism.
The challenge is to decide how a political-economic perspective on
occult discourse locates suasive dimensions that are otherwise ob-
scured.

The concepts of political economy and occult discourse converge
under the phenomenon of mysti¤cation, which is the basic effect of
commodity fetishism as well as the primary rhetorical feature of oc-
cult rhetoric. As I argued in part 1, a key element of occult discourse
is the continual revelation and creation of secrets. With Blavatsky I
showed how esoteric language was deployed for both contending with
the limits of language and for creating a community of insiders. With
Crowley I showed how occult modes of interpretation often work to
create and, paradoxically, undermine authority. In the work of both
¤gures the promise of occult knowledge and transcendent truths is
created by means of a complex interplay of mysti¤cation and de-
mysti¤cation, often for ends that have little to do with occult knowl-
edge and transcendent truths.

The most straightforward political-economic reading of occultism
would be to focus on the mysti¤cations of the occult book, particu-
larly as a fetishized commodity. One could discuss how the scarcity of
certain books of secret knowledge, or, in the case of Blavatsky and
Crowley, the scarcity of individuals who could properly interpret such
books, replicates class structures in local subcultures (or merely re-
capitulates bourgeois ideology). From a sociological vantage, one
could also describe the pursuit of occult knowledge and its mastery
among peers as a narrative born of a desire for social mobility and
class ascendancy that is actualized within an economy of effortlessly
produced value.25 In this sense the occult becomes a brand of theologi-
cal gambling, a variation of what is known as a pyramid scheme,
whereby an individual circumvents the expenditure of physical labor
in an attempt to gain the kind of social power usually conferred by
the accumulation of wealth. Thus one creates the fantasy of possess-
ing this social power by becoming involved in an occult group, by
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possessing the appropriate talisman, or by telephoning the appropri-
ate psychic hot line.

Because I am concerned with the suasive or rhetorical movement of
occultism in the televisual age, in this chapter I focus more on the
relationship between the content of occultism as “secret knowledge”
and the sign-value and exchange-value of its representation or form in
order to explain the invention of rumor panics. In other words, I want
to focus on a very old and widely discussed concern of textualists: the
relationship between form and content. Most rhetoricians and literary
critics would agree that, at base, the distinction between form and
content is quite arbitrary and is merely a distinction of utility. This
consensus, however, re®ects a much narrower view of texts than I have
advanced in this study. For me, a discourse is a collection of texts, and
texts are distinctions between kinds of repetitions. Texts are recogniz-
able kinds of movements, often tangible objects (e.g., Blavatsky’s Isis
Unveiled), but not always (e.g., a melody). In a general sense, however,
one can also de¤ne a text as a recognizable form, meaning that one
distinguishes texts from each other in terms of their formal repeti-
tions. The most familiar understanding of text-as-form is the genre,
the notion that features in one kind of text bear similarity to those of
another, such that collectively they form a kind.26

From a Marxian vantage, however, form implies a materiality, such
that the repetition of the text in question is necessarily tangible or
concrete or related to something tangible or concrete, such as a me-
dium. Hence a political-economic perspective on texts is concerned
with how the medium or materiality of the text relates to its content—
if at all. From this vantage, the distinction between form and content
concerns how a particular material content determines form (e.g.,
Lukács’s conviction that the formal features of literature bear the im-
press of its historical and social character), or how a particular idea-
tional form determines content (e.g., how the previous knowledge of
a genre determines how some readers understand a romance novel).

In order to wed the traditional textualism of rhetorical criticism
with the critiques of objects of material culture more typical of mate-
rialist modes, the commodi¤cation of “text” must be understood in
relation to use-value, sign-value, and exchange-value. As I suggested
above, the tendency of commodities in late capitalism is toward an
overvaluing of exchange-value (and by extension, sign-value) and the
eclipse of use-value. Fused to a textual notion of form and content,
then, the tendency of objects of exchange is toward an overemphasis
of form at the expense of content. Theodor Adorno’s famous critique
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of popular music, for example, reduces to the parallel between mate-
rial reproducibility on one level and to textual form and content on
another: the mass-produced swing record foregrounds the “banality”
of the repetition of sonata form (ABA); thus the pleasures of con-
sumption have more to do with the enjoyment of the music’s return to
the tonic (home key) than with innovation, artistry, or musical com-
position.27 In this way the materiality of mass reproducibility, a for-
mal feature of the musical commodity, is re®ected in the “content”
of the music itself, a content that capitulates to formal repetitions.
Similarly, the pleasures of mass paperback romance novels are prod-
ucts of the recognizable “formula” used to produce them, a formula
that is an alternate repetition of the reproduction value of the paper-
back form.

If the logic of the commodity form holds true for occult discourse,
then one would expect that as occultism goes “mass” or goes “pop,”
the formal features of its exchange as an object of value will come to
dominate its use-value. Presumably, the use-value of an occult book
concerns the secrets it reveals. Of course, I have argued that in the
modern history of occultism, its rhetoric or suasive dimension has as
much to do with questions of authority and power as it does with
secrets. Nevertheless, the content of occultism, the use-value of secret
knowledge, is posed against its sign-value and exchange-value. If late
capitalism heralds a stark transition from modernism in terms of the
foregrounding of exchange and form and the eclipse of use and con-
tent, then commodi¤ed occultism should herald its own demise as its
content—its secrets—recedes behind its packaging. In other words,
commodity occultism is form that inspires mystery without mysteri-
ous content. As I argue below, this is precisely what an analysis of
Satanic discourse reveals.

Satanomics: Anton LaVey and The Satanic Bible

On the night of May 30, 1966, Anton LaVey ceremoniously shaved his
head with a straight razor to “leave the world of the descendants of
Adam,” guilt-ridden and sullied by original sin.28 This gesture was
part of a rite of passage that was assembled from various texts that
ostensibly chronicled the rituals of the Yezidi, an Islamic sect of “devil
worshippers” who searched for a series of secret, subterranean caverns
and rivers that ®owed into Hell. LaVey, convinced that “man needs
ritual and dogma,”29 chose the Yezidi rite to mark what he called
“year one, Anno Satanis,” the ¤rst year of the reign of Satan and
the opening of the United States’ ¤rst Satanic church. The opening
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coincided with Walpurgisnacht, the eve of May Day that has “been
memorialized as the night that all demons, specters . . . and banshees
would come forth and hold their wild revels.”30

The opening of the Church of Satan was, according to LaVey,
the logical outcome of the weekly meetings of his “Magic Circle,”
a group of friends that met in LaVey’s black Victorian home (the
“Black House”) in San Francisco to dabble in the occult. An adept
of Crowley’s brand of “magick” and other occult traditions, LaVey
claimed that it was time to use magick to “break apart the ignorance
and hypocrisy fostered by the Christian churches” by establishing his
own.31 Although the opening was not heavily reported in the press,
LaVey and his followers made a concerted effort to publicize the
church, an effort that would prove, in the end, extremely successful.
In the tradition of Crowley’s public pranks and rituals, LaVey staged
a “Satanic wedding” that was reported worldwide, followed by a “Sa-
tanic baptism” of his six-year-old daughter, Zeena.32 Because of these
widely reported events, as well as the wildly successful ¤lm about a
young woman bearing the Devil’s son, Rosemary’s Baby, LaVey and
his followers proved to be good copy for the press. LaVey and his
church were featured in local newspapers across the country as well
as in a number of high-pro¤le magazines such as Time, Newsweek,
Cosmopolitan, Seventeen, and Look.33

Today the activities of the Church of Satan have fallen far from
public view. Despite LaVey’s immense popularity in the 1970s, his
death in October 1997 received little more than an extended news
service obituary circulated in a number of regional newspapers.34

Having claimed to have once been a lion tamer and circus performer,
a carnival hypnotist and magician, a police photographer, an accom-
plished organist, and an on-call ghost-buster, LaVey had made no
secret of his love of spectacle and notoriety, and the irony of his incon-
spicuous death goes without saying.35 What has survived LaVey, how-
ever, is the iconic existence of his international best-seller, The Satanic
Bible, and, as I will argue shortly, a widely recognized representation
of occultism as a visual idiom—a kitschy, garish, sixties go-go brand
of occultism—that, in terms of popular memory, outrivals the rhetori-
cal contributions of all other twentieth-century occultists combined.

LaVey’s status in the popular imaginary is secured by The Satanic
Bible, an average-size paperback that helped to set a new system of
occult imagery into motion. Although there were a number of popu-
lar occult books in the 1970s (especially those that concerned as-
trology), none received as much attention or gained as much notoriety
as The Satanic Bible. The origin of the book is an excellent study
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of the logics of fetishism, as the dialectic of mysti¤cation and de-
mysti¤cation is carefully deployed in its marketing. Although the title
and packaging of the book betoken an alignment with the supernatu-
ral powers of darkness, the philosophy contained within its pages is a
secular individualism that dismisses any belief in the existence of
deity—good, evil, or indifferent. The book is prima facie ironic inso-
far as what it contains has little to do with demons or forbidden
knowledge. As I argued in the previous chapter, this ironic kind of
duplicity is a large source of pleasure for the magickal aspirant.

Two years after establishing the Church of Satan, LaVey had writ-
ten a number of polemical essays and screeds that he assembled into a
mimeographed packet of colored paper, dubbed “the rainbow sheets”
by church members. These sheets proved useful at the end of 1968
when Peter Mayer, an editor at the mass paperback publisher Avon
Books, contacted LaVey about a book project. Mayer had heard of
LaVey’s church in the popular press, and in the wake of the success
of occult ¤ction and ¤lm in the mid- to late 1960s (not to mention
the success of Polanski’s Satanic thriller, Rosemary’s Baby), Mayer
concluded that a Satanic bible penned by the already-notable LaVey
would sell very well. Mayer was right.36

A former friend of LaVey’s and fellow Satanist Michael Aquino
(currently leader of his own Satanic church, the Temple of Set) recalled
that the problem LaVey confronted with Mayer’s offer was that he did
not have enough written content “to produce a suf¤ciently-fat paper-
back.”37 Aquino claims that as the deadline approached, LaVey re-
sorted to plagiarizing a section from a little-known racist tract titled
Might Is Right, penned by Arthur Desmond under the name Ragbar
Redbeard in 1896.38 Aquino further claimed that LaVey hurriedly
appended a number of occult rituals to the end, and the collection
went to press in December 1969. In January 1970, The Satanic Bible
was published. Since then the paperback version has been through
multiple reprintings and the book has sold an estimated 700,000
copies.39

Although LaVey is most known for writing The Satanic Bible, the
book’s contents are anything but original. By examining the contents
of the book, one quickly comes to the conclusion that LaVey’s genius
resides in his ability to package and market Satanism, not necessarily
in his articulation of Satanic philosophy.

In general, The Satanic Bible can be divided into two parts. In a
how-to manner, one part presents a number of rituals to be performed
by the Satanist and details the sorts of materials he or she should ac-
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quire, a simple rehash of the directives of ritual magicians found in
books like Crowley’s Magick.40 The other, more substantive part of
the book advances a strident libertarianism reminiscent of Ayn Rand’s
Objectivist philosophy, which touted the “virtues of sel¤shness” in
books like The Fountainhead and Atlas Shrugged (in fact, in an inter-
view with the Los Angels Times, LaVey remarked that his “religion”
was “just Ayn Rand’s philosophy, with ceremony and ritual added”).41

The “Nine Satanic Statements” that appear at the head of the book
re®ect the rational self-interest of Objectivism and are an apt sum-
mary of the book’s philosophical contents:

1. Satan represents indulgence, instead of abstinence!
2. Satan represents vital existence, instead of spiritual pipe dreams.
3. Satan represents unde¤led wisdom, instead of hypocritical self
deceit!
4. Satan represents kindness to those who deserve it, instead of love
wasted on ingrates!
5. Satan represents vengeance, instead of turning the other cheek!
6. Satan represents responsibility for the responsible, instead of con-
cern for psychic vampires!
7. Satan represents man as just another animal, sometimes better,
more often worse than those that walk on all-fours, who, because
of his “divine spiritual and intellectual development,” has become
the most vicious animal of all!
8. Satan represents all of the so-called sins, as they all lead to physi-
cal, mental, and emotional grati¤cation!
9. Satan has been the best friend the church has ever had, as he has
kept it in business all these years!42

The idea of Satan has been re-signi¤ed by LaVey to represent the es-
sence of human nature, and Satanism is offered as a philosophy of
playful individualism that is better equipped than Christianity to cope
with this essence.43

In light of the nine statements’ similarity to Objectivism, the phi-
losophy espoused in The Satanic Bible is neither offensive nor surpris-
ing, as it is an obvious distillation of ideas common among members
of the U.S. counterculture in the 1960s. As Aquino aptly observes,
“[The] Satanic Bible, while exposing [the] scam [of justifying political
prescriptions with divine authority], nonetheless drinks at the same
well by clothing itself in the supernatural authority of the Prince of
Darkness and his daemons. Less this element, The Satanic Bible would
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be merely a social tract by Anton LaVey—not High Priest of Satan,
but just one more 1960s-counterculture-cynic atop a soap-box.”44

Aquino implies that formal characteristics of the book and the mysti-
¤cations of its packaging as “Satanic” have more to do with its com-
mercial success than its actual content. It is not surprising, then, that
LaVey himself divests The Satanic Bible of possessing the “secret”
content typical of books in the occult tradition. True to the generic
features of occult and New Age books, LaVey opens The Satanic Bible
announcing that his is a demystifying intention. However, the de-
mysti¤cation is one that goes against the typical proposal of a new
vocabulary or the discovery of new, transcendent truths:

This book was written because, with very few exceptions, every
tract and paper, every “secret” grimoire, all the “great works”
on the subject of magic, are nothing more than sanctimonious
fraud—guilt-ridden ramblings and esoteric gibberish by chroni-
clers of magical lore unable or unwilling to present an objective
view of the subject. Writer after writer, in efforts to state the
principles of “white and black magic,” has succeeded instead in
clouding the entire issue so badly that the would-be student of
sorcery winds up stupidly pushing a planchette over a Ouija
board, standing inside a pentagram waiting for a demon to pre-
sent itself . . . in general making a blithering fool of himself in
the eyes of those who know!45

Apparently, those who really know occultism know that the secret is
that there are no secrets. This brand of demysti¤cation denies any
content to the occult tradition, re¤guring centuries of revealed knowl-
edge as an aesthetic contrivance, a form of human mythmaking and
fantasy that appeases a human need for ritual. “Herein you will ¤nd
truth and fantasy,” avers LaVey. “Each is necessary for the other to
exist; but each must be recognized for what it is.”46 For LaVey, truth,
as much as fantasy, is entertainment.

Unlike its content, the packaging and formal characteristics of The
Satanic Bible are distinctive, and the book’s importance as an element
of occult discourse has much more to do with its status as totem or a
fetishized object in popular culture than with its 272 pages of direc-
tives. With LaVey’s remarks about the fantasy function of his bible in
mind, one is drawn to the style of the book, which is written in an
obvious tongue-in-cheek manner, and more signi¤cantly to its note-
worthy cover. The front of the popular paperback edition features a
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minimalist design, the title and author in a simple white font on a
completely black background. Underneath the text, in purple, appears
the Sigil of Baphomet, which is the representation of a goat head con-
tained by an inverted pentagram or encircled star. Each point of the
pentagram accommodates the goat’s horns, ears, and chin. Around
the pentagram and goat are two circles, in which appear the ubiqui-
tous occult symbols—Hebrew characters—spelling “Leviathan” (see
¤g. 8). The back of the paperback is equally striking. Over a black
background appears a photograph of LaVey, his glaring eyes, bald
head, and meticulously groomed goatee encircled by a large Sigil of
Baphomet, such that he appears horned.

In most contemporary depictions of Satanism in books and televi-
sion programs, the cover of The Satanic Bible is often presented as a
visual surrogate for the practice of Satanism and sometimes for the
whole of occultism. This focus on the cover marks a formal mysti¤ca-
tion that models the logic of commodity exchange in late capitalism:
such a focus is an erasure of the book’s content, an eclipse of its use-
value by its sign-value and transaction-value. An excellent example of
this kind of commodity occultism is found in a video program popu-
lar among Evangelical and charismatic Christian groups titled Devil
Worship: The Rise of Satanism. In the opening segments of the video,
LaVey and the Church of Satan are introduced through a series of
shots in which The Satanic Bible frequently appears. A woman with a
British accent narrates the imagery over a characteristically “creepy,”
synthesized sound track:

Fig. 8. The Sigil of Baphomet.
Courtesy of and copyright ©
the Church of Satan.
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SHOT AUDIO
1. Black-and-white head shot of
Anton LaVey.

In 1966, Anton LaVey
founded the . . . 

2. Medium shot of black
Victorian home that houses
the Church of Satan.

. . . ¤rst Church of Satan in
San Francisco, which . . . 

3. Medium shot of LaVey in
“devil” costume, slow zoom
toward his face.

. . . at one point, claimed
10,000 members.

4. Close-up of the cover of
The Satanic Bible. The Sigil of
Baphomet is the focal point.

LaVey authored The Satanic
Bible and . . . 

5. Close-up of the title page of
The Satanic Rituals. The Sigil of
Baphomet is the focal point.

. . . The Satanic Rituals, two
of Satanism’s most important
books.

6. Close-up of the back of
The Satanic Bible. Depiction
of Anton LaVey in front of a
Sigil of Baphomet.

Astonishingly, when
The Satanic Bible was
¤rst published . . . 

7. Close-up of the spine of
the Christian Bible.

. . . it outsold the holy bible
two to one in many parts of
America . . . 

8. Long shot of college campus.
Students with backpacks walk
away from the camera.

. . . and ten to one on some
college campuses.47

9. Close-up of page 149 of
The Satanic Bible. It reads,
“Invocation Employed Towards
the Conjuration of Destruction.”

It teaches tenets that are
totally opposed to goodness,
purity, and sel®ess behavior.

The ¤nal comment in this series of shots illustrates how The Satanic
Bible is rendered into a visual fetish, its contents ignored and deliber-
ately mysti¤ed in order to promote a Christian message of redemp-
tion: although The Satanic Bible attacks the notion of purity as an
impossible ideal, it does not categorically oppose “goodness” and
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“sel®ess behavior,” nor does it forward a belief in the supernatural.
The video presentation focuses on the book’s formal aspects at the
expense of its actual content.

This fetishization of the image of The Satanic Bible is found in all
kinds of programs about Satanism, from countless Evangelical video
programs that circulate among charismatics to secular “tabloid” news
programs like 20/20. In the next section I illustrate how this strategy
was used to re-signify the playful and ironic images of Satanism cre-
ated by LaVey in an obscure cult ¤lm. In the popular imaginary, the
intentionally humorous and wildly entertaining rituals created by
LaVey for this ¤lm have been re-signi¤ed to serve as factual and incon-
trovertible evidence for the existence of blood sacri¤ce.

Televisual Occultism and Rumor Panic:
The Case of Satanis

In the previous section I argued that The Satanic Bible is a good illus-
tration of commodity occultism, which I have described as the crea-
tion of a totem (or fetishized occult object) though the mysti¤cation of
content or original use-value. I suggested that the book illustrates the
triumph of form over content in two ways. First, the content of The
Satanic Bible is almost depthless, as it forwards a reactive brand of
individualism and hedonism that was common in the 1960s counter-
culture while denying the occult tradition its centuries of secrets.
More notable than the content, and what LaVey seemed to emphasize,
were the book’s formal, aesthetic features: the ominous black cover,
the humorous and tongue-in-cheek writing style, the “game” of Sa-
tanic ritual and ceremony, and the seeming “forbiddenness” of this
philosophy of “common sense” all seem to privilege appearance, sur-
face, and play over depth, profundity, and erudite study. Placed along-
side the in®uential work of ¤gures like Blavatsky and Crowley, The
Satanic Bible lacks a sophisticated rhetoric of secrecy and depth typi-
cal of traditional occult writings.

Second, that portrayals of Satanism often feature the cover of The
Satanic Bible or the symbol of the Sigil of Baphomet is symptomatic
of the emphasis on form typical of commodity fetishism. That media
representations often use the image of the book itself without a dis-
cussion of its contents heralds the triumph of transaction and sign-
value, of form, over original use-value. It is not surprising that media
representations often erroneously summarize the content of the book,
as well as its companion, The Satanic Rituals, as “evil Satanic rites,”48

despite their presentation as a psychodramatic form of play. “Fantasy
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plays an important part in any religious curriculum,” writes LaVey,
and Satanism makes great use of fantasy.

What constitutes the difference between a Satanic ceremony and
a play presented by a theatre group? Often very little: mainly it
hinges on the degree of acceptance on the part of the audience.
It is of little consequence whether an outside audience does or
does not accept the substance of a Satanic ceremony: the strange
and grotesque always has a large and enthusiastic audience. . . .
[T]he purpose of most Satanic ceremonies is to elevate the self
rather than demean it. [Thus] A ceremonial chamber essentially
provides a stage for a performer who wishes complete accep-
tance from his audience.49

Ritual and ceremonial magic are described as forms of therapy, not
the manipulation of supernatural forces. In a telephone interview, the
current High Priest of the Church of Satan, Peter Gilmore, explained
to me that rituals are designed to appeal to the human need for
psychodrama. If there are “unexplained magical effects” as a result of
ritual, Gilmore said, “that’s great,” but the primary function is psy-
chological.50

The erroneous accounts of The Satanic Bible as harboring rituals
designed to summon evil, supernatural forces underscore the mystify-
ing effects of commodity fetishism—effects that LaVey knew very well
and actively courted to bring his Church of Satan to the public’s atten-
tion. In many ways, The Satanic Bible represents the death of occult-
ism as the study of secrets and its rebirth as an aesthetic form, its
function now primarily one of entertainment in the service of capital.

Through the lens of Satanism, an observation of the movement of
occult discourse toward form helps to explain how the rather limited
repertoire of occult imagery could come to signify the ritual abuse of
children. In media depictions of the cover of The Satanic Bible, the
contents of the book are mysti¤ed in the active constructing of a visual
repertoire that helped to revive long-standing cultural myths about
human sacri¤ce and blood ritual; the book becomes a thinned-out
object, a glossy surface that is divorced from its primary referent
system—its actual content—and re-signi¤ed into a different refer-
ent system as the visual abbreviation of evil. This process of emptying
occult texts of their content and resituating their formal elements into
alternate referent systems foregrounds the rhetorical dimension of ru-
mor panics in the televisual age: the rather limited iconic repertoire of
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the occult is at base a site of invention, a locus of highly connotative
imagistic forms that are used and reused, signi¤ed and re-signi¤ed, for
extrinsic purposes. The relative paucity of Western representations of
evil placed LaVey’s intentionally ironic brand of occultism at risk of
re-signi¤cation, although there is nothing patently “evil,” at least in
terms of the existence of supernatural forces, about his philosophy.51

LaVey’s Satanic philosophy is dangerous insofar as it courts fascistic
beliefs, something that LaVey acknowledges,52 but it is far from any
belief in the supernatural. From its inception, the Church of Satan has
“made no grandiose promises of infallible enlightenment and [has]
emphasized that each must be his or her own redeemer. . . . ‘Satan’ is
a representational concept, accepted by each according to his or her
needs.”53 LaVey sometimes compared his church to an amusing cir-
cus, a spectacle that entertained the public and helped church mem-
bers simply have fun. The Church of Satan was, for LaVey, a “Cosmic
Joy Buzzer.”54

The Ontology of the Image as Such

Thus far I have suggested that the logics of commodi¤cation explain
how LaVey’s creation of an ironic Satanic spectacle could be rendered
so easily into a collection of visual representations and subsequently
re-signi¤ed as something deadly serious. Yet the ease with which this
occurs, as Baudrillard has suggested of the postmodern commodity,
has much to do with the ontological status of the image as a particular
kind of transactable thing. In other words, the exchange of the cover
of The Satanic Bible as a totem is enabled by its being an iconic sign,
a form that is capable of communicating a message visually. Unlike
speech, music, and other modes of communicating, there is something
particular to the image as such that makes it ideally suited for the
logics of commodity form. By contending with the uniqueness of the
image as such, then, one can better understand the rhetoric of rumor
panics as the transaction of iconic or visual abbreviations in general,
and the rhetoric of Satanism as a complex interplay and transaction
of a limited set of visual abbreviations in particular.

The most successfully deceptive of social forms is the picture or
visual image, and for the analysis that follows it is important to un-
derstand why this is the case (hereafter by “image” I mean “visual
image”).55 The classic and widely referenced account of the ontology
of image is found in the work of Roland Barthes, a philosopher and
semiotician who provided what is perhaps the most comprehensive
vocabulary for discussing the image as a kind of “sign” or visual
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mark. In a number of essays on ¤lm and photography, Barthes sug-
gests that one can pragmatically contend with images as “messages”
in order to unveil those elements particular to them, otherwise termed
their “speci¤city.” By treating images as messages, Barthes does not
mean “message” in the ethereal sense in which one imagines two dis-
embodied heads exchanging codes through some airy span, but rather
as a material delivery device, much like the encased envelope of a New
York City bike courier. Treating images as messages does not collapse
their speci¤city onto speech or writing but rather attempts to forge an
analogy that underscores the notion that the meaning of an image is
not its assumed signi¤ed or that which it seems to depict but rather
the dynamic relations among signi¤ers, both inside and outside the
frame or boundaries of the image. Identifying something meaningful
within an image is thus akin to catching a busy courier cycling from
one of¤ce to another. The message that he or she is carrying changes
depending on which street and at what time one stops him or her.
Further, this meaning, Barthes says, is always a distillation in “pro-
portion, in perspective, in color” of that which is represented in an
image, its presumed “reality.” The image is “at no point a transforma-
tion” of this reality (hence the protective envelope of the delivered
message). Rather, the message of the image is a re-presentation or
“transfer” of a reality onto a two-dimensional surface. With the ex-
ample of the photograph, Barthes continues by suggesting that “the
image is not the reality, but at least it is the perfect analagon, and it is
just this analogical perfection which, to common sense, de¤nes the
photograph. Here appears the particular status of the photographic
image: it is a message without a code.”56 Barthes underscores two fea-
tures particular to the image. First, the image appears to us as pure
denotation, as if what it re-presents is, in fact, a reality. That it is
actually a “transfer” of some prior reality, however, means that im-
ages qua images are kinds of dissimulations. The conceit of the im-
age is that what it depicts is a reality, when in fact it is a selection of
reality, a re-presentation that necessarily omits elements of the origi-
nal. Our projection of a larger reality “behind” what the image pre-
sents (e.g., treating something patently two-dimensional as if it were
three-dimensional) is commonly termed the “illusionism” of the im-
age.57 When the illusionism of the image is used to generate a sense of
concrete reality—as in, for example, a ¤ctional ¤lm—one can aptly
describe it as a “reality effect.” The reality effect of an image is recog-
nized in the oft-heard phrase “Seeing is believing.”

The second feature particular to the image that Barthes details is
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that an image does not contain a code or set of rules for interpreting
it. Rather, an image is always interpreted in a context of presentation
that adds connotations and evaluative clues. For example, although
a photograph appears as if it is pure denotation, the context of its
presentation—on the walls of an art exhibit, beside a didactic de-
scribing its history, with particular frame and matting, and so on—
provides the interpretive codes. Juxtaposition among other images
can provide comparative or “syntagmatic” codes in the moment of
viewing (e.g., as in a slide show), and relationships to images of the
past and present provide historical or “diachronic” codes of interpre-
tation across time (e.g., the movement among rapid frames that gives
¤lm a sense of duration). Moreover, the interpretive codes used to
make sense of a given image are not limited to the immediate context
of its presentation, because they may also be found in a “learned vo-
cabulary” based on one’s life experiences as well as the general cul-
tural knowledge one accrues through socialization in a given cul-
ture.58 One aptly may locate the rhetorical or suasive movement of
imagery, or the rhetoric of the image, in the use or imposition of these
many kinds of codes of interpretation.59

The symbolism and imagery of Satanism created by LaVey depends
on a general cultural knowledge of the signi¤ers of evil, which he used
to create a rhetoric of mystery, as well as a rhetoric of irony premised
on the need of imagery for code. As I mentioned in the previous chap-
ter, the ability to separate a signi¤er from its signi¤ed, which is best
exempli¤ed by the image as a form in need of interpretive codes, is the
logic behind the secrecy of occultism: what one sees is not necessarily
what one gets, as dissimulation is a basic element of all occult organi-
zations. Hence the notoriety and power of The Satanic Bible as a to-
tem is derived from the purposively misleading connotations of the
signi¤ers that compose it: the dark, minimalist composition of its
front cover, LaVey’s characteristically devilish appearance on the back
cover, the humorously bombastic style of its text, the word “Satanic”
in the title, and other elements that collectively connote “evil.” This
deliberate assembly of “dark” signi¤ers foregrounds irony as a central
feature of LaVey’s rhetoric, and as my remarks in chapter 6 suggest,
his authority as the guarantee of meaning was destined to be under-
mined.60 In light of the rumor panic of the late 1980s and early 1990s,
LaVey’s playful attempts to re-signify highly connotative signi¤ers
of darkness and evil as “kitsch” back¤red, as his church was later
plagued by accusations of ritual murder, child abuse, and other occult
crimes. In other words, although he was the architect of a successful
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Satanic spectacle, LaVey was incapable of controlling that spectacle
once it was released into the popular media and, by extension, the
popular imaginary.

LaVey’s inability to control the meaning of the imagery he created
can be explained in reference to the ontology of the image: because
images need contextualization for their meaning, they are more easily
detached from primary or original contexts and moved to others that
supply alternative codes. I term this ease of movement the “mobility
of image.” The mobility of image refers to the simple transaction of
visual abbreviations among different, multiple texts (¤lms, television
programs, books, and so on), enabled by formalization and furthered
by repeated transaction or use. In relation to what I have been describ-
ing as a visual abbreviation or trope, mobility refers to the ease with
which an image, such as one that contains the Sigil of Baphomet, is
wielded to mean different things in different contexts. The less am-
biguous or discrete the image, the less mobile it will be (e.g., an image
of an elephant is much less mobile than a strange symbol such as the
Sigil of Baphomet). Hence the mobility of the image refers not only to
the fact that images are discrete and can be moved and recontextual-
ized but also to the fact that they can be assigned radically different
meanings in the service of a given representation. From a rhetorical
perspective, the mobility of the image is analogous to what rhetori-
cians refer to as a topos (or topoi in plural). Although scholars dis-
agree about what topoi meant for ancient rhetoricians, today the term
generally refers both to “the stuff of which arguments are made and
the form of those arguments” (my emphasis).61 If one substitutes
“representation” for “argument” in this de¤nition, then the mobility
of image is synonymous with the idea of a visual or iconic topos. The
perfect example of visual topoi in television production is “stock foot-
age,” fragments of ¤lms or other media texts that are made to signify
different things depending on their contextualization.

In addition to the cover of The Satanic Bible, an excellent example
of the mobility of Satanic imagery is the use of a 1969 documentary
on the Church of Satan as stock footage. Examining this ¤lm as it
moves through a number of televised representations helps one to ob-
serve better how Satanism was deployed as a collection of visual ab-
breviations that were recycled, time and time again, into new repre-
sentations. Through the mapping of this stock footage, the rhetoric or
suasive movement of rumor panics is shown to depend on the “reality
effect” of the image, and at a more basic level, on the movement to-
ward the sign-value typical of commodity fetishism within a circula-
tory network.
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Double Deception: Satanic Imagery and the Invention
of Rumor Panic

Directed and produced by Ray Laurent, Satanis: The Devil’s Mass was
yet another attempt by LaVey to spread the philosophy of the Church
of Satan (and to sell copies of The Satanic Bible) within an ongoing
publicity campaign headed by fellow Satanist and professional pub-
licity agent Edward M. Webber.62 The campaign began with a public
“Satanic wedding” between journalist John Raymond and a New
York socialite, Judith Case, in February 1967. The wedding was good
copy for the national press and soon became a newsreel segment that
ran in theaters through the late 1960s. The wedding was followed by
a “Satanic baptism” of LaVey’s daughter, and later a “Satanic fu-
neral,” both of which were also covered by the press. The movie Sa-
tanis was caught in the momentum of this publicity. Unfortunately
for LaVey and Laurent, the ¤lm did poorly at local showings and
failed to reach national distribution, seemingly passing into cult-
movie obscurity by the mid-1970s. Presumably, Laurent failed to reg-
ister the ¤lm and subsequently lost control of copyright, because today
it is considered to be in the public domain.

According to Blanche Barton, LaVey’s widow and current head of
the Church of Satan, the ¤lm originally hit theaters in early “1970,
often playing on a double bill with another movie Anton appeared
in—Kenneth Anger’s Invocation of My Demon Brother. The ads for
the ¤lm, showcasing LaVey’s scowling countenance, promised bloody,
sexually explicit rituals. . . . [S]erious cautions were included in the
large display ads: ‘Satanis is the most pertinent, and perhaps the most
shocking ¤lm of our time. But it’s de¤nitely not a movie for everyone.
If you choose not to see it, we will understand.’”63 Although the ¤lm
does feature nude women who serve as “altars” in a number of ritu-
als, the “shockumentary” is relatively tame in comparison to contem-
porary mainstream Hollywood ¤lm.

In general, the ¤lm alternates between interviews of LaVey, inter-
views of his neighbors, and scenes from a kitschy, garishly lit Satanic
ritual. The most memorable and frequently used part of the ¤lm is the
opening, which depicts a “Satanic” ceremony that is both dramatic
and humorous. The opening begins with a procession of hooded ¤g-
ures down a hallway dimly lit with green and red light. The sound
track is of a pipe organ playing a gloomy set of notes that do not seem
to constitute a formal work. The procession enters a ritual chamber
fully furnished with ghoulish artifacts. A nude woman lies on her
side, in the company of a skull and a bell, on an altar in the front of
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the room. An organist wearing a mask of a skull plays an organ in
dramatic movements in the corner. Behind the altar is a large Sigil of
Baphomet. The participants circle around the altar, and masks are
presented to two of the participants: one is of a horse head, the other
a devil’s head. The participants put on the masks. Then, a bearded
young man with priestly attire takes a bell from the altar and rings it
in the directions of north, south, east, and west. He then returns to
facing the altar and in deep, commanding voice intones, “In dominis
Satanis, Lucifer excelcis dei. In the name of our most exalted god,
Satan Lucifer, I command thee to come forth!” From a low angle, the
camera cuts to a close-up of the bearded man’s face as he picks up a
ceremonial sword: “Come forth, and bestow these blessings of hell
upon us. Come forth by these names: Satan, Lucifer, Belial, Leviathan,
Shemhamferash!” The participants reply, “Shemhamferash.” The
man returns, “Hail Satan!,” and they reply, “Hail Satan.” A chalice is
taken from an unseen location and ceremoniously given to Anton
LaVey, who emerges from the circle wearing a hooded, horned devil
costume. LaVey drinks and then comes to the center of the circle and
continues the ritual. The ¤lm then cuts to interviews with neighbors,
LaVey, and his followers, periodically returning to the ritual until the
end of the ¤lm.

That the ¤lm is considered public domain has all but guaranteed its
dominion over public conceptions of Satanism. Despite its obscurity
as a whole, in pieces the ¤lm has had quite a showing as stock footage
in a number of documentaries and local and national news stories.
The most prominent of these programs, an ABC 20/20 segment titled
“The Devil Worshippers” and a Geraldo Rivera special titled “Expos-
ing Satan’s Underground” on NBC, are responsible for broadcasting
segments of Satanis to millions of viewers.

The ¤rst of these prime-time programs was the 20/20 segment,
which aired on May 16, 1985. The television anchor, Hugh Downs,
introduced the segment by claiming that the program would describe
“perverse, hideous acts that defy belief. Suicides, murders, and ritual-
istic slaughter of children and animals.” Witnesses in the program
testi¤ed that “hearts were cut out, and . . . children were made to
chew pieces of these children’s hearts, pieces of their ®esh.”64 Promi-
nent in this program are clips from Satanis, which are used visually to
stabilize the stories of Satanic ritual abuse survivors with memorable,
concrete images. In one segment the ¤lm is used as an example of the
“religious Satanist” as opposed to the “dabbler” or “generational”
Satanist. The editing of the stock carefully weaves the sound track of
one part of the ¤lm as a voice-over for another. In the chart below, the
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reporter’s voice is signaled by his last name, “Wooden,” and that of
LaVey used from Satanis as a voice-over is denoted with “LaVey”:

SHOT AUDIO
1. From Satanis: LaVey takes a
ceremonial sword in one hand
and a book in another. He is in
a devil out¤t and lit by a green
light.

Wooden: The Church of Satan
and other organized devil-
worship groups represent our
second category . . . 

Zoom out to a framing of
the stock footage by a blue
background. The words
“Religious Satanist” appear
above the framed footage.

. . . religious Satanists.

2. Cut to different part of Satanis
ritual. A devil mask is handed to
a participant by a hooded ¤gure.
The participant puts on the devil
mask.

Although LaVey would
not talk to us, we can get a
glimpse of his theories
and rituals in this 1970
documentary on his church.

3. Cut to organist wearing a skull
mask. He or she is bathed in red
light.

LaVey: “We feel a person
should be free to indulge all
the so-called fetishes that they
would . . . 

4. Overhead shot of ritual group
in a circle, LaVey in the middle
holding out a ceremonial sword.

. . . desire, as long as they
don’t hurt anyone that doesn’t
deserve or wish to be hurt.”

5. Head shot of an older, male
participant in dark, formal
clothing.

6. Head shot of LaVey. Primary Satanis sound track:
“Hail Satan!

7. Head shot of another
participant wearing a hood.
He repeats the words of LaVey
in chorus.

“Hail Satan!”
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8. Medium shot of LaVey with
Sword

LaVey: “We perform human
sacri¤ces by proxy, you
might say. The

LaVey turns toward camera with
sword. The sword is put down.

destruction of human beings
who would, let’s say, create an

LaVey takes his cape and slowly,
arms grasping it on each side,
pulls it over his head.

antagonistic situation towards
us in the form of curses and
hexes. Not in actual blood
ritual, because, certainly, the
destruction of a human being
physically is illegal.

9. Cut to a different part
of the ritual. A Cof¤n is
opened, and a nude woman
is revealed to be inside.
“666” is written in black
paint across her chest. A black
bar obscures her breasts for
television censors.

Wooden: Police we spoke to
say they have never made a
link between this Satanic
church and the Satanic crimes
being committed.

However, some incidents
described to us by witnesses . . . 

10. Head shot of LaVey in green
light.

. . . around the country 
are . . . 

11. Medium shot of cof¤n. A
man in a light colored robe
climbs into the cof¤n with
the nude woman, and other
participants lower the lid.

. . . strikingly similar to these
ritualistic scenes.

The segment continues by describing the cof¤n ritual as an “embrace
of death” and then moves to a discussion of voodoo dolls. Although
footage of Satanis is used in other parts of the program, the eleven
shots described above are suf¤cient to illustrate how easily the ¤lm is
used as a visual abbreviation of practices that they do not depict. The
sound track of an interview of LaVey which appears much later in the
¤lm is used as a voice-over to contextualize the opening ritual as
fetishistic (in the sexual sense) and as human sacri¤ce “by proxy.”
Although careful to avoid libel by noting that there is no evidence that
the Church of Satan has committed crime, Wooden clearly implies
there is a link by suggesting that “some incidents described to us by
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witnesses [of Satanic crime] around the country are strikingly similar
to these ritualistic scenes.” The necessary ambiguity of these images
divorced from their original context is used to create the impression
of an empirically veri¤able Satanic ritual in which people are killed.
The mobility of these Satanic images is re®ected in the ease with
which they are moved around in order to provide codes of interpreta-
tion that are different from their original codes. Their recontextuali-
zation in a program concerned with human atrocity and Satanic
crime supplies new codes of interpretation that use the basic reality
effect of the image to suggest the reality of Satanic murder. In other
words, that these images depict a Satanic ritual at all helps to create
kind of illusionism whereby an empirical crime that occurs outside the
frame is implicated within the frame.

The alarmist tone of the 20/20 program continued with two high-
pro¤le programs by Geraldo Rivera, the ¤rst airing on November 19,
1987, as an episode of his Geraldo talk show, the second on Octo-
ber 25, 1988, as an NBC prime-time special titled “Devil Worship:
Exposing Satan’s Underground.” In the latter, Rivera and his produc-
ers re-signify and contextualize Satanis footage in a more exaggerated
manner than the 20/20 episode as undeniable evidence of crime. The
difference is that Rivera’s program implies that the ritual abuse and
murder of adults and children is inspired by the supernatural forces of
evil. The following example segment begins after a discussion of de-
monic possession:

SHOT AUDIO
1. Medium shot of a woman,
crying, clutching a wooden

“I won’t let her go! No!”

cross to her chest. Her voice is
strained and she moves her head
from side to side as she speaks.

Organ music from the sound
track of Satanis fades in.

2. Cut to ritual footage from
Satanis. A participant in the
ritual circle takes and puts on
a devil mask.

Rivera: Devil worship is as
old as religion itself. It’s the
grim alternative . . . 

3. Cut to a medium shot of
LaVey taking the ceremonial
chalice. He drinks from the
chalice.

. . . the ®ip side of life . . . 
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4. Cut to skull-masked organist
bathed in red light.

. . . evil over good . . . 

5. Caped participant sprinkling
mock “holy water.”

. . . dark over light, Satan over
God himself!

6. Medium shot of LaVey picking
up the ceremonial sword in his
“devil” costume.

Primary sound track of
Satanis: “Come forth, and
bestow these blessings of hell
upon us.”

7. Cut to low angle shot of
bearded man holding sword.

Rivera: Forced underground
by the religious hysteria of the
middle ages. . . . 

8. Jump-cut to image of Eliphas
Lévi’s famous Sabbatic Goat
(the “Baphomet”)

In Rivera’s program, the ritual footage of Satanis is rearranged into a
new chronological order, such that the ¤rst element the viewer sees
after the image of a seemingly “possessed” woman is a devil mask,
followed by the ominous ¤gure of LaVey. The ending of the segment
cuts to a scene previous to those depicting LaVey in the original chro-
nology of Satanis, so that it features the dramatic, deep voice of the
bearded man imploring Satan to “bestow these blessings of hell upon
us.” This new arrangement helps to highlight to the role of mobility
of image in the creation of supernatural truths, as Rivera’s program
hijacks the reality effect of the image by using Satanis as evidence of
the existence of demons: rituals like these are responsible for opening
the portals to Hell.

Rivera’s rhetorical excesses, however, deconstruct the program’s
underlying logic as one of deliberate and sensational deception. Rivera
opened the widely watched news special with a galvanic warning:
“The very young and impressionable should de¤nitely not be watch-
ing this program tonight,” which was later followed by, “I am beg-
ging you. . . . Please get them out of the room or change the station!”
Ironically, during the daytime when many children are at home and
awake, a number of popular talk shows—Geraldo, Donahue, Sally
Jesse Raphael, and the Oprah Winfrey Show—devoted programming
to survivors of the Satanic underground.65 Notwithstanding their hy-
pocrisy, the irony of Rivera’s warnings about the impressionability of
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children undermines the fundamental assumption of those who insist
on the validity of Satanic ritual abuse survivor stories, that the simi-
larity of the stories is a measure of their authenticity and not of col-
lective fantasy. What is implied in the warning is that a child can-
not distinguish illusion from reality as well as an adult, and this much
is true. But this assumption also implicitly challenges the notion that
the similarity of survivor stories is not the product of media im-
ages. Rivera’s warning about his program indicates he is at least par-
tially aware of his furnishing the popular imaginary with powerful
imagery—to wit, clips of Satanis juxtaposed with a hodgepodge of
visual abbreviations of the occult. Indeed, that Rivera would urge
children away implicates the media in blurring the distinction be-
tween illusion and reality—fundamentally for the sake of entertain-
ment and, in turn, advertising dollars. The power of the genres of
documentary and news resides precisely in their claim to truth, pre-
mised entirely on an ampli¤cation of the reality effect of the image.
Such is the logic of the carefully edited tabloid news programs, and
such is the logic of the reality of Satanic ritual abuse.

Concluding Remarks: The Death of Occultism?

Although I have discussed only a few of the ways in which the imagis-
tic topoi of Satanism were created, disseminated, and taken up, these
examples are suf¤cient to illustrate the highly associative logics of a
kind of rhetoric not easily analyzed: the occultic. As a discourse, Sa-
tanism is diffuse and reducible neither to LaVey nor to the frenzied
media portrayal of Satanic ritual abuse; rather, it consists in a seem-
ingly in¤nite number of visual signs that circulate in the popular
imaginary, some coming into focus while others are fading away. I
have argued that the cover of The Satanic Bible and clips from Satanis
were, and are, two of the most prominent signs in focus during the
late 1980s and early 1990s.

Understood sympathetically, LaVey’s Satanism represents an intel-
lectualized form of play grafted onto an Objectivist philosophy of
radical individualism, a praxis (theoretically informed practice) of
ritual gaming that tapped into a human need for psychodrama. What
LaVey failed to realize, just as much as those who believe strongly in
the validity of Satanic ritual abuse stories, is the powerful and unruly
logics of the popular imaginary, a reservoir of myth and trope that has
been created by the mass media, that is maintained by mass media,
and that is molded by the sensationalist and capitalist rhetorics of tab-
loid journalism. As Baudrillard has persuasively argued, in late capi-
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talism power is located in the control of the codes of representation
and signi¤cation, not in the control of the conditions and means of
production.66

My mapping of two visual abbreviations, the cover of The Satanic
Bible and portions of the ¤lm Satanis, reveals their distribution and
their subsequent re-signi¤cation within the circuit of capital, a circuit
that, I believe, with Baudrillard, Jameson, and other post-Marxian
scholars, is almost synonymous with the circuit of mass media.67 This
cartography of the transaction of imagery describes one way in which
discourses are created by the mass media and inserted into the popu-
lar imagination through the process of fetishization. An original ob-
ject, such as an occult ¤lm, is released into the circuit of media/capital.
In its transaction as stock footage, for instance, its original use-value
and its content are hollowed out. It is reduced to a form or a series of
fragments and transacted as imagistic topoi that can then be taken up
and re-signi¤ed or re-situated into a different referent system, such as
the discourse of demonic criminality. In regard to the Satanic panic,
then, I have argued that LaVey’s Satanic imagery provided a concrete
and memorable set of condensation symbols, imagistic topoi, that
were used to vivify and seemingly authenticate, on the basis of the
reality effect of the image, the reality of cannibalism, human sacri¤ce,
and blood ritual.

I also have argued that the formal repetition of commodity ex-
change is a larger, structuring logic that is re®ected in the thinness or
formalization of Satanic texts, to a lesser degree in the reduction of
The Satanic Bible to its cover, and to a greater degree in the fragmen-
tation of Satanis as stock footage. This analysis implies that contem-
porary rumor panics like that concerning Satanism can be understood
as a phenomenon of late capitalism premised on the overall drive to-
ward the commodi¤cation of culture and the consequent thinning of
cultural objects into transactable, highly consumable forms. Unlike
rumor panics of the past that were largely localized and contained
(e.g., the Salem witch trials), contemporary rumor panics are wide-
spread and perpetuate themselves on the basis of a limited set of iconic
stimuli that is ¤rst disseminated or released into the popular imagi-
nary and then re-signi¤ed as evidence for a given cultural narrative or
myth. As I noted in the introduction, “blood ritual” is a very old nar-
rative that has been a part of Western myth for centuries. The wide
dissemination of visual topoi, such as that enabled by LaVey’s pub-
licity campaigns of the late 1960s and early 1970s, provided visual
abbreviations that were taken up, stripped of their original content or
use-value, re-signi¤ed, and used for their reality effects.
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In terms of the story of occult discourse that this chapter continues,
however, the Satanic panic of the late 1980s and early 1990s impli-
cates an end: the eclipse of occulted content by the form of its presen-
tation heralds the death of modern occultism as such and the arrival
of something much messier, the occultic. Indeed, it is the position of
Satanists that there are no more secrets, that there is no content to
occultism. For them, Satanism comprises variations on ritual, pag-
eantry, and form. LaVey himself prefaces The Satanic Bible by saying
that “all great works on the subject of magic are nothing more than
sanctimonious fraud—guilt-ridden ramblings and esoteric gibberish
by chroniclers of magical lore unable or unwilling to present an objec-
tive view of the subject.”68 For LaVey, the “objective view” is that
occultism appeals to our inherent need for ritual and that there is
nothing supernatural or otherworldly about the occult tradition.
Given the successes and failures of LaVey’s publicity campaigns and
the commodi¤cation such spectacles represented, Satanism sounded
the death knell for occultism as the study of secret knowledge.

What remains, then, is a contemporary occultic that lends itself
more easily to appropriation by mass-media producers, politicians,
and cultural leaders, usually to either entertain and titillate or to quell
widespread anxiety about this or that crisis stimulus. As I was writing
the conclusion to the ¤rst draft of this book, a number of Islamic
radicals slammed commercial airplanes into the World Trade Center
and the Pentagon, killing thousands. The widespread experience of
trauma by U.S. citizens quickly led to a mining of the occultic by the
Bush II administration and its speechwriters, and later the mass me-
dia. As I am writing this, our current Satanism is called “terrorism,”
and its many “evil” followers are an endless font of secrets, including
nefarious plots to murder women and children and to acquire “weap-
ons of mass destruction.” Stock footage of Muslims ¤ring weapons or
cheering and jeering in the streets has been re-signi¤ed as iconic to-
kens of a supernatural rage unleashed. Like the McMartin preschool
case and the Salem witch trails centuries ago, uncovering these secrets
has become an excuse for state-sponsored violence. Today, the crusade
to uncover the secrets of the contemporary Yezedi has justi¤ed the
invasion of Afghanistan and Iraq, and who knows how many coun-
tries since the publication this book? Whether his name is Osama
bin-Laden or Anton LaVey, the Devil is here to stay.
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8
The Allegory of The Ninth Gate

baroness kessler: My knowledge of [The Nine Gates of the
Kingdom of Shadows] is profound. I wrote a biography of its
author.
corso: Yes, I’ve read it. Aristide Torchia: The Devil’s Apprentice.
Excellent work.
baroness kessler: A courageous man. He died for the sake of
this very book in 1667. While studying the black arts in Prague,
he acquired a copy of the dread Delomelanicon. This is Torchia’s
adaptation of that work, which was written by Lucifer himself.
After they burned him at the stake, a secret society was founded
to perpetuate its memory and preserve its secrets: the Order of the
Silver Serpent.
corso: A sect?
baroness kessler: Yes, a kind of witches’ coven. For centuries
they have met to read from this book and worship the Prince of
Darkness. Today they’ve degenerated into a social club for bored
millionaires and celebrities who use its meetings as an excuse to
indulge in their jaded sexual appetites. I myself belonged to the
order years ago, but time is too precious at my age. Besides, my
orgy days are over. I told them to go to the Devil.

—Dialogue from The Ninth Gate1

In a key scene from Roman Polanski’s 1999 occult thriller, The Ninth
Gate, the “unscrupulous” book detective Dean Corso (played by
Johnny Depp) learns that the occult book he is investigating has been
protected by a secret society for centuries. Corso has been hired by the
wealthy U.S. book publisher Boris Balkan to authenticate his recently
acquired book titled The Nine Gates of the Kingdom of Shadows (al-
ternately, The Nine Gates). Baroness Kessler (played by Barbara Jef-
ford) is also a wealthy book collector and occult scholar who owns a
copy of The Nine Gates. Another copy belongs to Victor Fargas, a
book collector who makes his living by selling two or three of his
family’s valuable books each year. Balkan tells Corso that he is con-
vinced that only one of the three known copies is the real deal, and
thus Corso’s task is to ¤gure out which copy is authentic. During his
visit to the baroness to examine her copy, she explains to Corso that
the ritual hidden in the much-treasured The Nine Gates—presumably



coauthored by Aristide Torchia and the “Devil himself” in 1666—has
been performed time and time again without the desired results. Prop-
erly decoded, the ritual speci¤ed in the book is supposed to open a
door to absolute knowledge—that is, the very gates of Hell.

During his investigation, Corso learns that the key to unlocking the
secret of the book is comparative exegesis: the genuine book is dis-
persed among all three of the copies. While investigating Fargas’s
copy, Corso learned that Balkan’s text was identical except for key
alterations in a number of the book’s nine illustrations; when a given
illustration differed among the copies, it was signed “LCF” (viz., Lu-
cifer). Impressed with Corso’s explanation of the secret code, the bar-
oness permits him to examine the third copy. Presumably, once all the
“LCF” illustrations are identi¤ed, the authentic ritual will become
clear.

Corso’s examination of Kessler’s copy comes to an abrupt end,
however, when he is hit on the head and passes out. He awakens to a
library in ®ames and discovers that the baroness’s copy of The Nine
Gates, like the baroness herself, is quickly turning to char. This trau-
matic turn of events comes as no surprise to the spectator, for as the
¤lm progresses we are made to witness the dead bodies of each one-
time owner of The Nine Gates. After Corso visits Fargas, the collector
is drowned in a fountain, and Corso later discovers Fargas’s copy of
the book in the ¤replace with each illustration removed. Coming to in
Kessler’s library, Corso discovers that the baroness has been murdered
(her tongue dangling from her mouth in a typical Polanskian ®our-
ish).2 Illustrations have been removed from her copy of the occult
tome as well. Clearly, someone wants these illustrations and believes
they have tremendous power.

The spectator soon learns—without surprise—that the greedy capi-
talist who hired Corso to authenticate his copy of The Nine Gates is
responsible for the murders. Trailing Corso during his international
sleuthing, Balkan has been killing the unsuspecting and taking the
relevant illustrations from each copy of The Nine Gates as soon as
Corso departs the scene. Balkan’s ultimate goal is to stroll through
Hell and thereby (somehow) become a god, which he reveals in the
¤rst of the ¤lm’s three climaxes. Storming into an Order of the Silver
Serpent ceremony—replete with ¤fty or sixty extras in black hoods
chanting Latin phrases—Balkan trumpets his supreme authority con-
cerning the book:

Mumbo-jumbo-mumbo-jumbo-mumbo-jumbo. . . . Look
around you—yes, all of you. What do you see? I’ll tell you: a
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bunch of buffoons in fancy dress. What are you expecting, an
apparition? I’m the only apparition you’ll see tonight. You really
think the Prince of Darkness would deign to manifest himself to
the likes of you? He never has and he never will—never! [He
closes The Nine Gates with a snap and holds it up.] You read
from his book, yes, but you have no conception of its true power.
I alone have grasped its secret. I alone have fathomed the Mas-
ter’s grand design. I alone am worthy to enjoy the fruits of that
discovery: absolute power to determine my own destiny.

Given the importance of the sovereign individual in occult discourse,
it is not surprising that Balkan characterizes supreme occult power in
terms of the achievement of absolute autonomy. For Balkan, mastery
of secret knowledge is the apotheosis of the individual and the ulti-
mate realization of agency freed from social and material constraints.
In a manner similar to Milton’s characterization of Lucifer’s declara-
tion of independence in Paradise Lost (“aspiring to set himself in
Glory above his Peers, he trusted to have equall’d the most High”),3

Balkan severs all ties with his former collective with a prideful screed
and Satanic swagger.

After Balkan’s spectacular interruption of the Satanic ceremony
(during which he strangles the high priestess), the ¤lm unravels as the
narrative meanders through two anticlimactic climaxes. First, having
assembled all the Satanic illustrations, Balkan mistakenly burns him-
self alive in an ill-planned ritual sacri¤ce. Second, after this decidedly
secular turn of events—and after a patently gratuitous lovemaking
scene—Corso is told by a mysterious character known only as “the
girl” that Balkan failed because one of his illustrations was a fake.
“The girl” then provides Corso with clues about the location of the
missing, authentic illustration. After he discovers it on the top of an
old, dusty bookshelf in a Spanish bookshop, the ending shots seem to
suggest that Corso does indeed unlock the ninth gate and learn the
true secret of the book. To the annoyance of many moviegoers, how-
ever, the ¤lm’s ending does not let the audience in on the secret, nor
does it provide a clear suggestion as to whether the ending should be
read as a secular or supernatural event.

This unsatisfying end to a tortuous plot was the most common
reason given for panning The Ninth Gate as a failed effort. Across the
board, critics were obsessed with the ambiguous ending. With both
his thumbs plunging downward toward the ¤ery abyss, Roger Ebert
condemned the ending as a mere whimper: “While at the end I didn’t
yearn for spectacular special effects,” he writes, “I did wish for spec-
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tacular information—something awesome, not just a fade to white.”4

The Sarasota Herald Tribune criticized the ¤lm for starting with “a
promising premise” but falling short with “an ending that doesn’t
work.”5 A critic from the Gannett News Service lamented that the
¤lm culminates “in an ending that is both confusing and anticlimac-
tic.”6 A reviewer in the Seattle Post-Intelligencer noted that while
the ¤lm was “sporadically enjoyable” it was still “rather pathetic,”
“suspenseless and fairly ludicrous,” and that Polanski “seems almost
to be making a parody of a demon movie” that fails to show us de-
mons.7 “Like pages falling out of an old tome,” suggests Entertain-
ment Weekly, “the ¤lm comes unglued slowly.”8 Jay Carr of the Bos-
ton Globe complained that The Ninth Gate is “a supernatural thriller
that is neither super, natural, nor thrilling.”9 Nick Carter of the Mil-
waukee Journal Sentinel carped that while watching the ¤lm, it is
“never clear what precisely those privy to the secrets of [The Nine
Gates] know, fear and desire—and that’s a hellish fate for the viewer
who’s been left in purgatory for the preceding 2 1/2 hours.”10 Polan-
ski “has come up with 75 percent of a very good movie,” reads a
review in the San Francisco Chronicle, “but has a dickens of a time
with the supernatural ending.”11

The dominant reading of the ¤lm among critics is that The Ninth
Gate is a movie about the dangers of obsession which, unfortunately,
fails to supply convincing rationales for each character’s obsession
(why, pray tell, would anyone want to go to Hell?). Corso has no rea-
son to be obsessed with the occult tome (unless, as some argue, he is
himself a demon with amnesia),12 yet he spends the last moments of
the ¤lm hunting down the missing illustration. I would agree that, as
a yarn about obsession and its consequences, the ¤lm does not hold
together very well. Yet there is a reading, one which is sometimes
termed an “oppositional” reading or a “productive misreading,” that
redeems the ¤lm: as a rhetorical object, The Ninth Gate re®ects the
transformation of occultism from the elite study of secrets to an aes-
thetic, commodi¤ed collection of iconic topoi.13 In other words, the
failure of the ¤lm mirrors, in content and form, the increasingly inco-
herent character of occultism as a contemporary discourse. Indeed,
Polanski’s wedding of capitalism and romantic individualism into a
composite personi¤cation of the will to power is analogous to the
story of occultism I have been telling. Furthermore, as the allegorical
representative of the cultural or textual critic, the shamus sends us a
warning: critics obsessed with fetishizing the discrete text or artistic
object may, in the end, get burned.

For these reasons, as well as others I detail below, I think that Po-
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lanski’s screen adaptation of Arturo Pérez-Reverte’s novel The Club
Dumas serves as an excellent allegorical frame for revisiting the argu-
ments of this study.14 The ¤lm also helps one to describe occult dis-
course simultaneously as text, intertext, and social form. The gram-
mar of the occultic that I have developed and illustrated in this study
can help one to recast the ¤lm as an epitaph for modern occultism,
as if the ¤lm were an agent in itself, urging us to listen to the last,
faint whispering of the occult, urging us to witness the death that it
mourns.

In what follows, then, I ¤rst recharacterize this study as the provi-
sion of a grammar and a rhetoric of the occultic. I suggest that the
former is a system of regularly appearing discursive elements that,
properly articulated, helps one to make sense of an “occult” text, as
well as an intertextual collection of occult texts, however disappoint-
ing, dif¤cult, or diffuse. A rhetoric of the occultic (as opposed to the
rhetoric), on the other hand, attempts to locate grammatical elements
by moving among multiple levels of abstraction, by mediating texts,
discourses, and social reality. After I detail a grammar and rhetoric
of the occultic, I then illustrate their utility via a redemptive reading
of The Ninth Gate, which I use as a platform for summary and dis-
cussion.

Recasting the Goals of Description and Diagnosis

As we have said, our primary purpose has been to express to-
wards language an attitude embodied in a method. This attitude
is one of linguistic skepticism, which we synonymize with linguis-
tic appreciation, on the grounds that an attitude of methodologi-
cal quizzicality towards language may best equip us to perceive
the full scope of its resourcefulness.

—Kenneth Burke15

In his Grammar of Motives, Kenneth Burke set out to articulate a
critical perspective (variously, attitude or disposition) for the criticism
of literary objects by fashioning a metavocabulary that better enabled
the rhetorician to perceive the critical object dialectically (e.g., a con-
cern with multiple levels of abstraction, with mediation, with self-
re®ection, with a suspicion of language, and so on).16 Burke’s critical
grammar, dubbed “dramatism,” is an eclectic blend of rhetorical, psy-
chological, sociological, and literary concepts that has been used fruit-
fully by critics in a number of ways.17 Key among the grammar Burke
speci¤es is the “pentad,” a heuristic of ¤ve interrelated concepts that
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one could use to describe the motive, or world-orientation, of a given
text: scene, act, agency, agent, and purpose (e.g., a text that tended to
emphasize the importance of scene over the agent could be described
as materialist). At the end of the book, Burke claims that dramatism
is to accompany both a “rhetoric of motives” and a “symbolic of mo-
tives,” complementary perspectives of study that “would examine in
detail the ways in which the Grammatical resources are employed for
the purposes of persuasion and self expression.”18 The rhetoric of mo-
tives Burke developed (in the book of the same title) actually aban-
doned the precise grammar he originally advanced, focusing instead
on the ways in which anxiety about social hierarchy and mystery (al-
ternately read, about class)19 is embedded in rhetorical encounters.
Unfortunately, Burke passed away before he could publish the sym-
bolic of motives (which actually exists and may be published in the
future by this press).

I have mentioned Burke here because his larger project resembles
the present one.20 If we replace Burke’s term “dramatism” with “the
occultic,” then we could characterize the primary, descriptive goal of
this study as the conjuring of a grammar of secrecy and magic appli-
cable to any relevant discourse (e.g., dense scholarly prose). If we re-
place Burke’s concern with attitude or motive with a concern for
rhetoric as the suasive movement of grammatical elements, then the
second, diagnostic goal of this study can be described as a rhetoric of
the occultic. I discuss each in turn below.

Occultic Grammar: Describing Text, Intertext, and Social Form

The provision of an esoteric grammar for the occultic is an attempt to
provide a nonreductive description of contemporary or postmodern
occultism as a discourse or intersubjectively grounded social forma-
tion. The exigency for the more complex description of occultism
has to do with the many ways in which it is used to describe a variety
of phenomena today. In this study I have argued that although the
meaning of occultism was more discrete and contained in the late
nineteenth century (as the elite study of secrets), today it is best char-
acterized as a diffuse and dynamic intertextual system of multiple
bits, or as I put it previously, a totality of intersubjectively shared re-
lations, of everything that is said to belong to it, including spells and
images, books and symbols—even moods. Hence, as the story of mod-
ern occultism has moved from modernity toward postmodernity in
each successive chapter, it has become increasingly abstract and dif-
fuse. In Blavatsky’s time, occultism primarily concerned the study
of secrets as they were contained in cherished books. This under-
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standing of occultism began to change during Crowley’s time (late
nineteenth century to the middle of the twentieth), however. For ex-
ample, through sensational portrayals and exposés, the popular press
began to democratize the secret knowledge of elite occult groups,
effectively reversing occultism’s association with the cultural elite.
Jumping to the Satanic rumor panic at the end of the twentieth cen-
tury, it is clear that within the span of forty years, not only have the
elite and aristocratic been replaced by a disempowered Other’s quest
for social ascendancy (newspaper stories on youth gone wild, killing
cats and torturing frogs in the name of Satan!), but the occult as
such has exploded into an almost incoherent panoply of transactable
forms. As with any object of history past, the horizons of occultism
are easy to discern in yesterday but dif¤cult to identify in the present.

To contend with the messiness of contemporary occult discourse, I
¤rst bracketed occultism to what I have termed its “modern” period,
which I delimited in terms of common rhetorical features and the
emergence of an economic motive for the creation of occult texts. Sec-
ond, the description of modern occultism I forwarded operates at
multiple levels of abstraction, or in terms of discourse: at the level of
text, at the level of intertext, and at the level of social form. Each level
corresponds to a different description of occultism as a textual prac-
tice, as an interpretive practice, and as an entertainment commodity,
respectively. Only by moving among multiple iterations of the occult
is one able to escape the deceptive unity of discrete critical objects and
to place them within a social and historical context.

In regard to more traditional occult texts, I have suggested that
occultism typically orbits a number of content themes and composi-
tional forms. Most occult texts are saturated with the themes of se-
crecy, imagination, and authority, and their contents are often de-
ployed in ¤gurative or allegorical representations, frequently in a
manner that is deliberately misleading. In addition to these thematic
and generic features, I have also focused in detail on the rhetorical
function of esoteric language as an occult poetics, which I charac-
terized internally as an attempt to transcend the limits of language
through language, and externally as a paradoxical mode of rhetori-
cal invention. Blavatsky’s texts, for example, forward a paradoxical
rhetoric of revelation that promises secret knowledge in confusing
and misleading terminology. Although such terminology represents
Blavatsky’s anxieties about the limits of language, her prolixity is
demonstrative of her relative inability to control language as well. In-
deed, Blavatsky’s texts are representative of the role paradox plays in
all religious discourse. The only way to end the chaining of occult
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modes of invention is to let go of the need for a transcendental pres-
ence; trapped in our own symbolicity, there is no access to the outside.

Second, as an intertextual discourse, the meaning of any given oc-
cult text is dependent on a psychical matrix of textual nodes that exist
in the ¤eld of a shared, collective consciousness—the popular imagi-
nary. Although anchored by texts, occult discourse necessarily con-
cerns the relationships among texts, and especially the relationships
among texts as they exist in the mental life of concrete individuals. In
this respect, in the second part of the present study (“Exoterica”) I
describe occultism as an interpretive practice designed to empower the
reader and, for some, an interpretive practice designed to establish the
charismatic authority of occult leaders, a hermeneutic of authority.
That the meaning of occultism is dynamic and intertextual is precisely
the formal condition for assertions of charismatic authority as well
as the condition for the erosion of charismatic authority. Through
an analysis of texts by and about Crowley, I demonstrated how the
magus’s attempts at authorial control were undermined by the same
rhetorical devices used by occultists for centuries, such as the rhetori-
cal blind and other forms of dissimulation, largely as the result of
evolving mass-media technologies. Innovations in mass media made
occult texts cheaper to produce and made occult secrets widely avail-
able in the pages of magazines, tabloids, and newspapers. In the end,
Crowley (and to a lesser extent LaVey) is the example ¤gure of the
failure of occult modes of authority in a media-saturated environ-
ment. Given the power of the “news” media and the speed with which
information can move these days, the lesson here is that no charis-
matic leader is likely to succeed by means of deliberate misdirection or
ironic spectacle. Of course there will always be exceptions, but in gen-
eral the days of the Great Magus are over.

That occult themes became increasingly popular in newspapers and
tabloids also highlights the impact of capitalism on occult practice:
the content of occultism gave way to its form as highly evocative,
imagistic topoi. Occult stories were and are popular because they
are entertaining and because they tap into a human curiosity about
the Other. They titillate middle-class audiences by promising the reve-
lation of ancient, magical secrets or glimpses into the exotic world of
“the other half.” By the time LaVey was inventing his spectacular
Church of Satan, occultism had been thoroughly commodi¤ed; it
metamorphosed into books, ¤lms, and other media that emphasized
transactability over use. The consequence of commodi¤cation was the
reduction of occultism to a collection of visual abbreviations that are
easily transacted in the ¤eld of the popular imaginary; put alternately
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by LaVey, when “the occult (hidden) becomes fashionable, it is no
longer occult.”21

Occultic Rhetoric: Dealing with Dynamism Dialectically

The diagnostic goal of this study concerned using the grammar of
occultism—from its recurrent generic features as a text to its autono-
mous existence as a social form—to say something about the practice
of criticism as well as to articulate the social character of a given time
in relation to the concept of the individual. Both concern what Burke
terms the “symbolic,” which is caught up in the concept of rhetoric
insofar as we can describe conscious rhetoric as persuasion and un-
conscious rhetoric as suasive movement.

In the course of writing this book I have also tried to demonstrate
a multilayered, dialectical mode of criticism that can contend with
the scattered and dynamic character of contemporary discourse. Like
Corso’s comparative exegesis of each seemingly identical copy of The
Nine Gates of the Kingdom of Shadows, as a critic I have urged a
comparative or dialectical hermeneutics of suspicion, a mode of criti-
cal interpretation that demands critical movement into different lev-
els of abstraction, different contexts, in order to locate the traces
of cultural logics like that of intertextual authority, commodity fet-
ishism, class struggle, and so on. The fact that movement among mul-
tiple contexts is born out of political necessity refers to the dialectical
intercourse between our necessary and pragmatic assumptions about
agency and the unity of subjectivity, on the one hand, and the knowl-
edge, vouchsafed by the discovery of the unconscious, that larger so-
cial forms, such as language and ideology, move us to do things in
ways that are often beyond our conscious awareness, on the other.
The unconscious movement of ideology does not mean we are pre-
cluded from locating its traces, for ideology moves precisely by means
of contradiction, by covering over ruptures and eliding the very differ-
ences that critics are trained to notice (if there were no contradictions
to elide, ideology as such would not exist). Nevertheless, given the
manner in which ideology works through the concrete individual, the
critic must be continuously self-doubting, re®exive, and suspicious of
his or her critical moves; mediation among multiple, critical contexts
is a political choice to manage the mysti¤cations of demysti¤cation.

Insofar as my critical approach stresses the importance of the critic
throughout, it should be said that I unavoidably reify the very concept
of autonomous subjectivity that I begin to question when analyzing
Crowley’s work. This is a pragmatic and strategic (political) necessity.
That we all are bundles of selves or “split” does not mean that we
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cannot intend things; nor does it mean that the critic cannot judge.
Just as Corso persists in his exegeses despite his understanding that he
does not know the whole story, although he recognizes someone is
“playing a game with him,” so too the critic should continue his or
her projects guided by some political commitment. In other words,
criticism is political because critics persist as critics even though our
own symbolicity outwits us.

In each occultist’s delusional striving to establish his or her pro-
phetic authority over others, in each occultist’s attempt to police
meaning and interpretation, language outwits him or her by con-
tinually deferring the transcendental signi¤ed, by failing to produce
God—or the Devil for that matter. Just as Blavatsky continued to
generate book upon book and essay upon essay, Crowley was forced
continuously to re-signify his texts in order to police interpretation.
Further, in a media-saturated environment in which media producers
exploit the appeal of occult themes for pro¤t, LaVey was unable to
control the powerful and far-reaching imagery that he deployed into
the popular imaginary. In each case study that I examined, the fantasy
of the intending subject in complete control of his or her rhetoric is
made clear, as the logics of representation disperse fragments of their
rhetorics among the millions upon millions of concrete mental spaces
that compose the popular imaginary. In overtaking the traditional
content of secrets, the form of occultism as a collection of intersubjec-
tive topoi eludes any one individual’s attempt to channel it into some-
thing stable and impervious to re-signi¤cation. Take, for example,
Roman Polanski’s The Ninth Gate.

Through the Lens Darkly: The Occultic Object
of The Ninth Gate

A productive oppositional reading of Polanski’s failed ¤lm is possible
if one reframes it as an occultic object itself, reading it as I have read
occult discourse. Moving from the ¤lm as a text to the ¤lm as an
intertextual site of cultural work, one can recast The Ninth Gate as an
occult liturgy and, particularly, the administration of last rites. In
both content and form, the ¤lm is an apt condensation of the present
study.

The Ninth Gate as Text

Polanski’s ¤lm evinces each of the themes and forms of traditional,
modern occult texts in the ¤gure of its titular book. The Nine Gates
contains a secret ritual that has been studied and protected by a secret
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society, the Order of the Silver Serpent. In the ¤lm, authority is ulti-
mately conferred by a “true” understanding of the secret of the book,
and claims to this true understanding result in a number of struggles
(between Balkan and the secret order, between Balkan and the other
two owners of the book, and between Balkan and the individual who
was the ¤rst to fathom “the Master’s grand design,” Dean Corso).
Not surprisingly, the secret ritual is revealed by close textual analysis
and comparative exegesis.

As Corso soon learns, the ability to understand the imagistic codes
of Lucifer’s nine illustrations resides in the power of association and
imagination, not reason. The road to enlightenment/Hell is paved not
with the good intentions of language (viz., the promise of linear
meaning or a transparent relationship between the signi¤er and the
signi¤ed) but with the deceptive, dreamlike qualities of imagery. The
Ninth Gate is a threshold of intertextual links, a hieroglyph that is an
illusion because it promises a deeper, semantic meaning. Ironically,
the secret resides wholly within the imagistic surface.

Throughout the ¤lm, this liminal, imaginary crossroad is cued re-
peatedly in ways that resemble the intended, transportive function of
occult texts, moving the reader from mundane reality to an imaginary
one, presumably shot through with supernatural power: each “real”
death witnessed by Corso (mundane) mirrors ¤gures in the illustra-
tions of the occult book (imaginary); key characters in the ¤lm’s nar-
rative are also represented in the illustrations (e.g., “the girl” as the
Whore of Babylon in the ninth illustration). Although the ¤lm is all
about books, the spectator is made to scrutinize the pictures in them,
not the words they harbor; the castle that plays a large role at the
ending of the ¤lm is ¤rst seen in a picture hanging in Balkan’s of¤ce,
which is seen again in a postcard found in the Kessler copy of The
Nine Gates, which in turn is re-presented in the ninth illustration.
Each key object, character, or place in the ¤lm is repeated in multiple
imagistic iterations; their presumably real or mundane material basis
is always under erasure. Characters are killed or simply disappear
while their representations survive; the authentic book exists as an
abstract trinity dispersed in three distinct places, not a single itera-
tion; the castle, presumably the material site where the representa-
tion and the real are wed, goes up in ®ames. To wit: in the ¤lm the
most “real” is the hyperreal—the ®oating signi¤er, the simulation,
the lie, the husk or discarded skin of an absent spiritual existence.
Insofar as traditional occult texts are Platonic in the sense that the
world of appearances—mundane reality—is illusory and that ulti-
mate reality is in the imaginary world of abstraction, Polanski’s ¤lm
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follows through, true to form. In many ways, The Ninth Gate is an
accurate, postmodern representation of modern occultism.

In the context of the ¤lm’s story, that The Nine Gates has deceived
its readers for centuries by hiding the authentic ritual in three seem-
ingly identical books speaks directly to the suaveness of repetition. As
repetitions, each copy of the book deceptively promises a unity, and if
one describes rhetoric as the movement between repetitions (form),
collectively the copies are a model of suasion: the secret of The Nine
Gates has remained so for centuries because the images have been
passed over as the totemic illustrations of linguistic meaning, not
meaningful things in their own right. In this way the seductive mys-
tery of the book is perpetuated. Given the necessarily deceptive nature
of imagistic representation, the rhetorical blinds typical of occult
texts are thus magni¤ed by The Nine Gates of the Kingdom of Shad-
ows in compositional form. The pictures obscure differences that,
once noticed by means of intertextual comparison, promise to trans-
port the reader beyond the material realm through the “gate” of the
individual imagination and into ultimate reality.

Of course, that the secret secreted by the occult book concerns pic-
tures is a necessary and expected innovation insofar as Polanski’s text
is a ¤lm. Yet the implicit cinematographic commentary, irrelevant of
intention, should not be over-looked: in terms of the proverbial cliché,
the secret here is that one cannot judge a book by its cover, a truth to
which wealthy occultists and book collectors are blind because of
their rei¤cation of the book as an fetishized object. “One of the sly
jokes of ‘The Ninth Gate,’” observes Stephanie Zacharek, “is that
most book lovers, at least to an extent, succumb to the idea of books
as totems, items that hold vast powers as physical objects.”22 Because
the ¤lm repeatedly insists that we become suspicious of modes of
totemic seduction, it can also be understood as advancing a charac-
teristically rhetorical paradigm of interpretation and criticism: the
hermeneutics of suspicion.

As the dialectical counterpart to seduction and obsession, the motif
of suspicion is woven into the ¤lm in a number of ways. The most
signi¤cant element of suspicion in respect to the spectator concerns
the ¤lm’s ambivalence toward the existence of the supernatural. This
ambivalence renders The Ninth Gate an expression of, as well as a
commentary upon, occultism. From a structural vantage, this am-
bivalence mirrors the riddle of the book at the level of the ¤lm’s com-
position, linking content and form with the master trope of occultism:
irony. For example, in one outside scene Corso wrestles with a bad guy
at the landing of a stone staircase. The bad guy desperately wants
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Balkan’s copy of The Nine Gates, which Corso has in his satchel. “The
girl” appears abruptly in a ®eeting shot in which she seems to ®oat
down the staircase toward the scuf®e. The scene is constructed to con-
fuse the spectator about the role of the supernatural: Did “the girl”
just ®y? Does she have magical powers? Or is this simply Corso’s mind
playing tricks on him?23

The ¤lm’s ironic conclusion also leaves the spectator confused. Af-
ter ¤nding the last, hidden illustration in a Spanish bookshop, Corso
learns that he has happened upon the ¤nal, authentic piece that will
solve the book’s puzzle. In the succeeding shot, we watch Corso as he
enters the gate of a castle into a blinding light, and the ¤lm, in an
ironic reversal of cinematographic convention, fades to white. The
audience is left wondering: Is this a ¤lmic ®ourish? Is Corso entering
the ninth gate? Didn’t the castle burn up? Is this a supernatural event
or simply a obtuse way to end the ¤lm? Indeed, the ¤lm leaves the
spectator with more questions than answers. As Elvis Mitchell put it
in his review in the New York Times: “Is [‘the girl’] on Corso’s side?
Will Balkan get Satan’s powers in his clutches through mastery of
‘The Nine Gates’? And what about Satan? Since the rich in these
Devil-quest spectaculars are always searching for the Devil but often
come to a bad end, does this mean he’s a socialist? Or perhaps, since
money attracts money, that he’s a supply-sider? These are questions to
be answered sooner or later in an issue of Cahiers du Cinéma. Or The
Industry Standard.”24 Or in an academic book on occultism. In any
event, the answers are not provided by the ¤lm itself (and yes, as I will
shortly argue, the Devil is a socialist), and this fundamental ambi-
guity resembles in content the formal instability of the ironic devices
that are so central to modern occult discourse. Just as the curious
straight is horri¤ed by Anton LaVey’s Satanic gaming, or just as au-
thorities expelled Crowley from Italy because his suggestion to sacri-
¤ce children was taken too literally, Polanski’s ironic ¤lm disappoints
(perhaps even angers) audiences by promising the Devil and failing to
produce him.

Given this ending, the ¤lm’s secret, for those inside the ironic circle,
is that there are, in fact, no secrets—only deceptions. Just as Blavatsky
would urge us to “see” behind the limitations of natural language, so
too The Ninth Gate urges us to peer behind the misdirection and
fetishized mystique of the visual image in ways that label the ¤lm an
occultic text. The distinction to be made between Blavatsky’s Isis Un-
veiled and Polanski’s The Ninth Gate, however, is this: whereas there
is an ultimate, metaphysical presence to which Blavatsky’s text prom-
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ises access, in The Ninth Gate the existence of this supernatural pres-
ence, that is, of a transcendental signi¤ed, is not guaranteed.

The Ninth Gate as Intertext

The ¤lmic suggestion to distrust what one sees in any given shot is
related to the intertextual understanding of occult discourse as well.
Polanski’s ¤lm is demonstrative of the dialectical interplay between
interpretation and authority, and combined with its caution about im-
agery, it is an excellent commentary on the authorial function of tex-
tual exegesis. In the ¤lm, occult authority is conferred on the basis of
authentic knowledge. Although all of the key players are wealthy aris-
tocrats, no amount of money can “buy” the correct interpretation of
The Nine Gates. In the scene in which Balkan dismisses a number of
chanting Satanists as “buffoons in fancy dress,” he insists that only
he is competent to understand the secrets of The Nine Gates. His au-
thority over the book’s meaning is not conferred by means of reasoned
argument, nor is it conferred in terms of his status as a wealthy capi-
talist. Rather, Balkan asserts his authority prophetically, offering self-
evidence and self-assertion as the sole justi¤cation. “I alone have
grasped its secret,” he insists, “I alone have fathomed the Master’s
grand design.” He cannot appeal to social contracts or established
institutions, because none exist; he can only appeal to the mystical
aura (or fetish character) of the occult book itself by aligning it with
the mystique of his formidable ethos (the character is played by a
campy, bespectacled Frank Langella, “wearing a hairpiece that is most
assuredly from the Stygian depths of Hell”).25 It is not inconsequential
that Balkan’s dialogue closely resembles the charismatic rhetoric of
Aleister Crowley: “I lay claim to be the sole authority competent to
decide disputed points with regard to the Book of the Law, seeing that
its Author, Aiwas, is none other than mine own Holy Guardian Angel,
to Whose Knowledge and Conversation I have attained, so that I have
exclusive access to him.”26

The Ninth Gate as Social Form

The irony of the importance of pictures in the ¤lm is that Polanski
intended The Ninth Gate as a nostalgic celebration of books. In the
opening scene the camera seems to caress the bindings of books, lead-
ing the spectator to the next scene through a space in a bookshelf.
Each succeeding scene that occurs in a library glori¤es books in sepia-
tinged shots, conveying a romantic, inviting feeling. Yet just as an
child is drawn to picture books because little intellectual labor seems
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required, so too the traditional complexity of older occult texts is re-
duced to a series of pictures to appease the escapist motives of the
typical moviegoing audience. In respect to the irony of its nostalgia,
The Ninth Gate is not only an epitaph for occultism as the study of
secrets but also a lamentation for the ¤gure of the book.

As a commentary on the demise of the ¤gure of the book, The
Ninth Gate can be understood as an intertextual site that magni¤es or
hyperbolizes larger social logics. Insofar as every individual seeking
authority, autonomy, and power is killed in a spectacularly grotesque
way, The Ninth Gate enacts a commentary on democratizing forces of
production (media technologies) and the resulting impact of these
forces on social hierarchy: as new media technologies enabled the dis-
semination of occult knowledge in modernity, rare and old occult
books became increasingly valuable as totems, irrelevant of their ac-
tual content; the secret societies sworn to protect infernal knowledge
have devolved into social clubs and swinger societies; and from a
metacritical vantage on the ¤lm itself, the reduction of The Nine
Gates of the Kingdom of Shadows to a series of pictures implicates
commodity fetishism, the tendency of cultural objects to become more
valuable as transactable things—as forms—as opposed to being valu-
able for their uses. Each character’s obsession with the ¤gure of the
book, as well as the ¤lm itself, is an object lesson in fetishism.

Again, in terms of the ¤lm’s content we learn that the secret of the
powerful occult tome is that there is, in fact, no secret (or rather, that
the Devil alone chooses his disciples, and his choices have nothing to
do with books). As I argued in the previous chapter, this kind of reve-
lation is demonstrative of the demise of occultism as the study of se-
cret knowledge and its transformation into a series of visual abbrevia-
tions for the sake of entertainment (as the baroness says to Corso, the
cherished occult book and the society that protects it gives “bored
millionaires” something to do—or a way to play—with themselves).
In terms of its formal composition, however, Polanski’s ¤lm also her-
alds the death of occultism as a textual practice; just as the iconic
repertoire created by LaVey obscured the actual semantic content of
The Satanic Bible, so too do the pictures in The Nine Gates of the
Kingdom of Shadows obscure its printed text. The Satanic ritual per-
formed by Balkan near the end of the movie is also signi¤cantly with-
out esoteric language. Instead of chanting “mumbo-jumbo” or caper-
ing about with a bell, book, and candle, Balkan merely places the
“LCF” illustrations side by side, brie®y reads their captions, and sets
himself on ¤re; the ritualistic depth typical of the demonic invocations
in horror movies is conspicuously absent, as the substance and secrecy
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of the occult tradition gives way to style and the form of the image.
The failure of this scene to terrify audiences can be explained in one
of two ways. Polanski either misjudged the power of the image and
occult icons to frighten audiences today (e.g., the inverted penta-
gram), or the “thinness” of the Satanic ritual was intentionally ironic:
“There is nothing supernatural going on here!” In either case, the
spoken and written word, like the book and occultism itself, is incon-
sequential.

The Ninth Gate’s nostalgic celebration of occult books and their
relationship to elites in the ¤lm speak directly to the demise of occult-
ism as the sole province of a select group.27 Today, occult texts are just
as accessible to the lower and middle classes as they are to the elite.
It makes sense, then, that empirical sociological research suggests that
the majority of occult practitioners today are of the subclasses and
disempowered groups such as youth. Polanski’s ¤lm is thus also nos-
talgic in terms of the absence of us common folk; as in the days of
Blavatsky and Crowley, the occult world of The Ninth Gate is one that
belongs only to the ruling class. In its demysti¤cation of the occult the
¤lm is also demonstrative of the power of the mass media to demystify
the lifestyles of the rich and famous. The pleasures of watching The
Ninth Gate have something to do with its ability to invite a middle-
class audience to mingle with millionaires. By learning more about
the other half, the spectator can join (or destroy) them.28

Given the af¤nities between academic and traditional occult poet-
ics, it is important to discuss how the voyeuristic pleasures of the ¤lm
participate in a critique of elite academic culture: just as ivy-league
schools are perceived to be sites of secret knowledge exclusively avail-
able to the cultural elite, the ¤lm characterizes the libraries of stately
homes as the sites of occult knowledge exclusively available to the well
educated and well-to-do. Although the theoretical implications of a
symptomatic reading of occultism differ between academic and popu-
lar contexts, the critique of elitism converges in the concept of au-
thority. The parallels between the occult authority and the academic
scholar are obvious: just as the occultist promotes his or her novel
vocabulary and urges a particular mode of interpretation that bolsters
his or her authority as an expert, so, too, the scholar prescribes modes
of analysis that reify the power of the critic and reinforce his or her
claims (however implicit) to intelligence or brilliant insight. Just as the
occultist seems to replicate the external hierarchy of class within a
secret order, so, too, the academic carves out spaces of belonging in
terms of a disciplinary argot and other rhetorics of inclusion and ex-
clusion (e.g., admission standards). Indeed, as some ¤rst-generation
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scholars are likely to admit, academic success is motivated by a desire
for class ascendancy, a motive that is frequently derided as a source of
professorial arrogance. In this respect, it is not surprising that the
unfavorable public reactions to occultists like Blavatsky and Crowley
are similar to the unfavorable representations of academics in the
popular media in general. Such representations even occur within the
academy: Martha Nussbaum’s comments in the New Republic about
the feminist theorist Judith Butler are akin to calling her a witch:
“Mysti¤cation and hierarchy are the tools of her practice,” argues
Nussbaum, and her “ponderous and obscure” writing is really only
designed to create a cultish following.29

In The Ninth Gate, the scholar and occultist are wed in a number
of composite characters, the most obvious being that of Boris Balkan
(in the novel the Balkan character is two distinct individuals, one a
wealthy scholar, the other a wealthy capitalist). The viewer is ¤rst in-
troduced to Balkan while he is giving a lecture; his description in the
screenplay is particularly telling:

boris balkan, standing at a state-of-the-art lecturer’s desk, is a
bulky, imposing ¤gure of a man around 50 years old. His thick
gray hair is slicked back to reveal a domed forehead. The eyes
beneath it radiate keen intelligence through a pair of heavy horn-
rims. He speaks in a deep, slow, almost monotonous voice, but
with great authority. balkan: “Relevant information may be
found in Antoine Marin del Rio’s Disquisitionum Magicarum,
Louvain 1599, and earlier, in 1580, in De la Demonomanle des
Sorciers by the Frenchman, Jean Bodin. . . . ”

Balkan is described as the stereotypically arrogant professor whose
authority in this scene is established by charismatic appeal; in other
words, Balkan sounds and looks the part.

What is instructive about the narrative, however, is that Balkan’s
claims to authority and absolute independence are, in the end, de-
nied; just as Nussbaum would symbolically burn Butler at the scho-
lastic stake, so Polanski sets Balkan ablaze in a spectacular display of
special-effects wizardry. In the ritualistic scene in which Balkan as-
sembles the nine illustrations, it is clear to the audience that he be-
lieves he has ¤nally solved the riddle of The Nine Gates (again, un-
beknownst to Balkan, one of his illustrations is a fake). Dousing
himself with gasoline, Balkan believes that he is ¤nally a death-defying
god, the right-hand man of the Prince of Darkness. He lights himself,
giggling maniacally as Corso watches in horror. “I feel the power
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®owing through me like an electric current, rendering me capable of
any achievement, mental or physical!” proclaims Balkan. “I could
®oat on air, walk on water.” Soon, however, the spectator is made
aware that Balkan has realized his terrible mistake. His triumphant
laughter becomes “a high-pitched scream of agony. He starts to caper
around, slapping at his clothes, his face, his hair.”30 Corso shoots him
to put him out of his misery, quickly putting an end to Balkan’s delu-
sions of grandeur.

Balkan’s scripted delusion is important because it functions as a
critique of the ruling class, a critique that plays on our own anxi-
eties about hierarchy, perhaps on our inner wishes for wealth and
prosperity: Balkan does not know everything after all, and despite
his wealth and education, he is not immune to abject stupidity. His
privilege, in other words, is punished. In The Ninth Gate all of the
occultists are the wealthy elite, “bored millionaires” and the like, dis-
satis¤ed with their easy, privileged lives (a description, incidentally,
commonly associated with the college professor).31 Of course, the de-
monization of the wealthy and the valorization of the subclass is a
common plot device in commercial ¤lm; that commercial ¤lm pro¤ts
depend largely on the number of tickets it can sell to the middle and
lower-middle classes explains precisely why this plot is so ubiqui-
tous. Just as James Cameron’s Titanic (1997) punishes the wealthy
by drowning them and as Luis Buñel disciplines the upper class by
denying them food in The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie (1972),
so Polanski’s The Ninth Gate punishes aristocrats and bourgeoisie
in particularly gruesome ways: Fargas is drowned; the baroness is
strangled and incinerated; the leader of a secret order is choked to
death; and Balkan commits suicide in an unglori¤ed blaze of idiocy.

More than any other genre popular in commercial ¤lm today (typi-
cally variations of Cinderella or Random-Stuff-Exploding), the class-
struggle formula saturates occult thrillers. The frequent association
of the ruling class with supernatural forces on the screen suggests that
occult discourse is particularly successful in arousing and quelling
our anxieties about social hierarchy. For these reasons, in this study I
have emphasized the discriminating function of occult discourse and,
in particular, the social politics of irony. Occult ¤lms hyperbolize class
anxiety in ways that mirror the negative coverage of occultists like
Blavatsky, Crowley, and LaVey. Just as Crowley was demonized in the
press as the “wickedest man in the world,” for example, so the typical
occult thriller disciplines, in one way or the other, social privilege. In
The Exorcist (1973), the comfortable life of a rich and successful ac-
tress is wrecked when her daughter is possessed by a demon. In The
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Omen (1976), the well-off, politically ensconced Thorn family is de-
stroyed after unfortunately rearing the Antichrist. In Polanski’s more
commercially successful occult thriller, Rosemary’s Baby (1969), a
struggling actor named Guy makes a Faustian bargain with a number
of wealthy Satanists who reside in his new, posh New York apartment
building. The actor’s wife, Rosemary, is given to Satan in a night of
drugged debauchery in exchange for a successful career and social
mobility. The Ninth Gate is simply one variation of the Faustian
thriller in which the ruling class is either associated with the demonic,
the secret source of their wealth and power, or punished by it. Read in
light of the mysteries of social order and the anxieties any hierarchy
produces, the occult thriller is a visual rendition of the talking cure.

In addition to its symbolic punishment of those who would keep
secrets from us, The Ninth Gate can also be read as a critique of au-
tonomy, of the notion that the individual is sovereign and free to
govern the self as he or she wishes. In the ¤lm’s depiction of the
characteristic in¤ghting of the occult tradition (viz., Balkan’s blood-
thirsty quest for Lucifer’s pretty pictures), various occultists are pitted
against each other in their common pursuit of supreme authority and
autonomy. Balkan’s spectacular death, for example, can be under-
stood as the price one pays for narcissism, for failing to realize the
importance of the Other. Balkan is so convinced of his “absolute
power to determine [his] own destiny” that he fails to notice his own
mistake, which, had he consulted Corso or others, might have been
avoided. The antihero of the ¤lm, Dean Corso, is actually given the
prized secret (or so the end of the ¤lm seems to suggest; whether this
is the case is, again, not clear). Not only is Corso “like us” in terms of
his lower- to middle-class af¤liation, but he is also the only character
who engages the community for companionship and for information,
although he is painted as a sel¤sh and greedy pirate. His eventual “ob-
session” with The Nine Gates is a negative quality, but the character
of Corso is compelling precisely because he is not what he initially
seems. Although he is described by other characters in the ¤lm as “un-
scrupulous,” he is honest with the baroness and treats “the girl” with
respect; although Corso claims to be interested only in his retainer
and fees, he persists in investigating the book, succumbing to obses-
sion, despite an increasing body count. Whereas Balkan is content
unto himself, Corso depends on others to break the code of the occult
book.

Corso is rewarded not only because of his scholarly humility
(framed, signi¤cantly, as a businesslike disinterest in the contents of
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the book) but also because he seems to understand the ¤ctive nature
of his autonomy as an individual. That Corso understands he is not in
control is revealed in a scene that follows his second visit to Fargas’s
mansion, where he discovers the aristocrat drowned in a fountain. He
is seated on an airplane next to “the girl” as the next scene begins:

corso looks down at the girl.
corso: What exactly happened back there?
the girl: Fargas caught someone stealing, I guess.
corso: And what do you guess happened to him?
the girl: (simply) He drowned.
corso: With a little help from who?
the girl: (Shrugs) He’s dead. Who cares?
corso: I care. I could wind up the same way.
the girl: Not with me to take care of you.
corso: I see. You’re my guardian angel.
the girl: Something like that. (She removes her head from his

shoulder, turns away, and snuggles up against the window in-
stead.)

corso: Somebody’s playing a game with me.
the girl: (drowsily): Of course. You’re part of it. And you’re

getting to like it.

The dominant reading of this scene is not one that speci¤es a com-
mentary on the fragmentation of subjectivity, yet from a rhetorical
vantage the critique of humanism, particularly as it is expressed in
terms of the illusion of the unity of subjectivity, helps to explain why
Corso escapes the fate of every other character who touches the cursed
book. The signi¤cant difference between Corso and the other charac-
ters is his sense of his own fallibility, his somewhat naive trust in the
characters he meets, and his distrust of the image and other forms
of representation. Those who do not “get it” are the Fools who have
the strongest faith in their individual autonomy. Thus we can add a
fourth to the many deaths of The Ninth Gate: not only does the ¤lm
comment on the demise of the written text, the demise of the ¤gure of
the book, and the demise of occultism, but it is also a commentary on
the demise of the autonomous individual. In the ¤lm, the Devil is a
socialist in the sense that only those who do not assert their supreme
independence from the collective are allowed to survive. Given his
unfortunate expulsion from the idyllic collective know as “Heaven,”
perhaps the Devil has learned his lesson.
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The Occultic as Postmodern Occultism

Having summarized this study as both an analysis of occultism in
popular culture and a theoretical exploration of critical practice,
questions about the larger signi¤cance of the occultic as a social form
still remain: What does the death of modern occultism mean? If mod-
ern occultism is dead, then what can we describe as “occultic”? If
the occult as such ended with the historical transition from moder-
nity to postmodernity (or late capitalism), then is there such a thing
as postmodern occultism? And what about the intending, concrete
individual? The answers to these and similar questions can be bro-
ken down into the familiar categories of description and diagnosis.
In concluding this book, I would like to speculate on a number of
answers.

Occultic Identity Politics?

If the term “occult” is to retain its etymological roots in hiddenness
and secrecy, then the concept of a “postmodern occultism” is oxy-
moronic. That the occult no longer coheres in the contemporary
world as the elite study of secrets suggests that occultism as such no
longer exists as a discrete practice. Yet popular culture continues to
generate texts that appeal, nostalgically, to the occultism of moder-
nity, and in this sense modern occultism continues to live in movies
like The Ninth Gate. The occult also survives as a category that people
continue to use in making generic sense of the world. “Postmodern
occultism” or the occultic (or perhaps in fashionable, scholarly terms,
“post-occultism”) is a label for the death of modern occultism as the
elite study of secrets and the birth of occultism as a kind of ®oating
signi¤er. In light of the most popular occultic texts today, I suggest
that this signi¤er is predominantly one of difference.

Although more traditional occult texts are widely available and
continue to ¤nd audiences, the most ubiquitous form of the occultic
is the entertaining commodity. At the time of my writing, the ¤lmic
version of Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone is the current draw at
the box of¤ce, and its debut has far surpassed Jurassic Park as having
the most pro¤table opening weekend of all time. The ¤lm, based on a
children’s book by J. K. Rowling, is a male version of the Cinderella
story: a young orphan living with an abusive aunt and uncle discovers
he is fated to become a famous magus, and so he enrolls in the legen-
dary Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. In a manner that
resembles the appeal of the successful television program, Bewitched,
the Harry Potter story appeals to middle-class sensibilities, offering
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the fantasy of effortlessly produced wealth and power by means of
magic. The “magical formula” of laborlessly achieved status and
power is common to all of the most popular “occult” phenomena
today: in addition to the spate of ¤lms released in the last ten years
(e.g., The Craft, Practical Magic, and so on), television shows like
Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Charmed, and Sabrina the Teenage Witch
feature middle-class youth wielding magic wands and casting spells,
undoubtedly a re®ection of the producers’ effort to appeal to the
highly desirable teenage target audience that, although disempowered
socially, has a freedom from responsibility that translates into dispos-
able income. Like the Harry Potter books, these television shows ap-
peal to young people because they offer the fantasy of magically or
effortlessly achieved empowerment.

Yet there is something else common to contemporary occult phe-
nomena that is not so obvious. First, with few exceptions, contempo-
rary occult texts predominantly appeal to women. All of the television
shows I mentioned, and most of the more recent ¤lms highlighting
occult themes, feature witches. Of course, witchery is and has been a
means for contending with the oppressions of patriarchy; consequently,
forms of entertainment that celebrate the witch are frequently about
“getting a man” or punishing one. The relationship between the ¤g-
ure of the witch and issues of gender have been written about exten-
sively,32 yet in light of the demise of modern occultism and the post-
humanist critique it suggests, the gendered aspects of contemporary
occult phenomena could also be read as the emergence of an alterna-
tive, feminist ethic, a reclamation of the ¤gure of the witch and, in
turn, social power. Historically, as Blavatsky testi¤es, the occult has
been a means by which women could achieve the power of leader-
ship, enabling them to move more freely through “masculine,” public
spaces.33 Contemporary occult texts are suggestive of similar means to
empowerment, not because they suggest that women should become
witches but because they function as a subtle reminder that women
have a distinctive, albeit culturally determined, mode of agency differ-
ent from that of men, an agency that can be exploited for change,
magical or not.34

Second, and more disturbing, contemporary occult texts are em-
ploying the occult as a code for racial difference as well. For example,
in a 1999 episode of the CBS drama Judging Amy titled “Witch
Hunt,”35 a man sues his ex-wife for custody of his son because she
joined a witches’ coven. In the narrative, witchcraft is used and dis-
cussed by the characters primarily as a marker of difference and mar-
ginality, as a sign of moral and intellectual deviance, which is used, in
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turn, to justify social and legal discrimination. What is signi¤cant
about using the occult as a marker of difference in this manner is that
the characters in each of these programs, ¤lms, and books are white.

In general, occultism has largely been the province of men and
women who were racially coded “white,” and in North America the
practice, from Freemasonry to channeling and divination, has tended
to exclude the racial Other.36 The unfortunate exception, of course, is
what has been coded in the mass media as “black magic,” such as
Santeria and voodoo, the magical practice of people of African Ameri-
can descent.37 The use of occultism as a marker of difference may be a
reinscription of the hegemony of racism insofar as it saps the political
force of marginality from those who have been marginalized. In other
words, popular uses of the occult as a marker of difference seek to
claim a social and legal suspect status (the legal term for protected
groups), drawing attention away from those who endure more violent
and oppressive forms of discrimination. In light of the use of the oc-
cultic as a marker of difference, contemporary occultic entertainment
texts seem to be a part of the emergence of “whiteness” as racial cate-
gory in the 1990s38 and therefore may be implicated in downplaying
the effects of racism on African Americans.39 Indeed, if there is a U.S.
discourse that parallels the discriminating function of modern occul-
tic discourse, it is the rhetoric of race.

The Occultic and Religion

That postmodern occultism is related to identity consciousness is, of
course, a diagnostic claim, and in a larger sense it represents the col-
lapse of description onto diagnosis, a collapse that also closes the
conceptual distance between grammatical repetitions and rhetorical
logics. This kind of collapse is simply a variation of the eclipse of
content by form, an event that many thinkers hasten to add is not
merely conceptual but symptomatic of representation in postmoder-
nity or late capitalism, a superstructural, conceptual ripple caused by
transformations of the base. Arguably, an identity politics that utilizes
occult topoi is symptomatic of the complete erasure of occultism as a
religious discourse concerned with the transhuman or supernatural,
an erasure enabled by a consumerist logic that suggests one can simply
purchase social change. In this respect, the death of modern occultism
participates in an overall decline of religion, a fated decline that is
considered “conventional wisdom” among a number of sociologists.40

Apparently, the cultural logic of late capitalism has led to the com-
plete evaporation of Spirit. As Fredric Jameson puts it, “Capitalism,
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and the modern age, is a period in which, with the extinction of the
sacred and the ‘spiritual,’ the deep underlying materiality of all things
has ¤nally risen dripping and convulsive into the light of day; and it is
clear that culture itself is one of those things whose fundamental ma-
teriality is now for us not merely evident but quite inescapable.”41 I
have already detailed, for example, how fetishism models the sym-
bolic economy of Satanism in the terms of a consumerist system of
exchange and in ways that erase the semantic dimensions of text.
But how does this cultural logic—how does the particular capitalis-
tic interaction of relations and forces—achieve the death of Spirit?
Among sociologists (including Marx), the most common answer can
be traced back to the Enlightenment: the death of religion is the tri-
umph of almighty Reason. From the vantage of political economy,
religion is in decline because of a secularization catalyzed by capital-
ism, a secularization inclusive of instrumental rationality. Positive ac-
counts of this secularizing power of reason heralded “the overcoming
of all the dualities that had divided consciousness . . . and made it so
unhappy.”42 Negative accounts, like that of Horkheimer and Adorno
in Dialectic of Enlightenment, see Spirit and its corresponding gram-
mar of myth being replaced with mass deception and alienation, a
discourse of domination that elides the contradictions of social exis-
tence. Max Weber argued that, because human character is shaped by
the institutions in which we live, the progressivism of capitalistic
economies has turned the workplace into an “iron cage.” Capitalism
has sapped the Puritan work ethic, combined it with a scienti¤c ra-
tionality, and applied it to the workplace, thus turning the spaces in
which we spend the most time into places of “mechanized petrifac-
tion,” effectively robbing people of a sense of duty to the spiritual
or supernatural. Religion, in other words, has been replaced by over-
bureaucratized work:

Victorious capitalism needs . . . [the support of religious asceti-
cism] no longer. The rosy blush of its laughing heir, the Enlight-
enment, seems also to be irretrievably fading, and the idea of
duty in one’s calling prowls about in our lives like the ghost of
dead religious beliefs. Where the ful¤llment of the calling cannot
directly be related to the highest spiritual and cultural values, or
when, on the other hand, it need not be felt simply as economic
compulsion, the individual generally abandons the attempt to
justify it at all. In the ¤eld of its highest development, in the
United States, the pursuit of wealth, stripped of its religious and
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ethical meaning, tends to become associated with purely mun-
dane passions, which often actually give it the character of a
sport.43

Those who counter the Marxist proclamation of the death or dy-
ing of religion often offer up the emergence of evangelical and pro-
phetic sects or cults as evidence of the persistence of Spirit and the
continued vitality of religious practice. Yet scholars such as Bryan
Wilson counter by suggesting that cults are in fact “a con¤rmation of
the process of secularization. They indicate the extent to which reli-
gion has become inconsequential for modern society.” New Age reli-
gions, cults, and the like represent “the highly privatized preference
that reduces religion to the signi¤cance of pushpin, poetry, and pop-
corns [sic].”44 Emerging charismatic religions and New Age groups
are mere buyers’ clubs, the Sam’s Warehouses of eternal salvation.

The decline of religion as a socially signi¤cant tradition, institu-
tion, and discourse has also been discussed by rhetoricians. James
Darsey’s book-length rumination on the Hebraic rhetorical tradition
makes frequent mention of the decline of religious discourse and avers
in the conclusion that “we have erred on the side of Hellenism. We are
plainly uncomfortable with the unveri¤able and the extraordinary.
We prefer the blandness of the bureaucrat to the supernal vision of the
seer. Our cynicism prevents us from crediting claims on the divine. . . .
Our distrust of prophets is a re®ection of a profound distrust of our-
selves and our ability to tell true from false.”45 Darsey continues that
the decline of prophetic rhetoric, and thus the disappearance of the
prophet, is responsible for “the national malaise.” The common,
communal bonds that religion provides (e.g., God) are crumbling,
and people in the West are losing a sense of community. The chronicle
of modern occultism that I have told parallels the decline of the signi¤-
cance of prophecy. Not only are great magi a thing of the past, but
modern occultism’s Hellenic appeal to evidentiary support did not de-
mand of the true believer an absolutist conviction in a leader’s righ-
teousness. Given its hybridism, from a sociological vantage, what be-
gan as the forbidden science of alchemy has returned to its roots:
modern occultism is a snapshot of religion on its way to secularism.

Because modern occultism is a hybrid of Hellenic and Hebraic rhe-
torical traditions, its demise also parallels, in general, the simultane-
ous erosion of rational argument and textuality on the one hand and
the decreasing social import of prophetic religiosity on the other. The
simple prose of those who could be said to weakly continue the oc-
cult tradition—New Age gurus like Gary Zukav and psychics like
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Sylvia Browne, for example—is representative of a transformation in
literacy, a transformation that has been widely discussed as a move-
ment toward the visual. In his widely read Amusing Ourselves to
Death, Neil Postman assays the transformation as a retreat from
linear thinking and logical argument toward a formulaic brave new
world of intellectual pabulum devoid of complexity. Similarly, the
ability of young people to tolerate logical contradiction (as well as
their ability to tolerate cultural diversity, incidentally) is derided by
Alan Bloom in his popular and widely praised The Closing of the
American Mind as a failure of literacy and as a product of academic
liberalism in general. The simplicity, and one might add the simple-
mindedness, of contemporary occult texts is in keeping with the over-
all, general decline of textual complexity in the public arena.

Nevertheless, the long line of scholars who proclaim (lamentably or
not) the death of God and the demise of religion are simply wrong.
Insofar as one understands religion as the quest for the outside, as a
hankering for something external to our symbolicity, religion will
never go away; it will simply take new forms. For example, my discus-
sion about the function of obtuse theory in academic discourse sug-
gests that the motor beyond novel vocabularies is characteristically
poetic, a struggle with the limitations of language as well as a symp-
tom of our relative inability to communicate our subjective mental
states to one another. That willingness, desire itself, is religious. If the
demise of modern occultism is read as an exaggeration of the de-
cline of religion in general, it only follows that traditional religion is
losing its public signi¤cance.46 It may be true that no invisible hand
or Spirit animates the past, but it is certainly not the case that Spirit
has been liquidated into something completely material; Spirit is sim-
ply moving into our private lives as the inevitable, human desire for
something better. Indeed, the existence of the occultic and, therefore,
the persistence of theological form can be located in a multitude of
discourses and practices. From the conspiracy theories and alien ab-
duction fantasies of popular culture, to the initiation rituals so fa-
miliar to members of Greek fraternities and sororities on campuses
across the United States, to the litany of gatekeeping rituals academics
seem to enjoy so much, the religious discourse of secrecy is every-
where.
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Epilogue: The Fool’s Yapping Cur

The evidence of reality is quite useful for action, but can in no
way help us to understand the meaning of our lives. As soon as
we allow ourselves to be invaded by this obsession with evidence,
the discretion of the word vanishes. We become insensitive to
language, which, even if it is the Word of God, loses its meaning.
Thus we no longer pay any attention to it.

—Jacques Ellul1

To be good for people. These words have a vaguely antediluvian
ring in the sphere where the production of knowledge replaces the
search for the good life. . . . If it is our compulsion towards speed
and height that renders us immobile and hinders our vision, then
it is only by propitiating the shunned dark god and not by step-
ping up that we will see where we want to go.

—Janice Hocker Rushing and Thomas S. Frentz2

Anyone who has studied the occult tradition will recognize what I
mean when I say that everything is related, in some sense, degree, or
number, to everything else. Students of the occult may also identify
with the frustration I experienced trying to make sense of the veritable
word-salad of modern occult texts. The texts from the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, in particular, can test one’s patience,
not only because of their dif¤cult language but also because their
authors, indulgently, go on and on and on and on and on and on and
on. The current edition of Lévi’s Transcendental Magic is over 400
pages; the facsimile edition of Blavatsky’s Isis Unveiled is 1,350 pages;
and the latest edition Crowley’s Magick: Book IV weighs in at almost
three pounds. (Of course, if the patient reader has scanned these many
pages cover to cover, he or she knows about whom I surely jest.)

To call attention to another not-so-secret secret, I hinted in the in-
troduction that I might whisper the name of the ¤gure who arose in
the wake of the Great Orator and the Great Magus. Just like the “se-
crets” of a typical modern occult text, this ¤gure should have been
obvious from the start: she is the Learned Fool, Parsifal, the Great
Professor, number zero in the Rider-Waite tarot. The composite char-
acter of Boris Balkan in Polanski’s The Ninth Gate is, of course, this



¤gure. Many readers will be quick to recognize, however, that unlike
Balkan, there are no millionaire professors in the humanities, even
among those of us who pen successful textbooks on public speaking,
textual criticism, or English composition. Any pretense to wealth is
simply a rhetorical blind. I want to close Modern Occult Rhetoric by
suggesting that any pretense to intellectual mastery is also a ruse, and
today, an increasingly troublesome one.

In the Rider-Waite tarot deck, the Fool is depicted as a young white
man in garish clothes, his worldly belongings tied in a bundle at the
end of a stick. The Fool feels free, engaged in a new beginning, and
because his head is in the clouds he does not see the cliff he is swiftly
approaching. A tiny dog barks at his heels trying to warn him. The
scene depicted on the card is an allegory for the contemporary occultic
enterprise of academics in the humanities, if not an apt condensation
of how non-academics, especially cultural conservatives, view the pro-
fessoriate. As Ellen Willis puts it, “protected by tenure, too many aca-
demics remain stubbornly liberal and attached to the ideal (if not
always the reality) of intellectual independence. Their sense of entitle-
ment to relatively autonomous and human working conditions is an
offense to the prevailing corporate regime. . . . And so, even as the
right’s rhetoric invokes the noble heritage of the liberal arts and sci-
ences against ‘politicized nonsense,’ its professor-bashing agenda in-
cites and exploits the anti-intellectual currents endemic to American
culture.”3 Like the justices presiding in the courtroom battle between
Crowley and Mathers over magical secrets, academics are often re-
garded by outsiders as fools—intelligent, perhaps, but fools nonethe-
less. Understanding the ambivalent symbolism of the Fool, however, I
think that there are good reasons to embrace the ¤gure. Let me yap
just a little bit more to make the case.

If the contemporary academic paradigm is occultic (and I think it
is), then the story of modern occultism I have told suggests a litany of
homologies. For example, there is the tenure and promotion system
and the achievement of degrees or grades in modern secret societies;
there is the mysterious process of publication and “blind review” and
the “investigation” period of fraternal initiation;4 there is “close tex-
tual reading” and the romantic hermeneutics of the Kabbalah; there
is the esoteric language of modern occultism and the rhetoric of the
project of the posts. But there are more serious parallels as well, par-
ticularly those concerning the corporatization or “McDonaldization”
of education, which have led to a kind of neurotic obsession among
scholars in the last decade. Book after book has been devoted to ex-
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ploring the implications of commodi¤ed education, which is an irre-
versible trend that holds great possibilities for democracy as well as
numerous challenges to intellectual freedom.5

Although I prefer to leave the discussion of academic capitalism
to those better trained to discuss political economy, we academics
should, in light of what happened to the great modern magi of the
twentieth century, be expecting increasingly spectacular dramas of se-
crecy and publicity. Further, insofar as in¤ghting and the emergence
of a mediated star system abided the commodi¤cation of modern oc-
cultism, we should be able to locate competing vocabularies concern-
ing secret truths, and a professoriate at odds with itself, mobilized
into elite, discrete, and competing cabals that are, in turn, organized
around the challenging work of this or that scholarly magus. Worse,
in light of the death of modern occultism as a coherent tradition, we
should discover that the “ivory tower,” the central metaphor of a clan-
destine academic enterprise, has been leveled. Amid the smoldering
rubble of this centuries-old arti¤ce, we should ¤nd the Great Professor
unprotected, naked, divided against him- or herself, unable to control
or signify his or her texts, and, perhaps, under attack. If the rhetoric
emerging from the academy these days is any measure, then these
things are coming to pass—if they are not already a done deal. Willis
argues that “there really is no ivory tower anymore,” and that the
most obvious symptom of its demise is the “Sokal hoax.”

The Sokal hoax refers to the public prank played on the editors of
the cultural studies journal Social Text and orchestrated by the pre-
viously little-known physicist Alan Sokal. Troubled by the “apparent
decline in the standards of rigor in certain precincts of the academic
humanities,”6 and angered by the “mysti¤cation, deliberately obscure
language, confused thinking, and the misuse of scienti¤c concepts”
often associated with “postmodern” thinkers,7 Sokal composed a
parodic essay in which he argued that the concept of quantum gravity
had “profound political implications” that cultural studies scholars
would ¤nd of interest. To this end he cobbled together a number of
scienti¤c and mathematical notions, the “bizarre New Age idea” of a
“morphogenetic ¤eld,” concepts from Lacanian psychoanalysis, and
other scraps of theory into an increasingly ludicrous exercise in the
fetishism of citation. For example, in one part of the essay Sokal as-
serts that “more recently, Lacan’s topologie du sujet has been applied
fruitfully to cinema criticism and to the psychoanalysis of AIDS.
In mathematical terms, Lacan is here pointing out that the ¤rst ho-
mology group of the sphere is trivial. . . . Furthermore, as Lacan sus-
pected, there is an intimate connection between the external structure
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of the psychical world and its inner psychological representation qua
knot theory: this hypothesis has recently been con¤rmed by Witten’s
derivation of known invariants . . . from three-dimensional Chern-
Simons quantum ¤eld theory.”8 After Sokal revealed his prank, the
story made the front page of the New York Times on May 18, 1996,
thereby sparking a years-long conversation on academic jargon and
the (ir)relevance of critical and cultural studies to the academy. The
responses to both academic and non-academic audiences have been
numerous, but those that seem to have garnered the most sympathy
are characteristically anti-theoretical and pragmatically realist (e.g.,
arguing for a return to the Enlightenment project of knowledge pro-
duction and the pursuit of Truth).9

As a rhetorician, however, I am most interested in the defenses that
were offered for the invention of dif¤cult prose. The most common
arguments had already been rehearsed among academics years before
Sokal forced them into wider circulation. The ¤rst and most promi-
nent argument was that jargon serves as a kind of shorthand for com-
plex ideas. Lawrence Grossberg presents the case well: “I must ac-
knowledge the dif¤culty of much of the language of this book. It is
often too academic and occasionally hermetic, but I hope the analy-
sis will have something to say to a broader audience. I would have
liked to arrive at a more accessible vocabulary, but I do not want
to fall into a common pseudo-populism which rejects such work as
elitist. . . . Intellectuals are often criticized for introducing neologisms
and dropping names, but these are often useful and ef¤cient ways of
bringing an entire argument or position quickly into the conversa-
tion.”10

A second argument that has circulated, in one way or another,
undermines the charge of inaccessibility by questioning the empirical
existence of an “audience,” meaning that what we typically refer to
as audiences are brought into being by either those who study them
or the texts that they share.11 For example, Michael Warner has sug-
gested that a given dif¤cult writing “style” is a utopic gesture that at-
tempts to speak to a future public, a style that escapes contemporary
pressures to succumb to an academic populism that merely reinforces
the harmful norms that dif¤cult language is designed to combat (prin-
cipally in terms of “defamiliarization,” a corollary argument that
Warner, like Butler, lays at the feet of Theodor Adorno).12

Third, there is the argument often made by public intellectuals like
Richard Rorty, and which I have forwarded in this book with a little
help from my friendly superstars, Uncle Burke and Jackie-D: namely,
that dif¤cult prose is the consequence of an occult poetics, which,
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in turn, is a consequence of the ineffability of human experience. Bet-
ter than the ¤rst two arguments in defense of dif¤cult language, I
think this line of thinking roots dif¤cult language in an ontology. I do
not think for a moment, however, that this argument works for a
wider audience, nor do I think it would ever sway an American public
that already seems hostile to “high theory.” To the outsider, I’m sure
the ontological argument sounds like “we fools can’t help it.” This is,
of course, the case I’m making, but to those who are trained to regard
the image as certitude—at the expense of the humiliation of the
word—it is likely understood as “the devil made us do it,” a failure of
accountability.

Perhaps to the chagrin of those readers who summarily dismiss
dif¤cult language as so much hocus-pocus, I ¤nd all three defenses of
dif¤cult language persuasive. But, the rhetorical lesson to be learned
from the Great Magi of modernity is an ethical one, a lesson that has
less to do with the inevitable alterity of language use (our ontological
plight) and more to do with the ways in which we ignore or forget
those whom we exclude or discipline with our words in here, in the
academy. The numerous defenses of “pomo” in the academy that were
published in response to Sokal’s hoax almost universally acknowledge
the anxiety and anger provoked by occultic prose but then proceed
to discuss style only in respect to content, never fully exploring the
relational information and the consequences that follow from form.
While tacitly acknowledged, few discuss the humiliation, the disci-
pline, of the fetishized word.

Consider, for example, the word “desire.” I will never forget my
¤rst humiliating experience as an academic in training, my ¤rst rite of
passage during Graduate Education Initiation. It seems minor today
compared to being called “stupid fuck” by a journal editor,13 but at
the age of twenty-four my ¤rst taste of magickal warfare was in my
maiden graduate seminar, a course on semiotic theory conducted by a
highly regarded professor at the University of Minnesota. Much of
the material we were reading (Peirce on “thirdness,” e.g.) was very
dif¤cult to understand. I recall delivering a presentation for class on
the readings, and then voicing some dif¤culty with a concept. An ad-
vanced graduate student from the Department of Cultural Studies and
Comparative Literature laughed aloud, and then smugly posed a rhe-
torical question to me: “Haven’t you read Lacan on desire?” I was
embarrassed and felt stupid, having been taken to task by someone
who knew a secret that I didn’t know, someone smarter, more in con-
trol of his language, someone who knew how to read better. In a few
months I learned that such sadistic agonism was not typical of all
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departments—and certainly not my own (Communication Studies).
But, I do think that the professoriate too easily forget how contentious
and competitive our degree system can be on the inside—especially
among graduate students—and how the word humiliates at each suc-
cessive rung of progress toward certi¤cation. Yes, dif¤cult prose is
shorthand for complex ideas and arguments. Yes, challenging styles
defamiliarize and help us to envision better worlds. But the formal
work and ideological function of occultic rhetoric can be sadistic. And
where do graduate students learn how to spar and demean with secret
vocabularies? By watching black-caped magi posture, argue, and stab
backs at conferences and conventions, of course. I suppose the battle
of magi is amusing on a number of levels, especially to those on the
outside, but when I ¤rst experienced it on the inside, when I was
laughed at because I had not read a single seminar of Lacan’s, I was
nauseous and wanted to throw up.

I do not mention my experience as a neophyte academic to exempt
or excuse us “worker bees and ants” (to borrow a phrase from Rorty)
from the standards of “rigor” or doing careful work. Nor do I share
my experiences as a young initiate to call for the end of jargon. As this
study attests, I think the production of new and challenging discourse
is both helpful and inevitable. Indeed, I take great pleasure in reading,
producing, and teaching challenging prose. Yet, if the demise of the
Great Modern Magus provides a lesson for us academics, it must be
that of recognizing our ignorance and celebrating the virtue of hu-
mility. I realize I must seem the naive fool—risking hypocrisy as I
do—by extolling the virtue of humility, but in our era of publicity and
corporatization there is immense pressure on us academics to popu-
larize our work and to justify our existence, and consequently an in-
tense desire to thicken our prose and to create the conditions that
require our interpretive expertise and thereby guarantee our survival.
In short, we are encouraged to be snotty. Our contemporary academic
occultic is the ironic response to that globalizing corporate machine
that accuses us of producing mere gibberish, “empty rhetoric.” As our
jobs become less plentiful and tenure goes the way of the dodo, as
resources become more scarce and we are made to compete for a sense
of security, the pressure to produce the contentious, argumentative
Blue-Meanie Magus, or in the argot of graduate students, the “theory
Nazi,” is increasing.

The problem with the theory Nazi is that he or she ignores, delib-
erately or not, the relational structure of revelation and secrecy. Der-
rida, whom many regard as a wickedly brilliant yet kind, humorous,
and self-deprecating superstar, touches on the problem in his latest
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work, which focuses on gifts, responsibility, and the limits of philo-
sophical ethics. It is no surprise that secrecy is a signi¤cant part of
his genealogy of responsibility. In a discussion that brings to mind
Lacan’s reading of Poe’s “The Purloined Letter,” a letter that always
returns to the unconscious and which, consequently, belongs to no
one, Derrida questions:

How can another see into me, into my most secret self, without
my being able to see in there myself and without my being able
to see him in me? And if my secret self, that which can be re-
vealed only to the other, to the wholly other, to God if you wish,
is a secret that I will never re®ect on, that I will never know or
experience or possess as my own, then what sense is there in
saying that it is “my” secret, or in saying more generally that a
secret belongs, that it is proper to or belongs to some “one,” or
to some other who remains someone? It is perhaps there that we
¤nd the secret of secrecy, namely, that it is not a matter of know-
ing and that it is there for no-one.14

There is no home, no place of belonging, for the secret, continues Der-
rida. The relation is the only thing; this is the secret of the shibboleth.

The secret is a ruse, then, the content running cover for form. If we
recognize that the undoing of the modern magus was caused, in part,
by the arrogance of autonomy and the blackmail of secrecy, then we
should embrace the Fool as our patron saint. The secret is not a secret
without the shunned Other, and the Fool is not a fool without the
loving Other who warns.
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Appendix 1: Scholarship on Occultism

One way to describe occultism is as an object of scholarship composed
of primary and secondary texts. The primary texts of occultism num-
ber in the thousands, and in a descriptive study such as the present one
an exhaustive account would be not only impossible but probably not
very helpful. Instead, I have selected a number of primary texts that
were well known among the reading and viewing public during their
respective moments: the work of H. P. Blavatsky and the Theosophists
in the late nineteenth century; the public shenanigans of Aleister
Crowley and the dictation of his holy book, The Book of the Law,
during the early twentieth century; the overtly televisual occult texts
of the world’s most famous Satanist, Anton LaVey, in the late 1960s
and early 1970s; and a major theatrical ¤lm written and directed by
Roman Polanski, The Ninth Gate, which debuted in the United States
in 1999. Notably, I began my analysis of primary texts in the nine-
teenth century, and I have done so for three reasons. First, by limiting
myself to “modern” or more recent primary texts, the task of analyz-
ing occult discourse is simply more manageable. Second and more im-
portant, however, are the ways in which occult texts from the nine-
teenth century and later are substantially different from those that
preceded them: the condemnations of Catholics and Protestant reform-
ists, as well as rise of scienti¤c discourse during the Enlightenment,
affected occult discourse in ways that distinguish it from its previous
subsistence (see chapter 1). Third, as I conceptualize it, the popular
imaginary did not exist until the emergence of mass culture and mass-
communication media—media that placed public knowledge and en-
coded public memories into seemingly disposable objects of leisure.
Modern occultism is a phenomenon goaded by the emergence of a
popular imaginary, enabled by forms of mass technology, and con-
strained by the discourses of science and religion.



Having isolated the task of reviewing primary literature to the
study itself, the task here is to provide some account of the secondary
literature. Most of this body of work has been written by occultists
and practitioners, and in these works one ¤nds little concern for schol-
arly proprieties such as re®exivity, accuracy, or ¤delity to presumed
historical facts. One of the better, popular examples of this kind of
work is Colin Wilson’s The Occult: A History, a large, well-written
origin narrative of the Western occult tradition. Wilson’s proclama-
tions of faith and frequent commentary about the existence of super-
natural forces are typical of this kind of work as well. For example,
in his book Wilson claims that human beings’ “latent sense” that the
world is not enough, that there must be something else, is “man’s evo-
lutionary appetite, the desire to make contact with reality. . . . I la-
beled this ‘latent sense’ Faculty X. . . . Faculty X is simply that latent
power that human beings possess to reach beyond the present. After
all, we know perfectly well that the past is as real as the present and
that New York and Singapore and Lhasa and Stepney Green are all as
real as this place I happen to be in at the moment. Yet my senses do
not agree.”1 Wilson continues to elaborate the concept at some length,
linking it to psi phenomena and what is generally known as “pseudo-
scienti¤c” research (investigations into extrasensory perception, tele-
kinesis, and so on). While much of Wilson’s historical work does seem
to police factual detail with some degree of rigor, “Faculty X” appears
and reappears from time to time in many chapters as the underly-
ing explanation for magical workings and otherwise unexplainable
behavior.

Because many occult writers do not conform to the codes of schol-
arly propriety, a great number of texts written by occultists are un-
reliable for critical-historical claims. Georgess McHargue speculates
that, to some degree, this unreliability is in part born of the “general
disrespect that is felt for the occult.” It has led, “perhaps, to the for-
mation of another unfortunate attitude . . . among those who do
write about it. We have all seen occult books so sloppily researched
and sketchily written that they seem to carry the message, ‘This stuff
is all fake anyway, so why bother to get the facts straight?’”2 Although
Kenneth Grant, for example, would adamantly deny fakery, his book
The Magical Revival has been attacked by occultists and historians
alike for its creative history-making. Grant, “not unlike a number of
occult historians . . . appears content to link together and fuse into
one continuous stream a variety of individuals, organizations and tra-
ditions which, as far as the exoteric historian is concerned, seem to
have no direct connection.”3 (It should also be noted that many oc-
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cultists’ attacks on the work of other occultists, such Waite’s critique
of Lévi, are more competitive than scholarly.)

On the other hand, most of the academic literature on occultism is
characteristically historical, descriptive, and uncritical. Further, very
few works attempt to conjecture about the symbolic and rhetorical
dimensions of occultism. The reasons for the lack of critical engage-
ment with occult topics are many, but the most obvious are two in
number. First, in the humanities the privileged objects of criticism
have tended to be works of “great art,” and a distinction between
“high” and “low” culture can be said to underlie this privileging.
Until recently, occultism has been characterized as a marginalized
and “irrational” discourse unworthy of scholarly attention. Theodor
Adorno, a philosopher associated with the Frankfurt school of criti-
cal theory, was one of the ¤rst to provide a serious critical study of
the occult; his ¤ndings could be seen as an exaggeration of the bias
against occultism as an irrational object of study. “The tendency to
occultism is a symptom of the regression of consciousness,” argued
Adorno. “Occultists . . . feel drawn towards childishly monstrous sci-
enti¤c fantasies” and mindless platitudes.4 Adorno describes the oc-
cult as a particular manifestation of the logics of capitalism that dis-
courage rational, critical thought. The second reason why there is
little critical academic work on the occult is a problem of description:
because so many things are described as “occult,” before any research
begins scholars have had to engage in the dif¤cult task of deciding
what does and does not count. In this respect, the bulk of the schol-
arly work on occultism has been in sociological circles, and this work
explicitly announces its primary task as that of describing occultism
as a social phenomenon.

In general, occult scholarship by trained academics can be classi¤ed
into four basic disciplinary frames: English and literary studies; an-
thropological and ethnographic studies; historical and descriptive
scholarship; and sociological and cultural studies. Although each
frame imbricates the others, each kind of study focuses on different
themes. English and literary studies in occultism, for instance, tend
toward two kinds of analyses: historical contextualization and the
analysis of occult tropes. An example of the former is Paul H. Kocher’s
essay “The Witchcraft Basis in Marlowe’s Faustus,” in which Kocher
claims that Marlowe’s knowledge of medieval witchcraft led to an ac-
curate portrayal of the “motives and values” thought to be common
among witches during his time. John Coates’s “Zanoni by Bulwer-
Lytton: A Discussion of Its ‘Philosophy’ and Its Possible In®uences”
urges a political reading of Zanoni against Disraeli’s Coningsby and
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links Bulwer-Lytton’s study of occultism to an estrangement from his
wife. Although both of these kinds of readings offer good close tex-
tual analysis, neither explores the suasive, audience-centered dimen-
sions of occult meanings. The work of ¤gures like T. S. Eliot and
William Butler Yeats are favorite objects of analysis in these kinds of
contextual studies.

The tropic studies by literary critics are less directly related to the
historical occult. The “occult” has been used as a trope for read-
ing and as a characterization of the ontological status of all written
texts. Allan Lloyd Smith has claimed, for instance, that the “mimetic
quality of ¤ction has af¤nities with sympathetic magic,” and Clive
Bloom has argued that the occult experience is a good characteriza-
tion of the “daemonic (or hidden compulsion) that de¤nes textuality”
in relationship to the unconscious in textual practice (writing and
reading).5

The most relevant and interesting of these studies, however, are
those that attempt to theorize the occult in relation to the psyche and
cultural forms in reading. Foremost of this kind of work is Tzvetan
Todorov’s The Fantastic: A Structural Approach to a Literary Genre.
To some extent Todorov is more interested in textual cartography
than effect, but he suggests that the fantastic in literature can be cast
in terms of the marvelous (when new laws of nature emerge) and the
uncanny (no new laws emerge, but something explainable by natural
law remains unsettling). All kinds of the fantastic, however, can be
typi¤ed by indecision and uncertainty about events, both hallmarks
of occultism. In the edited collection Literature of the Occult: A Col-
lection of Critical Essays, Peter Messent extends Todorov’s musings on
the fantastic and argues that gothic literature is the example of the
fantastic par excellence. For Messent, “occult literature stems ini-
tially from a point of intersection between ‘realistic’ and rationally
‘unexplainable.’” Messent also observes that “in literature of the oc-
cult the supernatural is more often associated with the powers of
darkness than those of light,” but he fails to provide an explanation.6

Although the reasons for the association of dark tropes and the
occult are many and complex, a few bear mentioning here. The ¤rst is
historical: after Christianity was established as the of¤cial religion of
the Roman Empire, the practice of magic and mysticism became ille-
gal. The rationale frequently offered by in®uential priests, such as
Augustine, was that all occult practice, whether done for good or ill,
derived its power from demons. Although the association of darkness
with the occult has been stronger in some historical periods than oth-
ers, it persists to this day in the popular imaginary. A second explana-
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tion for why occultism is often associated with darkness in literature
is the ideational proximity of the trope of darkness to human fear
about the unknown.7 This kind of psychological explanation is typi-
cally related to the concept of the uncanny developed by Freud, or the
concept of the sublime, which has been a topic in aesthetic circles at
least since Longinus’s manuscript on the topic was rediscovered in the
sixteenth century. Edmund Burke’s 1757 treatise on the sublime and
the beautiful is generally regarded as one of the great modern popu-
larizers of the concept of the sublime. Burke argued that “whatever is
¤tted in any sort to excite the ideas of pain, and danger, that is to
say, whatever is in any sort terrible, or is conversant about terrible ob-
jects, or operates in a manner analogous to terror, is a source of the
sublime.”8 Later, Kant revised and deepened the concept, suggesting
that the sublime was best characterized as “reason’s inability to con-
tain the experience of some sublime object, and the imagination’s in-
ability to limit its presentation to the understanding.”9

However the concept of sublimity is understood, in literary studies
there is an assumed relationship between the sublime and the occult.
The occult, as a trope signifying hidden knowledge and sublime expe-
rience, could be used to quicken readers’ pulses in anticipation of the
secrets they were about to learn, or could be employed to cause curi-
osity, as readers learned about a magician “transformed, as the pro-
cess of the natural universe became more comprehensible, into . . . a
scientist.” Such an explanation makes plain the tendency to associ-
ate the gothic novel with strange science and the occult (e.g., Mary
Shelley’s Frankenstein and Stevenson’s Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde).10

The work that forms the closest relationship to the “occult experi-
ence” of reading, however, is anthropological. In this body of litera-
ture, the overriding goal is a sympathetic understanding of the occult
experience of groups of practicing occultists, usually by means of
participant observation. This work tends to focus on the religious
practices—much of which we would not describe as occult—of groups
from geographically foreign cultures; currently, spirit possession seems
to be the most popular topic. Closer to home yet characteristic of
the goals of these studies is Karen McCarthy Brown’s Mama Lola: A
Vodou Priestess in Brooklyn, which details the daily life and religious
practices of woman named Alourdes in a way that naturalizes spirit
possession as a mundane coping mechanism.

The most outstanding anthropological work on occultism is Tanya M.
Luhrmann’s Persuasions of the Witch’s Craft, a lengthy work that
combines ethnographic and critical scholarship into a comprehensive
and thorough explanation of “why some people, rather than others,
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have become involved in [the] practice.”11 Those people, claims Luhr-
mann, are “searching for powerful emotional and imaginative reli-
gious experience, but not for religion per se.”12 Luhrmann claims hers
is a study of “psychological anthropology,” an approach that focuses
on “the conceptual play in the interstices between individual and so-
ciety” and that employs a multifaceted method or approach to its ob-
jects of analysis.13 Likening the occult experience to the re-creation
of a “childhood world,” Luhrmann explains over the course of some
350 pages the general beliefs of modern-day witches and magicians, the
intellectual habits and cognitive training magicians seem to undergo,
the use of language and the imagination in ritual magic, the argu-
ments used against skeptics by believers, and the function of sym-
bols in magical practice. At times ethnographic narrative overwhelms
important critical points, but the larger project is insightful and is
deserving of some discussion.

Luhrmann’s larger, theoretical thesis is that sociological and an-
thropological work about “irrational” belief systems has wrongly as-
sumed a unidirectional logic between belief and action. In the relevant
anthropological literature on magic and ritual, it is often assumed
either that magicians use ritual to achieve ends previously conceived
in theory or that a magician’s beliefs emerge from rituals, which are
understood as a natural, sociological outworking of a higher cultural
order.14 Luhrmann claims that both approaches wrongly assume “the
existence of clear cut, coherent beliefs.” Debates within anthropology,
often over the notion of rationality, consequently have “prejudged
the issues, and the basic problem of irrational action has been ill-
formed.”15 In response Luhrmann calls for a more interdependent un-
derstanding of belief, experience, and action (or ritual):

This work on magic has suggested that beliefs are not the sorts
of things they are stereotypically assumed to be: propositional
commitments held consciously and claimed consistently and in
a logical relationship to other such commitments. At least in
the case of modern magicians, the ideas associated with their
practice become persuasive because people rationalize an imagi-
native, emotional involvement. Their beliefs are not ¤xed or
consistent, for they are often presented to justify some action.
Beliefs do a job; they are not always disinterestedly asserted be-
cause they are felt to be true in themselves. Ideas and beliefs drift,
in a complex interdependency of concept and experience. . . .
This book has been an attempt to describe the way in which the
interpretive drift may take place.16
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Luhrmann’s supposition that belief in magic is “irrational” causes
some tension with her own thesis, but in general her model enables her
to explain what one could characterize as the rhetorical dimensions of
magic ritual. For example, in a series of observations that are impor-
tant to my discussion about the function of esoteric language (jargon
to some) in chapter 2, Luhrmann develops a theory of magical knowl-
edge that depends on an oscillation between literal and ¤gurative
language by individual magicians. Luhrmann distinguishes between
“knowing that” and “knowing of,” the former being knowledge of
explicit linguistic propositions and the latter “a feeling of intuitively
grasping the sense of, the ambience of, the nature of.”17 On the basis
of her personal experience with a coven, Luhrmann argues that the
functions of each kind of knowledge are inversed as “magicians learn
to use literal language to describe events which have not occurred in
reality but have been imagined” and as they “use metaphorical lan-
guage to describe actual events, feelings, and impressions.”18 These
“linguistic somersaults” are offered up as kind of performance in
which beliefs and actions interact in magical practice; both conscious
and unconscious interplays between believing and doing explain the
“persuasions of the witch’s craft.”

Related to Luhrmann’s notion of interpretive drift are the argu-
ments offered in the introduction to Bradford Verter’s dissertation
on the religious history of modern occultism, “Dark Star Rising:
The Emergence of Modern Occultism, 1800–1950.” Like Luhrmann,
Verter presumes that “access to ideas is anterior to belief” and that
these ideas only come to the occultist in an active interplay with expe-
rience. Verter’s project differs from Luhrmann’s insofar as his is not a
concern for the epistemological as much as it is for the history and
description of “the structure of knowledge and practice.”19 For Verter
this structure is the social “nexus of ideas” offered in both scholarly
literature on religion and occultism as well as the popular press. He
announces his as a genealogical project, much like the present study,
that traces the “category” of the occult across various literatures in
order to highlight who had access to what was presumably occult
knowledge. Along the way three important claims are made. First,
“responsibility for cultivating popular occultism . . . lies not with
cult leaders such as Eliphas Lévi, H. P. Blavatsky, or Aleister Crowley,
but with scholars in the ¤eld of anthropology and comparative reli-
gion.”20 This claim is taken up largely in the ¤rst chapter and is little
more than an excuse for wading through ¤ve centuries of comparative
religious scholarship. Nevertheless, Verter’s argument that compara-
tive religious scholarship relativized religious work in the academy
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and helped to open the Western mind to Eastern mystical concepts is
persuasive.

Second, Verter argues that occultism was not popularized by fa-
mous occult works, such as Blavatsky’s Isis Unveiled, but “in the
pages of popular novels, weekly periodicals, and anonymous pam-
phlets,”21 a position with which this study is in partial agreement.
Verter supports this claim by arguing that only the leisure class could
afford to buy occult books; hence the popular imagination was most
directly fueled by the coverage of public performances and pranks of
¤gures like Crowley in newspapers and penny magazines. The present
study extends Verter’s contention, with the caveat that both occult
books and the popular press are responsible for the popularization of
the occult—both are components of mass media, and both contrib-
uted to popular imaginary, however directly or indirectly.

Finally, Verter claims that popular occultism should not be under-
stood as emerging in revivals or crazes but rather as the gradual,
“slow-ripening fruit of decades of intellectual inquiry” (comparative
religious studies in the academy) and as more representative of “shifts
in public discourse and social relations.” By placing occult discourse
within “social and cultural contexts,” Verter claims to offer a “new
narrative which restructures our understanding of the role of alterna-
tive spirituality in transatlantic religious history.”22

Verter’s historical work is just one of a number of careful schol-
arly histories I could mention, but I believe it is one of the most exem-
plary. His dissertation is perhaps the most thorough and wide-ranging
scholarly account of occult literature from the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, and it is an indispensable resource for the occult
researcher as it details in rich, well-documented descriptions what oc-
cult works were available and read by the literate public.23

Historical and descriptive scholarship about the occult is not dif¤-
cult to come by, but most of it is focused on witchcraft and witch-
hunting (e.g., the Salem witch trials) and to a lesser extent cults (e.g.,
Scientology). With few exceptions, the historical work on occult-
ism lacks critical observation. In addition to Verter’s work, a recent
exception is Diane Purkiss’s The Witch in History: Early Modern and
Twentieth-Century Representations, which chronicles the ¤gure of the
witch as both a coping fantasy for women and an object of fear for
men. Like Verter’s work with occultism, Purkiss’s historical scholar-
ship is unique in its attempt to treat “the witch” as a social form or
“category” that is negotiated over time.24

The scholars most interested in analyzing sociocultural forms are,
of course, sociologists, and all of the empirically minded work on oc-
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cultism for the past ¤fty years has appeared in the pages of their jour-
nals. Marcel Mauss’s trailblazing study, A General Theory of Magic,
continues to provide the most helpful, functional account of the oc-
cult as a sociological form. In ways that are similar to Verter’s treat-
ment of “the occult” and Purkiss’s treatment of “the witch,” Mauss
describes “magic” as a cultural form that is divorced from the indi-
vidual as a social representation: “If the whole community does not
believe in the ef¤cacy of a group of actions, they cannot be magical.
The form of the ritual is eminently transmissible and this is sanctioned
by public opinion. It follows from this that strictly individual actions,
such as the private superstitions of gamblers, cannot be called magi-
cal.”25 In other words, all the elements of “magic are created and
quali¤ed by the collectivity.”26 Magicians get their power from the
collective, and as Edward A. Tiryakian notes, their existence is “con-
tingent upon the popular imagination . . . which bestows on the ma-
gician (or the sorcerer, the witch, etc.) the powers and virtues that the
practitioners of magic posses.”27

Yet the same collective representations that give a magician power
also mark him or her as a subaltern, inferior in social status and
power. Mauss’s observation that a “disproportionate number of magi-
cal practitioners . . . come from the ranks of those occupying a mar-
ginal social status” led Tiryakian to emphasize the social marginality
or “liminality” of magic in his work.28 In one of the ¤rst sociologi-
cal works to take the “occult revival” of the late 1960s and early
1970s seriously, Tiryakian forwards a programmatic call for a “soci-
ology of esoteric culture.” His own contribution to the study of the
occult is an argument for the use of the term “esoteric culture” over
that of “magic” or “the occult”: “By ‘esoteric’ I refer to those religio-
philosophic belief systems which underlie occult techniques and prac-
tices; that is, it refers to the more comprehensive cognitive mappings
of nature and the cosmos, the epistemological and ontological re®ec-
tions of ultimate reality, which mappings constitute a stock of knowl-
edge that provides the ground for occult procedures.”29 “Esoteric”
culture is de¤ned against common, or “exoteric” culture, which Tir-
yakian suggests, following Mauss, empowers the occult practitioner.
Tiryakian also makes a number of more speculative claims about
the occult’s subcultural dynamic: “As a spiritual reaction against the
rationalistic-industrial-bureaucratic ethos of modern society, it is part
of the counterculture.”30 Esoteric culture is also highly dependent on
an ethos of secrecy and the rigid hierarchies built in its fog.31 Yet the
boldest claims made by Tiryakian go without evidentiary support.
Tiryakian claims that at the “very heart of the ideology of moderni-
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zation, or modernism, is an esoteric in®uence,” but exactly what that
in®uence is remains unclear (it seems to be a progressive, messianic
conception of time).32 He claims that esotericism has contributed to a
“breakdown of modernization” and also represents “®ights into the
irrational” and “escapes from the strains imposed by the complexity
of the technological and social order.”33

How the occult and magical practices have contributed to the
breakdown of modernity is unclear and remains at the level of conjec-
ture. Nevertheless, Tiryakian’s conjectures are often interesting and
insightful. One insight in particular is consequential: the magician
and the occultist understand the world in terms of action, not motion.
This observation is similar to the distinction Kenneth Burke makes in
his rhetorical theory, which in turn is based on a key philosophical
distinction made at the beginning of the Enlightenment by Descartes,
namely, that science should be concerned with matter in motion, not
questions of human free will or creativity. In this divorce between
matter and spirit, Burke observed corresponding attitudes developed
toward human activity and creativity vis-à-vis the physical world. The
latter concerns “motion,” the former, “action.”34 Given the large role
the imagination and superphysical forces play in occult discourse, it
makes sense that Tiryakian describes the magician as embracing “ac-
tion.” Even more signi¤cant, however, is his suggestion that the magi-
cian’s world-as-action requires an active assembly of magical tropes
and ¤gures and that “each of these ¤gures perceives the relationships
between the visible and the invisible in terms of what might be called
a grammar of symbols.” Tiryakian continues that “a discussion of the
grammar of symbols from each standpoint [of different forms of con-
sciousness] is beyond the scope of this essay.”35 Describing such a
grammar, of course, is a goal of this study.

In addition to building on the work of Mauss, Tiryakian’s scholar-
ship extends many of the more pragmatic arguments offered ¤rst by
Marcello Truzzi, who claimed that the largest obstacle to the socio-
logical study of the occult was the lack of agreement about what it
comprises. Because the occult is not rigorous, Truzzi argues, it cannot
be considered a science; however, it does seem to orbit knowledge
claims. “In many ways,” he muses, “the occult is a residual category,
a wastebasket, for knowledge claims that are deviant in some way,
that do not ¤t the established claims of science or religion. And once
such a knowledge claim gains acceptance within establishment sci-
ence or religion, it loses its status as an occultism.”36 As Truzzi’s re-
marks are an apt testament, most of the sociological work on occult-
ism is an exercise in typology.37
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The functional aspects of occultism discussed by sociologists have
already been discussed implicitly, but they bear an explicit summary.
First, some sociologists have suggested—like Tiryakian—that an “oc-
cult revival” has occurred in response to a sense of social alienation,
mostly on the part of young people. For example, in her study of
Scientologists, Harriet Whitehead claims that over-rationalization
and instrumentalization in U.S. society has created an “experiential
void” in established religion, fostering a “gap” between the “accepted
modes of comprehending the universe and our place in it” that the
occult is able to bridge.38 Similarly, Nachman Ben-Yehuda has argued
that “the particular, contemporary blend of science, ¤ction, and oc-
cult, is a direct result of people having been socialized into positivistic
science and being unable to provide satisfactory answers to existential
problems.”39 Second, the occult “explosion” in the United States is
explained as the result of a general dissatisfaction with the Christian
Church and its relative inability to attend to the individual and per-
sonal needs of alienated people. Mircea Eliade summarizes this per-
spective when he notes that “it is primarily the attraction of a personal
initiation that explains the craze for the occult.”40 Because traditional
religions cannot keep pace with a rapidly changing world, people
sensing anomie or crisis can turn to occultism for “individualized re-
vitalization experiences.”41 Finally, the occult is attractive because it
is often experienced as a “community” that provides more individu-
ally actualizing norms and values in a nondogmatic way.42 Sociolo-
gists cannot seem to agree, however, about the degree of social organi-
zation among occultists.43
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Appendix 2: Aleister Crowley’s 
The Book of the Law (1904)

The Book of the Law
Liber AL vel Legis
sub ¤gura CCXX

as delivered by XCIII = 418 to DCLXVI

[Chapter I]
 1. Had! The manifestation of Nuit.
 2. The unveiling of the company of heaven.
 3. Every man and every woman is a star.
 4. Every number is in¤nite; there is no difference.
 5. Help me, o warrior lord of Thebes, in my unveiling before the

Children of men!
 6. Be thou Hadit, my secret centre, my heart & my tongue!
 7. Behold! it is revealed by Aiwass the minister of Hoor-paar-

kraat.
 8. The Khabs is in the Khu, not the Khu in the Khabs.
 9. Worship then the Khabs, and behold my light shed over you!
10. Let my servants be few & secret: they shall rule the many & the

known.
11. These are fools that men adore; both their Gods & their men

are fools.
12. Come forth, o children, under the stars, & take your ¤ll of love!
13. I am above you and in you. My ecstasy is in yours. My joy is to

see your joy.
14. Above, the gemmèd azure is

 The naked splendour of Nuit;
She bends in ecstasy to kiss
 The secret ardours of Hadit.
The wingèd globe, the starry blue,
Are mine, O Ankh-af-na-khonsu!



15. Now ye shall know that the chosen priest & apostle of in¤nite
space is the prince-priest the Beast; and in his woman called the Scar-
let Woman is all power given. They shall gather my children into their
fold: they shall bring the glory of the stars into the hearts of men.

16. For he is ever a sun, and she a moon. But to him is the winged
secret ®ame, and to her the stooping starlight.

17. But ye are not so chosen.
18. Burn upon their brows, o splendrous serpent!
19. O azure-lidded woman, bend upon them!
20. The key of the rituals is in the secret word which I have given

unto him.
21. With the God & the Adorer I am nothing: they do not see me.

They are as upon the earth; I am Heaven, and there is no other God
than me, and my lord Hadit.

22. Now, therefore, I am known to ye by my name Nuit, and to him
by a secret name which I will give him when at last he knoweth me.
Since I am In¤nite Space, and the In¤nite Stars thereof, do ye also
thus. Bind nothing! Let there be no difference made among you be-
tween any one thing & any other thing; for thereby there cometh hurt.

23. But whoso availeth in this, let him be the chief of all!
24. I am Nuit, and my word is six and ¤fty.
25. Divide, add, multiply, and understand.
26. Then saith the prophet and slave of the beauteous one: Who am

I, and what shall be the sign? So she answered him, bending down, a
lambent ®ame of blue, all-touching, all penetrant, her lovely hands
upon the black earth, & her lithe body arched for love, and her soft
feet not hurting the little ®owers: Thou knowest! And the sign shall
be my ecstasy, the consciousness of the continuity of existence, the
omnipresence of my body.

27. Then the priest answered & said unto the Queen of Space, kiss-
ing her lovely brows, and the dew of her light bathing his whole body
in a sweet-smelling perfume of sweat: O Nuit, continuous one of
Heaven, let it be ever thus; that men speak not of Thee as One but as
None; and let them speak not of thee at all, since thou art continuous!

28. None, breathed the light, faint & faery, of the stars, and two.
29. For I am divided for love’s sake, for the chance of union.
30. This is the creation of the world, that the pain of division is as

nothing, and the joy of dissolution all.
31. For these fools of men and their woes care not thou at all! They

feel little; what is, is balanced by weak joys; but ye are my chosen ones.
32. Obey my prophet! follow out the ordeals of my knowledge! seek

me only! Then the joys of my love will redeem ye from all pain. This
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is so: I swear it by the vault of my body; by my sacred heart and
tongue; by all I can give, by all I desire of ye all.

33. Then the priest fell into a deep trance or swoon, & said unto
the Queen of Heaven; Write unto us the ordeals; write unto us the
rituals; write unto us the law!

34. But she said: the ordeals I write not: the rituals shall be half
known and half concealed: the Law is for all.

35. This that thou writest is the threefold book of Law.
36. My scribe Ankh-af-na-khonsu, the priest of the princes, shall

not in one letter change this book; but lest there be folly, he shall
comment thereupon by the wisdom of Ra-Hoor-Khuit.

37. Also the mantras and spells; the obeah and the wanga; the work
of the wand and the work of the sword; these he shall learn and teach.

38. He must teach; but he may make severe the ordeals.
39. The word of the Law is thelema.
40. Who calls us Thelemites will do no wrong, if he look but close

into the word. For there are therein Three Grades, the Hermit, and the
Lover, and the man of Earth. Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of
the Law.

41. The word of Sin is Restriction. O man! refuse not thy wife, if
she will! O lover, if thou wilt, depart! There is no bond that can unite
the divided but love: all else is a curse. Accursed! Accursed be it to the
aeons! Hell.

42. Let it be that state of manyhood bound and loathing. So with
thy all; thou hast no right but to do thy will.

43. Do that, and no other shall say nay.
44. For pure will, unassuaged of purpose, delivered from the lust of

result, is every way perfect.
45. The Perfect and the Perfect are one Perfect and not two; nay,

are none!
46. Nothing is a secret key of this law. Sixty-one the Jews call it; I

call it eight, eighty, four hundred & eighteen.
47. But they have the half: unite by thine art so that all disappear.
48. My prophet is a fool with his one, one, one; are not they the Ox,

and none by the Book?
49. Abrogate are all rituals, all ordeals, all words and signs. Ra-

Hoor-Khuit hath taken his seat in the East at the Equinox of the Gods;
and let Asar be with Isa, who also are one. But they are not of me. Let
Asar be the adorant, Isa the sufferer; Hoor in his secret name and
splendour is the Lord initiating.

50. There is a word to say about the Hierophantic task. Behold!
there are three ordeals in one, and it may be given in three ways. The
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gross must pass through ¤re; let the ¤ne be tried in intellect, and the
lofty chosen ones in the highest. Thus ye have star & star, system &
system; let not one know well the other!

51. There are four gates to one palace; the ®oor of that palace is of
silver and gold; lapis lazuli & jasper are there; and all rare scents;
jasmine & rose, and the emblems of death. Let him enter in turn or at
once the four gates; let him stand on the ®oor of the palace. Will he
not sink? Amn. Ho! warrior, if thy servant sink? But there are means
and means. Be goodly therefore: dress ye all in ¤ne apparel; eat rich
foods and drink sweet wines and wines that foam! Also, take your ¤ll
and will of love as ye will, when, where and with whom ye will! But
always unto me.

52. If this be not aright; if ye confound the space-marks, saying:
They are one; or saying, They are many; if the ritual be not ever unto
me: then expect the direful judgments of Ra Hoor Khuit!

53. This shall regenerate the world, the little world my sister, my
heart & my tongue, unto whom I send this kiss. Also, o scribe and
prophet, though thou be of the princes, it shall not assuage thee nor
absolve thee. But ecstasy be thine and joy of earth: ever To me! To me!

54. Change not as much as the style of a letter; for behold! thou, o
prophet, shalt not behold all these mysteries hidden therein.

55. The child of thy bowels, he shall behold them.
56. Expect him not from the East, nor from the West; for from no

expected house cometh that child. Aum! All words are sacred and all
prophets true; save only that they understand a little; solve the ¤rst
half of the equation, leave the second unattacked. But thou hast all in
the clear light, and some, though not all, in the dark.

57. Invoke me under my stars! Love is the law, love under will. Nor
let the fools mistake love; for there are love and love. There is the dove,
and there is the serpent. Choose ye well! He, my prophet, hath chosen,
knowing the law of the fortress, and the great mystery of the House
of God.

All these old letters of my Book are aright; but [Tzaddi] is not the
Star. This also is secret: my prophet shall reveal it to the wise.

58. I give unimaginable joys on earth: certainty, not faith, while in
life, upon death; peace unutterable, rest, ecstasy; nor do I demand
aught in sacri¤ce.

59. My incense is of resinous woods & gums; and there is no blood
therein: because of my hair the trees of Eternity.

60. My number is 11, as all their numbers who are of us. The Five
Pointed Star, with a Circle in the Middle, & the circle is Red. My
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colour is black to the blind, but the blue & gold are seen of the seeing.
Also I have a secret glory for them that love me.

61. But to love me is better than all things: if under the night stars
in the desert thou presently burnest mine incense before me, invoking
me with a pure heart, and the Serpent ®ame therein, thou shalt come
a little to lie in my bosom. For one kiss wilt thou then be willing to
give all; but whoso gives one particle of dust shall lose all in that hour.
Ye shall gather goods and store of women and spices; ye shall wear
rich jewels; ye shall exceed the nations of the earth in splendour &
pride; but always in the love of me, and so shall ye come to my joy. I
charge you earnestly to come before me in a single robe, and covered
with a rich headdress. I love you! I yearn to you! Pale or purple, veiled
or voluptuous, I who am all pleasure and purple, and drunkenness of
the innermost sense, desire you. Put on the wings, and arouse the
coiled splendour within you: come unto me!

62. At all my meetings with you shall the priestess say—and her
eyes shall burn with desire as she stands bare and rejoicing in my
secret temple—To me! To me! calling forth the ®ame of the hearts of
all in her love-chant.

63. Sing the rapturous love-song unto me! Burn to me perfumes!
Wear to me jewels! Drink to me, for I love you! I love you!

64. I am the blue-lidded daughter of Sunset; I am the naked bril-
liance of the voluptuous night-sky.

65. To me! To me!
66. The Manifestation of Nuit is at an end.

[Chapter II]
 1. Nu! the hiding of Hadit.
 2. Come! all ye, and learn the secret that hath not yet been re-

vealed. I, Hadit, am the complement of Nu, my bride. I am not ex-
tended, and Khabs is the name of my House.

 3. In the sphere I am everywhere the centre, as she, the circumfer-
ence, is nowhere found.

 4. Yet she shall be known & I never.
 5. Behold! the rituals of the old time are black. Let the evil ones

be cast away; let the good ones be purged by the prophet! Then shall
this Knowledge go aright.

 6. I am the ®ame that burns in every heart of man, and in the core
of every star. I am Life, and the giver of Life, yet therefore is the
knowledge of me the knowledge of death.

 7. I am the Magician and the Exorcist. I am the axle of the wheel,
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and the cube in the circle. “Come unto me” is a foolish word: for it is
I that go.

 8. Who worshipped Heru-pa-kraath have worshipped me; ill, for
I am the worshipper.

 9. Remember all ye that existence is pure joy; that all the sorrows
are but as shadows; they pass & are done; but there is that which
remains.

10. O prophet! thou hast ill will to learn this writing.
11. I see thee hate the hand & the pen; but I am stronger.
12. Because of me in Thee which thou knewest not.
13. for why? Because thou wast the knower, and me.
14. Now let there be a veiling of this shrine: now let the light devour

men and eat them up with blindness!
15. For I am perfect, being Not; and my number is nine by the fools;

but with the just I am eight, and one in eight: Which is vital, for I am
none indeed. The Empress and the King are not of me; for there is a
further secret.

16. I am The Empress & the Hierophant. Thus eleven, as my bride
is eleven.

17. Hear me, ye people of sighing!
The sorrows of pain and regret
Are left to the dead and the dying,
The folk that not know me as yet.

18. These are dead, these fellows; they feel not. We are not for the
poor and sad: the lords of the earth are our kinsfolk.

19. Is a God to live in a dog? No! but the highest are of us. They
shall rejoice, our chosen: who sorroweth is not of us.

20. Beauty and strength, leaping laughter and delicious languor,
force and ¤re, are of us.

21. We have nothing with the outcast and the un¤t: let them die in
their misery. For they feel not. Compassion is the vice of kings: stamp
down the wretched & the weak: this is the law of the strong: this is
our law and the joy of the world. Think not, o king, upon that lie:
That Thou Must Die: verily thou shalt not die, but live. Now let it be
understood: If the body of the King dissolve, he shall remain in pure
ecstasy for ever. Nuit! Hadit! Ra-Hoor-Khuit! The Sun, Strength &
Sight, Light; these are for the servants of the Star & the Snake.

22. I am the Snake that giveth Knowledge & Delight and bright
glory, and stir the hearts of men with drunkenness. To worship me
take wine and strange drugs whereof I will tell my prophet, & be
drunk thereof! They shall not harm ye at all. It is a lie, this folly
against self. The exposure of innocence is a lie. Be strong, o man! lust,
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enjoy all things of sense and rapture: fear not that any God shall deny
thee for this.

23. I am alone: there is no God where I am.
24. Behold! these be grave mysteries; for there are also of my friends

who be hermits. Now think not to ¤nd them in the forest or on the
mountain; but in beds of purple, caressed by magni¤cent beasts of
women with large limbs, and ¤re and light in their eyes, and masses
of ®aming hair about them; there shall ye ¤nd them. Ye shall see them
at rule, at victorious armies, at all the joy; and there shall be in them
a joy a million times greater than this. Beware lest any force another,
King against King! Love one another with burning hearts; on the low
men trample in the ¤erce lust of your pride, in the day of your wrath.

25. Ye are against the people, O my chosen!
26. I am the secret Serpent coiled about to spring: in my coiling

there is joy. If I lift up my head, I and my Nuit are one. If I droop down
mine head, and shoot forth venom, then is rapture of the earth, and I
and the earth are one.

27. There is great danger in me; for who doth not understand these
runes shall make a great miss. He shall fall down into the pit called
Because, and there he shall perish with the dogs of Reason.

28. Now a curse upon Because and his kin!
29. May Because be accursed for ever!
30. If Will stops and cries Why, invoking Because, then Will stops

& does nought.
31. If Power asks why, then is Power weakness.
32. Also reason is a lie; for there is a factor in¤nite & unknown; &

all their words are skew-wise.
33. Enough of Because! Be he damned for a dog!
34. But ye, o my people, rise up & awake!
35. Let the rituals be rightly performed with joy & beauty!
36. There are rituals of the elements and feasts of the times.
37. A feast for the ¤rst night of the Prophet and his Bride!
38. A feast for the three days of the writing of the Book of the Law.
39. A feast for Tahuti and the child of the Prophet—secret, O

Prophet!
40. A feast for the Supreme Ritual, and a feast for the Equinox of

the Gods.
41. A feast for ¤re and a feast for water; a feast for life and a greater

feast for death!
42. A feast every day in your hearts in the joy of my rapture!
43. A feast every night unto Nu, and the pleasure of uttermost

delight!
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44. Aye! feast! rejoice! there is no dread hereafter. There is the dis-
solution, and eternal ecstasy in the kisses of Nu.

45. There is death for the dogs.
46. Dost thou fail? Art thou sorry? Is fear in thine heart?
47. Where I am these are not.
48. Pity not the fallen! I never knew them. I am not for them. I

console not: I hate the consoled & the consoler.
49. I am unique & conqueror. I am not of the slaves that perish. Be

they damned & dead! Amen. (This is of the 4: there is a ¤fth who is
invisible, & therein am I as a babe in an egg.)

50. Blue am I and gold in the light of my bride: but the red gleam
is in my eyes; & my spangles are purple & green.

51. Purple beyond purple: it is the light higher than eyesight.
52. There is a veil: that veil is black. It is the veil of the modest

woman; it is the veil of sorrow, & the pall of death: this is none of me.
Tear down that lying spectre of the centuries: veil not your vices in
virtuous words: these vices are my service; ye do well, & I will reward
you here and hereafter.

53. Fear not, o prophet, when these words are said, thou shalt not
be sorry. Thou art emphatically my chosen; and blessed are the eyes
that thou shalt look upon with gladness. But I will hide thee in a mask
of sorrow: they that see thee shall fear thou art fallen: but I lift thee
up.

54. Nor shall they who cry aloud their folly that thou meanest
nought avail; thou shall reveal it: thou availest: they are the slaves of
because: They are not of me. The stops as thou wilt; the letters?
change them not in style or value!

55. Thou shalt obtain the order & value of the English Alphabet;
thou shalt ¤nd new symbols to attribute them unto.

56. Begone! ye mockers; even though ye laugh in my honour ye
shall laugh not long: then when ye are sad know that I have for-
saken you.

57. He that is righteous shall be righteous still; he that is ¤lthy shall
be ¤lthy still.

58. Yea! deem not of change: ye shall be as ye are, & not other.
Therefore the kings of the earth shall be Kings for ever: the slaves shall
serve. There is none that shall be cast down or lifted up: all is ever as
it was. Yet there are masked ones my servants: it may be that yonder
beggar is a King. A King may choose his garment as he will: there is
no certain test: but a beggar cannot hide his poverty.

59. Beware therefore! Love all, lest perchance is a King concealed!
Say you so? Fool! If he be a King, thou canst not hurt him.
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60. Therefore strike hard & low, and to hell with them, master!
61. There is a light before thine eyes, o prophet, a light undesired,

most desirable.
62. I am uplifted in thine heart; and the kisses of the stars rain hard

upon thy body.
63. Thou art exhaust in the voluptuous fullness of the inspiration;

the expiration is sweeter than death, more rapid and laughterful than
a caress of Hell’s own worm.

64. Oh! thou art overcome: we are upon thee; our delight is all over
thee: hail! hail: prophet of Nu! prophet of Had! prophet of Ra-Hoor-
Khu! Now rejoice! now come in our splendour & rapture! Come in
our passionate peace, & write sweet words for the Kings.

65. I am the Master: thou art the Holy Chosen One.
66. Write, & ¤nd ecstasy in writing! Work, & be our bed in work-

ing! Thrill with the joy of life & death! Ah! thy death shall be lovely:
whoso seeth it shall be glad. Thy death shall be the seal of the promise
of our agelong love. Come! lift up thine heart & rejoice! We are one;
we are none.

67. Hold! Hold! Bear up in thy rapture; fall not in swoon of the
excellent kisses!

68. Harder! Hold up thyself! Lift thine head! breathe not so
deep—die!

69. Ah! Ah! What do I feel? Is the word exhausted?
70. There is help & hope in other spells. Wisdom says: be strong!

Then canst thou bear more joy. Be not animal; re¤ne thy rapture! If
thou drink, drink by the eight and ninety rules of art: if thou love,
exceed by delicacy; and if thou do aught joyous, let there be subtlety
therein!

71. But exceed! exceed!
72. Strive ever to more! and if thou art truly mine—and doubt it

not, and if thou art ever joyous!—death is the crown of all.
73. Ah! Ah! Death! Death! thou shalt long for death. Death is for-

bidden, o man, unto thee.
74. The length of thy longing shall be the strength of its glory. He

that lives long & desires death much is ever the King among the Kings.
75. Aye! listen to the numbers & the words:
76. 4 6 3 8 A B K 2 4 A L G M O R 3 Y X 24 89 R P S T O V A L.

What meaneth this, o prophet? Thou knowest not; nor shalt thou
know ever. There cometh one to follow thee: he shall expound it. But
remember, o chosen one, to be me; to follow the love of Nu in the
star-lit heaven; to look forth upon men, to tell them this glad word.

77. O be thou proud and mighty among men!
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78. Lift up thyself! for there is none like unto thee among men or
among Gods! Lift up thyself, o my prophet, thy stature shall surpass
the stars. They shall worship thy name, foursquare, mystic, wonder-
ful, the number of the man; and the name of thy house 418.

79. The end of the hiding of Hadit; and blessing & worship to the
prophet of the lovely Star!

[Chapter III]
 1. Abrahadabra; the reward of Ra Hoor Khut.
 2. There is division hither homeward; there is a word not known.

Spelling is defunct; all is not aught. Beware! Hold! Raise the spell of
Ra-Hoor-Khuit!

 3. Now let it be ¤rst understood that I am a god of War and of
Vengeance. I shall deal hardly with them.

 4. Choose ye an island!
 5. Fortify it!
 6. Dung it about with enginery of war!
 7. I will give you a war-engine.
 8. With it ye shall smite the peoples; and none shall stand be-

fore you.
 9. Lurk! Withdraw! Upon them! this is the Law of the Battle of

Conquest: thus shall my worship be about my secret house.
10. Get the stele of revealing itself; set it in thy secret temple—and

that temple is already aright disposed—& it shall be your Kiblah for
ever. It shall not fade, but miraculous colour shall come back to it day
after day. Close it in locked glass for a proof to the world.

11. This shall be your only proof. I forbid argument. Conquer!
That is enough. I will make easy to you the abstruction from the ill-
ordered house in the Victorious City. Thou shalt thyself convey it with
worship, o prophet, though thou likest it not. Thou shalt have danger
& trouble. Ra-Hoor-Khu is with thee. Worship me with ¤re & blood;
worship me with swords & with spears. Let the woman be girt with
a sword before me: let blood ®ow to my name. Trample down the
Heathen; be upon them, o warrior, I will give you of their ®esh to eat!

12. Sacri¤ce cattle, little and big: after a child.
13. But not now.
14. Ye shall see that hour, o blessed Beast, and thou the Scarlet

Concubine of his desire!
15. Ye shall be sad thereof.
16. Deem not too eagerly to catch the promises; fear not to undergo

the curses. Ye, even ye, know not this meaning all.
17. Fear not at all; fear neither men nor Fates, nor gods, nor any-
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thing. Money fear not, nor laughter of the folk folly, nor any other
power in heaven or upon the earth or under the earth. Nu is your
refuge as Hadit your light; and I am the strength, force, vigour, of
your arms.

18. Mercy let be off; damn them who pity! Kill and torture; spare
not; be upon them!

19. That stele they shall call the Abomination of Desolation; count
well its name, & it shall be to you as 718.

20. Why? Because of the fall of Because, that he is not there again.
21. Set up my image in the East: thou shalt buy thee an image which

I will show thee, especial, not unlike the one thou knowest. And it
shall be suddenly easy for thee to do this.

22. The other images group around me to support me: let all be
worshipped, for they shall cluster to exalt me. I am the visible object
of worship; the others are secret; for the Beast & his Bride are they:
and for the winners of the Ordeal x. What is this? Thou shalt know.

23. For perfume mix meal & honey & thick leavings of red wine:
then oil of Abramelin and olive oil, and afterward soften & smooth
down with rich fresh blood.

24. The best blood is of the moon, monthly: then the fresh blood of
a child, or dropping from the host of heaven: then of enemies; then of
the priest or of the worshippers: last of some beast, no matter what.

25. This burn: of this make cakes & eat unto me. This hath also
another use; let it be laid before me, and kept thick with perfumes of
your orison: it shall become full of beetles as it were and creeping
things sacred unto me.

26. These slay, naming your enemies; & they shall fall before you.
27. Also these shall breed lust & power of lust in you at the eating

thereof.
28. Also ye shall be strong in war.
29. Moreover, be they long kept, it is better; for they swell with my

force. All before me.
30. My altar is of open brass work: burn thereon in silver or gold!
31. There cometh a rich man from the West who shall pour his gold

upon thee.
32. From gold forge steel!
33. Be ready to ®y or to smite!
34. But your holy place shall be untouched throughout the centu-

ries: though with ¤re and sword it be burnt down & shattered, yet an
invisible house there standeth, and shall stand until the fall of the
Great Equinox; when Hrumachis shall arise and the double-wanded
one assume my throne and place. Another prophet shall arise, and
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bring fresh fever from the skies; another woman shall awake the lust
& worship of the Snake; another soul of God and beast shall mingle
in the globed priest; another sacri¤ce shall stain the tomb; another
king shall reign; and blessing no longer be poured To the Hawk-
headed mystical Lord!

35. The half of the word of Heru-ra-ha, called Hoor-pa-kraat and
Ra-Hoor-Khut.

36. Then said the prophet unto the God:
37. I adore thee in the song—

I am the Lord of Thebes, and I
 The inspired forth-speaker of Mentu;
For me unveils the veiled sky,
 The self-slain Ankh-af-na-khonsu
Whose words are truth. I invoke, I greet
 Thy presence, O Ra-Hoor-Khuit!

Unity uttermost showed!
 I adore the might of Thy breath,
Supreme and terrible God,
 Who makest the gods and death
To tremble before Thee:—
 I, I adore thee!

Appear on the throne of Ra!
 Open the ways of the Khu!
Lighten the ways of the Ka!
 The ways of the Khabs run through
To stir me or still me!
 Aum! let it ¤ll me!

38. So that thy light is in me; & its red ®ame is as a sword in my
hand to push thy order. There is a secret door that I shall make to
establish thy way in all the quarters, (these are the adorations, as thou
hast written), as it is said:

The light is mine; its rays consume
 Me: I have made a secret door
Into the House of Ra and Tum,
 Of Khephra and of Ahathoor.
I am thy Theban, O Mentu,
 The prophet Ankh-af-na-khonsu!
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By Bes-na-Maut my breast I beat;
 By wise Ta-Nech I weave my spell.
Show thy star-splendour, O Nuit!
 Bid me within thine House to dwell,
O winged snake of light, Hadit!
 Abide with me, Ra-Hoor-Khuit!

39. All this and a book to say how thou didst come hither and a
reproduction of this ink and paper for ever—for in it is the word se-
cret & not only in the English—and thy comment upon this the Book
of the Law shall be printed beautifully in red ink and black upon
beautiful paper made by hand; and to each man and woman that thou
meetest, were it but to dine or to drink at them, it is the Law to give.
Then they shall chance to abide in this bliss or no; it is no odds. Do
this quickly!

40. But the work of the comment? That is easy; and Hadit burning
in thy heart shall make swift and secure thy pen.

41. Establish at thy Kaaba a clerk-house: all must be done well and
with business way.

42. The ordeals thou shalt oversee thyself, save only the blind ones.
Refuse none, but thou shalt know & destroy the traitors. I am Ra-
Hoor-Khuit; and I am powerful to protect my servant. Success is thy
proof: argue not; convert not; talk not over much! Them that seek to
entrap thee, to overthrow thee, them attack without pity or quarter;
& destroy them utterly. Swift as a trodden serpent turn and strike! Be
thou yet deadlier than he! Drag down their souls to awful torment:
laugh at their fear: spit upon them!

43. Let the Scarlet Woman beware! If pity and compassion and
tenderness visit her heart; if she leave my work to toy with old sweet-
nesses; then shall my vengeance be known. I will slay me her child: I
will alienate her heart: I will cast her out from men: as a shrinking and
despised harlot shall she crawl through dusk wet streets, and die cold
and an-hungered.

44. But let her raise herself in pride! Let her follow me in my way!
Let her work the work of wickedness! Let her kill her heart! Let her
be loud and adulterous! Let her be covered with jewels, and rich gar-
ments, and let her be shameless before all men!

45. Then will I lift her to pinnacles of power: then will I breed from
her a child mightier than all the kings of the earth. I will ¤ll her with
joy: with my force shall she see & strike at the worship of Nu: she
shall achieve Hadit.

46. I am the warrior Lord of the Forties: the Eighties cower before
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me, & are abased. I will bring you to victory & joy: I will be at your
arms in battle & ye shall delight to slay. Success is your proof; courage
is your armour; go on, go on, in my strength; & ye shall turn not back
for any!

47. This book shall be translated into all tongues: but always with
the original in the writing of the Beast; for in the chance shape of the
letters and their position to one another: in these are mysteries that no
Beast shall divine. Let him not seek to try: but one cometh after him,
whence I say not, who shall discover the Key of it all. Then this line
drawn is a key: then this circle squared in its failure is a key also. And
Abrahadabra. It shall be his child & that strangely. Let him not seek
after this; for thereby alone can he fall from it.

48. Now this mystery of the letters is done, and I want to go on to
the holier place.

49. I am in a secret fourfold word, the blasphemy against all gods
of men.

50. Curse them! Curse them! Curse them!
51. With my Hawk’s head I peck at the eyes of Jesus as he hangs

upon the cross.
52. I ®ap my wings in the face of Mohammed & blind him.
53. With my claws I tear out the ®esh of the Indian and the Bud-

dhist, Mongol and Din.
54. Bahlasti! Ompehda! I spit on your crapulous creeds.
55. Let Mary inviolate be torn upon wheels: for her sake let all

chaste women be utterly despised among you!
56. Also for beauty’s sake and love’s!
57. Despise also all cowards; professional soldiers who dare not

¤ght, but play; all fools despise!
58. But the keen and the proud, the royal and the lofty; ye are

brothers!
59. As brothers ¤ght ye!
60. There is no law beyond Do what thou wilt.
61. There is an end of the word of the God enthroned in Ra’s seat,

lightening the girders of the soul.
62. To Me do ye reverence! to me come ye through tribulation of

ordeal, which is bliss.
63. The fool readeth this Book of the Law, and its comment; & he

understandeth it not.
64. Let him come through the ¤rst ordeal, & it will be to him as

silver.
65. Through the second, gold.
66. Through the third, stones of precious water.
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67. Through the fourth, ultimate sparks of the intimate ¤re.
68. Yet to all it shall seem beautiful. Its enemies who say not so, are

mere liars.
69. There is success.
70. I am the Hawk-Headed Lord of Silence & of Strength; my

nemyss shrouds the night-blue sky.
71. Hail! ye twin warriors about the pillars of the world! for your

time is nigh at hand.
72. I am the Lord of the Double Wand of Power; the wand of the

Force of Coph Nia—but my left hand is empty, for I have crushed a
Universe; & nought remains.

73. Paste the sheets from right to left and from top to bottom: then
behold!

74. There is a splendour in my name hidden and glorious, as the
sun of midnight is ever the son.

75. The ending of the words is the Word Abrahadabra.
The Book of the Law is Written

and Concealed.
Aum. Ha.
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Notes

Introduction

 1. Deleuze and Guattari, Anti-Oedipus, 5–6.
 2. See Popkin, “Spinoza, Neoplatonic Kabbalist?”
 3. See Copenhaver, Hermetica.
 4. Lévi, Transcendental Magic, 25–27.
 5. See Bacon, New Atlantis.
 6. Lévi, Transcendental Magic, 26.
 7. See Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil.
 8. See Crowley, Magick, 206–7.
 9. See Austin, How to Do Things with Words, esp. 4–11.
10. For helpful overviews of the rhetorical tradition see Bizzell and Herz-

berg, The Rhetorical Tradition; and Conley, Rhetoric in the European Tradi-
tion.

11. Readers familiar with the work of Kenneth Burke will recognize that
I am rif¤ng on his essay “De¤nition of Man.” In a sense, one could read this
book as a case study of that essay.

12. Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd ed. (online), s.v. “ineffable.”
13. K. Burke, The Rhetoric of Religion, 15.
14. Isocrates argues that with the art of discourse “we both contend

against others on matters which are open to dispute and seek light for our-
selves on things which are unknown”; he further suggests that the faculty of
speech is responsible for human civilization: “generally speaking, there is no
institution devised by man which the power of speech has not helped to es-
tablish.” In Bizzell and Herzberg, The Rhetorical Tradition, 75. For a con-
temporary extollation of the almighty, knowledge-centered power of rhetoric
see Cherwitz and Hikins, Communication and Knowledge.

15. See Gay, Understanding the Occult.
16. In Understanding the Occult, Gay describes occultism in a very simi-

lar way: “I believe that occult experience occurs when people feel suddenly



that a hidden, yet vital, connection between themselves and other people is
broken. . . . A person vulnerable to occult experience is one who is searching
for a way to ¤nd again a road back to relationship, back to a sense of union,
and back to a feeling of connectedness with others” (18).

17. Halyna Barannik, review of the ¤lm What Lies Beneath, Christian
Spotlight on the Movies, http://www.christiananswers.net/spotlight/movies/
2000/whatliesbeneath.htm (accessed August 18, 2001). It is interesting to
note that many of the reviews of horror ¤lms on this site describe them as
spells in themselves. Presumably, watching a “extremely offensive” occult-
themed ¤lm like The Ninth Gate, Stigmata, or Lost Souls (all of which are
about Satan in one guise or another) can open spiritual portals.

18. I explored this axiom in “Re¤tting Fantasy” in terms of “communi-
cation,” of which rhetoric is a form.

19. Freud, New Introductory Lectures, 86–87.
20. See Dean, Aliens in America; and Knight, Conspiracy Nation.
21. Appendix 1 reviews the work that has been done in this area.

Chapter 1

 1. Lévi, Transcendental Magic, 1.
 2. Lévi, The History of Magic, 35.
 3. See, e.g., McIntosh, Lévi and the French Occult Revival; E. M. Butler,

Ritual Magic, esp. 94–99; and C. Wilson, The Occult, esp. 326–29.
 4. E. M. Butler, Ritual Magic, 99.
 5. Barrett, The Magus, bk. 2, 33.
 6. Lévi, History of Magic, 45.
 7. Agrippa, Three Books of Occult Philosophy, 202.
 8. Lévi, Transcendental Magic, 247.
 9. Ibid., 64–5.
10. A. E. Waite, “Biographical Preface,” in Lévi, Transcendental Magic,

xxxvi.
11. The Clavicula Salomonis, or The Key of Solomon the King, is one of

the most famous grimoires attributed to King Solomon by occultists (it is not
likely, however, that Solomon penned it). See Mathers, The Key of Solomon
the King.

12. Qtd. in E. M. Butler, Ritual Magic, 97–8.
13. C. Wilson, The Occult, 326–7.
14. According to the current publisher of the book, Red Wheel/Weiser

(formerly Samuel Weiser, Inc.), Transcendental Magic has been through thir-
teen printings since their ¤rst English-language reprint in 1968. This means
that there are approximately 23,000 copies in print. Compared to popular
novels of Stephen King, for example, 23,000 copies is relatively modest.
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15. See Fisher, “Narration as a Human Communication Paradigm.”
16. There are a number of excellent histories, many of which are lavishly

illustrated. As one would expect, just about every occultist has his or her own
“history” of the occult, and these are traditionally found in the introductions
to books. The classic text is Lévi’s History of Magic; however, many later
historians have noted a substantial number of inaccuracies and sheer ¤ctions.
Lévi’s popularizer, Arthur Edward Waite, has also written a popular account
in The Book of Ceremonial Magic, although Waite’s work suffers from the
same charge of inaccuracy that he levied at Lévi. Colin Wilson’s The Occult:
A History is also a popular reference, but Wilson’s expressed agenda (to
prove the existence of psychic and astral forces) is sometimes an annoy-
ance and detracts from the value of his scholarship. One of the best over-
views is a coffee-table book by Charles Walker titled The Encyclopedia of
the Occult, currently out of print but a frequent ¤nd in used book stores.
Walker’s book is well documented, clearly written, and full of helpful illus-
trations.

17. Wittgenstein, Culture and Value, 3.
18. See H. White, Tropics of Discourse, 84–85.
19. Also see Lecky, Rise and In®uence of Rationalism, 1–138.
20. Eamon, “Magic and the Occult,” 533.
21. Augustine, City of God, 339–40.
22. The undisputed classic survey of Renaissance occultism is Yates,

Giordano Bruno and the Hermetic Tradition. For an interesting psychoana-
lytic reading of Renaissance magic see Couliano, Eros and Magic in the Re-
naissance.

23. Yates, Giordano Bruno, 25–28; Eamon, “Magic and the Occult,” 536.
24. Scholars currently believe that the works attributed to Hermes Tris-

megistus were written by multiple authors and that he is in actuality a
¤ctional character based on the Egyptian god of language, Thoth, which
scholars mistook for a concrete individual.

25. The present English standard translation is Copenhaver, Hermetica.
26. The Kabbalah is, of course, Jewish in origin. It was taken up into

Hermeticism by way of Arabic texts, the source of many ancient Greek “re-
discoveries” (including the works of Aristotle). I describe the Kabbalah and
related practices in greater detail in chapters 4, 5, and 6.

27. For a helpful discussion of the phrase “language of the birds” see
Walker, Encyclopedia of the Occult, 7–27.

28. Agrippa, Three Books of Occult Philosophy, 711.
29. For an overview of Dee’s career and the Enochian language see the

introduction to Laycock, Complete Enochian Dictionary.
30. For a fascinating description of this kind of magic see Crowley, The

Vision and the Voice.
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31. Donald C. Laycock, “Enochian: Angelic Language or Mortal Folly?”
in his Complete Enochian Dictionary, 63.

32. Laycock, Complete Enochian Dictionary, 250.
33. Lindley, Trials of Frances Howard, 50.
34. Montague Summers, “Introduction to 1928 Edition,” in Kramer and

Sprenger, The Malleus Male¤carum, vii–viii.
35. For a more extensive discussion of occultism in the Elizabethan and

Jacobian periods see Thomas, Religion and the Decline of Magic.
36. Fraser, King James VI of Scotland, 55–58; also see Ashton, James I by

His Contemporaries, 39–41, 144–45, 154–63; and O. J. Scott, James I, 209–
32, 330–31.

37. Akrigg, Letters of King James VI and I, 114–15. The letter marks the
beginning of a long period of insecurity on James’s part regarding his pri-
mary political enemy, the Earl of Bothwell. James was becoming increasingly
powerful only by reducing the power of the nobility. When Bothwell rebelled,
James had him imprisoned, but Bothwell escaped before his trial and tor-
mented James for years afterward with repeated assassination attempts.
Shortly after his escape, James learned that Bothwell has consulted warlocks
and witches (“wise men” and “cunning women”) to put curses on him. James
subsequently became obsessed with and fearful of the occult. Why James did
not challenge Dee is unknown to me and is not discussed in the scholarly
literature available; one can only surmise that Dee downplayed his dabbling
and used his wide respect and in®uence among the English nobility to secure
his continued survival.

38. Eamon, “Magic and the Occult,” 539. Bacon knew Dee and, it is
sometimes suggested, downplayed the role of mathematics in his “new sci-
ence” because math was too closely associated with Dee. Bacon, anxious to
secure the trust of James, even withheld the publication of New Atlantis be-
cause of its challenge to the divine right of kings and because of the magical
overtones found throughout. See Yates, The Rosicrucian Enlightenment. To
my knowledge, there no mention of Dee in the extant writings of Bacon.

39. Lindley, Trials of Francis Howard, 50.
40. The exception is David Hume, whose critique of causality rests on the

notion that we cannot observe the “secret powers” of objects in motion:
“Should it be said, that, from a number of uniform experiments, we infer a
connexion between the sensible qualities and the secret powers.” An Enquiry
Concerning Human Understanding, 23.

41. Eamon, “Magic and the Occult,” 538.
42. Barrett, The Magus, v.
43. See Eisenstein, The Printing Press.
44. Copy on the back jacket, The Magus. The actual number of copies

printed is not known. Given the number of nineteenth-century occultists who
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cite the work, it must have been readily available and probably underwent a
number of reprintings.

45. See Jameson, The Political Unconscious, 105. In rhetorical studies, a
representative critique is Conley, “The Linnaean Blues.” Also see Benoit,
“Beyond Genre Theory.”

46. For a more extensive discussion of my understanding of genre see
Gunn, “Gothic Music” and “The Rhetoric of Exorcism.”

47. My views are similar to those articulated by Rosmarin in The Power
of Genre. We differ signi¤cantly, however, in terms of the use of genre. Ros-
marin locates genre as a basis for normative claims, whereas I see it as a useful
descriptive tool only.

48. See Campbell and Jamieson, “Form and Genre in Rhetorical Criti-
cism: An Introduction,” in Form and Genre, 9–32.

49. Campbell and Jamieson, “Introduction,” 294.
50. In a personal communication, Campbell writes: “My only interest as

a critic is what use I can make of theory, how it can be applied to open up
some symbolic process so that I can see it [and] understand it better, so I can
interpret it in a fresh and interesting way.” E-mail to author, August 21,
2001.

51. M. M. Smith, The Title-Page. For good examples of the study of titles
(dubbed “titology” by those doing research in the “history of the book”
area of composition and rhetorical studies) see Corbett and Lightbown, The
Comely Frontispiece; and Genette, Paratext, esp. 55–103. The classic text in
this ¤eld is dated but a delight to read: Pollard, Last Words on the History of
the Title-Page. “Books are always books,” muses Pollard, “but if any are to
be selected for mutilation it would be hard to make a better choice than
works of Dutch and German Theology.”

52. Barrett, The Magus, 4.
53. Lévi, Transcendental Magic, 2–3.
54. Waite, The Book of Ceremonial Magic, xxii.
55. Walker, Encyclopedia of the Occult, 25.
56. Ibid., 26.
57. Lévi, History of Magic, 35.
58. Ibid., 158–61.
59. Lévi, Transcendental Magic, 317–19.
60. Ibid., 317.
61. As cited in E. M. Butler, Ritual Magic, 97–98.

Chapter 2

 1. Joyce, Ulysses, 157.
 2. Twitchell, The Eck-Vidya, 105.
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 3. Blamires, The New Bloomsday Book, 71.
 4. See ibid., 72.
 5. Joyce, Ulysses, 157.
 6. Although it has its peculiarities, ECKANKAR resembles many other

Western occult and New Age groups. Most groups provide a narrative of
origins that features a familiar romantic tale of a solitary sojourner traveling
to receive ancient wisdom from a secret wise person or group. For ECKers
this man was Paul Twitchell, and it is the ECK Masters who bestowed to him,
and later to the Mahanta Klemp, the most secret kinds of spiritual knowl-
edge. For members of the Ishayas’ Ascension, Maharishi Sadashiva Isham,
referred to as the mysterious MSI in their literature, is the leader from Seattle
who traveled to the Himalayas to meet the powerful Ishayas. For the best-
selling New Age author and psychic extraordinaire, Sylvia Browne, earth
travel was not necessary because the abode of secret wisdom is another plane
of reality—“the Other Side.” Gaining access to the Other Side requires either
psychic power or death. Her spiritual guides are Francine and Raheim, spiri-
tual emissaries of the collective of “advanced entities on the Other Side”
known only as “the Council.” And for Blavatsky, the advanced beings were
the Secret Masters or Chiefs, collectively known as the “Great White Brother-
hood.” These supernatural beings lived in India and the Himalayas and, as
Blavatsky tells it, commanded her to reveal their ancient secrets, paradoxi-
cally clothed in dif¤cult language, in the name of world brotherhood and
peace. See Browne, Soul’s Perfection, esp. 16; Blavatsky, Isis Unveiled; and
Van Mater, “The Writing of the Secret Doctrine.”

 7. One must be careful to distinguish between Joyce’s protagonist and
Joyce himself. After all, Joyce is responsible for writing the most jargon-rife,
dif¤cult work of literature in the twentieth century: Finnegans Wake.

 8. In his Poetics Handbook, Abondolo remarks that the term is “often
used to refer to a kind of creative process” (3). Additionally, keeping in mind
that Aristotle wrote his Poetics to counter Plato’s moral condemnation of
literature and art as “irrational,” an occult poetics is also an account of the
basic logic of occult texts as sane and sensible. In other words, the term “po-
etics” is useful because it suggests a sensible logic or pattern. I also mean to
employ the term in a manner similar to Kenneth Burke’s “poetics of appeal,”
a poetics that is inherently suasive or rhetorical, thus dispensing with the
hard, traditional distinction between poetics and rhetoric. Also see Heath,
“Kenneth Burke’s Poetics.”

 9. Katz, “Mystical Speech and Mystical Meaning,” 3–4.
10. Lao Tzu and Chuang Tzu, The Texts of Taoism, 47.
11. Plato, Republic, 235–50. My use of masculine pronouns here is de-

liberate.
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12. Ibid., 250–55.
13. Plato, Phaedrus, sec. 278, p. 101.
14. Klemp, The Golden Heart, 8–9.
15. Ibid., 151.
16. The Urantia Book, 1.
17. Ibid., 146.
18. In order to make sense of this complex book, I spent two months with

two online discussion groups composed of readers of The Urantia Book. Even
after this period of time and interaction, I was still unable to make sense of
the cosmology. The Urantia Book is, in my opinion, one of the most baf®ing
occult systems ever written/revealed.

19. Gurdjieff, Beelzebub’s Tales to His Grandson, 815.
20. The quote is from the jacket cover.
21. James, Varieties of Religious Experience, 319.
22. Derrida, “Différence.“
23. Kamuf, A Derrida Reader, 126–28.
24. R. L. Scott, “Rhetoric and Silence,” 146–47. Also see Ehrenhaus,

“Silence and Symbolic Expression”; Johannesen, “The Functions of Silence”;
Sewell, “Speech, Silence, and Authenticity”; and R. L. Scott, “Dialectical
Tensions of Speaking and Silence.”

25. I should mention that I am aware of the relevance of speech-act
theory’s “principle of expressibility.” For John Searle, this principle holds
that “whatever can be meant can be said,” regardless of one’s ability to ex-
press one’s own private meaning. That is, because of the very structure of
language as a system of relations, there always remains the possibility of ex-
pressing meaning in some relational set or means of expression yet to be
discovered by an individual. The principle of expressibility is suggestive of
two important observations. First, anything that can be thought is a languag-
ing of some sort. This observation does not imply the use of “explicit verbal
constructions” or the notion that one cannot be conscious without a lan-
guage; rather, it implies that one is not aware of meaningful objects or expe-
riences in the absence of some system of representation. Second, the principle
of expressibility assumes the notion, marked in different terms by Derrida in
the concept of différence, that meaning is a relational product typi¤ed by the
fundamental absence of the signi¤ed. If it were possible to speak purely in the
presence of objects of value, then there would be no need for language, or,
one would be continuous or “one” with what Walter Benjamin has called a
divine, “pure language.” Thus the point here is that representation always
implies différence and thus multiple absences and an inevitable interiority
that absolutely denies the possibility of pure language. See Benjamin, “The
Task of the Translator,” esp. 74; and Searle, Speech Acts.
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26. Blavatsky, The Voice of Silence.
27. Différence is, in fact, the ineffable. See Scharfstein, Ineffability,

esp. 132.
28. Plato, Republic, secs. 502–11.
29. In a similar manner, Descartes’s famous ruminations on the perfec-

tion of God presences God as the guarantor of truth and falsity. See his Medi-
tations in Philosophical Essays, esp. 109.

30. Derrida, Of Grammatology, 3–5, 18–26.
31. See Wittgenstein, Blue and Brown Books, 16–17, and Philosophical

Investigations, 23–36.
32. Rorty, Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity, 13.
33. Ibid., 12.
34. Barnes, Kuhn and Social Science, 28.
35. See Adorno, Minima Moralia, 101–2, 219–21.
36. J. Butler, “Changing the Subject,” 765.
37. K. Burke, A Grammar of Motives, 134–39; also see Covino, Magic,

Rhetoric, and Literacy, 1–3.
38. Aristotle, Poetics, sec. 8.
39. For example, P. D. Ouspensky recalled that Gurdjieff described his

unique vocabulary as a recon¤guration of “old terms” in relationship to new
principles concerning reality: “For exact understanding exact language is
necessary. And the study of systems of ancient knowledge begins with the
study of a language which will make it possible to establish at once exactly
what is being said, from what point of view, and in what connection. This
new language contains hardly any new terms or new nomenclature, but it
bases the construction of speech upon a new principle, namely, the principle
of relativity; that is to say, it introduces relativity into all concepts and thus
makes possible an accurate determination of the angle of thought—for what
precisely ordinary language lacks are expressions of relativity.” Ouspensky,
In Search of the Miraculous, 70. The deep paradox here, of course, is that
Gurdjieff calls for a ®uid view of language while simultaneously assuming
the ubiquity of spiritual presences.

40. Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, 484–89.
41. Quine, The Ways of Paradox, 1–18.
42. See Derrida, “Plato’s Pharmacy.”
43. R. L. Scott, “On Viewing Rhetoric as Epistemic.”
44. Rorty, Truth and Progress, 328.
45. Nussbaum, “The Professor of Parody.”
46. For the present moment, however, this is all I wish to discuss about

the contemporary occultic until I have began to exhaust the description of the
occult; as a colleague frequently puts it, one must understand the concerto
before beginning to study the symphony.
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47. See K. Burke, The Rhetoric of Religion.
48. Weaver, “Language Is Sermonic.”

Interlude: Mysteries of the Unknown

 1. See Ellis, “Speak to the Devil: Ouija Boards and Deliverance,” in
Raising the Devil, 62–86.

 2. “Mysteries of the Unknown,” television commercial, Think¤lm, Inc.,
1996. Many thanks to Joseph Becker at Think¤lm, who generously sent a
copy of the commercial he directed.

Chapter 3

 1. “The Theosophical Society,” Hartford Daily Times, December 2,
1878, 1.

 2. See Plato, Cratylus, sec. 439, Republic, secs. 514–21, and Phaedrus,
secs. 244–58.

 3. Zukav, The Seat of the Soul, 40.
 4. Browne, Soul’s Perfection, 63.
 5. In his wildly entertaining pamphlet Bluff Your Way in the Occult, Rae

puts it this way: “After the normal sort of apprenticeship for a religious leader
(medium and snake charmer) [Blavatsky] founded Theosophy. The main aim
of the movement was to spread knowledge of Eastern mysticism to such an
extent that she virtually single-handedly introduced and made known all
those vague philosophies and religions that are so popular now. So next time
you are pestered in the street by someone with a shaven head and saffron in
long-johns you know who to blame” (41). Regardless, the consensus of oc-
cultists and occult historians is that Blavatsky was at least the most visible
popularizer of Eastern mysticism and occult ideas. See, e.g., Cuiley, Harper’s
Encyclopedia of Mystical and Paranormal Experience, 64–66.

 6. To my knowledge, there are only three exceptions: Clark, “Rhetoric,
Reality, and Rationalization”; McCarthy, “Andrew Jackson Davis”; and
McGuire and Patton, “Preaching in the Mystic Mode.”

 7. Symonds, Madame Blavatsky, 80.
 8. “The Objectives of the Theosophical Society,” http://www.user.

aol.com/tstec/hmpage/tsobject.htm (accessed December 16, 2000).
 9. This relatively straightforward explanation is from the Oxford En-

glish Dictionary (1989), s.v. “theosophy.” A more detailed but less clear de-
scription can be found in many of Blavatsky’s writings. See especially The Key
to Theosophy.

10. For an interesting account of the founding of the Theosophical So-
ciety see Olcott, Inside the Occult.
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11. The rumors are perpetuated in Washington, Madame Blavatsky’s
Baboon, 68. Theosophists point out that some of Washington’s claims about
Blavatsky go undocumented.

12. De Zirkoff, “Introductory: How ‘Isis Unveiled’ Was Written”: “the
one thousand copies of the ¤rst printing were sold out in ten days. Even some
of the advance subscribers had to wait for the second printing” (1). I am
indebted to John Algeo of the Theosophical Society in America for this cita-
tion. Also see Washington, Madame Blavatsky’s Baboon, 52. Algeo notes
that “Blavatsky did not ‘channel’ as that term is understood today,” however
(e-mail to the author, November 1, 2000). Blavatsky claimed to be in “tele-
pathic” contact with the Secret Masters, who were real individuals with
physical bodies (despite possessing supernatural powers), and through this
contact she wrote her books. I have used the term “channeled” because it is
the closest approximation of what she claimed to do as an author. See Algeo,
“Channeling.”

13. Washington, Madame Blavatsky’s Baboon, 52.
14. As cited in Blavatsky, “My Books,” 46–47.
15. See Dupree, “Christianity and the Scienti¤c Community”; Gregory,

“The Impact of Darwinian Evolution”; Moore, “Geologists and Interpret-
ers”; and Szasz, “Modern American Mainline Protestantism.”

16. Schoep®in, “America’s Innovative Nineteenth-Century Religions,”
311; also see Noll, “Evangelicalism and Fundamentalism.”

17. Jones, History of Western Philosophy, 176–77.
18. Paley, Natural Theology, 1–18.
19. Flew, “The Philosophical Implications of Darwinism,” 8.
20. Warnick, “A Rhetorical Analysis of Episteme Shift,” 36.
21. Russett, Darwin in America, 25.
22. Elliott-Binns, Religion in the Victorian Era, 172.
23. “No other genre of US literature,” says Jeffrey Alan Melton, “enjoyed

a greater popularity or a more enduring prominence in the nineteenth cen-
tury than travel writing.” Melton, “Touring Decay,” 206. See also Dulles,
Americans Abroad.

24. Oxford English Dictionary (1989), s.v. “spiritualism.”
25. Braude, Radical Spirits, 10–31; Owen, The Darkened Room, 18–19;

and Shepard, Encyclopedia of Occultism and Parapsychology, 1:345–49.
26. See Gunn, “Re¤tting Fantasy.”
27. Rickels, The Vampire Lectures, 53.
28. Peters, Speaking into the Air, 94–95. Also see Sconce, Haunted Media.
29. See, e.g., Hart, The Popular Book, 157–79. Although Hart discusses

the matter in a later period, his discussion of the popularity of the philosophi-
cal primer is also apropos (238–40). David D. Hall’s characterization of the
reading public is also helpful; see his Cultures of Print, esp. 36–78.
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30. McCarthy, “Andrew Jackson Davis,” 312.
31. Blavatsky, Isis Unveiled, 2:640.
32. I will only touch the surface of this cosmology. It is, I stress, extremely

complex, and a number of Theosophists have spent a lifetime trying to make
sense of it.

33. Theosophical cosmology is rife with similar paradoxes: If the uni-
verse is a unity, then how can it simultaneously be divided? The answer
Blavatsky offers is similar to those offered by Spinoza, Schopenhauer, and
Hegel: the split begins with the interplay between matter and mind, or
thought and extension. Like Hegel’s “the real is the rational and the rational
is the real,” Blavatsky maintains that minds and bodies are concurrent and
are only understood as distinct because of the inherent limitations of indi-
vidual consciousness—minds that have fallen from unity and thus taken on
duality.

34. De Prurucker, Occult Glossary, 46–47.
35. Blavatsky, The Key to Theosophy, 1–71, and Isis Unveiled, 1:v–viii.
36. Blavatsky, The Secret Doctrine, 2:711.
37. Ibid.
38. Ibid., 300. Scholars often make two mistakes regarding Blavatsky’s

views on race. First, by “race” Blavatsky is suggesting a subspecies, and she
disavows any notion of racial superiority; indeed, her touted project was to
get the world’s many subraces to realize their common ancestry. Second,
many scholars have erroneously suggested that she proposed ¤ve root races
instead of seven (two of which are in the future). See, e.g., Oppenheim, The
Other World, 195. The reason for this second common mistake might be
explained by the more recent attempts of Blavatsky’s successors to eliminate
eschatological and millennial overtones from her doctrines. According to
Blavatsky, each root race underwent a cataclysm whereby one-half of the root
race remained “pure” and the other half began to evolve characteristics and
qualities of the coming race. To add to the complexity, among each root race
are seven subraces, which in turn are divided into seven smaller races. Ini-
tially, Blavatsky suggested that there would be a ¤nal cataclysmic event in
which a new race would emerge. This cataclysmic event would occur in the
last evolutionary cycle of the ¤fth root race. Perhaps many scholars mistake
the birth of a new race with the end of the world, which Blavatsky main-
tained would not happen for millions of years. See de Prurucker, Occult
Glossary, 142–43.

39. See, e.g., Blavatsky, “Hypnotism.”
40. Gomes, Theosophy in the Nineteenth Century, 180–85: “The Octo-

ber 1877 American Bookseller reported that the sale of Isis Unveiled was
‘unprecedented for a work of its kind.’” There were at least thirteen printings
(or “editions”) during the century: those in 1877, 1877, 1878, 1882, 1884,
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1886, 1887, 1888, 1889, 1891, 1892, 1893, 1896 are documented. My
thanks, again, to John Algeo of the Theosophical Society in America for this
source.

41. “A Visit to Madame Blavatsky,” Cincinnati Commercial Gazette, Oc-
tober 13, 1889, 3.

42. “The Theosophical Society,” Hartford Daily Times, December 2,
1878, 1; “H. P. Blavatsky’s Adieux,” New York Daily Graphic, December 10,
1878, 266.

43. “Blavatsky’s Life: A Brief Account of Her Career in This Country,”
Philadelphia Inquirer, May 16, 1891, 12.

44. “Helena Petrovna Blavatsky,” New-York Daily Tribune, May 10,
1891. Reprinted in Sunrise, August 1985, http://www.theosophy-nw.org (ac-
cessed December 16, 2000).

45. “Silence in the Lamasery,” New York Sun, December 19, 1878, 1.
46. As many scholars of historical audiences and the history of the book

have argued, it is practically impossible to determine what the general reader
of Blavatsky’s essays and books was like or how these publications were read.
The best evidence one can marshal for claims about the character of historical
audiences is memoir—direct accounts of reading practices by common read-
ers. See Rose, “Rereading the English Common Reader”; and D. D. Hall,
Cultures of Print, 37–78. Otherwise, one must be resigned to the representa-
tion of readers in texts, a critical move popularized by the reader-response
critics and literary historians Stanley Fish and Wolfgang Isen. Essentially,
such an approach attempts to reconstruct who the author believes the reader
is by ferreting out assumptions made about them in the author’s writing. Al-
though Edwin Black was concerned with judging the ethical character of
such assumptions, his rhetorical concept of the “second persona” is basically
the same. See Black, “The Second Persona.”

47. “Theosophy in New York,” New York World, September 12, 1886, 13.
48. In general, however, it should be mentioned that newspapers are by

and large unreliable as an account of factual occurrences. At best this article
merely recapitulates rumors that circulated Blavatsky’s name. In this respect,
the mention of these individuals is a good indication of who was thought to
be reading Blavatsky’s books.

49. “English common reader” and “common reader” are terms used by
the history of composition and book scholars to describe the reading subject
in the abstract. See Rose, “Rereading the English Common Reader.”

50. Barry Brummett has termed this strategy “transfer,” a move that at-
tempts to establish one’s authority in two ways: ¤rst, transfer enhances one’s
characterizations of reality by “showing them as continuous with the read-
ings” of sacred or expert texts; second, transfer attempts to “enhance one’s
own prestige by appearing to possess great powers of discernment and pre-
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science not vouchsafed to the ordinary . . . reader.” Brummett, “Exploiting
Audience Commitment,” 59.

51. Blavatsky, “Madame Blavatsky on the Views of the Theosophists.” In
this passage Blavatsky references the Theosophical doctrine of the soul. She
argues that humans are a combination of body, soul, and spirit. The “soul”
(which she variously terms “astral body,” “astral man,” or “double”) is com-
posed of three parts: a material body, an immaterial “vital energy” or sort
of lust for life (“concupiscible nature”), and an immaterial consciousness
(“mind”). Collectively, these three elements are “objective” or visible on
earth yet invisible in the spiritual realm, and thus can be destroyed. The
“spirit” (or “Nous”), however, is indestructible. It consists of an undifferen-
tiated sort of vital, enduring energy that pervades all existence. Similar to
Hegel’s “World Spirit” or Schopenhauer’s “Will,” the Theosophist version of
spirit is individuated when it unites with a “soul.” Successful uni¤cation of
the body, spirit, and soul, however, is only one step in the process of eternal
living. To achieve eternal life, once individuated, the spirit in “man” must be
allowed to grow and receive intuitions of the truth, which is aided by the
terrestrial mind. Eventually, each individual is able to reunify with the divine
principle yet remain an individual. Also see Isis Unveiled, 2:281–86, and Key
to Theosophy, 107–8.

52. Elizabeth L. Saxon, “Madame Blavatsky: Her Opinions and Her
Book,” New Orleans Daily Picayune, November 4, 1877, 12.

53. Qtd. in Blavatsky, “My Books,” 46.
54. Ibid., 47.
55. A reporter from the Philadelphia Inquirer writes: “The moment . . .

that any one appeared who was antagonistic to her was the moment when
she closed her shell. It happened in 1878 that she was interviewed by a man
who saw both sides of the question. If she was really the person she claimed
to be the world was bound to listen. If she was not it was certain that a
worthy successor of Cagliostro had appeared. Accordingly he wrote a series
of articles which attracted the attention of the whole country. From that
moment the Theosophical Society became an accomplished fact.” “Blavat-
sky’s Life,” 12.

56. Foote, The New Cagliostro, par. 12.
57. In Oppenheim, The Other World, 163–64.
58. C. Wilson, The Occult, 337.
59. The inadequacy of the name is the central theme in Plato’s Cratylus.

Additionally, in Republic, Plato names this technique of using language to
surpass language as dialectic: “Here at last, then, we come to the main theme,
to be developed in philosophic discussion. It falls within the domain of the
intelligible world [that of the eternal Forms]; but its progress is like that of
the power of vision in the released prisoner of our parable [the allegory of the
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cave]. . . . [T]he summit of the intelligible world is reached in philosophic
discussion by one who aspires, through the discourse of reason unaided by
the senses, to make his way in every case to the essential reality and perseveres
until he has grasped by pure intelligence the very nature of Goodness itself.
This journey is what we call Dialectic” (secs. 532–33). The parallel here is
that the dif¤cult phrase or strange term comes to stand-in for a philosophic
discussion that does not cue or inspire misleading sensations.

60. Blavatsky, “Occultism versus the Occult Arts,” 12.
61. Ibid., 13.
62. Blavatsky, “My Books,” 49.
63. Covino, Magic, Rhetoric, and Literacy, 2–3.
64. Blavatsky, Key to Theosophy, sec. 9.
65. In her exhaustive ethnography of practicing witches, Persuasions of

the Witch’s Craft, Tanya M. Luhrmann draws very similar conclusions about
the epistemic function of esoteric language. For instance, she argues that the
“imagined ambiguity” of magickal terms “grant[s] an imaginative richness
because they allow one to respond to words not for their factual content but
for the imaginative possibilities they offer. They are remarkable transforma-
tions, because they create a vivid let’s-pretend world which is neither purely
¤ction nor confused with the tables-and-chairs reality” (220).

66. Some of the best if not most complex discussions of “pure language”
are found in the writings of Walter Benjamin. See especially “The Task of the
Translator” and “On Language as Such and the Language of Man.”

67. Blavatsky, The Secret Doctrine, 1:269.
68. Ibid., 311.
69. Zukav, The Seat of the Soul, 13.
70. Ibid., 106.
71. Browne and Harrison, Life on the Other Side, 41.
72. David Byrne, Chris Frantz, Jerry Harrison, Tina Weymouth, and

Brian Eno, “Once in a Lifetime,” performed by the Talking Heads, on Stop
Making Sense, Sire Records, 1984. Compact Disk.

Chapter 4

 1. Crowley, 777, 125.
 2. I will use Crowley’s conspicuous spelling of “Qabalah” to denote his

version of practice. “Kabbalah” will continue to refer to the Jewish mystical
tradition.

 3. Crowley, 777, 125.
 4. K. Burke, The Rhetoric of Religion, 307. Also see Adorno, The Stars

Down to Earth, 34–127.
 5. Sutin, Do What Thou Wilt, 192.
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 6. Foucault discusses the interplay of social power with the concept of
“power/knowledge.” For a good overview see his Power/Knowledge.

 7. Godzich, “Introduction: Caution! Reader at Work!” xxiii.
 8. Crowley, 777, xvii.
 9. Ibid., 125.
10. See, e.g., Leff and Sachs, “Words the Most Like Things.”
11. Leff, “Textual Criticism,” 381.
12. Ibid., 380.
13. Ibid., 381.
14. For a remarkable overview of the theory of romantic criticism, with

a number of astonishing parallels to contemporary close textual reading, see
Benjamin, “The Concept of Criticism in German Romanticism.” Also see
Schulte-Sasse’s edited collection Theory as Practice.

15. See, e.g., Wellek and Warren, Theory of Literature, esp. 7–19.
16. Redding, “Extrinsic and Intrinsic Criticism,” 96.
17. Gaonkar, “The Oratorical Text,” 259.
18. Campbell and Burkholder, Critiques of Contemporary Rhetoric,

18–19.
19. Campbell, “Nature of Criticism,” 7.
20. Perhaps the masculinist (and therefore heterosexist) tincture of the

disciplinary discussions over method need little more evidence than what I
have cited here. “Rigor” and “vigor” are two words—and seemingly desir-
able goals—that appear quite frequently in this literature. Crowley’s obses-
sion with phallic symbolism, as I will soon demonstrate, is certainly apropos.

21. Campbell, “Nature of Criticism,” 7.
22. Leff, “Interpretation and the Art of the Rhetorical Critic,” 345.
23. Eliot, Selected Prose, 13.
24. These seem to be the implicit aims of Stephen E. Lucas’s close textual

analysis of the Declaration of Independence, which is often held up as an
paradigm exemplar. See “The Stylistic Artistry of the Declaration of Inde-
pendence,” 531.

25. Lucas, “The Renaissance of American Public Address,” 249.
26. Ibid.
27. See Whitson and Poulakos, “Nietzsche and the Aesthetics of Rheto-

ric”; and Nietzsche, Nietzsche on Rhetoric and Language.
28. Leff and Sachs, “Words the Most Like Things,” 253.
29. Leff and Sachs argue that “a rhetorical discourse [is] a verbal con-

struction that blends form and content into a concrete whole—a whole that
assigns meaning to a region of shared public experience and solicits an audi-
ence to embrace the meaning it constructs.” Ibid., 255.

30. Lucas, “The Renaissance of American Public Address,” 247.
31. Medhurst, “Public Address and Signi¤cant Scholarship,” 35–36.
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32. Gaonkar, “The Disappearance of the Critical Object.”
33. Crowley, Equinox of the Gods, 97.
34. Hymenaeus Beta, “Editor’s Introduction,” in Crowley, Magick, xli.
35. Ibid.
36. Ibid., xl.
37. Crowley, Confessions, 693.
38. Crowley, Equinox of the Gods, 117–18.
39. If one accepts Crowley’s discussion of the book’s authorship, then

he or she is reading Crowley’s understanding of what Aiwass said, who
in turn was relaying the speech of three other gods—Nuit, Hadit, and
Ra-Hoor-Khuit—but doing so on Horus’s behalf, as Aiwass is his messenger.
Being three times removed from the ¤rst entity or entities that had the power
to signify meaning (which is manifestly unclear: it could be Horus speaking
as these three entities, or rather, Horus in two incarnations with another
guest, Nuit), one is confused about the authenticity and accuracy of the
book. Immediately, confusion over the authorship of the book beckons the
reader outside the text for clari¤cation (making it dif¤cult for one to discern
the text’s internal functions by staying “within” the text).

40. Wellek and Warren, Theory of Literature, 158.
41. I am aware that the New Critics René Wellek and Austin Warren

would caution that the analysis of sound effects must resist the collapse of the
“performance and pattern of sound,” although such a collapse seems to be
the poetic goal of musical texts. Wellek and Warren, Theory of Literature,
158. Patterns exist in texts that are not reducible to their performativity, and
often performance can elide patterns that exist in the text.

42. See Crowley, Equinox of the Gods, 100–101.
43. See Wellek and Warren, Theory of Literature, 158–73.
44. See Klein-Hass, The Book of the Centre of Pestilence, pars. 8–10.
45. K. Burke, A Rhetoric of Motives, 271.
46. For example, the only poem of Crowley’s to receive some critical ac-

claim, the “Hymn to Pan,” reads very similarly: “Thrill with lissome lust of
the light, / O man! My man! / Come careering out of the night / Of Pan! Io
Pan! / Io Pan! Io Pan! Come over the sea / From Sicily and from Arcady! /
Roaming as Bacchus, with fauns and pards / And nymphs and satyrs for thy
guards.” Crowley, Magick, 121. Also ibid., 663.

47. Crowley, Equinox of the Gods, 108.
48. Ibid., 94.
49. Ibid., 106.
50. J. G. Melton, “Thelemic Magick in America,” 85.
51. In what is known as the “new commentary,” Crowley explains that

The Book of the Law’s symbolic references to “wine” signify ecstatic trans-
portations and that “true religion is intoxication, in a sense. . . . Intoxica-
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tion, that is, ecstasy, is the key to Reality. It is explained in ‘Energized Enthu-
siasm’ that there are ‘three Gods whose function is to bring the Soul to the
realization of its own glory: Dionysus, Aphrodite, Apollo—Wine, Women,
and Song. . . . It is critics who deny poetry, people without capacity for
Ecstasy and Will who call Mysticism moonshine and Magick delusion.’”
Crowley, The Law Is for All, 85. In the essay “Energized Enthusiasm,” Crow-
ley argues that “wine, women, and song” are in actuality an ancient Greek
recommendation for the attainment of ecstasy through music, alcohol or
similar intoxicants, and sex. (Indeed, women are reduced to their sexual
function in this essay; throughout his writings Crowley is ambivalent about
the equality of women. Their inability to master the highest grades of the
A:.A:., however, is telling.) Although The Book of the Law’s multiple refer-
ences to music, alcohol, and sex are only implied in this essay, it is clear that
Crowley ¤nds their use in ritual extremely important and that their mention
in The Book of the Law is not coincidental. Crowley concludes “Energized
Enthusiasm” with an account of a secret ritual of the “Rose Croix degree of
Masonry” in which the use of wine, music (primarily that of an organ), and
sexual intercourse on the part of the priest and priestess succeed in transport-
ing him to a higher level of consciousness. “I was lost to everything,” he says,
and “to me it seemed as if eternity itself could not contain the variety and
depth of my experiences. Tongue nor pen could record them; and yet I am
fain to attempt the impossible” (17).

52. As Lon Milo DuQuette suggests, “magickal exegesis is anything but a
quiet, ponderous meditation on meanings. Rather, the Qabalist bombards the
mind, drawing parallels and correspondences between absolutely everything
and absolutely everything else, until there is no anything else left. Eventually
something snaps—the mind is transcended, profound fullness is achieved,
and suddenly the distinction between the perceiver and the perceived disap-
pears.” DuQuette, Angels, Demons, and Gods, 20.

53. See E. Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry; Kant, Critique of Judgment,
82–181.

54. E. Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry, 51.
55. Kant, Critique of Judgment, 82–85.
56. See R. Wilson, American Sublime, esp. 3–40.
57. See Schlegel, Philosophical Fragments, 1–16.
58. Crowley, Equinox of the Gods, 107.
59. Crowley, The Law Is for All, 141.
60. For an explanation see Verter, “Dark Star Rising,” 299–348; and

Crowley, Crowley’s Illustrated Goetia.
61. Indeed, Crowley provides us with yet another brand of “the rhetoric

of silence”: Don’t talk with your mouth full.
62. Lucas, “The Stylistic Artistry of the Declaration of Independence,” 531.
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63. In this regard my selection of Crowley is quite deliberate. Crowley’s
“religion,” known as Thelema, is said to consist of sex-magic at the highest
levels of initiation. It is only ¤tting that intrinsic criticism mirror the extrinsic
act of intercourse at the intersection of Crowley’s ghost.

64. The distinction is de Man’s.
65. Gadamer, Truth and Method, 273.
66. Godzich, “Introduction,” xxvii.
67. Gadamer, Truth and Method, 273.
68. Ricoeur, Freud and Philosophy, 28–32.
69. This de¤nition comes from Idhe, Experimental Phenomenology, 32;

also see Ricoeur, Hermeneutics and the Human Sciences, 28–30.
70. Ricoeur, Hermeneutics and the Human Sciences, 29–30.
71. Mailloux, Rhetorical Power, 145.
72. de Man, Blindness and Insight, 18.
73. Godzich, “Introduction,” xxvii.
74. Leff and Sachs offer up the phenomenon of “iconicity” as evidence

that the distinction cannot hold; this evidence, however, fails to address the
ontological status of the political speech and the literary text. See “Words
the Most Like Things,” 269.

75. See Gaonkar, “The Oratorical Text,” 275.
76. The best examples of these kind of investigations are found in Leff’s

work.
77. Greene, “The Textual Apparatus,” par. 3.
78. Leff, “Interpretation and the Art of the Rhetorical Critic,” 347.
79. Michel Foucault, “My Body, This Paper, This Fire,” Oxford Literary

Review 4 (1979), qtd. in Greene, “The Textual Apparatus,” par. 8.
80. Pun intended. Of course, we all have an idea of what this means.

Typically, “rigor” is simply a pseudonym for “smart” or “work like I would.”
Inferior critical work is thus described as “sloppy” and “facile.”

81. These problems have been collected under the category of “critical
invention.” For an excellent examination of the problem see Nothstine, Blair,
and Copeland, Critical Questions.

82. Jameson, Marxism and Form, 328–29.

Interlude: Re-membering Crowley

 1. Readers familiar with the Christian Evangelical minister Bob Larson
will recognize this kind of “seminar” or meeting. For an excellent historical
account of the rise of Evangelical organizations obsessed with Satanism and
demons see Ellis, Raising the Devil, esp. 32–61.

 2. Ozzy Osborne, “Mr. Crowley,” Blizzard of Oz, remastered version,
performed by Ozzy Osborne. Epic Records, 1981. Compact Disk.
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 3. Langone and Blood, Satanism and Occult-Related Violence, 29.
 4. Passantino and Passantino, When the Devil Dares Your Kids. Also see

Larson, Satanism; and Raschke, Painted Black. Raschke’s error-¤lled tome is
frequently cited by the seemingly secular academics who profess a belief in an
epidemic of Satanic ritual abuse.

 5. Don Shirley, “Unlikely Characters Collide in Fanciful World,” Los
Angeles Times, January 29, 1999, 28.

 6. Howard Cohen, “Ozzy, the Dead, Still Knows How to Rock Center
Stage,” Buffalo News, July 28, 1988, 6C.

 7. “Library Files Checked in Zodiac Investigation,” New York Times,
July 18, 1990, 4.

 8. March Franchetti Dortmund, “German Young Find Solace in Satan-
ism,” Sunday Times (U.K.), May 5, 1996, par. 3; available from http://www.
crowleyana.co.uk (accessed January 22, 2001).

 9. “Mother Accused of Murder Was Fascinated by the Occult and Black
Magic, Jury Hears,” The Herald (U.K)., October 4, 1996, 3.

10. Barbie Dutter, “Murdered Boy Laid Out for Sacri¤ce,” The Telegraph
(U.K.), October 4, 1996, par. 1–2; available from http://www.crowleyana.
co.uk (accessed January 22, 2001).

11. Sinason, Treating Survivors of Satanist Abuse, 3. Similar alarmist es-
says can be found in Sakheim and Devine, Out of Darkness. A disturbing
account of the hysteria of “professionals” regarding Satanic ritual abuse is
Nathan and Snedeker’s Satan’s Silence. Helpful readings of Satanic panic
among academics and professionals can be found in Richardson, Best, and
Bromley, The Satanism Scare, esp. Mulhern, “Satanism and Psychotherapy.”
Finally, also of interest is Showalter, Hystories, esp. 171–88.

12. See Ellis, Raising the Devil, 1–61.
13. Verter, “Dark Star Rising,” 286.

Chapter 5

 1. Crowley, 777, 125.
 2. See Sutin, Do What Thou Wilt, 73–79.
 3. Many of the rituals are also currently available in Regardie, The

Golden Dawn.
 4. Hutchinson, Aleister Crowley, 119. For another account of this trial

see Sutin, Do What Thou Wilt, 204–6.
 5. From “Secrets of the Rosicrucians: Protest against the Publication

of Mysteries. Two Cats in the Bag,” Weekly News (London), March 22,
1910. Accounts of the trial are fascinating and amusing. See “Secrets of a
Mystic Society,” London Daily Express, March 23, 1910; and “Rosicrucian
Mysteries,” The Standard, March 22, 1910. Hutchinson’s account in Aleister
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Crowley (204–7) is comical. All of these accounts are available online at
http:www.crowleyana.co.uk (accessed January 22, 2001).

 6. See Brummett, “Exploiting Audience Commitment.”
 7. See Scholes, The Rise and Fall of English, esp. 37–58.
 8. The term “dialectic of control” comes from Giddens, The Constitu-

tion of Society, 16.
 9. Kierkegaard, The Sickness unto Death, 99.
10. Ibid., 14–21. I should note that I chose the term “surrender” over

“leap” because the latter is misleading. Aside from the fact that Kierkegaard
never described religion as “a leap of faith,” the term “leap” implies some
sort of willed determination. As Kierkegaard himself puts it: “Suppose a man
who wishes to acquire faith; let the comedy begin. He wishes to have faith,
but he wishes also to safeguard himself by means of an objective inquiry and
its approximation-process. What happens? . . . [Faith] becomes extremely
and empathically probable. . . . Now he is ready to believe . . . and lo, now it
has become precisely impossible to believe it . . . [because] anything that is
almost probable, or probable, or extremely and emphatically probable, is
something he can almost know . . . but it is impossible to believe. For the
absurd is the object of faith, and the only object that can be believed.” One
does not, in other words, take a “leap of faith,” but leaps into faith, as if to
simply “give up.” Kierkegaard, Concluding Unscienti¤c Postscript, 220–21.
Also see Ferreira, “Faith and the Kierkegaardian Leap,” 207–34.

11. Darsey, The Prophetic Tradition, 19.
12. Crenshaw, Prophetic Con®ict, qtd. in Darsey, The Prophetic Tradi-

tion, 30–33.
13. Adorno, The Stars Down to Earth, 38.
14. K. Burke, The Rhetoric of Religion, 307.
15. Analyzing Augustine’s rhetoric, Burke also notes the ubiquity of the

self-sealing argument: “If one doubts the faith, his will is impaired, which
means that he lacks grace, which means that God is turning from him (thus
allowing him of his free will to go to hell). Thus, any de¤ciency in the will to
persevere was per se an indication that one was moving toward damnation.”
Ibid., 271.

16. This de¤nition is informed by R. S. Downie’s discussion of “authority”
in the Oxford Companion to Philosophy, 68–69. This understanding of au-
thority has been hotly debated in recent years, most especially in analytical
philosophy and argumentation theory. For example, some argumentation
scholars, following Aristotle’s lead in The Rhetoric, argue that authority is a
process or quality of communicative phenomena bound by a given rhetorical
encounter, situation, or argumentative ¤eld and not a trait of character. See
Liu, “Authority, Presumption, and Invention.” For good overviews of the
conceptual terrain of authority, also see Pennock and Chapman, Nomos
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XXXIX, for the philosophical perspectives, and J. B. White, Acts of Hope,
for the rhetorical and literary perspectives.

17. M. Weber, Theory of Social and Economic Organization, 328.
18. Ibid., 341.
19. Ibid., 358.
20. For a thorough discussion of traditional authority see Friedrich, Tra-

dition and Authority. For a more wide-ranging overview of a number of au-
thority forms see Lukes, “Perspectives on Authority,” 59–75.

21. M. Weber, “The Prophet,” in Max Weber on Charisma and Institu-
tion Building, 254.

22. See Luther, “Address to the Christian Nobility,” 2.
23. For classic accounts see Oberman, Luther; and Brecht, Martin Luther;

also see Todd, Martin Luther.
24. For other treatments of prophecy, particularly those that concern

ethos and/or charisma, see Betz, “Fromm and the Rhetoric of Prophecy”;
Bobbit and Mixon, “Prophecy and Apocalypse”; Pauley, “Reshaping Public
Persona and the Prophetic Ethos”; O’Leary and McFarland, “The Political
Use of Mystic Discourse”; and Zulick, “The Agon of Jeremiah.” Insightful
discussions of prophecy outside a rhetorical perspective include Clements,
Old Testament Prophecy; and Russell, Prophecy and the Apocalyptic Dream.
For work outside the discipline of rhetorical studies that nevertheless focuses
on rhetorical aspects see Heschel, The Prophets; R. B. Y. Scott, The Rele-
vance of the Prophets; and Westermann, Basic Forms of Prophetic Speech.
Unfortunately, as Karlyn Kohrs Campbell has noted (in “A Toad in the Gar-
den”), scholars have tended to overlook female prophets and the profound
role women have played in the evolution of Protestantism. For discussions
about the role of women in the prophetic tradition see Taber, The Prophetic
Stream.

25. Darsey, The Prophetic Tradition, 6–8.
26. As R. L. Scott has remarked to me many times in personal communi-

cation, “In the beginning there was the error.”
27. Aristotle, On Rhetoric, 121.
28. Darsey, The Prophetic Tradition, 9–10.
29. Ibid., 21.
30. Ibid., 20.
31. Ibid., 28.
32. For a more thorough discussion of why self-evidence and related

forms are fallacious see Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca, The New Rhetoric,
esp. 1–4, 32–33, and 510–511.

33. See, e.g., Randi, Truth about Uri Geller.
34. See Augustine, On Christian Doctrine, 2:34–78.
35. For an excellent discussion of the recollective versus more “repetitive”
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or more forward-looking modes of critical interpretation see Caputo, Radical
Hermeneutics, esp. 16–18.

36. Kierkegaard, Fear and Trembling/Repetition, 136.
37. See Ricoeur, Freud and Philosophy, 3–36.
38. Crowley, Magick without Tears, 44–47.
39. This kind of self-referencing is typical of many of Crowley’s writ-

ings. Examples abound, for instance, in his magnum opus, Magick; see 137,
139, 182.

40. Crowley, Magick without Tears, 48.
41. Crowley, 777, xix.
42. Crowley rejects the rabbinical Jewish tradition, which regards Qabal-

istic mysticism as heretical and dangerous (e.g., Jewish mystics do not believe
the God of the Old Testament is the Supreme Being. “That honor goes to an
inscrutable preexistent negative totality called Ain Soph—a great Zero, out
of which emanates the one and subsequently the many”). See DuQuette, An-
gels, Demons, and Gods, 19. Further, Crowley also rejects the Jewish mystical
tradition of Kabbalistic interpretation, which yearns for, in a profound spiri-
tual sense, a primordial understanding of past worship and the reattainment
of cosmic consciousness without giving up or abjuring the secular world. See
Matt, The Essential Kabbalah, 2.

43. Crowley, Liber Aleph Vel CXI, 2. Also see DuQuette, Angels, De-
mons, and Gods, 19–20.

44. DuQuette, Angels, Demons, and Gods, 20.
45. Ibid., 29.
46. Crowley, Equinox of the Gods, 98.
47. Ibid., 98–99.
48. Parzival’s story is often associated with Arthurian legends and with a

very dif¤cult poem written by Wolfram von Eschenback sometime in the thir-
teenth century. Parzival is a “fool” who wanted to be a knight of the Round
Table but was often laughed away by the king and his court. Eventually, after
many trials and tribulations, he becomes the keeper of the Holy Grail after
being helped toward spiritual awakening by a hermit. Crowley is probably
most familiar with this tale through Wagner, whose Parsifal is based on this
dif¤cult poem.

49. Crowley, The Book of Thoth, 53.
50. Crowley, Equinox of the Gods, 126.
51. See Fisher, “Toward a Logic of Good Reasons.”
52. See Gunn, “Re¤tting Fantasy,” 12–16.
53. K. Burke, A Rhetoric of Motives, 279.
54. See Kojève, Introduction to the Reading of Hegel.
55. Plato, Gorgias, secs. 462d–465.
56. Darsey, The Prophetic Tradition, 22.
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57. Cicero, On Oratory and Orators, 1: sec. 8.
58. Lacan, “The Mirror Stage.”

Interlude: On Stolen Letters and Lettered Secrets

 1. Lacan, “The Purloined Letter,” 198.
 2. Ibid., 196.
 3. See also Derrida, The Gift of Death; and Soros, “Giving Death.”
 4. See Lacan, “The Subversion of the Subject,” 304.
 5. Glynos and Stavrakakis, “Postures and Impostures,” 685–86.
 6. Lacan, “The Purloined Letter,” 194.
 7. Sokal and Bricmont, Fashionable Nonsense, 27.
 8. “For the phallus is a signi¤er, a signi¤er whose function, in the intra-

subjective economy of analysis, may lift the veil from the function it served
in the mysteries. For it is the signi¤er that is destined to designate meaning
effects as a whole, insofar as the signi¤er conditions them by its presence as
signi¤er.” Lacan, “The Signi¤cation of the Phallus,” 275.

 9. For example: “What then is the formula of the initiation of Horus? . . .
It will be the natural growth of the Child. . . . The hieroglyph is ‘The Fool’:
The innocent and impotent Harpocrates Babe becomes the Horus Adult by
obtaining the Wand. Der reine Thor seizes the Sacred Lance. Bacchus be-
comes Pan. The Holy Guardian Angel is the Unconscious Creature Self—the
Spiritual Phallus.” Crowley, “Ars Congressus Cum Daemone,” in Magick, 523.

10. Fink, Lacan to the Letter, 130–31.
11. Fink, Clinical Introduction, 220.
12. Borch-Jacobson, Lacan; Althusser, Writings on Psychoanalysis, 21.

Chapter 6

 1. Sutin, Do What Thou Wilt, 205–6.
 2. “Secrets of the Rosicrucians: Protest against the Publication of Mys-

teries. Two Cats in the Bag,” Weekly News (London), March 22, 1910; re-
printed in Hutchinson, Aleister Crowley, 119.

 3. A trend that one could argue began with the publication of Mozart’s
opera The Magic Flute. See Mellers, “Little Time to Spare.” For an interest-
ing discussion of Mozart’s interest in the occult see Grattan-Guinness, “Why
Did Mozart Write Three Symphonies in the Summer of 1788?”

 4. T. Smith, The Books of the Beast, 18. The reader may recall from the
previous chapter that the number 418 is a magic one for Crowley. Smith
explains: “Like the pricing of the ‘Blue’ Equinox (Detroit, 1919) at 666 cents
and the quarto-divisible sums charged for Book Four, Parts One and Two,
[Crowley’s pricing of the U.S. and German editions] have deeply signi¤cant
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meanings. To begin with, Crowley believed the Law’s messenger was spelled
Avias, its Hebrew numerical equivalent being 78. . . . Just before [the publi-
cation of the creation of a fourth version of The Book of the Law in the U.K.],
it was revealed to him that the correct spelling was Aiwza, which in Hebrew
yields 93. ‘418’ is the numerical equivalent of yet another, Greek, spelling of
Aiwaz, ‘AIFASS.’”

 5. Verter, “Dark Star Rising,” 96–115.
 6. Ibid., 252.
 7. See chapter 1 for a discussion of the transformation of occult style. It

should also be noted that the most secret of occult books are widely available
and relatively inexpensive. A facsimile copy of The Book of the Law costs one
$7.98 on the amazon.com website.

 8. See Anderson, Imagined Communities.
 9. Arnold, Culture and Anarchy, 50–52.
10. See Leavis, Mass Civilization and Minority Culture.
11. Ibid., 9–10.
12. See Lowery and DeFleur, Milestones in Mass Communication Re-

search, 21–67.
13. See Horkheimer and Adorno, Dialectic of Enlightenment: Philosophi-

cal Fragments, esp. 94–136.
14. See S. Hall, “The Rediscovery of Ideology”; Hoggart, The Uses of

Literacy; Williams, “Culture Is Ordinary” and “The Masses.”
15. Williams, “The Masses,” 46.
16. Lang, Irony/Humor, 60.
17. Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge, 55.
18. For example, see Baudrillard, The Illusion of the End.
19. Hutcheon, Irony’s Edge, 117. Also see Wimsatt and Brooks, Literary

Criticism.
20. Wellek and Warren, Theory of Literature, 42.
21. In the landmark Rhetorical Criticism: A Study in Method, Edwin

Black remarks that the critic is “invited to disaster” by Freudian approaches:
someone “who speaks or writes reads Freud and learns that he can disguise
his true motives by writing and speaking of arrows, for he knows that his
auditors, themselves having been in®uenced by Freud, will interpret arrow to
mean phallus and not, as it means to him, something entirely different. In
short, just as Freud discovered that a person who has mastered ordinary
language can use it to conceal his motives, so a person who has mastered
Freudian vocabulary can use it too to conceal his motives. The possibilities
of deception, deliberate or unconscious, seem endless, and consequently the
problems presented the psychological critic seem insoluble” (26–27). Inter-
estingly, intentionality is at the heart of Black’s concern. In my mind, the
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exemplar case is Hill, “Conventional Wisdom—Traditional Form.” In his
analysis of Nixon’s speech, Hill deliberately brackets issues of intention
and motive, focusing on the text itself. The ensuing debate with Karlyn
Kohrs Campbell about whether ethical judgments can be made is particu-
larly enlightening in this respect. See Campbell, “ ‘Conventional Wisdom—
Traditional Form.’”

22. For interesting discussion see Becker, “Determinism as a Rhetorical
Problem.”

23. McKerrow, “Critical Rhetoric,” 101.
24. “The ‘denial’ of an agent as productive of contingently derived social

practices does not rule out the present role of persons as active participants
in ‘revolt’ against the present dangers. Otherwise, there is no point to positing
the possibilities of freedom—and a Sartrean angst is preordained as the con-
dition of passive acceptance of one’s fate.” Ibid., 99.

25. Cloud, “The Materiality of Discourse as Oxymoron,” 159.
26. See Davidson, “Intending”; and Pradhan, “The Dream of a Common

Language.”
27. Wittgenstein, Culture and Value, 3e.
28. Benjamin, “Theses on the Philosophy of History.” My reading of this

essay is detailed at length in Gunn, “Benjamin’s Magic.”
29. Swearingen, Rhetoric and Irony, 55–94.
30. Cicero, On Oratory and Orators, 2: sec. 252.
31. Booth, A Rhetoric of Irony, 6.
32. Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca, The New Rhetoric, 208.
33. Walker, Encyclopedia of the Occult, 7–27.
34. Kierkegaard, The Concept of Irony, 248–49.
35. Ibid., 249.
36. Hutcheon, Irony’s Edge, 2.
37. K. Burke, “Four Master Tropes,” 516–17.
38. Ibid., 512.
39. Jameson, Marxism and Form, 330–31.
40. Ibid., 329.
41. Crowley, The Book of the Law, chapter 3, verses 11–12.
42. Crowley, Magick, 207.
43. Ibid., 206.
44. Ibid., 207.
45. Ibid.
46. Ibid., 210 n. 3.
47. A humorous account is found in Sutin, Do What Thou Wilt, 242–

51. Also, Verter argues that Crowley was party to a “Bohemian” conceit
known as a blague: “Aleister Crowley was not content with privatized ritual,
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and instead joined other members of the avant-garde in staging outrageous
blagues calculated to attract publicity, including giving ®ip answers to the
press.” Verter, “Dark Star Rising,” 283.

48. Crowley, Magick without Tears, 284–85.
49. Kierkegaard, The Concept of Irony, 247–48.
50. Crowley, The Vision and the Voice, 20.
51. In Sutin, Do What Thou Wilt, 277.
52. Cross, “Neither Either Nor Or,” 136.
53. Kierkegaard, The Concept of Irony, 177.
54. Cross, “Neither Either Nor Or,” 129.
55. Ibid.
56. Ibid.
57. Crowley, The Law Is for All, 33.
58. Ibid., 102.
59. Ibid., 115.
60. Ibid., 116.
61. Ibid., 131.
62. Ibid., 116.
63. Ibid., 37. In the light of these remarks, one might retitle the second

commentary The Law Is for All, But Not Necessarily You.
64. Crowley, Magick without Tears, 442.
65. Ibid., 443.
66. Ibid., 444.
67. E. J. Hobsbawm, as qtd. in Sutin, Do What Thou Wilt, 17.
68. Sutin, Do What Thou Wilt, 37.
69. DuQuette, The Magic of Thelema, xv.
70. Booth, A Rhetoric of Irony, 39.
71. Crowley says: “The Eucharist of Two Elements has its matter of the

passives. The wafer (apentacle) is of corn, typical of Earth; the wine (Cup)
represents Water. (There are certain other attributions. The wafer is the Sun,
for instance; and the wine is appropriate to Bacchus.) The wafer may, how-
ever, be more complex, the ‘Cake of Light’ described in Liber Legis. This is
used in the exoteric ‘Mass of Phoenix’ mixed with the blood of the Magus.
This Mass should be performed daily at sunset by every Magician. Corn and
wine are equivalent to ®esh and blood; but it is easier to convert live sub-
stance into the body and blood of God, than to perform this miracle upon
dead matter.” Magick, 268.

72. Ibid., 740, n. 238.
73. Another example: regarding the “Cakes of Light” and the kind of

blood required for their making, Crowley says nothing in his published com-
mentaries. In the larger, voluminous commentary that has gone mostly un-
published (the following being an exception, of course), Crowley interprets
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Ra-Hoor-Khuit’s recipe: “A: menstrual blood. B: possibly ‘dragon’s blood.’
These two kinds of ‘blood’ are not to be confused. The student should be able
to discover the sense of this passage by recollecting the Qabalistic statement
that ‘The blood is the life,’ consulting Book 4 Part III [Magick], and applying
the knowledge which reposes in the Sanctuary of the Gnosis of the Ninth
Degree of O.T.O. The ‘child’ is ‘BABALON and THE BEAST conjoined, the
Secret Savior’ . . . It is inadvisable to word this explanation in terms too
intelligible to the profane, since uninitiated attempts to make use of the for-
midable arcana of Magick presented in this passage could lead only to the
most fulminating and irremediable disaster.” Apparently the “disaster” is the
sacri¤ce of an actual child that ends in death. Nevertheless, Crowley’s inten-
tional obfuscation about the meaning of “blood” and “sacri¤ce” here is in-
dicative of a textual instability under the trope of irony, the sort that marks
some kind of textual ¤nitude. Ibid., 739–40, n. 238.

74. One ¤nds the same the generative power of intertextuality—the con-
sequence of the instability of occult irony—in the work of many modern
occultists, from the thousand-page tomes of G. I. Gurdjieff to the deliberately
deceitful Satanic tracts of Anton LaVey. Further, that verbal irony invites the
problem of intertextuality is not limited to traditionally ironic occult texts,
for esoteric jargon seems to invite the same sort of problems. Blavatsky kept
writing to continually reproduce and re-signify occult meanings; current
“New Age” systems like ECKANKAR and Scientology continuously pro-
duce books to elaborate their respective transcendental signi¤eds. Given that
the logic of metaphor is that of replacement or re-signi¤cation (the interplay
of the tenor and vehicle), one could even argue that belief systems based on
particularly strange or appealing metaphors can also operate similarly, a
given authority chaining out text after text to repeatedly circumscribe inter-
textual regress. For example, John Gray’s wildly successful “Mars and Ve-
nus” books are “occult” in this regard. See especially E. S. Weber, “The
Rhetoric of Mars and Venus.”

75. R. R. McGuire, “Speech Acts,” 31.
76. Crowley, Magick without Tears, 284.
77. “An Amazing Sect,” The Looking Glass, October 29, 1910; available

from http://www.crowleyana.co.uk (accessed May 5, 2001).
78. “Aleister Crowley’s Orgies in Sicily,” London Sunday Express, No-

vember 26, 1922; available from http://www.crowleyana.co.uk (accessed
May 5, 2001).

79. “Crowley’s Plans,” London Sunday Express, precise date unknown
(estimated late 1922 or early 1923); available from http:www.crowleyana.co.uk
(accessed February 16, 2001).

80. “A Wizard of Wickedness,” John Bull, March 17, 1923; available
from http://www.crowleyana.co.uk (accessed February 16, 2001).
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81. “The Wickedest Man in the World,” John Bull, March 24, 1923;
available from http://www.crowleyana.co.uk (accessed February 16, 2001).

82. Crowley, Confessions, 762.
83. See Sutin, Do What Thou Wilt, 367–74, for an account of the trial.

Crowley is made the fool by the lawyers, and his refusal to demonstrate his
powers by making himself invisible in court was widely reported.

84. From a John Bull story sometime in April 1923, as reprinted in
Stephensen, The Legend of Aleister Crowley, 154. A number of similar stories
are collected in Stephensen’s book and quoted at length.

85. Stephensen, The Legend of Aleister Crowley, 155–56.
86. “ ‘Do Anything You Want to Do’—Their Religion,” American Weekly,

November 1922, in Verter, “Dark Star Rising,” frontis.
87. “At the Sacri¤ce of a Cat” [illustration and caption], New York

American, April 8, 1923. The illustration is only available for viewing in a
special collection. A legible copy is reproduced in Verter, “Dark Star Rising,”
321 (Verter has humorously retitled the picture “The Tabby of Thelema”).

88. Ibid.
89. From the New York World, as printed in Stephensen, The Legend of

Aleister Crowley, 117.
90. “An Amazing Sect.”
91. “Rites of Eleusis: Classicism and Mysticism at Caxton Hall,” Morn-

ing Leader, October 15, 1910; available from http://www.crowleyana.co.uk
(accessed May 5, 2001).

92. “An Amazing Sect.”
93. “The Kind of Depravity,” John Bull, March 10, 1923; available from

http://www.crowleyana.co.uk (accessed May 5, 2001).
94. “The Wickedest Man in the World.”
95. March Franchetti Dortmund, “German Young Find Solace in Satan-

ism,” Sunday Times, May 5, 1996: par. 3; available from http://www.
crowleyana.co.uk (accessed May 5, 2001).

96. Gustav Niebuhr, “Witches Cast as the Neo-Pagans Next Door,” New
York Times, October 31, 1999, 30.

97. Lisa J. Adams, “Exorcisms Maintain a Spirited Following among
Mexican Faithful,” Los Angeles Times, January 7, 2001, B3.

98. Mauss, A General Theory of Magic, 88.

Chapter 7

 1. Felix, Octavius, 336–37.
 2. Smith and Pazder, Michelle Remembers.
 3. Not too coincidentally, Pazder and Smith also divorced their spouses

and married each other.
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 4. These kinds of books continued to appear until the mid 1990s. See,
e.g., R. Brown, He Came to Set the Captives Free.

 5. Stratford and Michaelson, Satan’s Underground.
 6. A Christian magazine titled Cornerstone was responsible for expos-

ing as frauds Stratford and a number of other Satanic ritual abuse survivors,
such as Mike Warnke. See Passantino, Passantino, and Trott, “Satan’s Side-
show”; and Hertenstein and Trott, Selling Satan. A number of academics
continue to believe in Satanic ritual abuse, however; see Sakheim and Devine,
Out of Darkness; and Sinason, Treating Survivors of Satanist Abuse. Chal-
lenges to hypnotic regression techniques can be found in Richardson, Best,
and Bromley’s excellent edited volume, The Satanism Scare; and Showalter,
Hystories, 144–58.

 7. On a CNBC program titled “Wrongly Accused and Convicted of
Child Molesting,” Geraldo Rivera recanted his sensational 1980s programs
on Satanic ritual abuse: “I want to announce publicly that I was a ¤rm be-
liever of the ‘Believe the Children’ movement of the 1980s, that started with
the McMartin trials in California, but now I am convinced that I was terribly
wrong. . . . and many innocent people were convicted and went to prison as
a result. . . . and I am equally positive [that the] ‘Repressed Memory Therapy
Movement’ is also a bunch of crap.” “Geraldo Rivera’s In®uence.”

 8. The de¤nitive explanation is Victor, Satanic Panic. Victor argues that
the Satanic panic was a scapegoating phenomenon goaded by a mass percep-
tion of moral decline in the United States. Another excellent analysis of the
Satanic panic is Ellis, Raising the Devil.

 9. Sinason, Treating Survivors of Satanist Abuse, 5.
10. Denna Allen and Janet Midwinter, “The Debunking of a Myth,” The

Mail on Sunday (London), September 20, 1990, 41.
11. Although there is little evidence to support the contention that there

exists a vast Satanic underground, there is some evidence to suggest that
some pedophiles have deliberately used cultish garb and pseudo-ritual to
frighten their victims into silence. See Lanning, Investigator’s Guide.

12. Qtd. in Bass and Davis, The Courage to Heal, 421.
13. Sinason, Treating Survivors of Satanist Abuse, 7.
14. See Felix, Octavius, 336–37.
15. Of course, rituals that were deliberately intended as Satanic or de-

scribed as such already appeared in popular literature and occult tomes since
the emergence of occultism as the study of secret knowledge and ritual—in
the mid- to late seventeenth century. Hammer horror ¤lms are largely respon-
sible for their emergence on the silver screen in the 1960s (see, e.g., The Devil
Rides Out, released in 1968; Hammer is the name of the production studio).
Widespread popular interest in Satanic ritual, however, can be laid at the feet
of Anton LaVey and, to a lesser extent, the rituals that appear in Roman
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Polanski’s 1972 theatrical success, Rosemary’s Baby. Prior to the creation of
the Church of Satan, for instance, the now ubiquitous symbol for a goat’s
head circumscribed by an inverted pentagram—the Sigil of Baphomet—was
not widely recognized as a Satanic symbol. After the book’s publication and
LaVey’s publicity campaigns, the symbol began to appear frequently in hor-
ror movies, and Dennis Wheatley’s popular “black magic” novel series was
repackaged with the sigil prominently displayed on the covers.

16. Marx, Capital, 1:125–77.
17. Ibid., 270–80.
18. The term “late capitalism” ¤rst appeared in the work of Horkheimer

and Adorno, for whom it denoted the emergence of a complex web of “bu-
reaucratic control” and the “interpenetration of government and big busi-
ness.” See Jameson, Postmodernism, xviii.

19. Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation, 5.
20. Jameson, Postmodernism, xx–xxi, 1–54.
21. See Douglas and Isherwood, The World of Goods, 65; Jhally, The

Codes of Advertising, 9–12.
22. Jhally, The Codes of Advertising, 9.
23. Ibid., 12; also see Baudrillard, The Mirror of Production.
24. Marx, Capital, 1:138.
25. This argument is made by Comaroff and Comaroff, “Millennial

Capitalism.”
26. See Campbell and Jamieson, Form and Genre; Miller, “Genre as So-

cial Action.”
27. Adorno, “On Jazz.” Rhetoricians will recognize that Adorno’s posi-

tion on popular form is very similar to the de¤nition of form offered by
Kenneth Burke, which is derived from music: “Form is the creation of an
appetite in the mind of the auditor, and the adequate satisfying of that appe-
tite.” Counter-Statement, 31.

28. Barton, The Church of Satan, 82.
29. LaVey, The Satanic Bible, 44.
30. Ibid., 97.
31. Barton, The Church of Satan, 9.
32. Ibid., 15–31. Zeena LaVey, as well as her mother and Diane, have

since broken with the Church of Satan. Zeena currently performs in her gothic
band Radio Werewolf (along with her partner Barry “Nikolas Schreck” Du-
bin) and is a member of the Temple of Set, a rival Satanic church. Again, the
story of occultism is the story of in¤ghting.

33. Ibid., 24–25.
34. Both Reuters and the Alternative Press issued obituaries, and a brief

mention of LaVey’s death was made on ABC’s nightly news program.
35. These past odd jobs are frequently repeated in exposés of LaVey, al-
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though there is little evidence to substantiate their truth. Given LaVey’s pen-
chant for dissimulation, it is likely that large parts of his autobiography are
simply fabrications. See Aquino, The Church of Satan, 15–25. The “autho-
rized” biography is Blanche Barton’s The Secret Life of a Satanist.

36. Aquino, The Church of Satan, 52.
37. Ibid.
38. Ibid., 54. See Redbeard, Might Is Right. The book is very popular

among neo-Nazis. It should be mentioned that Aquino’s Temple of Set and
the Church of Satan are at “war” with one another and that Aquino’s ac-
counts are not (as with any historical narrative) objective. Nevertheless, his
research seemed balanced, and it is well documented. Zeena LaVey has cor-
roborated all of Aquino’s claims about the Church of Satan. The Church of
Satan’s of¤cial position about these claims is that Zeena and her partner
wished to take control of the church.

39. Peter Gilmore (High Priest of the Church of Satan), e-mail to the au-
thor, July 4, 2001.

40. See Crowley, Magick, 47–116.
41. Los Angeles Times, July 17, 1979, sec. 1, 24–5.
42. LaVey, The Satanic Bible, 25.
43. These nine statements are an apt condensation of John Galt’s screed

against altruism and mysticism in Atlas Shrugged. See Ayn Rand, Atlas
Shrugged, 927–93.

44. Aquino, The Church of Satan, 53.
45. LaVey, The Satanic Bible, 21.
46. Ibid., 22.
47. The statistics about the Church of Satan’s membership and the num-

ber of Satanic bibles sold were unveri¤able and likely exaggerations.
48. Comment made by Kenneth Wooden in his 20/20 program “The

Devil Worshippers,” which originally aired on May 16, 1985.
49. LaVey, The Satanic Rituals, 17–18.
50. Peter Gilmore, telephone conversation with author, May 24, 2001.

Aquino disputes this claim as an ironic misdirection in his account of the
early days of the church. In the beginning, Aquino argues, rituals were all
about evoking the forces of darkness. Aquino suggests that one of the reasons
for his break from the church had to do with its membership’s declining in-
terest in ritual as real magic.

51. See Delbanco’s The Death of Satan for an interesting account of the
United States’ lack of a good repertoire of representations of evil. Also see
Gunn, “The Rhetoric of Exorcism.”

52. Baddeley, Lucifer Rising: “There are a number of Satanists who iden-
tify their ideas with Nazism and the Far Right. What’s your opinion on that.
[LaVey:] The link is often an aesthetic one. For example, there was this girl I
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saw not long ago wearing a long coat. The coat was unmistakably a Nazi
artefact [sic], while she was Jewish. Psychologically the two are irreconcil-
able, but on an aesthetic level they were understandable. The aesthetic appeal
lies in the dramatic fashion of the Nazi militaria. The Nazis understood
the meaning of visuals and sounds, and how to use them—take their use of
a lot of black leather in their uniforms and ‘oompah’ music in their marches
for example. There were some pretty smart guys involved with the Nazi
movement—they knew how basic material could reach the soul. Their aes-
thetics appealed to the religiosity in people. My own prejudices are not ethnic
but ethical—somebody’s race or background really has nothing to do with it.
Under Hitler many prominent Jews were ‘Aryanised.’ This has been docu-
mented, but it’s been quietly swept under the carpet. There was a Zionist-
Nazi pact establishing Madagascar as the Jewish homeland. Goebbels even
struck a medal to commemorate the deal” (76). The nonchalant character of
LaVey’s musings on Nazi aesthetics, I think, is particularly telling—and
highly troublesome. Also see LaVey, “The Jewish Question?”

53. LaVey, “The Church of Satan,” 30.
54. Ibid., 30–32; also see LaVey, “Entertain Me,” “How to Be God,” and

“Let Me Entertain You.”
55. There is a great deal of disagreement among scientists and philoso-

phers as to whether all images are visual. Mental images, e.g., are not explic-
itly visual yet appear to function in very similar ways. Nevertheless, by “im-
age” I mean to refer to the picture.

56. Barthes, Image, Music, Text, 17.
57. More speci¤cally, “illusionism” is premised on a kind of “guided pro-

jection,” a cognitive experience of the viewer of an image moving from the
materiality of the object (globs of paint, dots of ink, pixels of light) to a
semblance of the whole representation as a discrete thing. See Gombrich, Art
and Illusion.

58. Lancioni, “The Rhetoric of the Frame,” 403.
59. See Barthes, Image, Music, Text, 32–52; and Foss, “Ambiguity as Per-

suasion.” Because of the illusory reality effect of images and their need for
contextual codes, most work on the rhetoric of image has focused on the
manipulation of audiences by imagery. In cinema studies, the reality effect of
images has been explored in terms of how the spectator is “positioned” in an
ideological system through an identi¤cation with the camera. In visual stud-
ies, the reality effect of images has been explored in relationship to cognition,
particularly in terms of how the brain is “hard wired” to perceive images in
a certain way. In journalism, cultural, and rhetorical studies, the reality effect
of the image has been explored in terms of how images are used to mislead
audiences through their alteration (e.g., airbrushing) or by providing codes
of interpretation that are ideologically or politically suspect. In the present
context, the reality effect of images helps to explain why the images created
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by LaVey in the late 1960s have come to take on radically different meanings.
For an excellent literature review see Messaris, “Visual Literacy and Manipu-
lation.”

60. See especially Aquino, The Church of Satan.
61. Lanham, A Handlist of Rhetorical Terms, 152.
62. Aquino, The Church of Satan, 26–35.
63. Ibid., 25.
64. “The Devil Worshippers,” a 20/20 program (ABC News), May 16,

1985.
65. For a description of the content of these programs see de Young,

“Breeders for Satan.” De Young notes that, overwhelmingly, Satanic ritual
abuse survivors tend to be women, and he convincingly argues that at least
part of the panic over Satanism can be explained as an obvious recapitulation
of patriarchal norms.

66. See Baudrillard, The Mirror of Production. He expands this argument
later in Critique of the Political Economy of the Sign.

67. Baudrillard, The Mirror of Production; Jameson, Postmodernism,
esp. ix–xxii and 353–56.

68. LaVey, The Satanic Bible, 21.

Chapter 8

 1. This dialogue is actually taken from the ¤lm. The version consulted
in this chapter is The Ninth Gate, prod. and dir. Roman Polanski, 133 min.,
Artisan Home Entertainment, 2000, DVD. The screenplay is somewhat dif-
ferent; see Polanski, Brownjohn, and Urbizu, The Ninth Gate.

 2. Perhaps such tongue-dangling is the proverbial “devil’s mark.”
 3. Milton, Paradise Lost/Paradise Regained, 48.
 4. Roger Ebert, review of The Ninth Gate in the Chicago Sun-Times On-

line, March 2000; available from http://www.suntimes.com/ebert/ebert 
reviews/2000/03/031003.html (accessed October 23, 2001).

 5. George Meyer, “Will ‘Ninth Gate’ Close the Book on Polanski?”
Sarasota Herald Tribute, March 10, 2000, 18.

 6. Marshall Fine, “ ‘The Ninth Gate’: Weak Script Undermines Horror
in Latest Polanski Film,” Gannet News Service, March 10, 2000; available
from http://www.rochestergoesout.com/mov/n/ninthg.html (accessed Oc-
tober 23, 2001).

 7. William Arnold, “Exotic ‘Ninth Gate’ Breaks Down in Clichés,” Se-
attle Post-Intelligencer, March 10, 2000; available from http://seattlep-i.
nwsource.com/movies/gateq.shtml (accessed October 23, 2001).

 8. Owen Gleiberman and Lisa Schwarzbaum, “The Week [movie re-
views],” Entertainment Weekly, April 7, 2000, 76.

 9. Jay Carr, “Polanski’s ‘Ninth Gate’ Gives Satan a Bad Name,” Boston
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Globe, March 10, 2000; available from http://www.bostonglobe.com (ac-
cessed October 23, 2001).

10. Nick Carter, “Convoluted Story Slams Shut Polanski’s ‘Ninth Gate,’”
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, March 9, 2000; available from http://www.
jsonline.com/enter/movies/reviews/mar00 (accessed October 23, 2001).

11. Bob Graham, “Summoning Silliness: Roman Polanski Salutes and
Spoofs Satanic Thrillers,” San Francisco Chronicle, March 10, 2000; avail-
able from http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?¤le=/chronicle/archive/
2000/03/10/DD108488.DTL (accessed October 23, 2001).

12. See Mitchell, The Devil on Screen, 208–13.
13. Oppositional readings are designed to escape and resist the gravity of

the text, which I have discussed as the appeal of perfection and unity charac-
teristic of all texts. An oppositional reading does not mean one can read a text
as one pleases, however. In the reading below, the argument is that one can
contend with the text, not on its own terms, but within the context of the
demise of occultism as a social form. In other words, I am reading the ¤lm as
an object of popular culture.

14. Pérez-Reverte, The Club Dumas. Pérez-Reverte’s novel is a complex
meditation in the practice of reading which weds a narrative about The Three
Musketeers with Corso’s quest for The Nine Doors (variously, The Nine Lies).
In his screen adaptation, Polanski and his coauthors, John Brownjohn and
Enrique Urbizu, strip the narrative of its many Eco-esque subplots and focus
exclusively on the occult threads. Signi¤cantly, the ¤lm adds an ending that
does not appear in the book and ampli¤es the supernatural elements. In the
novel, the reader is encouraged to discount the role of supernatural forces (the
evil goings-on being simply the evil of humans). Perhaps to appease the ex-
pectations of audiences, a number of scenes in Polanski’s ¤lm are suggestive
of the supernatural. Part of the ¤lm’s commercial failure, I think, has to do
with Polanski’s ampli¤cation of the supernatural elements which resulted in
a kind of supernatural ambivalence.

15. K. Burke, A Grammar of Motives, 441–42.
16. See ibid., 323–444.
17. For exemplary examples see Brummett, “Burke’s Representative An-

ecdote as a Method in Media Criticism”; and Tonn, Endress, and Diamond,
“Hunting and Heritage on Trial in Maine.”

18. K. Burke, A Grammar of Motives, 442.
19. In my reading of Burke, social order and hierarchy are merely the

surrogates for Marx’s conception of class, with which Burke was very fa-
miliar. A one-time communist, Burke gradually moved away from political
socialism, especially during and after the Red Scare in the United States. In
reprints and new editions of his books, it was not uncommon for him to
replace socialist concepts with less socially and politically dangerous con-
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cepts. See Schiappa and Keehner, “The ‘Lost’ Passages of Permanence and
Change.”

20. Yet perhaps not as well as Burke’s conception of “logology,” which he
de¤ned as “words about words” and used to make sense of “words about
God.” See K. Burke, The Rhetoric of Religion, esp. 1–7. My reasons for per-
sisting with the analogy to dramatism will become clearer momentarily.

21. LaVey, “The Church of Satan,” 31. For a variation of this theme see
Fritscher, “The Selling of the Age of Aquarius.”

22. Stephanie Zacharek, “ ‘The Ninth Gate’ [DVD review],” August 4,
2000; available from http://www.salon.com (accessed October 23, 2001).

23. In Polanski’s running commentary on The Ninth Gate DVD, he sug-
gests that this conundrum was precisely his intent with this scene. He notes
that an important part of the ¤lm, as with the novel, is a nagging uncertainly
about whether the events depicted have to do with the supernatural. As the
movie moves closer to an ending, however, it is clear that Polanski wanted to
emphasize the supernatural elements to appease audience expectation.

24. Elvis Mitchell, “ ‘The Ninth Gate’: Off to Hell in a Handbasket,
Trusty Book in Hand,” New York Times on the Web, March 10, 2000; avail-
able from http://www.nytimes.com/library/¤lm/03100gate-¤lm-review-html
(accessed October 23, 2001).

25. Ibid.
26. Crowley, Equinox of the Gods, 127.
27. I should also mention that Polanski intended the ¤lm as a celebration

of “old horror ¤lms,” as he notes in the DVD commentary. This intentional
nostalgia permeated every aspect of the ¤lm, Polanski notes. For example,
instead of rendering the ¤lm’s special effects on a computer, Polanski says that
they used the “old” blue-screen (chroma keyed) techniques. When “the girl”
®ies in the ¤ght scene, the crew used wires, even though the shot would have
been much easier and cheaper to produce with computer technology.

28. The basic psychological logic here is that of “the gaze,” particularly
as it is described by Laura Mulvey: the contradictions of desires for inde-
pendence (destruction of the Other) and unity (becoming one with the Other)
are negotiated over the body of the wealthy aristocrat. See Mulvey, Visual and
Other Pleasures.

29. Nussbaum, “The Professor of Parody.”
30. This quotation is from the screenplay.
31. The stereotype is common in popular representations of the college

professor. In a manner similar to John Houseman’s depiction of the crusty
old professor whose intelligence is an excuse for his arrogance and meanness
in The Paper Chase (1973), Richard Dreyfuss plays an unpleasant, cranky
college instructor in the canceled CBS drama The Education of Max Bick-
ford. The show portrays Bickford as a man thoroughly dissatis¤ed with his
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life, and each plot orbits his negotiation of the proverbial “mid-life crisis.” In
other words, examples of the “bored” and dissatis¤ed professor are not dif¤-
cult to come by in popular culture texts.

32. See, e.g., Purkiss, The Witch in History.
33. See Braude, Radical Spirits.
34. I’m thinking, in particular, of Hélène Cixous’s écriture féminine. See

Cixous, “The Laugh of the Medusa.”
35. Many thanks to Mimi White for this example. The program origi-

nally aired on October 19, 1999, and was rebroadcast on March 7, 2000.
36. Brother Wilmshurst wrote that the “true candidate [of Freemasonry]

must indeed needs be, as the word candidus implies, a ‘white man,’ white
within as symbolically he is white-vestured without, so that no inward stain
or soilure may obstruct the dawn within his soul of that Light which he pro-
fesses to be the predominant wish of his heart on asking for admission.”
Wilmshurst, The Meaning of Masonry, 12.

37. There are a number of historical exceptions, such as Prince Hall’s
charter of an African American Freemasonry Lodge in the United States. Put-
nam, “The House That Prince Hall Built.”

38. See Giroux, “Rewriting the Discourse of Racial Identity.”
39. See Gresson, The Recovery of Race in America.
40. Hammond, The Sacred in a Secular Age, 1.
41. Jameson, Postmodernism, 67.
42. Bell, “The Return of the Sacred?”
43. M. Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, 181–82.
44. B. Wilson, Contemporary Transformations of Religion, 96. Wilson’s

use of the plural “popcorns” is a form of British slang (I think it refers to what
folks in the United States know as popcorn balls).

45. Darsey, The Prophetic Tradition, 209.
46. See B. Wilson, Religion in Sociological Perspective, esp. 149–51.

Epilogue

 1. Ellul, The Humiliation of the Word, n.p.; available http://www.
religion-online.org/cgi-bin/relsearchd.dll/showchapter?chapter id=490 (ac-
cessed June 25, 2004).

 2. Rushing and Frentz, “The Gods Must Be Crazy,” 244.
 3. Willis, “My Sokaled Life,” 134.
 4. For an excellent examination of the nasty ways in which blind review

perpetuates oppression see Blair, Brown, and Baxter, “Disciplining the Femi-
nine.”

 5. See Hayes and Wynyard, The McDonaldization of Higher Education;
Jary and Parker, The New Higher Education; R. Rand, Logomachia; Read-
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ings, The University in Ruins; Slaughter and Leslie, Academic Capitalism;
and White and Hauck, Campus, Inc.

 6. Sokal, “Revelation,” 49.
 7. Sokal and Bricmont, Fashionable Nonsense, xi.
 8. Sokal, “Transgressing the Boundaries,” 230.
 9. Although he does not shun theory, Robert Scholes argues that “con-

cepts like truth and reality are necessary for the health of a discipline called
English,” and I suspect the humanities in general. Scholes, The Rise and Fall
of English, x.

10. Grossberg, We Gotta Get Out of This Place, 30.
11. See Hartley, “ ‘Text’ and ‘Audience.’”
12. Warner, Publics and Counterpublics, 125–58.
13. See Gunn, “Publishing Peccadilloes.”
14. Derrida, The Gift of Death, 92.

Appendix 1

 1. C. Wilson, The Occult, 58–59.
 2. McHargue, “A Ride across the Mystic Bridge,” 1639.
 3. Tillett, “Encounters with Unfamiliar States,” 77–78. Also see Grant,

The Magical Revival.
 4. Adorno, “Theses against Occultism,” in The Stars Down to Earth,

128–33.
 5. A. L. Smith, “The Occultism of the Text,” 6; C. Bloom, The “Occult”

Experience and the New Criticism, x.
 6. Messent, Literature of the Occult, 5.
 7. The ultimate unknown being, of course, death. The classic analysis

here is Freud’s commentary on the uncanny. See Freud, “The ‘Uncanny’”
(also of relevance is “Dreams and Telepathy,” trans. C. J. M. Hubback, in
the same volume, 169–92). Although it is currently out of print, George
Devereux’s edited volume Psychoanalysis and the Occult contains numer-
ous insightful essays by Freud and others that investigate occultism and para-
normal phenomena (the two are erroneously con®ated). Gay’s psychological
account of the relation between occultism and darkness is very different. A
student of Kohutian analysis (a view that centers on love objects and the
Jungian imago), Gay argues that occult “experience” refers to an infantile
wish to restore past relationships. See Gay, Understanding the Occult.

 8. E. Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry, 16.
 9. Gunn and Beard, “On the Apocalyptic Sublime,” 276. Also see Kant,

Critique of Judgment, secs. 23–54.
10. Messent, Literature of the Occult, 11. Gay offers up a similar expla-

nation for the occult as a kind of “mood.” Understanding the Occult (esp.
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16) describes the occult “experience” as an encounter with one’s fragmented
self and as rooted in the “very early experience of surrender to a mothering
person.” Kohut’s theory of the self-object is central to Gay’s argument.

11. Luhrmann, Persuasions of the Witch’s Craft, 7.
12. Ibid., 337.
13. Ibid., 16.
14. Ibid., 345.
15. Ibid., 352.
16. Ibid., 353.
17. Ibid., 203.
18. Ibid., 204.
19. Verter, “Dark Star Rising,” 21.
20. Ibid., 4.
21. Ibid., 5.
22. Ibid.
23. Verter suggests that after Crowley, many occultists were feared to be

sexually deviant. He emphasizes a relationship between homoerotic themes
and occultism that at times seems overclaimed. A better, more in-depth en-
gagement is Evan’s Witchcraft and the Gay Counterculture.

24. It bears mentioning that Purkiss’s work is a delightful read—well
written, re®exive, and sharp.

25. Mauss, A General Theory of Magic, 19.
26. Ibid., 88.
27. Tiryakian, On the Margin of the Visible, 6.
28. Ibid.; see Mauss, A General Theory of Magic, 22–40, for the relevant

material.
29. Tiryakian, “Toward a Sociology of Esoteric Culture,” 265.
30. Ibid., 263.
31. Ibid., 267. These observations were inspired by Georg Simmel’s fa-

mous essay on secrets, “The Sociology of Secrecy and of Secret Societies,”
which can also be found in Tiryakian’s edited collection.

32. Tiryakian, “Toward a Sociology of Esoteric Culture,” 268.
33. Tiryakian, On the Margin of the Visible, 2.
34. K. Burke, A Grammar of Motives, 134–38.
35. Tiryakian, On the Margin of the Visible, 9.
36. Truzzi, “De¤nition and Dimensions of the Occult,” 245. All of

Truzzi’s articles are primarily de¤nitional in scope. See also his “The Occult
Revival as Popular Culture” and “Towards a Sociology of the Occult.”

37. In “The Occult Establishment,” e.g., Marty argues for a conceptual
distinction between the occult “underground” and the occult “establish-
ment.” The “underground” would largely consist of those elements of occult-
ism that are not objects of mass consumption. The “establishment” seems to
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refer to those elements of occultism that many people characterize today as
“New Age”: astrology, spiritualism, etc. There are few exceptions to my
claim that sociologists have been more interested in taxonomy than in critical
claims. Patricia Hartman’s survey of subscribers to an occult magazine is an
exception. In “Social Dimensions of Occult Participation: The Gnostica
Study,” Hartman argues for nationwide surveys to get a handle on the scope
of interest and basic demographic information about those drawn to the oc-
cult. Findings from her own survey were limited (e.g., she found that most
people surveyed believed in “occult forces”), but this did not prevent her
correctly predicting an explosion of “neo-paganism” (Wicca, Goddess wor-
ship, etc.) at the end of the century. For an excellent overview of neopagan
religious beliefs see Graham Harvey’s Contemporary Paganism.

38. Whitehead, “Reasonably Fantastic,” 586.
39. Ben-Yehuda, “The Revival of the Occult,” 13. Ben-Yehuda’s essay is

problematic because it too easily con®ates science ¤ction with occultism yet
offers no explanation or justi¤cation for such a con®ation.

40. Eliade, Occultism, Witchcraft, and Cultural Fashions, 64.
41. Ben-Yehuda, “The Revival of the Occult.”
42. Greeley, “Implications for the Sociology of Religion.”
43. For example, Tiryakian seems to believe that secret societies make up

a large portion of the occult subculture, while sociologists like Danny and
Lin Jorgenson argue that there is a wide array of types of social organization,
public and private. See Jorgenson and Jorgenson, “Social Meanings of the
Occult.” The authors are highly critical of the lack of empirical work in the
sociology of the occult, and they offer a study in which they became adept
readers of tarot cards. They claim that previous studies are too speculative
and lack empirical evidence, that previous studies focus too narrowly on one
group, and that previous studies lack insider perspectives. Their ¤ndings are
predictable, and their method is dubious at best.
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